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Interdisziplinäre Systemforschung 
Analyse - Formallsierung - SimulatIOn 

Die System wissenschaft hat sich aus der Verbindung 
mehrerer Wissenschaftszweige entwickelt: der Rege
lungs- und Steuerungstheorie, der Kommunikationswis
senschaft, der Modelltheorie und der Informatik. Sie 
erfüllt heute das Programm, das Norbert Wiener mit 
seiner Definition von Kybernetik ursprünglich vorgelegt 
hat und dessen Durchführung zu seiner Zeit durch die 
noch ungenügend entwickelte Computerwissenschaft 
stark eingeschränkt war. 
Die Forschung und die praktische Anwendung der Sy
stemwissenschaft bezieht heute sowohl die Fachleute 
der System wissenschaft als auch die Spezialisten der 
Anwendungsgebiete ein. In vielen Bereichen hat sich 
diese Zusammenarbeit mittlerweile bewährt. 
Die Reihe • Interdisziplinäre Systemforschung» setzt 
sich zum Ziel, dem Studenten, dem Theoretiker und 
dem Praktiker über den neuesten Stand aus Lehre und 
Forschung, aus der Anwendung und der metatheore
tischen Kritik dieser Wissenschaft zu berichten. 
Dieser Rahmen soll noch insofern erweitert werden, als 
die Reihe in ihren Publikationen die mathematischen 
Modellierungsverfahren mit einbezieht, die in verschie
densten Wissenschaften in vielen Jahrzehnten zur 
Beschreibung und Optimierung von Systemen erarbeitet 
wurden. 
Entgegen der früheren Tradition, in der die theoretische 
Regelungs- und Computerwissenschaft auf den Kreis 
der Mathematiker, Physiker und Ingenieure beschränkt 
war, liegt die Betonung dieser Reihe auf der Interdiszi
plinarität. die die System wissenschaft mittlerweile er
reicht hat und weiter anstrebt. Stadt- und Regionalpla
ner, Psychologen, Physiologen, Betriebswirte, Volks
wirtschafter, Okologen, Ernährungswissenschafter, 
Soziologen, Politologen, Juristen, Pädagogen, Mana
ger, Diplomaten, Militärwissenschafter und andere Fach
leute sehen sich zunehmend mit Aufgaben der System
forschung konfrontiert oder sogar beauftragt. 
Die ISR-Reihe wird Forschungsberichte - einschliess
lieh Dissertationen -, Vorlesungsskripten, Readers zu 
Vorlesungen und Tagungsberichte enthalten. Die Ver
wendung wenig aufwendiger Herstellungsverfahren soll 
dazu dienen, die Ergebnisse der Autoren in kürzester 
Frist einer möglichst breiten, interessierten Öffentlich
keit zur Diskussion zu stellen. Um auch die Reprodu
zierbark eit der Ergebnisse zu gewährleisten, werden in 
Berichten über Arbeiten mit dem Computer wenn im
mer möglich auch die Befehlslisten im Anhang mitge
druckt. 
Der internationale Charakter der Reihe soll durch die 
Aufnahme von Arbeiten in Deutsch, Englisch und Franzö
sisch aus Hochschulen und Forschungszentren aus aller 
Welt verwirklicht werden. Dafür soll eine entspre
chende Zusammensetzung des Herausgebergremiums 
sorgen. 
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PREFACE 

Thls collectlon of papers owes Its orlgin to arecent conference on the toplc of dec
ision analysis organised by the Royal Economlc Socfety, durlng the per Iod when one of 
us {H.T.} served as Programme Secretary for the Socfety. The papers Included here 
were selected especially for the contrfbutfon they made to the fmplementatfon of 
decislon analytlc methods In the field of pol fcy formulation. These selected con
ference papers have furthermore been supplemented by several fnvited contrlbutions In 
order to provide a more complete exposition of the overall theme. Thus, the volume 
now contalns a set of original papers whlch we bel feve contribute slgnlficantly to 
the most Important aspects of this toplc. 

The work is grouped into two parts. Part I contalns a critique of analytical meth
ods In pollcy formulatlon and defines the essential characterlstlcs of the pollcy 
process. Although we advocate the declslon analysis approach Insofar as It provfdes 
what we consfder to be the most acceptable paradfgm for rational action, we do so' 
onlyon the balance of its merfts, based upon our personal experience of consulting 
work In the Decislon Analysis Unft at the London Business School. The papars Inclu
ded In thfs first part represent, therefore, a dlspassionate evaluation of the place 
of analytical methods in the effectlve formulation of pol fcy. Part 2 looks at some 
of the more important aspects In the Implementation of the decisfon analysis approach. 
The methodologlcal problems of screening, probabllfty assessment, group consensus, 
multiple confl ictlng objectlves and structurfng are consldered In special detail. 
The appl Ications described Include the sitfng of large-scale public facll fties, the 
setting of standards for earthquake protection, the transportation of dangerous 
chemlcals, the evaluation of flre control services, medical diagnosis and technolo
glcal assessment. 

We, as editors, should like to express our particular satisfactlon in compiling to
gether the research work of such a notable group of contrlbutors. We also wish to 
acknowledge the Important contrlbutlon of Charles Carter, Vice-Chancellor of Lancas
ter Universlty who in his term as Secretary-General of the Royal Economlc Society 
encouraged the development of declslon analysis, economfc analysis and pol icy formu
lation as a valuable conference topic. 

We must also acknowledge the support of the London Business School in the development 
of this book. Peter Moore, the Deputy Prlnclpal, has, In partlcular, mafntained 
consfderable interest In the fleld of decision analysis, and has always been a source 
of encouragement and support. Our secretary, Miss Gaye Gresham, however deserves 
the major vote of thanks for the expert help she provlded In produclng the final 
manuscr i pt. 

Derek W. Bunn 
Howard Thomas 
London Graduate School of Business Studies 
June, 1977 
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DEREK W. BUNN 
HOWARD THOMAS 

THE FIELD OF POLICY ANALYSIS 

This papep defines the essentiaZ ahapaatepistias of the poZiay ppoaess and apgues 
that anaZytiaaZ methods suah as those based upon deaision theopY must be widened 
in saope in opdep to ppovide wopthwhiZe tooZs fop poZiay anaZysis. Indeed. when 
poZiay anaZysis is peaognised to be a aombination of soaiaZ as weZZ as anaZytiaaZ 
ppoaesses. the potentiaZ impZementabiZity 9f a poZiay itseZf beaomes an impoptant 
determinant in the finaZ ahoiae of the most ppe!"epped option. 



I. The Field of Pol iey Analysis 
by Derek W. Bunn and Howard Thomas 

The Charaateristias of Po~iay Formu~tion 

The main purpose of this first ehapter is to provide a short introduetion and preview 
to Part I. In addition, the opportunity will also be taken here to outl ine briefly 
our eurrent perspeetive on the nature of pol iey formulation. To start with, however, 
we shouid try to deal wlth a few minor points of elarlfieation. 

In the first instanee, we do not wish to impose any distinetion between the terms 
polley formulatlon and poliey analysis. Clearly one eould try to eoneeptual ise these 
two distlnet stages In an overall poliey-maklng proeess; policles eould be firstly 
formulated and then analysed. It is suggested however, such a distinetlon would 
prove meaningless In praetlce. The formulatlon of pol ieies cannot be devoid of analy-
sis and would moreover embody the most Important Issues of the final evaluation. In 
any ease, writers on this topie tend to use these terms Interehangeably and it would 
not inerease the effeetiveness of pol icy-making in praetiee to add further coneeptual 
eonfusion to an already highly overeonceptual ised toplc. 

Nor do we Intend to deflne the exaet nature and boundaries of the field of poliey 
analysis. Most flelds of seientlfie inquiry have undefinable boundaries and yet 
eonstitute valuable eategories of research and praetlee. Thus, for example, although 
there Is no elear boundary between physics and ehemlstry, thls categorisation of the 
sclenees iso still useful to uso The prineipal matter and approach of the physieist 
is eharacteristically different from that of the ehemlst. Thus, It Is only import-
ant for us to seek to elueidate the princlpal characterlstics of policy analysis whieh 
serve to identify the tople as meanlngful In its own rlght. 

Bauer and Gergen (I) elassify deeisions into routine, taetical and strategie wlth the 
implieation that many of the charaeteristies of pol ley are derived from its prineipal 
coneern wlth strategie deelsions. This transition from routine to strategie is 
boardly assoelated with Inereasint eomplexity, wider ranging effeets, longer time 
horlzons and greater polltieal eomplleatlons. They are declslons whleh justify con
siderable time and resouees In thelr analysis. Dror (7) also takes this position, 
but with the impl ieit suggestion that pol iey formulation is assoeiated with aetivi
ties at the top of an organisation. Evldently, if pol iey Is eharaeterised only by 
seale, its nature beeomes somewhat relative, situational and personal. What eonsti
tutes pol iey for the head of a particular organisation, maybe a taetieal matter for 
the larger organisation of which it is only apart. The fact that pol iey is in 
eertain respeets identified only in the mind of the deeision-maker, does not In any 
way invalidate its distinetion as a meaningful entity. LIndbIom (13) emohasises the har
gaining aspeets of pol icy formulation in its dealings with the multiple' interest groups. 

The deeision-maker in the poliey eontext must therefore not only be able to diagnose 
and analyse the problem but must also be eapable of synthesising the analyses and the 
Information from other sources in arrivlng at his ultimate pol iey cholee. Beeause 
he is an aetor In the total pol iey proeess he must in addition possess commonsense 
Insights about the processes of marketing, eommunicating and finally implementing his 
polleies both to his subordinates and wlthin the organisation as a whole. Onee he 
has this soelal aeeeptanee of his immediate poliey objeetlves he can them determine 
the most sensible mechanlsm by whieh those polleies ean, be' revised'through time as a 
response to changing faetors of Influenee and market eondltions and general envlron
mental changes. 

Pol iey formulation Is thus a proeess whieh requires the deelsion-maker not only to 
have the tradltional Intelleetual skills of 'problem diagnosis, analysis and synthe
sls but also the politleal eapability to Implement pol iey wlthin the organisation 
and pereeive neeessary dlreetions of change if politieal eonditions are sensitive or 
if major environmental ehanges take plaee. Poliey-maklng is thus a much wider dls
elpl ine than the intelleetual aetivity known as deeision-maklng whleh has eaptured 
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the attention of normative decision theorists (e.g. Raiffa and Schlaifer (17), 
Raiffa (16), Howard (8), Moore and Thomas (14» who postulate what a rational dec~ 
sion-maker should do when faced with adecision problem under uncertalnty and des
scriptive decision theorists (e.g. Bower (2), Clarkson (4» who examine what deci
slon-makers actually do when faced wlth such problems. 

I I Deaision AnaLysis and PoLiay 

Keeney and Raiffa (li) distinguish between formal analysis and informal synthesis in 
tackl ing decislon problems. Routine decisions are often sUfficlently weil under
stood to Justify only an informal synthesis of current Information in making the 
decision. The overall greater importance and complexity of pol icy formulatlon, 
however, necessitates the use of some formal method of analysis. 

The present methdology of declsion analysis would appear to provide the most suit
able basis for the development of appropriate formal isations to aid pol icy analysis. 
Although the methods of Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA), and Cost-Effectiveness Analysis 
(CEA), and Planning, Programming and Budeting Systems (PPBS) have gained consider
able popularity, the method of Decision Analysis has much stronger foundations in 
the theory of rational declsion-making under uncertainty. 

Despite the relative infrequency of reported appl ications, there is much more experi
ence with the use of decision analytic methods in the business sector than in the 
publ ic sector (see Brown (3), Moore, Thomas, Bunn and Hampton (15) and Kaufman & 
Thomas (10», although appl ications in the latter sector have increased over recent 
years (see Orake, Keeney and Morse (6». 

Oecision analysis, following Raiffa (16), can be appl ied to adecision problem under 
uncertainty In terms of aseries of distinct stages as follows;-

I) definition of the set of alternative actions or alternative strategies 
ii) specification of a util ity measure for the outcomes (or consequences) 

of adecision problem 
i ii) assessment (or definition) of a probabil ity measure on the states of 

nature (or events) 
Iv) determination of the optimal strategy in terms of the maximisation of ,he 

expected util ity crlerion. 

Such a formal decision analysis approach can help the decision-maker choose a good 
course of action by providlng both a framework for choice and appropriate techniques 
to facil itate that choice. More importantly, the framework allows the declslon
maker to incorporate his subjectlve judgements about probabil Ities and values into 
the formal analysis. The essential value of the approach is that it forces hard 
thinking about the problem situation and forces real istic examination of the set of 
available strategies, the generation of additional alternatives and the contempla
tion of scenarios which anticipate future problems and perhaps areas of growth in 
the actlvlties of the organisation concerned. The net effect of a good decision 
analysis, therefore, is that it should highl ight the areas of controversy underly
ing the reasons why members of a decision-making group will have differences in 
relation to their perception of alternatives and their valuations of consequences 
and sources of uncertalnty. 

One problem with the approach is that the decision analysis model assumeS the exist
ence of a single decision-making unlt wlth a single individual set of util ity prefe
rences, and that this preference schedule can be used to establ ish the order of rela-
tive attractiveness of the possible future outcomes. In practice, in many declsion 
situations, the decislon-making unit comprises a group of people who have confl ict
ing sets of values and preferences. How is consensus between them to be achieved 
and what ultimately will be the crlterion for judging the moSt preferred course of 
action? Can 'optimal ity' In the conventional management science sense be achieved 
when there are so many differing viewpoints to be reconciled? 
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As an example, with the increasing Interest of decision analysts in problems In the 
public sector has come the recognition that such problems Involve multiple confl ict
Ing obJectlves for the declsion-maklng agency, have sources of uncertalnty whlch can 
only be Imprecisely speclfied, Influence different groups In soclety In terms of the 
cost-beneflt plcture and Inevltably Involve a longlsh time horlzon wlth effects 
during the whole time per iod. Decislon analysts have slowly reacted to this type 
of problem situation which requires considerably more effort and time in structuring 
areal Istic model of the decislon situation and can also Incorporate a treatment of 
such behavioural elements as the necesslty to consider the processes of negotlatlon 
and bargalnlng which must take place amongst the members of the decislon-maklng group 
before the preferred cholce of option can emerge. Equally lmportantly, such models 
must be system models and not formal isatlons of the individual decislon-maker para-
digm. If thls is so, the model will requlre information to be drawn from all the 
relevant experts In the problem situation. Whilst the declsion-maker remains in 
full charge of pol Icy choice, such delegation of responsibillty allows his attention 
to be focussed primarilyon those aspects of the preference structure whieh are either 
crucially important or cannot real Istically be delegated to others. 

This development of a system model which all members of the declslon-making group can 
reasonably accept and work with is an extremely important development in the process 
of bringing formal decision analytic methods into much closer proximity wlth the 
real Ities of the 'policy-setting' situation. In large part this 15 because the 
model provides a framework wlthin which the responsibil Itles and requirements for 
formal analysis can be divided and delegated amongst the indlvlduals who form the 
declslon-maklng group and who then jointly become responsible for the tasks of 
creativity, Information and gatherlng, evaluation and assessment of uncertalnties 
and value measures, and finally of negotlating and bargalning as a group to decide 
upon their preference for a partlcular option. 

Writers on pollcy analysis such as LassweIl (12) and Dror (7) have in large part 
failed to make a contribution to the practice of large-scale decislon-making (i .e. 
in situations of a highly unstructured form characterlsed by extreme vagueness and 
unlqueness e.g. strategy and pollcy formulatlon for a whole organisation) because 
they have conducted their analyses at too high a level of abstraction. As a 
result they have introduced Intultlvely appeal Ing concepts such as. mega-pol ICY and 
meta-policy but have not used these to develop a methodologlcal approach to pollcy 
analysis that can meanlngfully be used as aprerequisite for pollcy formulatlon. 

We belleve that recent examples of the application of fo.rmal· decision analytic methods 
to rlicy quest ions (e.g., Howard, Matheson and North (9), de Neufville and Keeney 
(5) have provlded sufficient evidence to suggest that such one-of-a-kind; unique 
strateglc pollcy-type questions can be handled with the formal analytlcal tools 
provided by the decision analysis approach. 

However, signiflcant problems exlst In adaptlng the formal rational choice processes 
offered by the decision analysis model to the real Itles of the pollcy situation 
which as we have seen involve the pollcy-maker in the task of balancing rational 
analysis against the pressures emanating from the social processes and environment 
in which any pollcy analysis 15 carried out. 

II I The Adaptation of Decision AnaZysis to the PoZiay Context 

The papers by Baecher, Gros & McKusker and Williams included in this first part pre
sent a crltlcal analysis of the current state-of-the-art in relation to the method
ology of declslon analysis and Its relationship to pollcy quest Ions. Whereas 
Baecher et a1 provlde a very thorough review of the declslon analysis approach with 
particular reference to such quest Ions as multiple conflicting obJectlves and the 
multl-attributed util Ity approach, Will iams, an acknowledged expert in the fleld of 
cost/beneflt analysis (CBA), dlscusses the Integration of the CBA approach within 
the context of the formal methodology provlded by declslon analysis. As such they 
Identify many of the problems whlch are faced in public sector appllcatlons:- the 
quest Ion of who constitutes the declslon-maklng group; the lack of initial definition 
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of the problem; the question of how publ ic officials evaluate trade~offs between 
confl icting objectives when it is clear that individuals and groups within society 
will be affected In different ways by the pol icies when they are Implemented, the 
Issue of what CBA Implies In relation to the social process as opposed to the 
rational Isation aspects of pol Icy analysIs. 

It seems clear that adaptation of the decision analysis paradigm to the pol icy con
text requires at minimum:~ 

11) 

iij) 

iv) 

v) 

the Identification of sensible approaches by whlch the indlvlduals who 
form the decision-maklng group can search for and creatively evaluate 
the set of pol Icy options. Thls is thus the crucial problem decom
position phase In which an expllclt system model must be developed and 
in which pol icy options must be sensibly screened to provlde an effi
cient set for subsequent evaluation. 
the treatment of issues and problems arlsing from the commonly occurring 
situation of multiple conflictlng decision objectives In the pol Icy do
ma in. 
the treatment of quest ions of consensus amongst the decision-making group 
about assessments of uncertainty and value, I.e. the inputs to the subse
quent policy analysis. 
the consideration of procedures of negotiatlon and bargaining which members 
of a decision-making group can use in evaluating the effects of pollcy 
Implementation upon the individuals or groups likely to be affected by a 
partlcular pol icy. 
the development of algorithms which can facil itate the analysis of large
scale, multiple criteria problems. 

Some research work has been reported on this adaptation and we have reviewed it 
together with some recent original contributions in the second part of thls volume. 
One research area that has been much more neglected Is the descriptlve decision (or 
pol icy) analysis area. Our level of understanding of how people actually do make 
policy and declsion analyses is very limited. We do not know except from studies 
such as Bower's (2) about such Issues as:-

i) How organisation attentIon is concentrated on specific decision problems. 
il) How decision-makers search for alternative strategies in relation to the 

decision problem. 
iii) How decislon-makers look for the consequences which should be attached to 

the alternative strategies. 
Iv) Whether decision-makers compare alternatives in terms of single criterion, 

such as profit, or whether they recognise the exlstence of consequences so 
intangible that they try to determine the 'satisfactory' alternative over 
a number of decision dimensions. This is essentially the question of how 
decision goals are formulated in complex organisations. 

v) The extent to whlch declslons within organisations are effectively made by 
a single' individual' decision-maker or by a group of managers. If it is 
the latter, the processes by which consensus in decision making was arrived 
at is important. 

vi) The existence of information systems within organisations and how they are 
organised to provide an information flow for decision-makers. The types 
of information made available. The form of information provided for plann
Ing purposes. The control systems wlthln the firm whlch impinge upon the 
processes of decislon. 

Such issues need to be evaluated through wide~ranging, in-depth case studies of 
pol icy analyses within organisations. Studies of this type take much time and 
conslderable research effort and are often of I imlted general isabil ity In terms of 
other organisational situations. However, we would expect that the results of 
such studies will indlcate that search processes and Information-gathering processes 
constitute slgnificant parts of declsion and policy-making; particularly in less 
weil structured situations. 
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The insights derived from such descrlptive decision-making studies should provide 
further sensible suggestions for general modificatlons to tne declsion analytic 
approach so that it can be more efflclently appl ied as a pollcy-maklng procedure 
within the widest possible range of organisations and slgnlflcant decision-making 
situations. 
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AJ.,AN WILLIAMS 

WHAT CAN COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS LEARN FROM DECISION ANALYSIS? 

The paper aomprising Chapter 2 of this voZume is a aritiaaZ eaonarrist's assessment 
of how far the introduation of deaision anaZysie methode into the ueuaZ aoet-benefit 
approaah aan improv e pub Ha deaision-making. 
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2. What Can Cost-Benefit Analysis Learn From Decision Analysis? 
by Alan Wi II iams 

Introduation 

Cost-benefit analysis typical Iy operates by estimating the stream of benefits assoc
iated with each of some set of alternatives, estimating the corresponding streams of 
costs, and reducing these to some "present value" by a time-discounting procedure. 
For simple cases the decislon rule is '~o all proJects with positive net present 
values", though in more complex situations other rules may be applled (e.g. max NPV 
per unit of constrained resource). As an algorlthm for making publ ic investment 
decisions, it thus follows the general format of financial proJect appraisal, but 
Its substantive content is very different because "benefits" do not coincide wlth 
"revenues", "costs" do not coincide with "expenditure", and the discount rate used 
has no necessary connection with any market rate of Interest. Hence most of the 
effort of cost-benefit analysts is devoted to identifying, and finding ways of eva lu
ating In money terms, the benefits and costs, and to arguing about the correct concept
ual basis (and appropriate numerlcal value) for the discount rate. 

Decision theorists, on the other hand, seem to have concentrated their attention on 
uncertalnty as a pervaslve aspect of decision-making, and especially of investment 
decisions, where futurity adds to uncertainty. Since the size and pervasiveness of 
public projects seem to add still further to the amount of uncertainty present in all 
aspects of the declslon process, it seems reasonable to hope that cost benefit ana~ 
Iysts might find much helpful material in decision theory, both at a conceptual level 
(in structuring problems for analysis) and at an empirical level (in picking up use
ful information about the behaviour of different sorts of decision makers in the face 
of uncertainty). 

It is with these objectives in mind I have been scanning the I iterature on decision 
theory. I must, however, enter some defensive disclaimers at the outset. Flrstly, 
I am not very famil lar with the I iterature in this field, so I may have missed impor
tant relevant contributions. Secondly, I am not expert in the technlcalities of 
statistical decision theory, so I may have failed to appreciate, or even misunder
stood, the significance of that (small) part of the literature which I have read. 
Thirdly, I ike economists in other fields, cost-benefit analysts do not arr-agree with 
each other about the ideal nature and content of their subject, I therefore speak only 
for myself. Had one of my fellow cost-benefit analysts been carrying out thls assign
ment, you would certainty have had a different paper in front of you. 

Be that as it may, the plan of this paper is as foliows: in section 11, I present 
tentative taxonomy of the elements with whlch I shall be juggl ing later, and in 
section I I I, I set out my primative notions as to what decision theory has to say 
when applled to group decisions. In section IV, I mirror these propositions and con
clusions (or lack of them) wlth a comparable set from the literature of publ ic finance 
(and welfare economlcs) In whlch cost-benefit analysis has its intellectual antece
dents. This leads me, in section V, to confess what (if anything) is actually done 
about risk and uncertainty in cost-benefit analysis, moving shamefacedly on to con
sider(in sections VI and VI I I) how we might go In for self-improvement by measuring 
risk aversion in the publ ic sector, firstly under a "mutual insurance" or "syndicate" 
model of publ ic sec tor investment, and secondly under the assumptlon that the group 
decision maker is some kind of arbltrator. Then I look briefly at two other sources 
of uncertalnty in group declsion making, considering their implications under the 
heading "confl ict and confusion costs". I end, unsurprisingly, with some conclu-
sions, which are timid and conservative, if not downrlght reactionary. I would not 
be entirely sorry if I were convinced that I am wrong. 
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I I Deaisions and Deaision Makers 

In arecent book on decision making in business and government administratlon l , Ruth 
Hack observes that "choice by rational man is the subject addressed by statistical 
decision theory. It concerns choice between predelineated alternatives. Its cen-
tral application is in decislon situations in which information is reasonably rich 
and manageable so that opinion has a firm base". (pp 55-56). In order to Judge 
the relevance of this powerful apparatus to her chosen field, she finds It useful 
to divide the material up in the following manner: 

The decision-agent may be "rational" ("economic") man or "natural" man, the latter 
differing from the former in that "his perception is selective .•• his aspirations 
are developmental ... 'he' is typically 'they' - adecision maker is usually a 
collective." (p 9). 

The decision process is usual Iy an on90in9 deI iberative-administrative one, so rather 
than starting from predel ineated alternatives we need to distinguish 5 stages in the 
process: "deciding to decide, speclfying alternatives, choice, effectuation, and 
review." (p 9). In this context more serious errors may arise over uncertainty 
about what is relevant (e.g. in appropriate specification of alternatives) than uncer
tainty about outcomes within the selected choice set. 

The decision-sltuation needs to be tested by six criteria: how homogeneous is the 
decision collective; how far can it adopt rational rather than opportunistic satis
ficing behaviour; what knowledge does it have about process; what knowledge does it 
have about the values sought; is the problem In hand to stand by itself or is it one 
of many for whlch It will be held accountable only in toto; is the choice of alterna
tives influenced by advancive potential (ie, adesire to change the general "structure" 
in which the problem in hand usually arises). (pp 10-11). 

Hack also distinguishes several kinds of uncertainty which can arise within this deI i
berative process, each of which imposes costs upon the system: 

"(I) The uncertainty discount that is inherent in the nature of 
knowledge - the fact that a chance of winning areward is less 
valuable than the reward for sure; 
(2) the tendency for people's behaviour to be confused by the 
presence of uncertainty and therefore to deteriorate; 
(3) deterioration due to external itles, to inconsistency 
between individual and aggregate advantage". (p 90). 

She then recommends the decision rule "minimise the costs of uncertainty", which she 
stresses does not mean minimise uncertainty itself. She also argues that failure to 
apply deI iberate1y chosen decision rules sensibly leads to a conservative bias in 
collectives because "it is usually easier for people to let things stay as they are 
than to agree to institute some particular one of several possible changes". (p 126). 

In the 1 ight of this It is not surprising to find that even in the business context 
this "collective" aspect of decision making has pervasive effects. 

" ... frequently the interests that need to be reconciled reach 
outside of the individual decision maker .•• ultimately the 
individual decision maker may view hlmself as a surrogate of 
the reacting group. But this pure case is rare even in the 
standard format of the elected legislator. Ordinarily there 
is a substantial processlng operation whereby the surrogate 
must learn of, interpret, and perhaps select among the wishes 
of his constituency." (p 65). 

I. Ruth P. Hack, Planning on Uncertainty, John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1971. 
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"In pol itics and business the decision agent is often actually 
a group of people rather than a person representing a group .•• I 
These several sorts of collectivity as Cyert and March emphasise , 
the confl icts of goals among members .•. are not capable of stable 
or complete resolution .•• It tends to increase the uncertainty 
with which outcomes can be predicted .•• " (p 66) 

"A central effect of an interpersonal decision agent is a tendency 
to draw out the decision process ••. This implles that strategies 
whereby the process Is governed are part of the fabric of the 
decision itself." (p 67) 

Against this background let us look in more detail at what decision theory has to 
offer cost-benefit analysis, on the assumption that it is an "intendedly-rational" 
collective decision maker facing poorly structured decisions, whom we serve. 

111 Borne Apparently Relevant Material frorn Deoision Theory 

Let us assume, as a good first approximation, that all I know about decision theory 
is contained in R21ffa's book Decision Analysis: Introductory Lectures on Choices 
under Uncertainty , and especially Chapter 8 of that book, whlch is about "Risk 
Sharing and Group Decisions". I propose to summarise its salient points as the 
starting point for my argument. 

In analysing choices under uncertainty we are required to assess Independently the 
probabil ity attaching to each outcome, and the util ity of that outcome should it 
occur. If outcomes are expressed in terms of money values, then for decision makers 
with constant marginal util ity of income, the expected money value, EMV (= probabil ity 
x money value of outcome) is an appropriate measure of the value of the project 
(lottery). For decision makers who do not view each t gained or lost as of equal 
utility, then we will need to calculate expected utility (probability x utility of 
outcome). In order to reduce this to money terms, we could elicit the sum of money 
which, if offered wlth a probabil ity of I, would be deemed by the decision maker to 
be equivalent to the uncertalnty outcome. This equivalent sum could then be substi
tuted for the uncertain outcome to calculate the certainty monetary eguivalent (CME), 
or value of the project (lottery) to that individual, which for those with diminish
ing marginal util ity of income will be less than EMV. 

Raiffa goes on to demonstrate that it is quite possible to offer people lotteries 
which none of them would accept as individuals, yet which they might accept as a group, 
provided some appropriate sharing arrangements were worked out. (See Appendix, Fig. 
1). A lottery may be divided in many different ways to make it acceptable yet some 
lotteries may not be acceptable no matter how they are shared. If each sharing 
arrangement generates a particular distribution of expected util ities, there will be 
an efficient frontier of such joint util ities which satisfies the Pareto condition 
that no individual can increase his equated utl1 ity without that of some other indi
vidual decreasing (see Appendix - Figures 2 and 3). This can be general ised to a 
frontier of many lotteries also appropriately partitioned (see Appendix, Flgure 4). 

When it comes to deciding where to be on this frontier, two contexts of choice are 
considered: the Bargalnlng situation and the Syndicate situation. 

1. Rlchard M. Cyert and James C. March, A Behavioural Theory of the Firm, Prentice 
Hall, Englewood Cllffs, N.J. 1963. 

2. This statement is dei iberately ambiguous, the impl ied approximate equal ity 
conceal ing an actual "not greater than" inequal ity. 
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In the bargaining context there is abrief mention of the possibil ity of el iciting 
interdependent util ity functions (calIed "higher stage util ity analysis"), and an 
even more brief mention of threat potential and deadlock, and a quick sidestep into 
game-theoretic formulations of the problem. Two ways of looking at the problem are 
distinguished: firstly, how one participant werks out an optimal strategy given his 
expectations about the behaviour of the other(s), or secondly, how an arbitrator 
might set about resolving the confl ict. On the latter it is concluded there are 
many methods one can use, but no single method seems to be universal1y applauded. 

As regards the syndicate problem, the essential difference from the bargaining situa
tion is that the organiser of the syndicate is free to seek partners from wherever 
he 1 ikes in the population, by offering whatever partitions of the original lottery 
he judges will be just attractive enough to them to entice them to join while mini
mising his own loss of expected util ity (or even increasing if). Thus he is not 
forced to agree with other previously designated individuals. This leads to a 
suggested "market" analogue for group decision-making. 

If we concentrate on the case where adesignated group has to agree on a course of 
action, we can distinguish 3 possible sources of difference between them, concerning 
respectively (a) preference for outcomes; (b) probabil ity assessment of outcomes 
given an underlying state; (c) the probabil ity assessment for underlying states (e.g. 
what kind of situation are we likely to face when the time comes to choose the last 
course of action leading to an outcome). Raiffa argues that if a panel of experts 
is appointed, each of whom has the same information and agrees on the basic structure 
of the problem, but they dlffer from each other on probabil ity assessments for out
comes and on the util ity attaching to each, we could then reach the paradoxlcal re
sult that if the decision maker's util ity and probabil ity assessments are simply 
derived from those of the "experts" then it Is possible for the "composite" decision 
to differ from that indicated by the unanimous individual votes of the panel of 
experts! (Table 1 Appendix) Raiffa concludes from thls that it is better to use 
"experts" as sounding boards by which the decision maker separately elucidates his 
own probability assessments on the one hand and his own utility assessments on the 
other (subsequently uslng these to make his decision) than to ask experts what their 
respective decisions would be and then decidlng by some voting mechanism. (As an 
aside he adds "I should do so knowing full weil that I might end up choosing an action 
which my experts would say is not as good as an available alternative. Throughout 
this discussion, of course, I am assuming that I do not have to worry about the via
bil ity of my organisation, its morale, and so on" op. cit. p 233). 

This conclusion makes Raiffa distinctly uncomfortable, however, I quote: 

'~ne can argue that a group by its very existence should have 
a common bond of i nterest. I f the members d i sagree on fund
amentals (here, on probabil ities and on util ities), they ought 
to thrash these out independently, arrive at a compromise 
probabil ity distribution and a compromlse util ity function, 
and use these in the usual Bayesian manner. In other words, 
the group members should consider themselves as constituting 
a panel of experts who adv~se the organisational entity; they 
should imagine the existence of a higher decision making unit, 
the organisation incarnate, so to speak, and ask what it should 
do. Just as it made sense to give up Pareto optimalitY in the 
panel of experts, it likewise seems to make sense in the group 
decision problem. 

1. The syndicate case degenerates into the bargining case where there is a unique 
set of individuals Involved in each and every partition that would make the 
lottery acceptable to him. 
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But now let us consider ... the side that favours Pareto 
optimal ity. Imagine that you haye fully discussed the 
issues with the other members of your group and that you 
have acquired strong feelings of your own that a, is better 
than a. If all your fellow group members agre!! with you, 
notwlt~standing these differences in the reasons why they 
do so, can you imagine doing otherwise than accepting a2 
over a? If you thought that the group for some reason 
might tentatlvely select a l over a2 , would it not be your 
responsibil Ity as a democratic memoer of the group to try 
to undermine a l in favour of a2? And how easy your job 
would be. 'But', the crltlcs of the Pareto-optimal ity 
criterion would retort, "would the organisation be as weil 
off? Wouldn't the organisation make better decisions If 
the responsible parties were to thrash out their fundamental 
disagreements and were to build upon these compromlses by 
maximising expected util ity? 

These issues can be dramatlsed as a fight between Group 
Bayesians and Paretians. The Group Bayesians would argue 
that the behavioural assumptions for individual rational ity 
{for example, transitlvity and substltutabll ity} are equally 
compel ling when applled to a group acting as adecision 
making unit. The Paretians would argue that Pareto optimal ity 
is Invlolable, and therefore the behavloural assumptions for 
individual rational ity need to be revlsed when they are 
interpreted in a group context". 

This leads Raiffa to invoke bargaining between "experts" so that one will get his way 
on one thing he feels strongely about, and another his way on some other thing that 
he feels strongely about. We thus finish up in a 'log-rolling' situation which is 
a variant of the bargaining situation considered earlier. His uncomfortable conclu-
ding comment is: 

"I feel that for some very cohesive groups composed of well
intentioned, responsible, ideal istic members, this kind of 
internal log-roll ing is inappropriate, that somehow the group 
entity is more than the total ity of its members." {p 237}. 

IV Some Corresponsing Material from Publia Finanae Theory 

Most of the foregoing points have also been thrashed over in the publ ic finance 
1 iterature, though the expositional style, context and terminology differ 51 ightly. 
The major dlfference 1 ies in the extent to which publ ic sector economists have been 
will ing to attempt precise quantification of expected utilities, belng far more occu
pied wlth the logically prior problems of evaluating outcomes in money terms. These 
elements are usually taken as the {glven} starting point in decision theory, but in 
cost-beneflt analysis {and in much private sector financial appraisal}, the bulk of 
the work 1 ies In gettlng the problem formulated and the basic data assembled. ßefore 
considering in more detail these dlfferences In focus of attention betweeh the two 
fields, let me first ofall outline the slmllarities. 

The theory of publ ic goods is concerned with situations in which the benefits of a 
service, once provided, are available to all, whether they have helped to pay for it 
or not. This is so because publ Ic goods differ from private goods in two cruclal 
ways: {a} they are non-exc 1 us ive {i .e. i f I consume the good, i t does not reduce the 
amount avallable for you} , and {b} they are non-excludable {i.e. I cannot be forced to 
pay for each unlt consumed}. Thus although It is clearly possible to arrange differ
ent levels of provision, once a level has been chosen in the pure case, it Is availa-
ble ~rvbody. Hence much of the 1 iterature has been cnncerned with the influence 
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of different tax-sharing formulae upon publie goods provIsion, assumlng (in the 
extreme) a requirement of unanimity. This is elfarly analogous to the prevlously 
deslgnated group bargalning about 16ttery shares. 

In the publ ie finanee literature there has also raged strongly a debate over whether 
It is posslble to separate out the ehoiee of the optimum level of publ ie goo~s supply 
and the optimum sharlng arrangement. Samuelson's mueh quoted eontrlbutlons on this 
subJeet genera ted the same sort of util Ity-posslbility frontier as Ralffa used, and 
led us to the eoneluslon that Pareto optimal ity, as a means of separatlng "effieieney" 
from "equity" eonsideratlons, 15 not enough. 3 Bergson and his followers 4 would go 
further and argue that we not only need a "Soeial Welfare Funetion" to seleet the 
optimum point on the utility-possibility frontier, but also to over-ride the Indivi
duallstie Pareto-type ealeulus where individuals eontravene ~ertaln ethieal rules to 
whieh soeiety subseribes (In prineiple, at least!)5 Others6 have trled to find a 
way out:L!.! the "hlgher-stage utillty analysis" to whieh Raiffa refers, but without 
notable sueeess (in the sense that although useful formal taxonomie work has been 
done, it laeks eonv"nelng empirleal eontent). 

As regards the "arbitration" problem In game theory, this has its analogue In the 
seareh for a suitable set of welghts to apply to the ineidenee of eosts and benefits 
whieh result from the projeet, so as to refleet the relative soeial valuation of these 
changes in real i ncome , (even if we had them on a CME basis for any one individual). 

I. An exeelJent exposition of this problem is to be found in Hlro Shibata - "A 
Bargalning Model of the Pure Theory of Publie Expenditure" Journal of Politlcal 
Eeonomy Vol 79 (I) Jan/Feb 1971. 

2. Samuelson, P.A. "A Pure Theory of PubJie Expenditure" Review of Eeon & Stat 
Vol 36 (4) November 1954. "Diagrammatle Exposition of a Theory of Publie 
Expendlture", ibid Vol 37 (4) November 1955. 

3. MeGuire, Martin C and Aaron, Henry -."Effieieney and Equlty on the Optimal 
Supply of a Publ ie Good" Rev. of Eeon. and Stat. Vol. 51 (I) February 1969. 

§. Bergson, Abram - "A Reformulation of Certaln Aspeets of Welfare Eeonomies" 
Q.J.E. Vol. 52 1937-8, also Essays in Normative Eeonomles, Harvard Unlv. 
Press, 1966. 

Rothenberg, Jerome - The Measurement of Soeial Welfare, Prentiee Hall, Engle
wood CI iffs, 1961. 

A good survey of the issues Is presented by Peter O. Steiner "The Publie 
See tor and the Publie Interest", In Robert H. Haverman and Julius Margolis 
(editors) Publie Expenditure and Pol iey Analysis, Markham Publ ishing Co. 
Chieago, 1970. 

For a very pungent statement of the anti-Pareto eredo see Sidney S. Alexander's 
"Coll1lllent" on Arrow's paper In Jul ius Margol is (editor) - The Analysis of Publ ie 
Output, NBER, Columbia Univ. Press, New York, 1970. 

5. Even E.J. Mishan, who 15, on the whole a strong Pareto-man, eoneedes sueh a role, 
whieh he ealls eonstltution-making. See his Cost-Beneflt Analysis, Allen & 
Unwln, London 1971, espeelally Chapter 45. 

6. e.g. H.M. Heehman & J.D. Rodgers "Pareto Optimal Redistribution" Ameriean 
Eeonomie Review, LIX (4) September 1969. 
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Although there have been some brave attempts at this l I think I could truthfully 
mirror Raiffa's conclusions that "there are many methods one can use" but "no 
single way seems to be universally applauded". 

The "syndicate" problem also has its analogue in the publ ic finance literature, as 
the "theory of clubs".2 Thls starts from the observation that many goods are neither 
pure-public nor pure-private, but a mixture of both. In cases where the beneflts of 
a service accrue to a subset of the population ~t large (e.g. members of a particular 
occupational group3 or of a particular local ity ) then it is possible to imagine 
competitlon (free or otherwlse) between "clubs" for "members", which is the essence 
of the "market" aspect of syndlcate problems. Arguments for greater variation be
tween local governments In thelr tax-expenditure patterns are sometimes based on this 
analogue, which presupposes costless geographical mobil ity and no interjurisdictional 
spillovers. 

Ultimately, however, there is always a hard core of group decision making whlch 15 
not susceptible to market-type simulation, and where the issues and ramifications are 
so complex that the decision makers (pol iticians) call for advice from "experts" (in 
which class I include cost-benefit analysts). At this point I do not quite know 
what to make of Raiffa's oscillating state of mind. Temperamentally I prefer his 
"Group Bayesian" stance, since it impl ies that experts are not asked to make decisions, 
but only to elucidate the basic information on which decislons are to be made. His 
so-called "Paretian" stance glves "experts" a role as pol icy advisers, or even as a 
committee determining the decision. Recent experience with the Roskill Commisslon 
on the Thlrd London Airport suggests to me that it is not a good idea to put knotty 
pol itical problems "into commisslon" In this way, but t'O'get analytical staff such 
as the Roskill Commission on the Third London Airport suggests to me that it is ~ 
a good Idea to put knotty pol itical problems "into commission" in this way, but to 
get analytical staff such as the Roskill Research Team to serve the government direct
Iy, i .e. to ask it to help the decision maker to clear his own mind, not to feed its 
results through a Commlssion whose recommendations the decision maker then rejects. 

However, the main point I wish to pick out here from Raiffa's dlscussion is the clear 
implication that if we cost-beneflt analysts do go in for util ity-evaluation of a 
CME kind, instead of the EMV type calculationS-which we currently aim at, we may weil 
confuse issues rather than clarify them, and hence maybe it would be better for us to 
concentrate on Improvlng our EMV performance rather than worrying too much about ex
pected util ity. Thls is the key issue I want to dlscuss in the rest of this paper. 

IV The Treatment of Risk and Uncertainty in Coat-Benefit Analysis 

When cost-beneflt analysis 15 used as a means of project appraisal, it tends to 
operate by means of calculatlng Net Present Values of streams of costs and benefits 

I. See esp. B.A. Weisbrod - "Income Redistribution Effects and Benefit-Cost 
Analysis" in Samuel B. Chase, Jr. (editor) Problems in Publ ic Expenditure 
Analysis, Brookings Institution, Washington, D.C., 1968. 

2. See, for Instance, J.M. Buchanan "An Economic Theory of Clubs" Economica, 
1965. 

Martin C. McGuire - "Private Good Clubs and Publ ic Good Clubs Economic 
Models of Group Formation" Swedish Journal of Economics 74 (I) March 1972. 

3. Mancur 01son - The Logic of Collective Action, Harvard Univ. Press, 1965. 

4. Charles Tiebout - "A Pure Theory of Local Expenditures" Journal of Pol itical 
Economy, 1956. 
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at some selected discount rate. In this simple form it is open to the objection 
raised by Adelson l in relatIon to financial appraisal, the essence of whlch is as 
foliows: 

"5lnce discountlng, as generally deflned, is truly relevant only 
to situations of perfect liquidity and no uncertainty, it is not 
surprising to find that most attempts to incorporate risk into 
these criteria have resulted into considerable confusion. Most 
writers have been satisfied to treat risk intuitlvely, or pretend 
that it does not exist. Very few have really got to grips wlth 
the problem of defining and measurlng it. Thus one mlght allow 
for risk by 'shortening the expected I Ife of the asset in the 
calculation' or 'estimatlng earnlngs very conservatlvely'. Another 
common suggestion (with present worth) is to use a higher dlscount
Ing rate for the rlskier project. How does one determine the 
appropriate rate for a glven project1 The usual answer Is 'let 
the ma rket deci de' " (p 23). 

What he suggests instead is that present worth be calculated at a risk free discount 
rate, using probability distrIbutions over the set of possible outcomes, to arrive 
at the "conditlonal present worth" of a proJect. From this we derive an "efficient 
set" of project outcomes (the two significant characteristics being "expected present 
worth" and "varlance of present worth" a la Markowltz2 ), to which he appl ies a (pos
tulated) quadratic utility function to get a solution. He then concludes: 

"The decisions made by applying this approach will only be 'right' 
In the sense that the utility function, etc., used is right. This 
in turn will depend on the structure and rules of the 'economic 
game'. No doubt an investigation into the 'correctness' of these 
would be an even more valuable and rewarding study in the long run." 

I do hope I do not do decision-theorists as a species 
son's procedures and conclusions as characteristic. 
cr;ticlsms only by one to see where they bear on what 
to. 

an injustice If I regard Adel
I will therefore consider his 
we cost-beneflt analysts get up 

"Present worth" as a maximand with additive properites Is certalnly open to serious 
objections If uti 1 ity is not a 1 inear function of "present worth". But Adelson 
unfortunately obfuscates this issue by deflning a capital investment problem as "one 
which involves resources of such magnitude that the assumption of linearlty of the 
util ity curve Is not satlsfactory and must be replaced". (p 36). I would deflne 
an investment problem as one in whlch resources are used in one tIme per iod to gener
ate benefits in another, so that it is the intertemporal characteristic whlch is cen
tral, not mere slze. Hence I would leave open for discussion the question: is this 
project so large that a linear utility functlon is a poor approximation to the ~ 
utility functlon of the decislon maker1 In the case of public proJects subject to 
cost benefit analysis, they may weIl be large In absolute terms, and especially in 
their local impact, but even blg projects llke the Third London Airport could argua
bly be said to "small" in relatIon to total publlc Investment so that given the 
marains of error elsewhere In the calculations, it Is not a self-evident proposition 
that the assumption of a linear utility function for the decision maker is a seriou6 
weakness in cost beneflt analysIs. 

I. R.M. Adelson - "Criteria for Capltal Investment: An Approach through Decision 
Theory" O.R. Quarterly, Vol. 16 (I), 1965 

2. H.M. Markowitz - Portfol io 5electlon, Wlley, New York, 1959. 
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There is a more subtle version of this argument, however, which turns upon some of 
the individual items that go into the "present worth" figures, in cases where the 
decislon maker sees himself as a "surrogate" for a wider community. Suppose we are 
uslng measures such as "loss of market value of houses" as a means of assessing 
amenlty losses, does not this assume that the 1055 of util ity for each affected Indi
vidual is 1 inear In the market value of his property1 Thls 15 a more serlous objec
tion, because for some people such losses will undoubtedly be large In relation to 
their real income, and I thlnk that it is at thls level that quadratic utillty func
tlons need to be considered more serlously. --I-t-mlght be countered by a dedlcated 
CBA man that to the extent that we succeed in answering the quest ion "what sum of 
money could constltute adequate compensation for the 1055 incurred" we are taking 
such non-l inearity Into account, and in principle this seems to me to be-a complete 
answer. But often we do not succeed in answering that question, but are forced to 
resort to market-generated data from which we Infer util ity changes and these infer
ences are, I thlnk, open to the crltlcism of belng based on linear utilitv functlons. 
(This leaves open the even more intractable quest ion of what is implled by the way we 
aggregate these individuals into an overall "net" galn or loss). 

On the discount rate itself, Adelson~s criticisms may not be so tell ing in a CBA con
text as in a DCF context, provlded one is a staunch adherent to the nytation that 
dlscounting is about "time-preference", not about "opportunlty cost". Then the 
discount-rate is a statement about intertemporal util ity, and although it Is true, 
as Adelson cla1iiis, that thls "weighting function (exponentlally decreasing wlth time) 
'" is completely arbltrary" (p 22) so is his quadratic util ity function, so we are 
all square at that point. 

As regards the use of a "rlsk premium" in the discount rate as a means of allowing for 
risk, I would not defend such a practice In CBA, and have attacked It elsewhere on 
two grounds. 2 

"In the first place, not all the phenomena associated with a 
particular project will exhibit the pattern of 'risklness' 
which 15 Impl ied by raising the discount rate, yet the discount 
rate will be applied to all aspects of the project, even those 
which can be estlmated with near-certainty. A second, more 
pragmatic reason ... 15 that by appearlng to deal comprehenslvely 
wlth risk and uncertainty .•. it will also appear to make un
necessary any close analysis of the effects on the overall 
position of possible errors in the estimates of individual items 
in the project appraisal. The analysts will thereby not only 
have obscured important issues which ought to have been clearly 
identifled and Investlgated, but they will also impl icitly have 
arrogated to themselves the weighlng of the various risks, when 
that judgement is essentially the task of the decision makers 
themselves." (para 52). 

An intermediate alternative between an "expected present value" and an "expected 
util ity" position is the pragmatlc one of displaying a range of "payoffs" (in pre
sent value terms) each of whlch depends on a particular set of assumptions about 
probable outcomes, leavlng the decision-maker to determine the approprlate "scenario" 
(and hence the optimal action, glven that stance). However, If the declsion is a 
complex one,and the decision maker Is presented with an array of combinations and 
permutations of alternative assumptlons whlch may make more sense to the analyst 

1. My position as a soclal time preference man 15 clearly stated in H.G. Walsh 
and Alan Will iams - "Current Issues in Cost-Benefit IInalysls", CAS Qccaslonal 
Paper No. 11, HMSO, 1969, paras 33-50. 

2. See preceding reference, paras. 51 - 62, for a general statement of my vlews 
on the treatment of rlsk and uncertainty in CBA. 
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than to the decision maker, we may find ourselves in any one of the fol lowing situa
tions: 

(a) The analyst is asked to cl imb down off his fence, and clarify the situation 
by Indicating quite unambiguously what his best guess is; 

(b) Somebody else is asked to provide a more-5uccinct summary of the main con
clusions of the analysis, in which case he wil I most probably select the 
point estimates which he thinks are the most 'realistlc'; or 

(c) The decision maker selects an outcome that he I ikes, then reads off the 
set of assumptions that justify his intuitive selection. 

It will then be argued that if the outcome is (a) the analyst might just as wel I have 
stuck to point estimates in tbe first place, that in case (b) someone else's inex
pert assessment of probabilities is being substituted for that of the people who have 
worked on the data, and that in case (c) the analyst has merely al lowed hlmself to 
become an elaborate piece of Intellectural window-dressing. So all in all, it is 
better to keep it simple. 

But before acqulescing in that weak-kneed conclusion, let us see what would be involv
ed if we tock our courage in both hands, and plunged into the problem of estlmating 
the util Ity functions. of publlc' investment decision m~kers. This is the subject matter 
of the next section. 

VI Risk Aversion in the PUbZia Seator: The Syndiaate 

It is important to distinguish the two possible roles in which we might cast a publ ic 
sector decision maker. He may be the organiser of a "syndicate" in Raiffa's termin
ology, i .e. acting as an entrepreneur for people who participate voluntarily if the 
terms are right, but opt out otherwise. It is this view of the situation which is 
considered in this section of the paper. On the other hand he may be an "arbitrator", 
operating on his own initiative, but dependent upon the consent of (the majority of1) 
the members of the group in order to stay in his job, but no individual can opt out 
when it comes to facing the consequences of his decisions. The impl ications of this 
view will be the subject matter of Section VI I. 

Most of the discussion of risk aversion in the public sector has been concerned with 
the fc;lrmer model of the situation. Thus Zeckhauser l argues that for goods "which by 
their very nature make accurate prediction of future preferences impossible" (p 98) 
there are at least three factors which mlght make it best to provide them on a collec
tive basis: 

"(I) If the probability is small that any one individual will 
consume a good in a given short periOd of time, and if it must be 
kept continually available •.. 
(I I) An essential collectlve-consumption element of same ... 
goods is that it is deslrable to keep an inventory available. 
Thus ... plasma ... itself is of the private consumption variety, 
but the existence of a stockpile upon which any member can draw 
has a collective-consumption aspect ••• " 
(111) If ... the costs of provision can be shared ... the as yet 
unknown consumers need not be charged any great amount. In this 
way some useful risk spreading can be accompllshed" (p 106) 

1. Richard Zeckhauser - "Uncertainty and the Need for Collective Action" in 
Robert H. Haveman and Jul ius M. Margol is - Publ ic Expenditure and Pol icy 
Analysis, Markham, Chicago, 1970. 
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Zeckhauser further argues that competitive private insurance may only be able 
such risks at high transaction costS, hence the government may be weIl placed 
members of the community schemes of mutual insurance on better terms than any 
organisation can offer. 

to cover 
to offer 
pri vate 

in addition, only the government may have command of resources large enough to under
take certain risky activities, such as Research and Technological Development, major 
economic development projects, war or counter cycl ical pol icies. Even he re Zeckhau
ser sees the government in the role of "a sort of mutual investment company", and con
sequently he argues strongly that 

"The efficiency oriented government should evaluate the payoffs 
from uncertain projects in terms of the certainty equivalents 
of those who pay for and receive its benefits (p 112) 

"With this efficiency approach, it need not be the case that 
the government will undertake projects that yield positive 
expected benefits nor reJect projects whose expected benefits 
are negative. A project that produces substantial benefits 
in times of general well-being will be much less attractive 
to individuals ..• than one whose pay offs are negatively 
correlated with other aspects of income ..• " (p 113) 

This "mutual investment" ~ "friendly society" view of the publ ic sector leads to the 
conclusion that the risk inherent in publ ic sector investment will be lower than that 
for the corresponding activity in the private sector, hence any risk-adjustme2t in 
the util ity calculus will be lower. l Against this view we find Hirschleifer arguing 
that if the government (virtually riskless) borrowing rate were 4 per cent, this will 
lead to a situation in which 

" ... the marginally adopted proJect in the public sector would 
yield on average but 4 per cent while private projects with 
higher expected yields were failing of adoption. 

The opposing recommendation is based upon the contention that 
the higher rates required to secure funds for private invest
ments ... are a reflection of risk aversion - and that risk 
aversion is a private, not a social cost" (p 270) 

Against this he contends that 

" ... the device of pooling provides no justification in effi
ciency terms for adopting what is incremental1y a bad project, 
if in fact we can adopt the good one separately from the 
bad ... " (p 273) 

and he would therefore limit the appl ication of the pooling principle to those cases 
where 

"The key is to distinguish between private 'states' and social 
'states' '" (and) ... there is only one state with respect to 
social totals but more than one state in terms of pos_sible 
individual distributions within that total". (p 273) 

I. See, for instance, P.A. Samuelson and W. Vickery, "Discussion", American 
Economic Review: Papers and Proceedings Vol. 59 (May 1964) pp 88-96. 

2. J. Hirschlelfer - "investment Decislons Under Uncertainty: Appl ications 
of the State Preference Approach" Quarterly Journal of Economics Vol. 
80 (May 1966) pp 252-277 
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Consequently, his conclusion is that for publ ic investment in general 

" ... the efficient discount-rate, assuming perfect markets, is 
the market rate impllclt in the valuation of private assets 
where returns are 'comparable' to the publ ic investment in 
quest ion - where 'comparable' means having the same proportion-
ate time-state distribution of returns." (p 276/7) 

Operationally, Hirschleifer's dictum seems to imply finding an analogue in the private 
sector to the payoff matrix of each public investment, discovering on what terms pri
vate capital was raised for it (assuming that such capital is project-specific, and 
the suppl iers of capital were well-informed about the project), and then using this 
as the discount rate in evaluating the publ ic investment. 

Arrow and Lind l accept Hirschleifer's general framework of analysis, but argue that 

"when the risks associated with a publ ic investment are publ icly 
borne, the total cost of risk-bearing is insignificant and, 
therefore, the government should ignore uncertainty in evaluating 
publ ic investments. Similarly, the choice of the rate of dis-
count should in this case be independent of considerations of 
risk. This result is obtained not because the government is 
able to pool investments but because the government distributes 
the risk assoclated with any investment among a large number of 
people. It is the risk spreading aspect of government invest
ment that is essential to thls result". 

This is also the intellectual foundation of the position of H.M. Treasury in the just
ification for its "test discount rate" to be appl ied to investment declsions by nat
ional ised industries, but thelr position is more guarded than Arrow's stark prescrip
tion "ignore uncertainty" for the authors of the White Paper2 wrote: 

'~he test rate of discount, being a uniform rate for all 
industries, does not include allowance for the risks of 
individual investments. Exercising judgement as to what 
risks are worth taking is essentially a function of manage
ment ... " (para 12). 

VI I Risk Aversion in the Public Sector: The Arbitrator 

This leads us away from the " syndicate syndrome" into the realm of the "manager" or 
"arbitrator". As Arrow3 observes: 

'~his position rejects the not ion that individual preferences 
as revealed by market behaviour are of normative significance 
for government investment declsions, and asserts that time and 
risk preferences relevant for government action should be 
establ ished as a matter of national pol icy .•. " 

1 . Kenneth J. Arrow & Robert C. Li nd - "Uncerta i nty and the Eva 1 uat i on of 
Publ ic Investment Decisions" American Economic Review Vol. 60 (1970) 
pp 364-378; reprinted in Arrow's Essays in the Theory of RIsk-Bearing" 
Markham - North Hol land, 1971. 

2. Nationalised Industrles: A Review of Economic and Financial Ob'ectives, 
Cmnd. 3 37, H.M.S.O., November 19 7. 

3. Essays in the Theory of Risk Bearing, op cit (1) p 241 
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This is basically the position of ECkstein l and Margl in2 , and also my own. 

There appear to be two alternative routes here, the first being to regard the "arbi
trator" as the unit for analysis, and work on his util ity function as the basic ele
ment In the situation, and the second being to-rmagine ourselves trying to help him 
el icit (~non-market mechanisms) the community's collective view on this matter. 

If we took the latter path we would confront the kinds of issues recently enumerated 
by Dasgupta and Pearce3, viz: 

"A more precise analysis of the concept of 'a socially appropriate 
degree of risk aversion' is an extremely difficult task, whlch we 
shall not attempt to undertake. However, some general comments 
are in order. 

Firstly, the appropriate degree of risk aversion must depend on 
the general levels of prosperity. Richer communities can afford 
to take more risks - for example, to undertake more research which 
tends to involve a very high variance of outcomes. 

Secondly, both for an individual and for a society, the appropriate 
degree of risk aversion depends on whether the existing )iquidity 
position is regarded as satlsfactory. A society with large 
accumulated forelgn exchange reserves may, for example, have.a 
different attitude to the riskiness of an export project rather 
than one with a low level of reserves and a persistent balance of 
payments problem ... 

Thirdly, the degree of rlsk aversion may be influenced by religious 
or moral values. A strong aversion to risky undertakings may for 
example be associated with the prevalence of a puritanical ethic. 

To conclude, the problem of properly assessing risk aversion is a 
difficult one". (pp 186-7). 

in this role the analyst is mainly guide, philosopher and friend (not to mention elec
toral agent) and at this general Ised abstract level it is a task I cheerfully leave to 
the pol itical scientists and others of that ilk. There is a more useful role for 
quantitative analysis in working out the impl ications of various possible stances, and 
in ensuring that any policy statements which emerge are not so vacuous or ambivalent 
as to be useless for decentral ised decision making. 

The alternative approach is to try to el icit, by experiment or observation, the beha
viour of the "manager" towards risk in any falrly simple (earl ier) decislons he makes, 
so as to "advise hirn" what this revealed attitude to risk impl ies for more complex 
(Iater) decislons. This looks more hopeful from adecision theory viewpoint, but 
there are some snags. 

1. Otto Eckstein - "A Survey of the Theory of Pub 1 ic Expendlture Crlterla", in 
J.M. Buchanan (editor) Publlc Finances: Needs, Sources and Utilization, 
NBER, Princeton University Press, 1971. esp. pp. 468-478. 

2. Stephen A. Margl in, - Public Investment Crlteria, Allen and Unwin, 1967, 
pp. 71-74. 

3. Ajlt K. Dasgupta and D.W. Pearce - Cost Beneflt Analysis: Theory and 
Practlce, MacMillan, 1972. 
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The first batch of difficulties stern from the I imitations of the decision-theory 
framework itself as catalogued, for instance, by Menges. I 

"Appl ication of statistlcal declsion theory to social phenomena 
is Ilmited by the instability of the decision maker's targets, 
changes In the evaluation of outcomes, etc. 

Let us imaglne that a 'real decision maker' •.• wants tn consult 
us, the declsion-theorists. In order to help hirn, we have to 
ask hirn: 

Can you enumerate exactly your possible actions? 

00 you know exactly the possible states of nature? 

00 you possess an uni imited sensltivity for util ity 
differences? 

00 your util ities possess the von Neumann-Morgenstern 
property? 

00 you know objectively - either apriori or a eosteriori -
the distribtuion la~ over the states of nature, or, if not, 
are you will ing to accept the pure minimax rule as the 
expression of rational behaviour in your actual decision 
situation? 

00 you know that the decision situation is stable within 
a certain, not too short, per iod? 

If he is able to answer these questions in the affirmative then we 
can apply the Bayes or minimax criterion or some combination of 
them. 

Otherwlse, we can possibly give hirn some help, on the basis of 
previous expeience, to fill up the gaps in his knowledge. 

But what should we do if some Intrinsic feature of the situation 
dictates a negative answer to one of the above quest ions?" 

Menges used this questionnaire to buttress his argument that getting the decision 
~ right (what he calls the "pre-decision decisions") is often the crucial thing, 
and although he probably overstates the difficulties, it would be fool ish to plunge 
in thinking that attitudes to risk are going to be "revealed" at all readi Iy or tidi ly 
from past decisions. 

In a si ightly different context Foster2 has argued recently that the "post-mortem" 
approach to el icitlng information about publ ic investment decisions can run Into for
midable difficulties in practice. Amongst the obstacles are that 

"Hardly anybody stands to galn from backchecking ..• 

I. G. Menges - "On Some Open Questions in Statistical Declslon-Theory", in 
Karl Borch and Jan Mossin (editors) Risk and Uncertainty, Macmillan, 1968 
pp 140-154. 

2. C.D. Foster - "Pol icy Review" a paper given to a I.M.T.A. Conference on 
"Programme Budgeting in 1984" Portsmouth, September, 1972. 
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Quite commonly backchecklng Is frustrated because the data ••• 
have disappeared; or •.. those who made the calculations have 
either moved or are fully employed elsewhere, or themselves 
scratch their heads when they look at their rough notes and 
cannot make head or tail of them •.. 

... One usually finds that backchecking runs into the sands 
because it becomes impossible to agree on a satisfactory 
procedure for checklng all the assumptions underlying the 
forecasts. But though thls problem is overcome, there are 
two other flaws in the process. The first is that it is 
inevitably easler to backcheck on the chosen than on the 
rejected alternatives. The second is that even If lower 
management did get one project seriously wrong •.• provided 
on average thelr projects show a satisfactory return, a high 
proportion of failures may be tolerable, particularly if the 
costs of reducing risks in relation to each single project 
are high •.. What would be fair then would be the backchecking 
of virtually every project; but this would involve such an 
expenditure of resources that it is never contemplated " 

This leaves us with the experimental method, and in this context presumably some kind 
of simulation by gaming. On this subject Edwards l comments as follows on various 
experiments designed to establ ish ordered metric scales of util ity in gambl ing deci
sions: 

"A most disturbing possibll ity is raised by experiments by 
Marks 2 and Irwin3 which suggest that the shape of the 
subjective probabil ity function Is influenced by the 
utilities involved in the bets. If utilities and subjective 
possibllities are not independent, then there is no hope of 
predicting risky decisions unless their law of combination 
is known, and It seems very difficult to design an experiment 
to discover that law ... " (Penguin Volume, p.40) 

Since politiclans (and other publ ic sector declsion makers) are no less frail and 
childlike than the rest of us when It comes to selective perceptions of risks, this 
could serlously hamper experiments in this field, as could another of Edwards' ob
servations of people's behaviour in bargainlng situations: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

"The main findlng from these studies of multi-person games 
seems to be that people import into bargaining situations 
a strong desire for equity. Equity-seeking is promoted 
by effective and free communication and seriously hindered 
or even prevented by severely restricted communication. 
Equity-seeking produced results in confl ict with those whlch 
game theory and similar theories about rapacious economic 
men imply, except In those games in which equity-seeklng and 

W. Edwards - "Theory of Decislon Making" Psychol. Bull, Vol. 51 (1954) 
pp 380-417; and "Behavioural Decision Theory" Ann. Rev. Psychol. Vol. 
12 (1961) pp 473-498 (Both reprinted in W. Edwards and A. Tversky 
(editors) Decislon Making, Penguln, 1967). 

Rose W. Marks - "The effect of probability, desirability, and 'privilege' 
on the stated expectations of chlldren", J. Pers. Vol. 19 (1951), 
pp 332-351. ---

F.W. Irwin - "Stated Expectatlons as functions of probability and 
desirability of outcomes" J. Pers. Vol. 21 (1953) pp 329-335. 
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uninhibited rapacity have the same consequences. If this 
finding stands up under more experimentation, especially 
with larger payoffs, theories about multi~person decision 
situations must either be modified to incorporate such social 
motives expllcitly, or else some means for incorporating them 
in uti I ity functions must be found". (Penguin, pp 88~89). 

This seems to leave us deadlocked once more, and perhaps we cannot do better than 
follow Margl in's counsel: 

"The main point is that the existence of risk requires 
pol icy makers to speclfy their attitudes towards risk. 
Specification might be expl icit, for example, in terms of 
the rate at which they are wllling to trade greater average 
returns for less variance or skewness in returns; or 
specifications might be impl iclt In terms of constraints on 
va r i ance and skewness". (p 72) 

"Thus the basic points, which are val id for both risk and 
uncertainty, are, first that pol icy makers must specify their 
attitudes towards fluctuations in costs and benefits rather 
than abdicate this value judgement to subordinates who 
introduce their own blases under the guise of technical 
criteria akin to the safety criteria for loadlng bridges. 
Second, the public sector should take advantage of the 
facil ity that the slze and variety of publ ic sector 
investments offer for poo li ng r i sks and uncerta i nt i es ••. " 
(p 74). 

v I I I ConfZiat and Confusion Costs 

At this point let us return to Mack's threefold classification of uncertainty 

(I) risk aversion ~i 

(2) deterioration of decision capabil ity due to 
confuslon; 

(3) inconsistency due to confl icts of interest 
within the grouPi 

Most of the preceding discussion has been about (I), with some consideration of (3) 
as envinced in bargaining situations. But we have not yet glven any thought to (2), 
apart from mentioning en passant so me of the short-cuts that people use in order to 
get their problems simplrfled. 

An interestlng. experiment concernlng alternative decision structures was conducted by 
Bower l . He compared the declsion making behaviour of two types of groups, both of 
which consist of individuals who act so as to maximise expected util ity. The first 
type of group (a "foundation") has adecision function for ordering all acts in a 
transitive manner satlsfying the dominant prlnciple and "corresponds to a neo-c1assi-
cal economy where there Is a social welfare function". In the second type of group 
(calied a "rational team") "all members have identlcal utility functions over certain 
outcomes" but "thelr j.udgemental probability distributions (jpd's) over uncertain 

I. Joseph L. Bower - "The Role of Confl ict in Economic Decision-Making Groups: 
Some Empirlcal Results" Quarterly J. of Econ. Vol. 79 (2) May 1965, 
pp. 263-277. 
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states differ. Faced with uncertainty they amalgamate their Jpd's into a group jpd 
and maximise expected utility". Thus: 

"The team problem is one of reconcillng conflicting jpd's. 
The foundation problem is a bargaining game where information 
and threats are used as persuasive weapons .•. Interpersonal 
confl ict Is·absent In the team problem and present In the 
foundation problem. We expect teams to make superior choices 
as measured by the U. score •.. " (p 271). 

"The results for the full sampie confirmed the basic hypothesis 
as did the data for groups where unanimity was required. Teams 
did better on the average than foundations and unanlmous teams 
dld better than unanimous foundations. On the other hand, the 
performance of teams under maJority rule was superior to that 
of founda t ions. 

Further analysis indicates that the reason for the poorer 
overal I performance öf foundations under a requirement of 
unanimity is that four of the foundation groups falled to 
reach agreement as opposed to only one team. When the 
sampie is truncated so as to remove all ca ses of no choice, 
the average performance of foundations was superior to that 
of teams in every Instance •.. " (p 272) 

" .•• the analysis suggests that a multi-activity model of 
group decision-making may be appropriate in which confl ict 
plays at least a dual role... Suppose .•. that there are 
really three activities Involved ••. (1) finding alternatives 
and sharing relevant information - we call this search (2) 
examinlng the relationships among information possessed and 
the relative appropriateness of defined alternatives - we 
call this analysis, and (3) making adecision - we call this 
choice. Then, In a foundatlon, the personal commitment of 
a subject to an initial position motivates him to defend his 
choice by presenting all the information which supports his 
position in as cogent a manner as possible. In other words, 
group search is stimulated In both extent and qual ity ••• " 
(p 273) 

"The same confl let may motivate superior analysis. Because 
the member of a foundation has somethlng to lose when he shifts 
his position, he has a natural incentive to evaluate carefully 
all information he possesses in relation to proposed alternatives. 
Bargalning, In short, Is a kind of internal pricing system for 
information, aidlng analysis ..• 

Proceeding with this model of the group decision process, the 
data on the occurrence of no cholce Indicate that the proba-
bll ity of reaching agreement decreases as interpersonal conflict 
.l.!!.creases ••. " (p 275). -

:rhrs suggests that there may be an optimum level of confllct within a group ...• just 
enough to stimulate search and analysis but not so much as to dei Iberate the capacity 
for choice. It would be Interesting to discover whether getting a "foundatlon" (e.g. 
the Cabinet) to agree upon an explicit policy about "rlsk" (e.g. on a major issue, 
such as entry into the EEC, where there is considerable uncertainty about states, out
comes, their probability and time dimensions, not to mentlon their utillty) would push 
them beyond this optimum or leave them within it. 
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IX Corzcl-usions 

I have a distinct impression that declsion theorists have not grappled with group 
decision-making any more successfully than anyone else, once one gets away from the 
"syndicate" syndrome. Since I regard most publ ic investments to whlch cost-benefit 
analysis is appl ied as being essentially matters of collective choice (i .e. the group 
has to make adecision and enforce it if necessary on demurrlng members) I think this 
voluntaristic analogue is severely I imited In its usefulness, even though I would 
concede that there are areas of publ ic sector activity in which "club membership" 
can be considered effectively as a matter of individual choice (e.g. by moving from 
a local authority with a comprehensive educational system to one without, or vice 
versal within limits and often at high personal cost. 

To the extent that the group decision maker is interested in el iciting the attitudes 
towards risk of those who are affected by his decisions, then if they satisfy von 
Neumann-Morgensterm axioms and suitable experiments can be devised and conducted, this 
would be a useful additional component in a cost benefit analysis. But this would 
not enable the group decision maker to avoid the necessity for deciding what weight he 
would give to these individuallstic assessments, both in the process of amalgamating 
them into a "group" view, and in the process of determining what weight should be 
given to factors which they might not have taken into account (moral obI igations to 
other groups, concern for posterity, the possible effect of this decision upon others, 
etc). 

Encouraging the group declsion maker to be more expl icit (even if not for wide publ i
cation!) about his attitude to risk ~ would undoubtedly be useful and in full 
conformity with the general thrust orco-s-t benefit analysis. It may be that some 
limited experimental evidence could be granted here, though how far this could confi
dently be carried over to major issues such as British Entry Into the EEC (or even the 
siting of the third London Airport) is open to question. Still, much cost-benefit 
analysis is concerned with much more hum-drum issues, I ike road improvements or water 
suppl ies, and this may be a better sphere in which to start. 

Meanwhile, I think the important immediate lesson for us cost-benefit analysts is that 
we should try much harder to encourage decision makers to structure their problems in 
a manner more I ikely to render them susceptible to analysis by the sophisticated para
phernal ia of Bayesian inference, expected utility, and Markowitz portfol io selection. 
Identifying the core problem and structuring it for analysis Is still a major under
taking, and to be able to construct adecision tree that does not develop impenetrably 
cancerous growth is a skill greatly to be valued. We cost-benefit analysts have a 
crucial role to play in Identifying, measuring and valuing the elemental costs and 
benefits and their incidence in each eventual ity. Estimating probabilities mayaIso 
be our forte if they concern economlc variables, but much of the uncertainty typical ly 
concerns non-economic variables (the incidence of disease, or crime, or road accidents, 
or rainfall , or technological advance) In which we cannot ourselves be expert. It is 
only after al I this has been done, if I have understood matters correctly, that deci
sion theory comes to our aid. 

I shall, therefore, continue my backward practice of recommending that we stop short 
at "sensitivity analysis" in presenting the results of cost-benefit analyses to deci
sion makers together with such commentary about balance of probabil ities as the "ex
perts" can provide. It is then up to the decision maker to decide which risks he 
will run, but he should clearly be encouraged to give his judgement in writing ... 
just in case we pass this way aga in. 
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APPENDIX 

A. I All the material in this appendix is taken from Chapter 8 of Howard Ralffa -
Decislon Anal sis: Introductor Lectures on Choices Under Uncertaint , Addison 
Wesley, 19 

A.2 Group Acceptance and Rejectlon Sets 

Suppose that two Individuals are asked whether they are willing to accept a 
lottery in whlch there is a .5 chance of wlnning $1000 and a .5 chance of loslng 
$500. Suppose that Individual I will accept any lottery with these probabill
tles which falls on or to the SE of gl In flgure I (Raiffa's Figure 8.2, p 193), 
whlle individual 2 will accept any on or to the SE of g2. Hence neither indi-
vidual would accept the lottery. If each were offered an equal share in the 
lottery, It becomes a (-250, +50<t) lottery (stil I with a probabi I ity of .5 for 
each outcome), which falls withln the acceptance set delineated bv g2' but out
side that of gl. So an equiproportional sharlng arrangement would not entlce 
this "group" (6f 2 people) to accept the lottery. However, If individual 2 
were offered (-350, +500) he would accept it, and the residue (-ISO, 500) would 
be acceptable to individual I, so in this case there Is a set of nonproportional 
sharlng arrangements whlch would make the lottery acceptable to the group. 

A.3 The util ity posslbility frontier: one lottery shared In various ways 

If the given lottery were partltioned in various ways, and the util Ity to each 
of his share plotted, we could derive an "efficient frontier" of such Joint 
utll Ity evaluations as In Figure 2 (Raiffa's figure 8.3 p 198) if the acceptable 
set includes improvements on the status quo, or as In Figure 3 (Ralffa's figure 
8.4 on p 198) if no partition would make the lottery acceptable. In flgure 2, 
9 is not an "efflclent", or Pareto-optlmal, situation since there are other con
figuratlons, such as d, e and f, which both partles would prefer. If the effi
cient frontier has "dips" In it, such as the segment on whlch c lies, this could 
be filled in by randomisatlon, I.e. by tossing a coln to determlne whether shar
ing arrangement bor d shall operate, which would generate an outcome h midway 
between them (and superior to c). It is not possible, however, to determine 
which of the outcomes on thls frontier is best without assigning weights to the 
respectlve utll itles, uI ' and u2• 

A.4 The utllity possibil ity frontier: many lotteries shared in various ways 

This process could be repllcated for several lotteries, each having its own 
joint utillty distribution, as In Figure 4 (Raiffa's flgure 8.6 p 207). Three 
possibil ities are deplcted: (a) when one lottery is clearly superior to the other, 
(b) where the choice between the lotteries is not clear, and (c) where neither 
lottery Is acceptable by itself, but by randomislng across them it Is possible to 
genera te a jolntly acceptable partition. 

A.5 The Problem of the Panel of Experts 

Suppose we are in a situation In whlch you and your 
the structure of the problem, but disagree on prior 
states and on utillty asslgnments for consequences. 
ments are as follows (Raiffa's Table 8.13 p 230): 
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EXPERT 1 EXPERT 11 

Act Prior Act Pr ior 
Probabi 1 ities Probabilitles 

State a 1 a2 State a1 a2 

Ql 1 0 .2 Ql .5 1 .8 

Q2 .5 1 .8 Q2 1 0 .2 

Expected Expected 
Ut I I I ty .6 .8 (I .0) Ut I I I ty .6 .8 ( 1.0) 

Thus, both experts (for different reasons) will recommend act a2 as preferred 
to a l . But if you, the decislon maker, declde to decompose the problem Into 
utll Itles and probabll Ities and spl it the difference between them on each ele
ment separately, you wil I come to the opposlte conclusion, vlz that a l is to 
the preferred to a2. Thus: 

State Act Your prior 

a l a2 
probabi Iltles 

QI .75 .5 .5 

Q2 .75 .5 .5 

Expected .75 .7 (I .0) Ut I li ty 
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GREGORY BAECHER 
JACQUES GROS 
KAREN MaCUSKER 

METHODOLOGIES FOR FACILITY SITING DECISIONS 

EvaZuating aZternative sites fop majop aonstpuated faaiZities pequipes aompaPing im
paats of diffepent ZeveZs and diffepent types of estabZished desipabZe yet feasibZe 
baZanaes. Cu~entZy empZoyed and ppoposed methodoZogies fop evaZuating the desipa
biZity of sets of impaats genepated by Zapge faaiZities aPe aompaped. and the theope
tiaaZ assumptions impZiait in eaah aPe disoussed. In aggpegate. the thPee sets of 
methodoZogies aonsideped aPe Cost-Benefit AnaZysis and its vaPious modifiaations. 
matpix op tabZeau methods of sevepaZ sopts. and ppefepenae theopy (of whiah utiZity 
is a speaiaZ aase). FTimaPY attention if given to the struatupe of objeative funa
tions defined ovep impaats. 
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Authops' Preface 

The quest ion of siting declsions for major facil ities involves complex interrelation
ships of spatial and societal distributions of impacts and at the upper end gradates 
into larger decisions of social pol icy and publ ic welfare. We have attempted to 
Isolate one facet of this process, the methodological approach to site evaluation, and 
analyse the assumptions implicit in commonly used or recommended methodologies. Were 
we considering an individual sltlng decision, we would attempt to use a comblnation of 
the techniques reviewed here as each has recommending properties that the others lack. 
Nevertheless, a discussion of each methodology by itself is helpful as It illuminates 
characteristics that might remain hldden in normal appl ication. We have emphaslsed 
two seemingly simple concepts, which nevertheless are often transgressed in practice: 
rigorous properties of scaling, and interdependencies in desirabil ity. 

Dur hope in formulating these thoughts stems from adesire not so much to advance the 
state of theoretical evaluation methodologies, as to aggregate a body of work in a 
consistent way so that site evaluation mlght be done without flagrant disregard for 
internal consistency and the principles of measurement. 

As with any joint work, the responsibil ity and blame for the content of our observa
tions are not equally shared. The organisation and writing of this review was pri
marily the work of G.ß. ßaecher; J.G. Gros contributed his ideas and experience with 
mathematical aspects of evaluation techniques and siting in general, and wrote some 
of the sections, and K.A. McCusker organised much of the literature, particularly 
that on matrix techniques. 

We would particularly I ike to acknowledge the care which Harry Swain has taken in 
reviewing this paper and offering comments. 
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3. Methodologies for Facil ity Siting Decisions 
by Gregory B. Baecher*, Jacques G. Gros & Karen McCusker 

Intl'oduation 

Major constructed facilities genera te a spectrum of impacts in addition to their cen
tral function: power plants generate air and water pollution, transportation projects 
generate land-use changes, and large water resources projects genera te ecological dis
ruotions. These impacts have always been recognised, if not before construction, 
then certainly afterwards. Historically, however, the central function of the facil
ity has always received paramount attention, whether out of commitment to general wel-
fare (the Roman aqueducts) or to profit (the Suez Canal). Secondary effects were 
considered of sufficiently lesser importance to be ignorable. 

Large-scale water resources development during the first half of the twentieth century 
spawned increased attention to techniques of evaluating the spectrum of impacts gener
ated by large facil ities, but it has been the more recent difficulty of siting nuclear 
power facil ities which has brought this problem to the awareness of the publ ic. Often 
this awareness has manifested itself in emotional and at times semi-rational argument 
and confrontation. It would be unfair to attribute this widespread concern to greater 
vision and more complex times. Rather, our present attention stems from the growing 
scarcity of resources, in particular suitable sites for large facilities, and a grow
ing affluence that allow us to adopt more multi-attributed definitions of societal 
well-being. 

Ultimately, siting decisions are political, both in principle and in fact. Within the 
democratic framework they have traditionally been settled by debate, compromise and 
majority approval, constrained by notions of minority rights and long-term pol icy. 
However, the process of filtering large numbers of possible sites and making predictions 
about impacts is too large and burdensome for complete analyses in the political realm. 
This is where the analyst enters the siting decision process, and where the present re
view begins. 

Analytical comparison of prospective sites requires balancing adverse and beneficial 
impacts against the multiple and often incompatible objectives of society. The co
ordinating theme of this balancing is the "desirabil ity" we as a society associate 
with specific impacts against objectives, and this is what al lows us to compare qual i-
tatively different impacts of large facilities. Because it is the desirabil ity of 
impacts and not their level that is important, decisions are ultimately based on sub
jective preference and not on "objective" criteria. One may elect, on subjective 
bases, to U8e a seemingly objective selectlon criterion -- for example, monetary cost 
but this does not make the selection objective; it rests upon the criterion, and the 
criterion upon judgement. 

In approaching site selection, the analyst attempts to implement some consistent scheme 
for assigning desirabilities to Individual impacts and for coalescing these into a dec
ision. The result is a set of predicted impacts for each tentative site and each im
portant objective, and two or three sites emerge which seem most favorable in the sense 
that the net desirabil ity of associated impacts is the greatest. This short I ist of 
sites and the associated impact predictions (not the assigned desirabilities but the 
impacts themselves) is the departure point for pol itical decision-making. 

The nature of the results the analyst derives depends on the models (conceptual or 
mathematical) he uses to make impact predictions and the "cons istent scheme" for eval-

* The senior author would 1 ike to acknowledge the support of the Rockefeiler Founda
tlon through Its Conflict in International Relations Program Fellowship, RF 74025 
allocation 21, during the tenure of which the present report was written. 
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uating and coalescing them. In this paper we compare these schemes in terms of the 
assumptions impl icit in their structure and their appl icability. We emphasise two 
points in this comparison: 

1) Methodologies for comparing the desirabil ities of impacts 
differ only in the specification of the objective function; 
this objective function makes implicit assumptions about 
the structure of desirabil ity over impacts. 

2) For scales of evaluation to be meaningful, one must know 
how numbers behave when combined by simple rules; any 
scal ing and combination of impacts and their associated 
desirabiltles must be firmly grounded in the theory of 
measurement. 

Although this paper deals entirely with methodologies for evaluations, one should keep 
in mind that analytical evaluation is only one phase of the broad process of decision-
making. By giving it preeminence there, we do not imply its actual preeminence in the 
entire siting process. 

We careful ly have drawn boundaries for our discussion so that primary attention could 
be focused upon methodological quest ions rather than pol itical and social ones. One 
could easily argue that what has been el iminated is more important than what has been 
kept; we agree in spirit, but as always the normal constraints of time, expertise, 
and interest have dictated these boundaries. We assume that larger-scale policy 
decisions -- for example, whether or not a facil ity is to be constructed at all -- have 
already been taken; or alternatively, that larger-scale benefits and costs that are 
site-independent may be disassociated from siting itself. That is, the quest ion 
whether a nuclear power plant or a highway should be built at all, while important and 
and issue of evaluation itself, is not considered here. 

The paper is organised in four parts: siting decisions are discussed in general, then 
an overview of analytical evaluation schemes is presented along with their basis in 
measurement theory; three sets of methodologies are summarised and compared (cost
benefit analysis, matrix methods, and preference theory methods); and finally, appl'i
cation of the methodologies and general conclusions are discussed. 

11 Siting and PUbZic Decision~aking 

The Siting Frocess 

On a conceptual level the question of siting is straightforward: it is merely the 
comparison of favourable and unfavourable impacts of a facil ity according to consis
tent rules for evaluating desirability, and the selection of the site that is found 
to have the highest net desirabil ity. In real ity, of course, this process is complex, 
involving both the seemingly irreconcilable interests of coal itions and vague notions 
of what social pol icy principles ought to be used as measuring rods of desirabil ity. 

The initial criterion in reviewing sites is feasibil ity. For a site to be feasible, 
the predicted impacts of placing a facility there must be within bounds chosen a pri
or~. These constraints may include: excessive cost, excessive environmental degra
dation, undesired land-use alterations, and inequity in the distribution of net bene
fits. This process of eliminating infeasible sites is sometimes referred to as 
screening. Sites which remain after screening are evaluated in depth (Figure I). 

In the evaluation stage careful predictions are made of the type and magnitude of im
pacts generated by placing the facil ity at each feasible site. Desirabil ities of 
individual impacts are evaluated as a function of the importance of the social objec
tive they bear o~ their magnitude, and their probabil ity of occurence. This proce
dure rests on identifying social objectives and specifylng desirabil ities of impacts 
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against those objectives. Impact predictions, while often difficult to make with 
precision (Buehring, 1975), present technical rather than phllosophical problems; 
whereas the central quest ions in evaluation, and those on which the entire analysis 
depends, are what soclal objectives are used for evaluation, and whose concept of 
desirabil ity is adopted? 

2 SoaiaZ WeZfare and SeZeativity 

Ideally, one would 1 ike to make decisions having a social impact in light of a gen
eral theory of social welfare using a comprehensive objective index, which is based 
on the ethlcal or normative precepts of the society. In reallty, of course, attempts 
to develop a soclal welfare function have not been fruitful, so in practical decision
making a more pragmatic and less "objectlve" criterion must be reverted to. 

Our abil ity to make comprehensive evaluations is 1 imited not only by lack of a general 
welfare function, but also by our inabll ity to predict the myriad of secondary, ter
tiary, and higher-order Impacts which adecision generates. The 1960's thus saw the 
development of large simulation models, many of them for regional planning, whose pur
pose was to simulate interactions and dependencies via a logical chain too compl icated 
to be analysed Intuitively. The hope was that this approach to analysis would enable 
us to predict indlrect impacts and include them in declslon-making. But this attempt, 
too, has not been entirely successful (Lee, 1973; Brewer, 1973). 

This brings into clear perspective the problem of Identifying and selecting important 
impacts for analysis. We must select a 1 imited number of objectives against whlch 
we consider impacts to be important, and a 1 imited set of indices for prediction. In 
assigning desirabil ities to levels of those impacts, we must do so subjectively -- if 
not in the way the final numbers are placed in impact levels, then in the way assump
tions are made and data collected. The crlteria and measurement represent value 
judgements by the analyst whether or not he readily admits it. There is a continuum 
between the analyst and the pol itlcal decision-maker. In both ca ses decisions are 
made the same way: the analyst tends to use a larger criteria set, and expl icitly 
combines his evaluations according to loglcal rules. But the phllosophy of decision 
and the form of evaluation are the same at their philosophical foundations. 

What is the overall criterion of evaluation? Given benevolence in government or a 
democratic ethlc, the criterion of evaluation is the well-being of the population. In 
positive economics and democratic theory this is held to be the preferences of indi
viduals within society. How these preferences are assessed and interpreted is inte
grally related to the technique used for comparing desirabil ities of impacts against 
objectives. Assessment methods may be indirect as in using market structure and 
prices, or direct as in opinion surveys. Once again, the analyst's role in this pro
cess is to interpret those preferences from data and loglcally combine them so as to 
yield recommendations for the political decision-makers (who ultimately interpret 
desirabi I ities judgementally). 

3 Siting vs. PZanning Deaisions 

National and regional planning goes on at many levels, and it is in the analyst's 
!nterest not to confuse the proper distribution of authority and decision responsibil
ity within that hierarchy. Not every decision made in society must involve a reass-
essment of the basic ethical and economic pol icies of society. In other words, the 
decision to site a nuclear power plant is not the most appropriate point for reassess-
ing national energy pol icy. In actual ity, the siting decision may be the only (or 
most accessible) point at which a citizen may exert pressure against what is perceived 
as an unresponsive political process; but from the point of view of governmental plann
ing this is clearly not the case. On the other hand, though, gradations of planning 
responsibility are fuzzy, and the resources for analyzing major siting decisions may 
be much greater than those available for planning overall regional development; per-
haps this is an inverted situation, but it is nevertheless the case. So, another 
facet of the selection quest ion is, how broad does one make the impacts and societal 
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objectives considered, and where in the analysis does one adopt the results of higher-
level decisions as either constraints or scales of desirabil ity? In a hierarchy of 
declsion which Is not rigid, thls quest ion assumes conslderabte importance. 

Ostensibly, we have planning authorltles whose business it Is to evaluate proposals 
for regional devetopment and to arrlve at preferred scenarios. To the degree that 
such bodies do have sufficient expertise and financial resources to accomptlsh their 
mandate, impacts genera ted by slting a facil ity should be.evaluated for their compat-
ibil ity with these preferred plans. If the preferred plan calls for slow develop-
ment and primarily agricultural patterns of land use, then a facility causing inhar
monious land uses (e.g. large transportation facil ities) generates undeslred develop-
ment impacts. In the reverse situation, a facil ity inducing larger local employment, 
and thus accelerated development, would be deemed more desirable than one that does 
not. In this ideal world the siting analyst's I ife would be simpler. 

When no local planning authority exists, the ethical quest ion arises, is it appropri
ate that the analyst treat quest ions of regional development pol icy. If such quest
ions have not been dealt with, they de facto become his responsibility, and he must 
grapple with them. Conceptually, the task is clear, but practically it is difficult; 
the project's long term indirect impacts on population, migration, settlement, and 
regional land use must be considered in the same way as are impacts against other 
objectives. Typically, this can only be accompl ished by judgemental or conceptual 
models, or by rather large computer models which include complex interactions of 
employment, infrastructure development, and changes in environmental qual ity. The 
latter models suffer the disadvantages of all large models as discussed by Lee (1973). 

If longer-term predictions of land-use and development impacts can be made, the analyst 
is sti·ll faced wlth the problem of evaluating the desirabil ity of such changes. The 
time is past when simple economic indices of regional development (e.g. increases in 
tax base, increases in real income flow) can be used as positively correlated measures 
of desirability. At present even the desirabil ity of regional development is In 
question. Local residents do not always favor increased development; or they may do 
so, while far distant urbanites prefer to maintain unspoiled rurallandscapes .. even 
if they are unlikely ever to visit the region. 

In short, unless a well-covered plan for regional development exists, the analyst, 
by default, must develop a surrogate plan. We would hold that this is not really his 
mandate, but a burden which is dealt him. 

4 Coalition and Equity 

There are two distinct concepts with respect to the disaggregation of society into 
groups. The first is that individuals place different weights on the desirabil ities 
of impacts and on marginal rates of preferential substitution among impacts; here, 
the question naturally arises whose definition of desirabil ity ought to be used in 
siting decisions. The second concept is that of the distribution of benefits and 
costs over society. Large facil ities have uneven spatial and social distributions 
of impacts, and one may value a level of equity in these distributions. We will 
address legitimacy of interest first, and then return to equity. 

Welfare economics has attempted to structure a theory to account for differences in 
individual preference, and has succeeded mostly in proving the great dlfficulty or 
the impossibil ity of doing so. Pragmatically, therefore, in siting decislons one 
normally views differences in preference or definition of desirabil ity as being repre
sen ted by groups of opinion. Whlle the term is misused in this context, we often 
call these assumedly homogenous clusters of preferences interest groups, and we assume 
that the interests of individuals within groups can be approximated by a single struc· 
ture of desirability for impacts. (In fact, this is not the case; interest groups 
either are not organised groups at all (e.g., see Olson, 1965), or are coal itions 
formed for attaining some common goal, but one sought by each individual within the 
coal ition for perhaps very different reasons.) Such simplifications are undertaken 
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to make the problem of analysis tractable, just as one makes simpllflcatlons in ana
Iyses, whether they be mathematical or purely judgemental constructs, 

The ultlmate burden in combining different concepts of deslrabll ity rests wlth poli
tical decision-makers, this being a fundamental function of the pol itlcal system. 
The analyst's role is to indicate to the political decision-maker the Impllcatlons 
of weighting different groups' interests in different ways on the "optimal" declsion. 
In the more purely economic approaches to siting decisions, such as cost-beneflt anal
ysis, an assumption Is made that differing preferences are naturally and properly agg
regated in the market-place; yet even here, the desirabll itles of non-market impacts 
(or impacts with which there Is I ittle experience) still require an artlflcal welght
ing and coalescence. If one uses the market-aggregated will ingness-to-pay of urban 
and rural residents as a measure of the deslrabil ity of aesthetically pleasing land
scapes, a value assumption Is still made about the relative weights given each group, 
through the weights are not explicitly stated as they would be with other methods. 
No matter howa siting decision is evaluated, the preferences of different groups 
must be weighted. Methods that do not do so expl icltly must do so Impl icitly; usu
ally this means weighting all groups equally. 

Conceptually, one can think of the question of weighting interest group preferences 
as movement along the so-called Pareto frontier. This surface is the locus of all 
decision alternative~ (sites) for which no other alternative exists that would be 
equally preferred by all groups and more preferred by at least one. In Figure 2 no 
sites are available which, for the several impacts they generate, are more preferable 
to both groups A and B than, say, site ~ I. Here, we would hold that it is the ana
Iyst's role to determine those sltes which are on the frontier, and the sensitivity of 
each group's level of desirability to movement along the frontier. The decision 
among sites on the frontier is innately pol itical, although this task might be aided 
by sensitivity analysis which would indicate "optimal" sites for ranges of weights 
appl ied to each group's interest. I 

The dynamics of the pol itical process makes the view just presented myopic. At any 
one time many projects are being considered by pol itical bodies, and often equity is 
achieved not within a single project but over several projects. A project that favours 
one interest group over another might be offset by one which favours in reverse. In 
the democratic framework this is related to keeping constituencies satisfied (or pla
cated) and is a natural offshoot of the legislators' self-interest in remalning in 
office. Thus, the question of whose measures of desirability we use is closely re
lated to the concept of equity of impact distribution. 

A fundamental tenet of contemporary pol itical philosophy is that fruits and labours of 
soci~ty should be equitably shared by members of society. However, equity is one of 
those nebulous pol icy concepts mentioned in the Introduction. No one Is quite sure, 
in operatlonal terms, what equlty ought to mean, but we all know that it's important. 
In traditional project decision-making, equity has been treated either as a prior 
constraint that a proposal must satisfy or as an "external" weighted in conjunction 
with economic efficienty. A project that is otherwise efficient In the sense of pro
ducing a net increase in benefit to society, irrespective of to whom it accrues (i .e. 
potential Pareto improvement), might be discarded if It produces what is politically 
viewed as a severely adverse distribution to those costs and benefits. More recently 
introduced methodologies, as discussed in Sections IV - VI I, attempt to measure equity 
expl icitly as one impact of the decislon and subjectively assign desirabil ities to it 
which can then be combined with other impacts. We are, however, far from a workable 
definition of equity or attribute scale that could be included in an analysis; even 

I. The concept of Pareto optimal ity and the frontier are used here for illustration 
only. There are theoretical questions relevant to using Paretian analysis in 
actual decisions, one of which Is taken up in the appropriate Appendix. 
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equity of income distribution generated by projects, a seemingly simple problem, is 
difficult to grapple with normatively (Mishan, 1971). The further compl ication, 
in siting studles, of the geographic distribution of effects (Flgure 3) makes the 
problem exceedingly difficult unless purely judgemental approaches uslng pol itical 
opinion are introduced. 

Once aga In, though, to maintain our perspective merely at the single project level 
is naive. Pol itical decision-makers almost invariably favour projects generating 
impact distributions as shown schematically by curve A in Figure 4 over those gen~ 
erating curve B, even though an analytic index of equity might rate A and B at 
about the same quantitative level of "inequity."l There is a qual ity difference 
in the inequity caused by A and B because, if need be, a purely redistributlonal 
project can be formulated, aimed directly at the groups adversely affected by pro
ject A. In a confl ict resolution sense, this would be the same as a side payment 
to adversely affected groups to "get them to go along" with the project -- some
thing which is not at all rare In siting major facil ities. Techniques used to in
clude equity in speclfic evaluation methodologies are discussed further in Sections 
IV - V I. 

5 Temporal Distribution of Impacts and Irreversibilities 

Benefits and costs accrue from a project non-uniformly in time. Capital outlays 
for facil ity construction are necessarily made at the very beginning, while finan
cial returns on investment, social disruptions, and environmental impacts come at 
varying times, from almost immediately to the distant future. Some Irreversible 
impacts, such as major ecological changes, continue in perpetuity. Ideally one 
would I ike some analytical way of treating these streams of benefits and costs. 

Analytically, this evaluation might be slmply represented by aseries of the follow
ing type, in which NB t is the net benefit of the project accrulng at time t: 

NBtotal • NBO + vlNB I + ... + vnNBn . (1) 

The question is how to evaluate the constants vI" .. ,v • and whether or not the 
aggregation ought to have a more compl icated form thanna simple sum (Meyer, 1969. 
Koopmans, 1960). This is a problem that has received extensive attention, yet 
remains unanswered. 

The traditional way of handl ing intertemporal streams of costs and benefits has been 
to assume an additive form as shown in Equation land adopt a discounting factor re
lating the value vt to its predecessor by a constant ratio, r, 

v t - l - vt 

v t 
= r = discount rate. (2 ) 

Koopmans (1960) gives the necessary condltions for this form of discounting, called 
the "discounted sum", to be theoretically correct. The discounted sum has been 
generally appl ied in cost-benefit analysis, and considerable werk has gone Into tech
niques of establ ishlng appropriate discount factors (e.g., Layard, 1972; Roskill, 
1970; Mishan, 1971, UNIDO, 1972). Some of these are the market interest rate on 
capital, the marginal rate of productivity of capital in the economy, or slmply a 
value judgement of pol itical declsion-makers. The time aggregated net benefit 
(NBt t 1) of a project may fluctuate substantlally on the basis of changes in the 
discgu~t rate, and varying of this rate has often been used to justify bureaucratic
ally favoured projects that would not be justified by more impartial analysis (Berk
man and Viscusi, 1973). Further, the normal procedures for establ ishing the dis
count rate are not entirely satisfactory because for societal projects, the discount 

I. This example is due to H. Swain (personal comminication, 1975). 
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rate reflects social policy on how much one is willing to forego now for future bene-
fit. In a traditional sense, the best procedure, as with equity, is to do a sensi-
tivity analysis using discount rate as a variable, and then see how high or low the 
rate would need to be to change the "best" decision. 

Specifically with respect to siting decislons for large facil ities, two points are 
important. First, many of these decisions are private ones Involving private fund
ing; this being the case, the discount rate for financial costs and returns can be 
chosen by the private agent and will probably reflect market costs of capital. 
Second, the sitlng decision as we have outl ined it here is not adecision to construct 
or not to construct a facil ity, but is I imited rather to where to construct it. There
fore, as a given type of facil ity constructed in different places generates approxi
mately the same temporal distribution of impacts (although not in the same intensity), 
siting decisions are less sensitive to discounting than the overall project decision 
might be. 

While discounted sum techniques may be appropriate for financial impacts even though 
the actual rate of discount is difficult to specify, the dlscounted sum is not so 
apparently appropriate for non-financial impacts (i .e., social and environmental ones), 
and the whole quest ion of non-renewable resources Is still in an embryonic state of 
analysis. An approach of the type used by Meyer (1969) may shed 1 ight on time streams 
of non-flnancial impacts as that work expands; similar comments can be made on work 
evaluating alternatives that exhaust non-renewable resources or genera te irreversible 
impacts that is being undertaktn by Krutilla and his associates at Resources for the 
Future (Fisher and Krutilla, 1974; Krutilla et al., 1972). At present, these remain 
unanswered questions. 

An associated set of problems is that of option fore-closure, resil ience, and incre
mentallsm. One type of Irreversibility, although not the type usually dealt with, 
is that of foreclosing options that might later have been open. Krutilla et al. 
(1972) discusses this, as does Walters (1975). Option foreclosure means that impacts 
generated by adecision will make future decision alternatives impossible. For ex
ample, siting a nuclear waste storage facil ity will mean that the site is forever un
usable for other purposes. The degree of desirabil ity of foreclosing future options 
depends on the probabil ity that one would at some later time elect to use them, the 
time when that might occur, and the benefit that would have been derived from their 
use. In some cases, positive discounting factors (i .e. which give more weight to 
future benefits) might be approprlate to describe goods that will become increasing-
ly scarce with time. Some of these might be open space, environmentally undisturbed 
wilderness, or non-renewable resources (Krutilla, 1972). Option foreclosure also 
deals with impacts that cannot be predicted, but that will change the environment of 
future decisions and thus change In unpredictable ways the options that would have 
become available (Walters, 1975). Perhaps the best way of treating such foreclosure 
practically is by instituting incremental decisions the results of which can be se
quentially evaluated, and by designing alternatives which are resil ient to unforeseen 
events. In siting, while incremental ism can be practiced only by building small 
facil ities, resilience would mean selecting sites that are far enough removed from 
population, naturally undisturbed areas, etc., that unforeseen impacts would have 
little undesirabil ity. Unfortnately, it is because of a lack of such sltes that the 
issues has become so important. 

A major issue growing out of resil ience and option foreclosure is what Hafele has 
called "hypothetical ity'~ that is, the problem of deal ing with low-probabi 1 ity events 
wlth which we have no experience, (e.g., large-scale accidental releases of radiation 
from reactors) (Hafeie, 1974). This problem increases in importance with rapid 
technological developments which exclude an incremental approach to decision-making. 
The quest ion is not beyond the bounds of the siting decision since the major objec
tlon to urban sites Is large-scale health and safety risks. 
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APPENDIX 

Pareto Admissibitity under Unaertainty 

If equity is considered important by the decision-maker, an optimal alternative need 
not lie on the Pareto frontier defined by interest-group preference (Keeney, person
al communication). In the case shown in Figure 5 the problem is to select site A or 
B. These sites are associated with uncertain impacts along one attribute which lead 
to different levels of desirability (i.e., utility) for the two groups GI and G2• 
Clearly, alternative A is a point on the Pareto frontier composed of the expected 
util ities of impacts, and has a higher expected util ity for both GI and G2 than alter
native B, which must therefore be below the frontier. Yet, if the decislon-maker 
considers equity to be an important attribute of any set of impacts, then he might 
favour alternative B to A, because no matter how impacts accrue, equity of impact will 
be maintained. Thus, under uncertainty an optimal decision alternative need not be 
on the Pareto frontier. 

111 Struature of Evatuation Methodotogies 

Analytically, all evaluation methodologies have a similar structure. In this section 
we discuss that structure and introduce terms and notations to simplify our further 
comments. 

Siting decisions are, in fact, decisions among variables in two sets: a set of possi
ble sites, and a set of possible facil ity technologies. Jointly, these might be 
called the set of feasibte atternatives. Symbol ically, if the set of sites is 
! = [SI , ... ,s ] and the set of facility technologies is Q. [ql; ••. ,q.J then the set 
of feasible aYternatives is composed of all possible pairs (s. ,q.) th~t remain after
screening. As Impacts depend on both the site and techologylselected, "siting" deci
sions must involve both variables. 

Feasible alternatives are judged by their impacts against a set of objectives society 
holds important -- e.g., cost, environmental degradations, and social disruption. 
Since objectives are usually vague and qual itative concepts, a set of indices is cho
sen for measuring levels of impact against objectives. We will call these attributes. 
For example, to quantify the degree of impact a site-technology pair has on the object
ive "minlmize water pollution," we might use the attribute "concentration of pollutant 
y in effluent waters." Associated with each objective is at least one scalar or vec
tor attribute; let the set of attributes be denoted ~ = [xl, ..• xnl. 

Decisions are made on the basis of predicted impacts measured on the set of attributes 
associated with important objectives. These predictions are made judgementally by 
experts using mathematical and statistical models, basic concepts and relationships 
from the physical and social sciences, and the like. In general, these predictive 
relationships might be said to map site-technology pairs onto the attribute space. 
Since predictions are uncertain and depend on exogenous random variables, such as 
weather, accidents, and future population densities, they are actually probability 
distributions defined over the set of attributes. Collectively, we call these pre
dlctive distributions the set of teahnotogiaat reLations, and denote them as the joint 
probability function 

f(x,el s. ,q.) , 
-- I J 

in which e is the set of'exogenous variables (Figure 6). 

Impl icit in the set of technological relations are not only Impact predictions for a 
given site-technology pair, but also the marginat rate of teahniaat substitution among 
impacts; that is, the rate at which it is technically possible to trade one impact for 
another (in an uncertain domain). For example, pollution emissions can be reduced if 
one is will ing to increase proJect cost; or a natural wilderness area can be preserved 
if one is will ing to site a ~ower plant nearer to a densely populated area. The con
cept of marginal rate of technical substitution is an important one because it is, in 
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some sense, half of the evaluation. The other half is the marginal rate of ~eferen
tial substitution. the rate at whlch one impact can be traded for another without chan
ging the aggregate level of deslrabll Ity of the set of impacts. At the optimal deci
sion (under certainty) these two marginal rates are equal (Figure 7). 

The marginal rate of preferentlal substitution is impllcit in whatever objective func
tlon is used to evaluate different sets of impacts. ObJective functlons are numerl
cal representations of preferences for different attribute levels; the optimal deci
sion Is the one whlch has the largest objective functlon value. It is the nature of 
this objective functlon and of the assumptions impllclt in Its derivation which dis
tinguishes evaluation methodologles from one another, and whlch is the focus of the 
present review. 

Objeatives 

lt is assumed here that objectives for siting declsions are known or can be generated. 
Some of these obJectives are "to provide adequate service", "to minimise environmental 
degradation", "to minimise social disruption", and "to minimise adverse health and 
safety effects". Most of them can be identlfied on the basis of past decision-making 
(or the criticism of that decislon-making) and from the sltlng literature. Certainly 
an extensive I ist of impacts that might be (and for nuclear power plants In the United 
States, must bel accounted for appears in USAEC Guide 4.8 (1973). 

The set of objectives should have several properties: it should be aompZete. In the 
sense that it contains all important consideratlons on whlch adecision has impacts; 
it should be non-redundant In the sense that "double-counting" is mlnlmlsed, and it 
should be of minimum size to facilitate analysis. 

Hierarchies of objectives exlst; it is only at the lowest level that objectives be
come speciflc enough for one to grapple with them analytlcal.ly. At high levels are 
such objectives as those cited above, whlch are too abstract to use in an actual deci-
sion. In constructlng thelr hlerarchy, one attempts to structure objectives so that 
each highest-Ievel objectlve comprlses sub-objectives whlch fully describe its import
ant aspects and yet can be dealt wlth more stralghtforwardly. For example, within or 
below the objectlve "minimise envlronmental degradation" mlght be the sub-objectives 
"minimise adverse impact on aqueous I Ife forms", "minimise adverse impacts on terres
trial I ife forms", and "minimise aesthetic degradation of landscape and adverse aes
thetics of water and air pollution" (Figure 8). Specification of sub-objectlves not 
only facil itates analytical treatment, but also alarifies and defines the upper-Ievel 
objective for the purpose of analysis. Thus care must be taken to assure that the 
substrata of the objectlves hlerarchy do actually meet the intentions of the analyst 
or declslon-maker. One mechanlsm for constructing the obJectlve hlerarchy is to ask 
whether or not sub-objectlves do completely describe upper-Ievel objectives, and if 
they do not what additional sub-obJectives must be provided so that they do. 

It is not our purpose there to dweIl on the question of how incluslve or flnely divided 
the objectives hierarchy should bei this problem Is treated elsewhere (e.g., Manheim 
and Hall, 1967; Keeney and Ralffa, 1976). Certainly, however, all sub-objectives 
that may change the result of analysis must be Included, although sometlmes they may 
be treated in sets to facil itate quantificatlon (Ting, 1971). In the end, the point 
at whlch formal isation stops Is a judgemental problem. 

2 Attributes 

Since objectiv~s, even at lower levels In the hierarchy, are usually not measurable 
concepts, Indices must be specifled over whlch Impacts can be scaled; these are called 
attributes in the present paper. Given the sub-obJective "minimIse thermal pollu
tion to recelvlng waters", a typlcal attribute mlght be "lncrease in temperature of 
receiving waters in degress centigrade". Llstlng of typical Iy applied attributes may 
be found In USAEC (1973) and in Keeney and Nair (1974). Wlth each lowest-Ievel ob
jective some attribute Is associated, whlch Itself may be elther a scalar or vector. 
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Individual attributes must be, in the terms of Keeney and Raiffa (1976), aomprehensive 
and measurabte. Comprehensiveness is the property that the level of impact as mea-
sured on an attribute fully expresses the degree to which the associated objective is 
achieved; measurability Is the property that predictions can be made about the impact 
of a proposed slte and technology alternative in terms of that attribute, and that the 
objective function (i .e., desirabil ity) over values of the attribute can also be asse
ssed. 

The set of attributes should also display two properties, non-redundanay and minimum 
size. The set should be non-redundant so that impacts are not double-counted (e.g., 
see McKean, 1958) and of minimum size for analytical tractabll ity. 

The set of attributes associated with the objectives hierarchy and each attribute it
self do not uniquely follow from the obJectives, and only with a small fraction of 
the objectives considered do attributes immediately suggest themselves. Thus the 
selectlon of attributes may itself affect the outcome of analysis; one is weil advised 
to proceed with great care and to assess retrospectively the sensitivlty of analytical 
results to attribute selection. 

Attributes that do follow immediately from an objective are said to be naturat attri
butes. For example, If one sub-objective were to "minimise 'fish ki 11 "', a natural 
attribute would be "number of fish killed". When an attribute does not follow imme
diately from the objective, as is normally the case, a proxy or surrogate attribute 
must be employed. For example, one might associate the attribute "parts per mill ion 
of chemical contaminant Z" or "BOD" with the obJectlve "minimise water pollution". 
These are not direct measures of the water qual ity the associated objective deals with, 
but rather are correlates, and may be chosen elther because they prlmary property is 
inherently unmeasurable or becuase the natural measure is analytical ly intractable. 
To specify water pollution adequately, for example, would require a vector attribute 
of large dimension, so large that It could not be used in analysis. 

A second reason for choosing a proxy attribute is that data may be more easily obtain
able for it than for an attribute that seems to follow more naturally. This may be 
due to ways In which data have been historlcally collected or aggregated, because 
certaln types of monitoring are cheaper or quicker than others, or because it is easier 
to speclfy the obJective function over some attributes than others. In cost-benefit 
analysis and other methods whlch use money as a measure of desirability, this increased 
ease may arise because some attributes have closer analogs in the market place than 
others; and in methods such as utillty analysis which use subjective valuations of 
desirabil ity, because Individuals find it easier to think about certain measures of 
impacts than about others. 

In siting problems impacts arise for which even proxy attributes cannot be Identified, 
eith~ because adequate indices have yet to be developed for very complex phenomena, or 
because the impact seems inherently non-quantlfiable. In such ca ses scenarios are 
often specifled in qual itative terms and values of desirabllity assessed directly over 
the scenarios. Thls technlque is receiving Increasing attention in problems of fac-
11 ity siting, particularly wlth aesthetic impacts such as visual qual ity of the land
scape (Jones et al., 1974; Burnham et al., 1974). At present these approaches gen
erally specify a rating scale associated with adverbal descriptlons and scenarios, 
rate impacts of contending alternatives along that scale, and subsequently assign 
desirabll ities to the scale. As this work proceeds, proxy attributes or scales may 
be developed whlch better lend themselves to quantified description (Holl ing, 1973). 

MODey 15 often taken as an attribute with which to measure the impacts of site tech
nology pairs. Indeed, with such methods as cost-benefit analysis there is a strong 
bias towards expresslng as many impacts as posslble in monetary terms slnce impacts 
are coalesced in monetary units. There Is nothing improper about this approach, as 
long as impacts can be readily and comprehenslvely expressed in monetary units. 
Often, however, money Is used not as the attribute of impact, but rather as the mea
sure of deslrabll Ity of an impact which is itself measured along another scale --
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for example, a monetary value is assigned to each fish killed by pollution. As des
Irabllity may be expressed In any consistent unit, again there is nothing Innately 
Improper In thls approach. However, some unlts, such as money, may have Interrela
tionships wlthln the measure Itself whlch are not shared by whatever one is trylng 
to measure; the analyst must be careful that propertles of the measure not reflected 
in the phenomenon are not employed in the mathematical analysis. This Is an Import
ant point whlch will be developed later In this sectlon. 

3. Objeative Functions 

We have al ready sald that the distingulshlng characteristlc of evaluation methodolo
gles Is the form of the objective function. We now turn attention to propertles of 
objective functlons that distinguish one from another. Figure 9 Iists these proper
tles. 

Desirability of an impact may be measured to an ordlnal, interval, or ratio scale, (a 
brief review of scal ing theory Is presented In Appendix I I I). Admlsslble operations 
on measurements of desirabillty depend on the scale used. If desirabllity Is measur-
ed to an ordinal scale, as with some matrix methods, then the operations of addition 
and multlpllcatlon necessary for aggregation are not permisslble. Thus, aggregating 
ordinal data ylelds numbers whose relationshlps to one another have no meaning. If 
desirability is measured to an Interval scale, then ratios of deslrable to adverse 
Impacts have no meaning. One is generally reticent about maklng stronger assumptions 
than one must, but practical advantage can be realised by defining deslrabllity to a 
higher scale than is theoretlcally necessary. Decisions among alternatives having 
multi-attribute but deterministic impacts require only that deslrabillty be measured 
to an ordlnal scale, and in fact Major (1974) has done so in water resources location 
problems. In practice, however, It may be much easier to assess and computationaJly 
handle deslrability if it is measured to an interval or ratio scale. Of course, this 
ease of application is bought wlth more restrlctive-assumptions. 

The level of scal ing to which impacts are measured and that to which desirability is 
measured need not be the same. For example, financial costs of a project are measured 
in monetary units, that is bya ratio scale, yet the desirabillty of levels of cost may 
be only an Interval measure. On the other hand, impacts such a visual aesthetics may 
be measured only to an ordinal or even nominal scale, yet the desirability may be mea
sured t:o an interval scale, or even a ratio scale (e.g., "wi 11 ingness-to-pay"). 

Given an interval or ratio scal ing for desirability over one attribute, the objective 
functlon may be linear or non-linear (Figure 10). Assuming that each increment of 
impact is just as important as every other increment leads to linearity, as when one 
assigns a unit cost and multiplies by the number of units. Linearity means constant 
marginal rates of changes of desirability with unit increases in Impact. 

The desirabllity of impacts measured over multiple attributes may be elther independent 
or non-independent. Stated another way, the level of desirability of an impact versus 
other impacts may or may not depend on the levels of other impacts. For example, the 
decrease In desirability caused bya unit increase in project cost may or may not de
pe nd on the level of envlronmental Impacts. If the unlt cost increase 15 considered 
less important for a project with very low environmental effects than for one wlth high 
envlronmental effects, then the desirabilities are non-independent; they do not follow 
the relationship 

D(cost, environmental effects) = D(cost) + D(envlronmenal effects) 

Independence among the desirabilities of impacts must be distinguished from technical 
Independence among them. Two impacts such as visual aesthetics and heat release may 
be technlcally independent In that the beauty (of lack thereof) of a facillty might 
play no part in the level of pollutants released, or vice versa; whlle the marginal 
desirability of increases in pollution may depend on the desirabil ity of visual aes
thetics of the facil ity. Conversely, two impacts such as cost and pollution release 
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may be technical ly dependent but preferentlally independent; the desirabiZity of a 
unit decrease in pollution release might be the same if the facil ity costs $1.0 million 
or $10 mill ion. Thls is a simple but important distinction. 

If an objective functlon specifles linear changes in desirability and independence 
between the desirabil ities of different types of impacts, then the marginal rate of 
preferential substitution between Impacts Is constant over all impact levels. This 
would imply, for example, that if one were wil I ing to increase the facil Ity cost from 
$10,000 to $10,100 to lower effluent pollution concentrations from 2% to 1%, then one 
would be equal ly will ing to invoke a cost increase of $10 to $110 to real ise a pollu
tion decrease from 10% to 9%. Similarly, if one were will ing to increase cost by 
almost $100 to real Ise a decrease in pollution of from 1.5% to 1.0%, then one should 
be willing to increase cost by another $100 (and no more) to realise a further reduc
t ion to o. 5% . 

Another characteristic of objective functions is whether they reduce evaluation to a 
single index. In other words, are all impacts aggregated? Methods such as cost-
benefit analysis do aggregate, others, such as Bishop's Factor Profile (1972), do not. 
This represents a philosophical distinction between methods. Although human beings 
certainty do aggregate in reaching decisions, and pol iticians or decision-makers must 
aggregate in any publ ic declsion, the issue of dispute is whether or not this may be 
done expl icitly and analytically or only through judgement. Adherents to the former 
position would say that only in expl icitly aggregating can one recognise underlying 
assumptions and possible biases; adherents to the latter, that the judgemental pro
cess of aggregation is so complex that simpl ified analytical procedures cannot do 
justice to its full richness and texture. Both arguments have merit. Empirical 
evidence in experimental psychology (Edwards and Tversky, 1967) would indicate that 
even the rigorous constructs of rational decision-making represented by util ity theory 
and Bayes i an probab i1 i ty does not a lways perform as weIl as human j udgement. I t i s 
diffi·cult to know from historlcal records whether such theory would have improved dec
islons made with respect to civil works development (or anything else for that matter). 
On tre other hand, fa 11 i ng back on the sanct i ty of judgement does open the door to per
sonal biases, and perhaps more importantly to the attempt to grapple intuitively with 
more impacts than one can remember at any one time. Between these extremes is the 
idea of aggregating impacts at the sub-objective level in the objectives hierarchy 
(e.g., aggregating all environmental impacts), and judgementally aggregating across 
main objectives. This course has the advantage that pol itical decision-makers, while 
being wary of expl icitly weighting impacts against one another -- for example, envir
onmental against financial -- for fear of pol itical repercussions, may be will Ing to 
expl icitly weight different environmental impacts with respect to one another. 

Objective functions also differ in how they treat undertainty in impact predictions. 
Uncertainty enters predictions In two ways: it may arise from the uncertainty of 
future conditions such as population density or geophysical phenomena (e.g. floods, 
earthquakes, tornados), or from an inabll Ity to predict (i .e., from lack of knowledge). 
Inadequate information, e.g., on health effects of radiation, is of the latter type. 
In terms of the siting decision these two types of uncertainty have identical conse
quences and are therefore the same. An objective function may either treat uncer-
tainty analytically or leave it as an external for later consideration. In any event, 
to account adequately for the true net desirability of feasible alternatives, an ob
jective functlon must expl icitly (whether or not analytically) account for uncertainty. 

Finally, objective functions differ in the degree to which they are "obJective." In 
the sense we use the term he re it means that the analyst's influence on measures of 
desirability is small. Plan evaluations are always subjective to the degree that 
they depend on the preferences of people, whether a small group of pol icy makers or 
the entire population. However, measures may depend to some extent on non-enumerated 
interpretations of the analyst, and this is what we take to be lack of objectivity. 
By this rule elections and many types of market data would be classified as almost 
purely objective, since 1 ittle interpretation of the analyst is involved. Colour 
coding schemes (e.g., Goeller, 1974) and the 1 ike are highly non-objective. 
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4. Assessment 

All methods of evaluation which would compare favourable and unfavourable impacts of 
proposed facll ity sitings to arrive at some ranking rest ultimately on how the assess
ments of desirabll ity are made. That is, they depend at their foundatlon on the pro
cedure for collecting desirabil ity data. We have already spaken of attributes as 
scales along which the impacts of a project can be measured; we must also speak of 
how to associate desirabillties with those scal ings. 

All assessment techniques infer desirability from behaviour, it Is expressed in the 
market-place or in repl ies to an analyst's questions. All assessment techniques make 
assumptions about the interrelationships of desirabil ity, and then use the structure 
that derives from those assumptions to draw inferences from empirical data. Very 
roughly, analysts fall into one of two groups with respect to their philosophy of 
assessment. This philosophy of the first sprlngs from economic planning theory and 
views assessment as inference from market data; the second, from sociology and "sys
tems analysis" and views assessment as inference from the direct repl ies to an inter
viewer's questions. Whlle these two views might be taken merely as opposite ends of 
a continuum, it is of interest to look at each in isolation. 

A. Market Approaahes 

In a free-enterprise economy it is assumed that the desirability (or util ity in an 
economic sense) of a commodlty is reflected directly in the amount of money people 
are will lng to spend for it at the margin. This is a strength of the market-place 
and the justification for using market prlces in evaluating impacts of decisions. 
For direct impacts of siting, this approach to desirabil ity valuation works weil; we 
have substantial experience with it and understand its pitfalls. Further, the ana
lyst's subjectlve input is minimised relative to other evaluation techniques, and is 
relatively easy to discern. Thus there are strong arguments for its use. 

Briefly, market approaches first use the set of technological relations to predict 
impacts along a set of attributes (which need not be monetary units), then associate 
level of impact on these attributes with monetary values. For example, if an impact 
attribute were "change of estuary temperature in °F ," one would subsequently associate 
some monetary cost or benefit with each degree of temperature change. The mapping 
from attribute to money need not be linear, although in practice it often iso The 
assignment of monetary units derives from market data either directly or indirectly, 
and a spectrum of indirect techniques has been developed (e.g., Dorfman, 1965; Layard, 
1972; Kendall, 1971).1. Most of these techniques, however, have been developed to 
evaluate indirect benefits of a project, while at present techniques for handl ing in
direct aosts are perhaps insufficient for an adequate accounting (Joskow, 1974; 
Ross, 1974). 

The deflciencies of market approaches, which have often been discussed in the cost
benefit 1 iterature (e.g., Dorfman, 1965), are summarised below. 

1. Desirabil ities of 'non-market' objectives, such as equity, 
flexibil ity in future options, and 'balanced' regional growth. 
cannot be evaluated and thus remain external to the analysis. 2 

1. These methods include shadow prices and opportunity costs, compensation costs, 
will ingness-to-pay for or to avoid similar impacts, cost of providing benefits 
in other ways, and the 1 ike. 

2. Dne could argue, of course, that desirabil ity can be expressed In monetary as 
weil as other units; so the degree to which these objectives are met can be 
associated with monetary desirabil ity. However, this merely transforms the 
process to one of direct assessment, using money as a scale; it no longer remains 
a market approach. 
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2. The use of monetary units implicltly assumes certain inter
relationships about desirabil ity, whether they are intended 
or not -- specifically, linearity over money, Independence 
among impacts, and constant marginal rates of preferential 
substitution among impacts. 

3. Some Impacts are very difficult to evaluate because existing 
market mechanisms are distorted or non-existent (e.g., envIr
onmental impacts, health impacts), or because we have no 
experlence with them. 

4. Market approaches distort the real desirabilities of impacts 
toward their market-llke facets. The real undesirabil ity 
of water pollution, for example, may be only partly captured 
by Its economlc impl ications; slmllar arguments can be appl ied 
to reduction of mortal ity rate, regional development, and other 
impacts. 

B. Direat AB8e88ment 

Direct approaches go straight to individuals and by means of questionnaires, simple 
games, and related techniques infer desirabll ity of impacts. These approaches have 
been developed prlmarily in the literature of social research and publ ic opinion 
surveying (e.g., Hansen et al., 1953; Hyman, 1954), and in that of appl ied decision 
theory (e.g., Raiffa, 1968). 

Opinion sampling is weIl known, and has well-known pitfalls and biases (Webb et a1., 
1972); in general these need not be enlarged upon here. Opinlon sampllng ylelds 
qual itative sentiments about the deslrabil Ities of impacts, and most often treats 
feelings about each type of impact in Isolation. (Quest ion: "How would you Ilke to 
live next to a new highway?" Answer: "Not much.") Often, thls means that the re
sults of oplnion surveys are difficult to interpret; only in rare cases do they yield 
quantitative data. The results of opinion surveys do give the analyst or pol icy maker 
a good general idea of the sentiments of groups involved, as weIl as identlfying int
erests (Coll ins, 1973). 

At the other end of the spectrum of dlrect approaches is the method of "preference 
assessment" whlch has been developed In the field of applied decision analy~i5 (e.g., 
Ralffa, 1968). Thls approach is oriented towards evoking quantitative statements of 
preference for Impacts and trade-offs among impacts. The method follows from the 
structure of preference assumed in decision analysis, which in that 1 iterature is 
called a "utll ity function" (Section VI). Accepting the axioms of preference upon 
which util ity theory 15 based (Appendix VI .B) leads to an interval scaling of desir
abil ity whose mathematical properties can be derived. These properties often allow 
preferences over a range of impact levels to be estimated by making a small number of 
measurements. 

The procedure for assessing utility functions is based on asklng subjects to select 
preferred alternatives In hypothetical gambles (Appendix VI .A). By presenting hypo
thetical gambles wlth multl-attributed outcomes and by varying levels of probability 
associated wlth "winning" and "losing", one can have the subject make decisions that 
force him to implicitly express multi-impact desirabil ity; one can then back-figure 
preference measures reflected In his answers. Normally, a certaln level of redun
dancy is included in the questlonlng, and this process is iterated until internally 
consistent utll ity functions that the subject retrospectively agrees with are devel
oped. 

The strenghts of direct methods vls avis market approaches is that they allow treat
ment of impacts with which we have 1 Ittle or no economic experlence; that they reflect 
opinions and feel ings which are current (whereas market data are often years old); and 
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that they allow treatment of as yet unrealised impacts, although the whole quest ion 
of "hypothetical ities" in publ ic or quasi-publ ic decision-making remains a stlcky 
problem. 

Oplnlon surveys and the more quantitative methods of decision analysis are end-points 
of a spectrum of methods, whose use depends on available time, money, and resources, 
and on the level of precision required. The quest ion resolves to one of Investment 
in publ ic sampl ing vs. error in resulting quantifications of desirabil ity. The latter 
end of that spectrum conslsts of methods that bring out quantitative trade-offs among 
the deslrabil ities of impacts; the data one receives from this end of the spectrum 
are much more useful than those from the other end, but cost more. 

Several important deficiencies of direct approaches are I isted below. 

I. The ordering and even the wordlng of quest ions introduces 
blas errors of whose magnitude and direction the analyst 
i s ignorant. 

2. Subjects may have preferences for impacts but be unable or 
unwill ing to verbal ise them. 

3. Even if, after great introspection, a subject can verbalise 
his preferences, are these the same as would be inferred 
from his behaviour (i.e., in action) and how could you ever 
find out? If it is not, which is more proper? Clearly 
one would be measuring something different other than what 
is measured by market approaches. 

4. Cost constrains the number of individuals interviewed and 
the depth of the interviews. This leads to larger "esti
mation errors" than market approaches which generally have 
larger data bases. 

5. Assessment techniques involve hypothetical gambles and 
therefore depend not only on subjective preference but on 
subjective probabil ity as wel I. 

6. Non-naive subjects sometimes deI iberately mislead inter
viewers in the ho pe of biasing decisions toward their true 
preferences (i .e., "gamesmanship," or what Swain (personal 
communication) calls the "garden path effect"). 

C. Combined Approaahes 

There is no reason why market and direct approaches cannot be combined for a better 
description of desirability than either approach leads to in itself. This is gen
erally not done because analysts approach problems with apre-chosen decislon method
ology, carrying with it a phllosophy of assessment. 

While work is needed to develop a combined approach, such an approach might use 
market techniques to measure economic impacts or impacts that are easily and just
ifiably treated with market data, and direct assessment to measure non-market impacts 
(and those which are difficult to measure behaviourally, such as mortal ity rate). 
Sets of assessments could overlap, and could be calibrated with respect to each other 
to reduce bias errors. A second approach would be based as this one, but use market 
date as prior Information in the Bayesian sense, and modify those data by direct 
assessments in the normal Bayesian scheme of updating (Baecher, 1975). 
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APPENDIX 

Measurement Theory 

One assigns numbers and symbols to events and objects because mathematical relation
ships among properly defined numbers and symbols have been extensively studied and 
are weil known. Since some of these relatlonships may be shared by the events and 
objects. one may by analogy infer properties of the events and objects that have not 
been observed or are not immediately obvious. However. one must be explicit about 
relationshlps among the events and obJects. because numbers and symbols may be rela
ted in ways in which the events and objects are not (Ackoff. 1962). 

The relationships one assumes to hold between the events and objects one assigns 
numbers to are impl icit in the scale used. The following four scales are generally 
recogn I sed. 1 

1. Nominal Scales group elements into classes; for example. a 
facll ity site might be either inland or coastal. 

2. Ordinal Scales rank elements with respect to some dyadic 
relationship (i .e .• "greater or less than" relationships). 
The Hercal 1 i scale of earthquake intensity is an ordinal 
scale. 

3. Interval Scales introduce a unit of measurement; distances 
between elements on the scale represent distances between 
them in some relationship defined over them. The Centigrade 
temperature scale is an example. 

4. Ratio Scales introduce the property of absolute zero in 
addition to interval properties; ratios of scale values 
represent ratlos in the relationship defined over the 
elements. Money is a ratio scale. 

The scale to which events or objects are measured also defines permissible mathemati
cal and statistical operations on the resulting measurements (Table 1). Because the 
scale specifies allowable operations. the operations required by an evaluation method
ology dictate the level of scal ing required. Simple comparison of deterministic im
pacts requires only ordinal scal ing (e.g .• indifference curves -- Section VI I); (e.g .• 
von Neumann-Morgenstern Utility -- Section VI I); ratlos of desired to adverse impacts 
require ratio scal ing (e.g •• cost-beneflt analysis -- Section V). Applying inadmiss
ible operations to measurements result in numbers whose relationshlps to one another 
have no meaning. For example. if different alternatives have impacts against some 
objective whose deslrabllity we can ordinally scale (best. second best •...• worst). 
and if we asslgn the numbers 1 .2 •.•.• n to those desirabilities. then we cannot add the 
desirabil ities together nor weight them to form an aggregate average. 

IV. Cost Benefit 

Ever since Dupuit observed that more general benefits accrue to society than are 
manifested in revenues. decision-makers have been searching for techniques that can 
include all of these in one analysis. Perhaps the most-used technique is cost-bene
fit analysis. Here. a project is analysed by summing economic beneflts to all of 
society and comparing them with economic costs; if the former exceed the latter, then 
the project is elther deemed favourable for investment or ranked against alternatives. 
Cost-benefit has been subject to debate and reflnement for decades. The purpose he re 

1. Stevens (1959) and Stevens and Galanter (1958) suggest others. but they are 
primari ly of theoretical interest. 
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is not to present the spectrum of 0plnlon, but to review some basic or impl icit ass
umptions of the technique, to discuss the ease of applying it for site evaluation, and 
to compare it to other methods of analysis. I 

During the New Deal era, cost-benefit analysis was adopted in the Uni ted States as a 
tool to evaluate publ ic works programs. The returns on these projects were often 
insufficlent to Interest private Investment, but were attractive to the government 
because total benefits often exceeded costs. The Flood Control Act of 1936 institu
tionalised the use of cost-benefit analysis, which has remained the primary tool for 
evaluating publ ic works programs ever slnce. Thls Act set the important precedent 
for U.S. government pollcy that beneflts "to whomsoever they accrue" should exceed 
costs, and did not require an enumeration of the recipients. Since the Act, the 
U.S. government has made major efforts to incorporate modiflcatlons and extensions 
into the general procedure (see U.S. studies of 1965, 1971), and cost-beneflt techni
ques have been applied to decisions in such disparate fields as publie health, outdoor 
reereatlon, and defense, and in both the public and private sectors (Dorfman, 1965). 

In cost-benefit analysis the onlY criterion of decision Is economic efficiency. This 
criterion has traditionally been taken either to be the ratio 

Lb. 
B/C '" _I > 1.00, 

LC i 

or the dlfference 

B-C Eb. - Ec. > 0, 
1 1 

(3) 

(4) 

where the b. 's and the ci 's are beneflts and costs, retrospectively, expressed in 
monetary tefms. 

Benefits are commonly separated into direct and indirect. The former include the 
immediate products or services of the project, often expressed by direct revenues; 
the latter include all other beneflts accruing from the proposed project, such as 
increases In regional economic development, flood protection, etc. Costs can be 
similarly divlded, and again the summation includes both. 

When used to genera te an ordinal ranking of plans, the alternative with the largest 
benefit to cost ratio or benefit less cost difference is preferred, followed by the 
one wlth the next-highest, and so on. In public expenditure practice, however, 
cost-benefit analysis often serves as an admisslbil ity test in which all alternatives 
with a B/C < 1.0 are screened out and decisions among those which remain are made on 
other bases (SeweIl, 1973). When an ordinal ranklng is generated, the beneflt/cost 
ratio and benefit-cost difference can lead to different orderlngs bf alternatives, as 
the ratio criterion favours low-cost alternatives (disregardlng economies of scale) 
while the difference criterion favours high-cost ones (Figure 11). Given several 
projects wlth constant total budget, the ratio criterion can easily be shown to maxi
mise net return; while for any one project wlth no cost constraint, the difference 
criterion obviously maximises net benefit. 

Sitlng decisions are different from the usual budget allocation problem in that the 
value of benefits is usually consldered to be Independent of the site consldered. 
Therefore, after the decision has been made to build the faeil ity, the problem is more 

I. More detalled reviews and discussions of cost-benefit theory and Its problems 
are ~iven in Prest and Turvey (1955), Mishan (1971), Maass et al. (1962), 
Margl in (1967), Eckstein (1958), and UNIDO (1972). 
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nearlya cost minimisation problem than a true cost-benefit problem. 
can best be characterised as a cost-effectlveness approach. 

Perhaps this 

The primary advantages of the cost-benefit technique relative to other decision tools 
are: 

1) It is conceptually simple and readily understandable, 
and decislon-makers have experience in using it; 

2) It has a basis in general welfare theory, although 
it is normally used more pragmatically (Broadway, 1974); 

3) It reduces multi-dimensional impacts to one scalar index 
for easy comparison of alternatives; 

4) I t attempts to be objective, I imiting the analyst 's influ
ence on the results. 

The disadvantages are: 

I) The use of monetary units for all impacts places restrictive 
assumptions on the preference structure and does not allow 
inclusion of more than one group's values or more than one 
averaging of "society's" values; 

2) It does not include many social objectives; 

3) It lacks a satisfactory way of treating uncertainties in 
impact predictions; 

4) By reducing impacts to monetary units, it leads to market
like approaches to evaluation, which often involve complex 
schemes not fully capturing the true desirabil ity of impacts. 

In cost-benefit analysis, all impacts are expressed in monetary units. Two restric
tive and probably unrealistic assumptions about the preference structure result: 

I) Desirabil ity is a 1 inear function of impact level for each 
Impact. 

2) The deslrabll ity of any impact level is independent of the 
levels of other impacts. 

These impl icit assumptions result in restrictions on the marginal rate of substitution 
between impacts (i .e., it is assumed constant). 

The disadvantages I isted as Nos. 2 and 4 deal wlth what are known In cost-benefit ana
lysis as externaZities. These are Impacts that, while important, cannot be included 
in the decision analysis in ways which adequately reflect thelr true importance. Some 
of these are nolse, health and safety impacts, environmental degradation, and soclal 
disruption. To the extent that externalitles relate to Important objectlves, cost
benefit analysis is incomplete and can be only one of several factors in reaching a 
final decision. 

Economists have been clever in including in the cost-benefit framework impacts that 
would seem at first appearance to be inexpressible in monetary units (noise, for exam
pIe; Heath, 1971). Often, however, such Impacts are treated by establ ishing legal 
standards or constraints that must be met in decision-making rather than treating the 
impacts as merely another variable. This suggestion has been made by Joskow (1974), 
for example, with respect to siting nuclear facilities. The approach is not at all 
satisfactory, because it simply transfers responsibility for decisions to another place, 
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in this case to regulatory agencies. If they are making their standard setting dec-
isions with the same cost-benefit methodology (see, e.g., Hajone, 1974) we are stil I 
left with the problem. 

I. Equity 

Impl icit in cost-benefit analysis is a disregard for the distribution of impacts. An 
alternative that greatly benefits a few people whlle adversely affecting many or even 
most, is perfectly admisslble as long as its benefits to soclety as a whole exceed its 
costs. In siting declsions, these quest ions of equity refer to the distribution of 
effects both over the strata of society and over spatial groups. 

There have been many attempts to include quest ions of equity in the cost-benefit frame
werk. A common approach is to list efficiency calculations alongside equity (and 
other "non-scientific" criteria) in presenting alternatives to decision-makers, who 
are then called on to make subJectlve comparisons. This approach was used by the 
Roskill Commlssion (1970) on sltlng the Third London. Airport, and was recommended by 
the Water Resources Council (1971) for U.S. Government projects. Sy including equity 
considerations in this manner, cost-benefit analysis becomes simllar to some of the 
matrix methods discussed in the next section. 

Margl in (1962) suggests the use of constraints on costs and benefits accruing to groups. 
The problems with this method, however, are that constraints must be chosen arbitrarily, 
and that there is no provision for trade-offs between efficiency and equity (Weisbrod, 
1968). A second method is to apply welghting factors to benefits and costs for each 
group, and then take a weighted sum over al I groups. Values of the first weights 
would correspond to values that groups themselves attach to changes in particular im
pacts, and the second set of weights would correspond to the importance of each group 
having its preferences satisfied (i .e., political weights). Weisbrod has suggested 
that the political weights might be inferred from past government decisions. I Weights 
of this type assume independence among the groups. 

On the other hand, many appl ications of cost-benefit analysis simply ignore equity. 
Justifications of this are usually taken to be (Layard, 1971): 

I. The so-called "Hicks-Kaldor criterion", which says that one 
should be concerned only that beneflciaries aoutd compensate 
losers even if in real ity they don't; a concept often extended 
by the concpet that adverse distributional effects can be undone 
by purely redistrlbutional projects; 

2. The impropriety of undertaking interpersonal comparisons of the 
marginal value of benefits and costs; 

3. A mUltipl icity of projects will tend to even out distributional 
effects. 

2. Unael'tainty 

Siting decisions involve uncertaintles, with respect not only to health and safety 
impacts, but also to a range of social, environmental, and even monetary costs; and 
any rational decision process must provide a means of accounting for them. Uncer
tainties result from (a) random events, such as weather conditions, future population 

I. This method clrcumvents a value judgement by the analyst by using the value 
judgement of pollticians. The lnteresting objection has been made by Layard 
(1972) that if past declslons were consistent and rational, why not continue 
in the same process; and If they were not, why pretend that they were7 
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Sector and 
Instrumental Objective 

PRODUCERS OPERATORS 
Air and Surfaoe Transport 
British Aipports Authority 
Airport Construction 
Operating Costs 
AirZine Operators 
Meteoro1ogy 
Airspace Movements 
Accident Hazards 
High~ay Authorities 
Capita1 Costs 
Public Transport Authority 
Capita1 Costs 

DISPLACED OR AFFECTED 
PRODUCERS 
Derenee 
Public Scientifie Establishments 
Private Airfields 
Sehool8~ Hospitals & Publie Authority 
Buildings 
Agrieulture 
Commerce and Indu8try 

Producers: Total: 

CONSUMERS 
TRAVELLERS AND FREIGHT 
SHIPPERS 
Passengers 
(a) On Surface: British residents 

Foreign residents 
(b) In the Air (inc1uded in 1. 2) 
Freight Shippers 
Other Trauellers (inc1uded in 2.1) 

DISPLACED OR AFFECTED 
CONSUMERS 
Residents DispZaced 
Residents Not Displaeed 
-Noise: 55 NNI+ 

50-55 NNI 
q5-50 NNI 
qO-qq NNI 
35-qO NNI 

-Recreation 
RATEPAYERS. TAXPAYERS AND 
GENERAL PUBLIC 

Consumers: Total: 

Overall Total: 

Measure 

E 
E 

E 
E 
E 

E 
E 
E 
E 

E 
E 

E 

E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 

E 

Differences (E m.l from Cublington 
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+ 9 

-2q 
+20 
+ 6 
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+ 9 
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28 
7 

- 3 

2 
- 1 
+ 3 
+19 
+27 
- 6 

+81 

+129 

-18 
-15 

- q 
26 
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- 3 

+32 
+26 
+ 8 
+ 2 

+ 3 
+ 2 

+6Q 

17 
5 

1 

- 5 

3 
o 

- Q 

- 5 
o 

- 6 

+ 6 

+70 

Figure 12 

Balance Sheet of Develooment 
(after Lichfield, 1971) 
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levels, and equipment failures, and (b) }ack of information on long-term consequences. 
As we have already argued, these should be treated similarly. 

A satisfactory method of handling uncertainty in cost-benefit analysis has yet to be 
developed (Dorfman, 1962), although several methods have been explored and applied. 
Among these are: uslng expected values of impacts, trying to assess certainty equiva
lents, and using discount factors. 

The most straightforward approach is to use an impact's expected value in cost-benefit 
analysis. This corresponds to 1 inear preferences for money in uncertain situations; 
while expected value may be legltimate over small uncertainty ranges, it is 1 ikely to 
be legitimate over large ones. Thus expected monetary value is not the same as expec
ted desirabillty, and we have the intuitive contradiction that distributions of possi
ble impact values are equally desirable as long as thelr mean values are the same. 
The second approach Is to specify a certain impact for whlch one would be indifferent 
to the cholce between it and the uncertain impact. Much of the "risk evaluation" 
work in nuclear power uses this approach (Otway et at., 1971; Starr, 1970). Often, 
however, certainty equivalents are determined on an ad hoc basis, and cannot be back
figured using utll Ity functions and economlc data. A critical discussion of this 
approach is found In Dorfman (1962). A common heurlstic technique is to discount 
the expected value of impacts by some measure of the uncertainty; a typical factor is 
(1 + kcr)-l where k is a positive constant and cr is the standard deviation. 

The drawbacks of all three methods are that they are simply rules-of-thumb (Eckstein, 
1961; Dorfman, 1962) with no sound theoretlcal basis. 

V. Matrix Approaches 

Given the multi-attribute nature of impacts from siting large facil ities and what is 
seen to be an inherent non-comparabil ity of impacts of different types, several meth
ods of project evaluation have been developed which 1 ist impacts separately in a table 
or matrix (Figure 12). These methods hope to circumvent apparent non-comparabil ities 
by allowing the decision-maker to choose a best decision alternative judgementally 
after reviewing the spectrum of differeing impacts. 

Whi le several "matrix" approaches have been developed, they spring from the same phi 1-
osophy; impacts against different types of objectives are inherently non-comparable; 
it is true that people do make decisions that require implicit trading-off of one type 
of impact for another, but schemes to analyse such trade-offs quantitatively invariably 
stumble over the necessary simpl ifying assumptlons. While trade-off relations might 
be developed on subjectivist theory, as in utility theory, the analysis cannot do just
ice to the full complexity of judgemental decision-making, and some impacts of large 
facilities simply bar quantification. 

In this section we will present four groups of matrix techniques which embody a range 
of those proposed, and conclude by summarising the advantages and 1 imitations of non
aggregating approaches to sitlng. 

1. Lichfield's Planning Balance Sheet 

Lichfield's (1968, 1971) plannlng balance sheet method is an outgrowth of cost-benefit 
analysis which received renewed attention in the wake of controversy over the Roskill 
Commisslon's analysis of sites for the Third London Airport. This method attempts to 
separate from one another both impacts considered inherently non-comparable, and those 
against different groups within society. Typlcally, a plannlng balance sheet might 
look 1 ike that schematically illustrated in Figure 12, in which monetary units are 
used for impacts that may be readily so quantified, and non-monetary units for the re-
mainder. If an impact is judged to be non-quantifiable numerically it is assigned 
qual itative descriptions. Impacts expressed monetarily are aggregated as in normal 
cost-benefit analysis, and adecision is made judgementally by weighting the net mone
tary cost of benefit against the spectrum of other impacts and their distribution 
across groups. 
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The advantage of Lichfield's method over traditional cost-benefit is that it expl icit
ly enumerates impacts that seem "unmeasurable" (and thus are not normally included) 
and specifies the distribution of impacts over affected groups. However, it gives 
no guidance to how these might be incorporated in adecision, other than that impacts 
on groups might be weighted to account for equity considerations. 

2. GoaZ8-Aahievement Matrix 

The "goals-achievement" approach developed by Hili (1973) is perhaps the most widely 
publ icised of the various matrix techniques. Hili uses the term goaZ in precisely 
the same way as we have used the term uppermo8t objeative; sub-objectives, lower in 
the hierarchy, he merely called objeative8. 

The essence of the goals-achlevement approach is to establ ish separate accounts for 
impacts genera ted by contending sites and technologies as they bear against each im
portant goal and each of several groups within society. Achievements toward each 
goal and impacts against each group are given weights on judgemental bases, and those 
levels of goal achievement (multiplied by their appropriate weight) which are in com
mensurable units are combined, leaving a reduced but still multi-dimensional array to 
be reviewed in reaching a final decision. The method is one step closer to aggrega
tIon than simple impact display tables, but again breaks down when the number of un
aggregated impacts becomes too large for intuitive treatment. 

The procedure for generating a goals-achievement matrix is the following. First, 
each goal of importance is identified, and attributes with which to measure ac~ieve-
ments against each is selected. If a quantitative index cannot be associated with 
each goal, a qual itative description of predicted impact is substituted. Second, 
weights are judgementally assigned to each goal on the basis of its importance; each 
population group affected by the proposed project is identified, and the importance 
of impacts on each group with respect to each goal is weighted. Finally, these are 
arranged in matrix format as shown in Figure 13 (in which capital letters represent 
costs and benefits, in a generic sense, accruing to each affected group). Cost and 
benefits with respect to each goal must be in similar units, and if these are quanti
fied predictions, the weighted sum over all affected groups is "meaningful", then a 
"grand cost-benefit summation" is possible. 

The goals-achievement matrix, like other matrix approaches, includes no analytical 
way of treating uncertainty. Although Hi 11 readi ly admits (1973, p. 27) that "un
certainty concerning anticipated consequences is best treated by probabil ity formu
lation", the most that is currently done is to include ranges of possible impacts 
rather than point estimates. "In general, allowance for uncertainty should be made 
indirectly by use of conservative estimates, requirement of safety margins, continual 
feedback and adjustment and a risk component in the discount rate" (1973, p. 28). 
This does not seem satisfactory. 

To this point the goals-achievement matrix is only a vehicle for displaying predicted 
impacts of site and facil ity technology alternatives. Given this 1 isting, how is a 
decision or ranking of alternatives made? Hili suggests three techniques of varying 
levels of aggregation. The simplest is just to let the decision-maker review the 
matrix and arrive judgementally at adecision; at this level the method is primarily 
bookkeeping. The next level is to aggregate impacts using the weightings assigned 
to goal achievement and group impact, but here the method adopts those very inadequa
cies it was developed to mitigate. According to Hili (p. 37), "the combined weight 
of the objectives and their incidence is assigned to the measures of achievement of 
the objectives. The weighted indices of goals-achievement are then summed and the 
preferred plan among the alternatives compared is that with the largest index". Clear
ly this approach differs 1 ittle from traditional cost-benefit analysis except that 
units other than money may be specified expl icitly rather than being hidden in speci
fied monetary values. The expl icit weightlng of impacts on groups is similar to 
Lichfield's planning balance sheet and Weisbrod's (1968) suggestions for traditional 
cost-benefit analysis. 
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The central problem with aggregation of impacts in this way is that it assumesinter
relationshlps in the objective function (i.e., the desirabll ity of Impacts rela-
tive to one another) that may not be reflected in real ity. Namely, It assumes that 
the degree to whlch we should des ire a certain level of an impact Is Independent of 
the levels of all other Impacts, and of the level of that Impact agalnst that same 
goal relative to other groupsj and is a linear functlon of absolute level with a 
deflned zero point. It Is not at all clear that these even approximate val id assump-
tlons; and so the goals-achlevement approach contributes 1 Ittle to over-comlng the 
I imitations of cost-beneflt assumptlons. 

Hi II goes on to say that although not every impact may be scaled on cardinal Indices, 
the goals-achievement method may be modified to handle ordinally scaled impacts. His 
proposed method would assign the value +1, 0, or -I to each impact on each group, de
pending on whether It enhanced, left unchanged, or detracted from goal achlevement. 
These ordinal values would be combined by multiplying each by both the goal and the 
group welght and summing to determine a final aggregate index of goal attainment. 
Thls Is blatantly erroneous: If impact data are specified to an ordinal scale they 
do not allow multipl ication and addition, so the final index is meanlngless. 

Hill's final proposal is based on Ackoff's (1962) notion of transformation functions 
which map one Impact scale onto another, and approaches the concept of measurable 
util ity which is treated In Section VI. HilI suggests that impacts that are measur
able to either an Interval or ratio scale be transformed onto one common scale through 
some (not necessari Iy I inear) trans-formation. In the two-impact case this would mean 
expresslng levels of one impact In unlts of the other. As the correspondence between 
increments of impacts Is not necessarily constant over the ranges of those Impacts, 
these transformations mlght not be I inear. In the multi-impact case the easlest pro-
position might be to scale all impacts In terms of a single impact, perhaps money. 
In this case, Hil I '5 proposal once agaln reduces to a form of cost-beneflt analysis, 
except that non-linearitles In the evaluation of impact levels would be al lowed. 
This does not clrcumvent other assumptlons of Independence or allow one to treat 
analytlcally impacts deflned to less than an Interval scale, as discussed prevlously. 
Glven that thls approach attempts to express quantltatlvely trade-offs between the 
desirability of different impacts and non-I inearitles In the desirabillty of levels 
of one impact, there seems I ittle reason not to go over entlrely to a utll Ity analy
sis, whlch makes few additional assumptions and is more theoretlcally sound. 

3. Envirorunental Impaat Matri:r: 

Leopold et al. (1971) of the U.S. Geological Survey have presented what they call an 
"environmental impact matrix" for use in compi I ing environmental impact statements as 
requlred by the Envlronmental Pol Icy Act of 1969. This technique is primari Iy intend
ed to provlde a uniform procedure for coalescing impacts and presenting them, rather 
than being a declsion-making tool in itself. As the authors state their intention, 

"The heart of the system is a matrix which is general enough to 
be used as a reference checkl ist or areminder of the full range 
of actlons and impacts on the environment that may relate to 
proposed act Ions". 

Their hope is to provide "a system for the analysis and numerical weighting of probable 
impacts" whlch would "not produce an overall quantitative rating but portrays many 
value judgements". 

In essence the environmental impact matrix is intended to be a tabular summary of pro
ject impacts which would accompany envlronmental impact statements. But as this me
thod attempts to scale impacts, and as some workers have attempted to use it as a dec
ision tool, a few remarks are in order. 
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The matri.x is constructed by I isting aspects of a proposed alternative that might pro-
duce impacts along one axls, and types of impacts along the other (Figure 14). In 
each resulting square of the matrix with whlch significant impacts are assoclated, two 
numerical entries are made: the upper, a measure scaled on the integer range (1,10) 
indicatlng the magnitude of impact; and the lower, again a measure on the Integer range 
(1,10), indicating Importance of impacts. Although these numbers are assessed judge
mentally, to the extent possible they "should be ... based on factual data rather than 
preference". Although the authors are not specific about how this should be done, 
they suggest that such a quantification "discourages purely subjective opinion". This 
does not seem immediately true; more likely, such quantification requlres the analyst 
to be more honest in his subjective evaluation of impacts, which will be uncompromis
ingly stated In his report and open for direct questioning -- as with any quantifica
tion. The envlronmental impact matrix provides no mechanism for treatlng uncertainty, 
and the authors make it very c~ear that one should not try to compare impacts from 
square to square on the same matrix. 

As a summary chart this method is not without merit, except that quantification as pre
sented here can easily be misinterpreted. Some workers (e.g., Beer, 1974) have at
tempted to coalesce these impact measures by forming the weighted sum of matrix entries 
(the very thing cautioned against in Leopold et al., 1971), which not only presumes the 
assumptions of additive desirabil ity but takes impact indices to be intervally rather 
than ordinally scaled. 

4. Bi8hop'8 Faator Profi~e 

Bishop's "factor profi le" (1972) is in essence a graphical technique for displayirig 
project impacts. However, it has received some mention as a decision-making tool 
(e.g., Fischer and Ahmed, 1974) and so will be briefly reviewed. A typlcal factor 
profile is shown in Figure 15. In this profile each non-flnancial impact is scaled 
on an (-100, +100) interval range on the basis of its relative desirability, -100 
being the least desirable and +100 the most desirable of the impacts of contending 
alternatives against that goal. Adecision is reached via a four-step procedure: 

I) the economic impact of each alternative is determined 
in benefit to cost ratios, 

2) factor profiles are constructed for each alternative, 

3) dominated alternatives on both the factor profile and 
benefit/cost ratio are el iminated, 

4) pair comparisons are made on the remainder to assess 
relative deslrabil ity (Judgementally), and an ordinal 
ranking is thus generated. 

Factor profiles are more a graphical display device than adecision tool, thus offer
ing I ittle that Lichfield's balance sheet does not. Although Bishop does not extend 
factor profiles to the separation of group impact, this could be accompl ished with 
minor alteration. The assumption of interval scal ing seems more restrictive than 
necessary, as ordinal scal ing is all that is required. 

5. Advantage8 and Disadvantages of Matrix Methods 

The advantages of the matrix methods reflect the disadvantages of cost-benefit analysis 
that they were designed to overcome. Their primary advantage is that they allow the 
expl icit inclusion on non-efficiency obJectives in an analysis, although they do not 
indlcate how one should trade off achievement of economic and non-economic obJectives. 
However, many proponents of matrix methods would say that such trade-offs are inherent
Iy non-quantifiable and thus can be made only in a purely judgemental way. Thls works 
satisfactorily when the number of non-aggregable impacts is small, but not when it is 
large: still then there is a danger of biaslng adecision toward economic objectives 
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as the spectrum of impacts is so large that a fuller integration is conceptually 
difficult. 

Secondary advantages of matrix methods are that they are good vehicles for presentlng 
impacts to declsion"makers, and that they do not requlre quantificatlon of certaln 
impacts, such as aesthetic ones, that are difflcult to scale. 

The central disadvantage of matrix technlques is that they do not tell one how a dec
islon should be made, and when secondary procedures are used for considering the tot-
allty of impacts they often lead to mlsinterpretations. In particular, the schemes 
that have been used to aggregate matrix entries usually assume that there i~ indepen" 
dence among the desirabil itles of impacts, and that one may perform mathematical op
erations wlth what are often ordinally scaled quantities. 

V I Preference Theories 

The methods discussed so far asslgn desirability to impacts and thus generate objec
tlve functions based on economic impact or simple weighting schemes. Although some 
of these methods carefully scale relative desirabllities of levels of simple impatts, 
none adequately accounts for interaction among impacts. That is, they assume that 
marginal changes in the desirabil ity of levels of one impact do not depend on levels 
of associated impacts; these desirabil itles are independent. I 

There does not exist a set of methodologles, however, in which the desirabillties of 
multi-attribute impacts are rigorously handled, including interdependencies among im
pacts. These methodologies are based on a set of simple axioms of preference, and 
from this axiomatic foundatlon mathematlcal properties of multi-attribute objective 
functions are derived. In this way interrelationships are expl Icitly stated, In 
contrast to previously dlscussed methods in which they were implicit and therefore 
often neglected. 

These methods are expl icitly based on the tenet that desirabil ity of impacts derives 
from subjective preferences rather than so"called "objective" criteria, citing the 
failure of general welfare theory to provide that objective valuation. 

We will discuss the theoretlcal foundations of three levels ofaxiomatlcally based 
preference functions, and then turn to their application in siting and a discusslon 
of their advantages and disadvantages relative to other methodologies. 

lf one assumes that a preference ordering can be assigned for any pair of impacts or 
impact levels (that is, if for any pair of impacts A and B, either A is preferable to 
B, or B is preferable to A, or A and Bare equally preferable), then a preference or
dering over an entire set of impacts can be constructed. Further, if the prefera
bit ity of pairs of impact levels can be assessed relative to other pairs of impact 
levels (that is, if given two types of impacts X and V and two levels of each impact 
X., X. and Y., Y., the relative preferability of the pairs (X.,V.), (X.,V.) can be 
a!ses~ed(, then d family of "indlfference curves" can be gene~at~d (Fi~ur~ 16) with 
the property that any two pairs of impact levels on the same indifference curve should 
be equally preferable (e.g., (X.,V.), (X.,V.)). Applying similar arguments, one can 
genera te ind"ifference surfaces In ~igherlor~er spaces (Fishburn, 1970) and thus an or
dinally scaled objective functlon for evaluating the desirability of specified sets of 
impact I eve I s. 

The important thing to note here is the indifference surfaces are ordinally scaled; 
the normal operations of multiplication and addition are not defined over them, and 

I. An argument could be made that cost-beneflt analysis clrcumvents thls Interaction, 
because in economic efficienty terms the deslrabillties of Impac~s are indepen" 
dent; but thls is a narrow case and leads to the common objection thät we should 
make evaluations on broader grounds. 
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INDIFFERENCE CU RVES 

(Ai ,Bi) 

LOCUS OF PREFERENTIALLY INDIFFERENT 
COMBINAT10NS OF A AND B 
IMP CT LEVELS 

(A j ,Bj) 

IMPACT ON ATTRIBUTE A 

FIGURE 16 
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common procedures of reducing the work of assessment and evaluation are not allowed. 
To assess a set of Indlfference curves requires individual assessment of the rela~ 
tive preferabil ity of each point in the multi-dimensional space and entalls substan
tlal effort -- too much, in fact, to be reasonable for more than, say, three or so 
impact attributes. Further, there is no rigorous way to include uncertainty in the 
analysis, again because the ordinal scal Ing does not allow arithmetical operations. 

Despite these drawbacks In implementation, Indifference surfaces have been used in 
siting and project evaluation, most notably in the work of Major (1974) and MacCrimmon 
(1968). MacCrlmmon and Toda (1969) have also described a procedure for obtainlng in
difference surfaces. An advantage of indlfference surfaces is that the additional 
assumptions necessary to develop integrally scaled functions need not be introduced, 
yet varying marginal rates of preferential substitution among impacts can be represen
ted. 

1. Value and UtiUty Functions 

If an expanded set ofaxioms on preferabil ity between impacts is i ntroduced , integrally 
scaled preference functions can be derived. This results in a function simllar to 
Indifference surfaces but for which each surface represents a contour of preference 
which can be assigned a numerical value, and for which the differences between these 
numerlcal measures carry meaning. This allows the mathematical operations defined 
on integral scales to be performed on the preference function; such functions are 
generally called "value functions". 

By increasing the set ofaxioms (Appendix VI.B) and by modifying the procedures of 
assessment, value functions can be expanded to apply to cases in whlch impact levels 
are uncertain but can be descrlbed by probabll ity distributions. The latter function 
has become widely known as utility, or sometimes measurable utility. in differentiation 
to the classical concept of util ity in economics. 

Smith (1956) has presented a hlstorical summary of util ity theory. Although beginn
ings of the theory can be traced as far back as Daniel Bernoull i, It has seen the bulk 
of its development in the past 25 years. A rigorous treatment of the foundations can 
be found in Flshburn's writings (e.g., 1964, 1970). 

2. The Utility-Based Decision Model 

Given the axioms of utll ity theory, an optimum decision is that whi~h leads to a 
maximisation of expected utility (Pratt, Raiffa and Schalfer, 1965). In the notation 
introduced in Section I I I, the set of decision alternatives leading to the most pre~ 
ferred set of impact levels is that which maximises 

(5) 

where u(x,els,q) is the util Ity function. Although this is conceputally straight
forward,-in practice the process is made difficult because the utll Ity function itself 
can become compl icated unless certaln properties of the structure of preference are 
shown to apply, and because assessment of util ity functions is an involved task. 
Given also that util ity theory is based on subjective preference, the question of whose 
preference structure to use is more explicit here than in other methods, even though 
one can forcefully argue that none of the methods are truly "obJectlve"; thus "whose 
objective functlon to use" is always a problem. 

3. Fo1'/'Tl 01 the UtiUty Function 

Unless certain restrictive properties of the lnterdependence of preference over diff
erent types of impacts can be assumed to apply in a particular case, the mathematical 
form of the util ity functlon can be quite complicated and even approach Intractabil ity. 
Keeney (1972) has reviewed forms of multi-attribute util ity functions, and has shown 
that two "independence pl'operties" are of crltical importance in establ ishing the 
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appropriate form. These are called value independenae and utility independenae. 
Value independence is the more restrictive of the two and is a sufficient condition 
for util ity independence; util ity independence is only a necessary condition for 
value independence. 

Value independence is the property that preferences for gambles depend only on the 
marginal (i.e., single variable) probability distributions of impacts and not on 
thelr joint (i.e., multivariate) probabil ity distributions. 

Utll ity "independence is the property that preferences for gambles involving uncertain
ties in one impact, condltioned on known values of the other impacts, do not depend on 
what those other values are. 

We will not dweIl on definitions of these properties, for they are presented elsewhere 
Ce.g., Keeney, 1973). The important thing to note is that only if value independence 
holds is the simple additive form of the multi-attribute util ity function appropriate: 

n 

1: kiu I (xi) 
i=l 

(6) 

If util ity independence holds sufficiently often, then either the additive form or the 
multipl icative form, 

1 + ku (~) 
n 
'Ir 

i=l 
[1 + kk.u. (x.)] 

I I I 
(7) 

may be appropriate, depending on whether value independence also holds. Again, unless 
one of these properties holds. the additive or multipliaative forms of the muZti-att
ributed utility funation are not appliaable. 

This greatly increases the difficulty of assessment and, if the decision structure con
tains continuous variables, also reduces the mathematical tractabiltiy of optimisation. 

In the siting and environmental impact literature, additive forms of the utility func
tlon are widely used and only infrequently justified by attempts to demonstrate value 
independence -- or at times even to mention it. The whole set of decision methodol
ogies which use rating scales for individual i~pacts and a weighted sum for aggregation 
are forms of additive util ity and Incorrect In preferential terms unless the restric
tive condition of value independence holds. 

A problem with applying uti 1 ity theory to slting decisions is assessing utility fune
tions. This can be a long proeess and requires some degree of famil iarity with the 
technique by individuals whose preferenees are being assessed. Further, a satisfac
tory proeedure for measuring group utility functions, when they are to be used, has 
yet to be developed. These drawbacks were dlscussed in Seetion I I I. 

4. AppZiaation 

While cost benefit and matrix methods have been used extensively in plan evaluation 
and siting, utillty models have been-used only infrequently. An initial appl ication 
of util ity to siting publ ic faeil Ities was made by de Neufville and Keeney (1974) on 

n 
I. Both k and k. are constants with the propert i es E k. in the additive form, 

I i=l I 

n 
and E k. -F 1 in the multipl ieative form. 

i=l I 
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the problem of siting the new Mexico City Airport. In that work the authors used 
an impact set consisting of six objectives and attributes, of which three dealt with 
cpst and service and three with social/environmental effects: safety, soclal dis· 
ruption (as measured by the number of people displaced by construction) , and noise 
pollution. In the final analysis, however, the problem was seen to be an innately 
polltlcal one deal Ing with phaslng levels of commitment to opposing sites. 

An attempt to apply utility models wlth a limited set of obJectlves to power plant 
siting in New England was made by Gros (1974), who also addressed the problem of 
dlfferlng interest groups havlng different utillty functions. However, in neither 
the de Neufville-Keeney nor the Gros study were utility functions directly assessed 
for groups affected by siting decislons; they were assessed either for government 
decision-makers, or for representatives of interest groups. 

Keeney and Nair (1974) and Fisher and Ahmed (1974) have discussed the use of utility, 
theory for slting power plants, though without actually reporting applicatlon of the 
method. Dee et al. (1973) have developed an "environmental evaluation system" for 
water resource projects, which is a set of non-l inear single-attribute util ity func
tions over 78 attributes of environmental impact which are aggregated by a welghted 
sum, of the form of Equation 6, and thus in essence is a multi-attribute util ity 
function for environmental impacts of the additive form. 

5. Advantages and Disadvantages of Proefer-enae Methods 

The advantages of utility analysis over the methods previously discussed spring from 
its rigorous handl ing of preference for impacts and uncertainty. It is the only one 
of the evaluation methods that adequately accounts for dependence among the desira
bilitles of different impacts and for uncertainty in impact predictions. The method 
allows differences in desirabll lty as perceived by different groups to be I ntroduced , 
and theory is currently being developed to incorporate varying group util ity func
tions analytically in decision-making (Klrkwood, 1974). 

The disadvantages derive mainly from problems of appl ication: assesslng utility, 
deal ing with sometimes messy mathematlcs, and lack of conceputal simpl icity. The 
problem of coalescing the utility functions of different groups into one function is 
more expl icit with util ity models, but ls a problem inherent in sitlng and not In a 
particular method. Other methods either Ignore thls quest ion or treat It judgemen
ta}ly. Perhaps the major problem is measurement: what are we measuring when we 
assess over large groups, and does whatever we measure accurately reflect indivlduals' 
"true" preferences or merely their monetary whlms? The procedures of utility assess
ment seem better on this point than opinlon survey generally, as they confront a 
subject with decisions involving trade-offs among impacts rather than simply asking 
opin,ion-type questions; however, the objection of economists that surveys and market 
behaviour represent qual itatively different things and that the latter may be more 
val id and rel iable stil I plagues the effort. The answer to this problem Is not imme
diately apparent, and certainly a closer look at the measurement problem mlght prove 
more helpful than much of the current effort to expand the mathematical base of util ity 
theory. 
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APPENDIX A 

UtiZity A88essment1 

The assessment of util ity functions involves having the subject whose preferences are 
to be assessed choose among various alternatives with uncertain and certain outcomes; 
then an interval scal ing of his preferences is back-figured from his answers. As an 
example, consider the choice between a certainty of receiving $5,000, and the wager 
with equal chances of winning $10,000 and $0. For convenience, we scale the utility 
function so that u($IO,OOO) 1 and u($O) = O. The expected utility value of the 
wager i 5 

0.5 U($IO,OOO) + 0.5 u(O) = 0.5 

If the subject chooses the sure $5,000 over the wager, then we can infer that the 
util ity of $5,000 must be greater than the expected util ity of the wager, which is 
0.5. Similarly if the subJect, faced with the cholce between $3,000 and the wager, 
chooses the wager, then the utility of $3,000 must be below 0.5. Questioning would 
continue until a value 15 establ ished for which the subject is indifferent. 

A similar procedure would be used in multi-attribute problems. Aseries of choices 
is presented to establish whether preference independence properties hold, and whether 
a sum or product form is appropriate. If either is appropriate, the problem reduces 
to assessing single-attribute scal ings, followed by simple multi-attribute questions 
to obtain scaling constants among impacts. If the simple forms are not appropriate, 
more compllcated series of quest ions must be used. 

APPENDIX B 

Axioms of UtiZity Theory 

Utility function analysis depends on seven axioms. Before stating them, it is help
ful to define some notation. A simple lottery, written L(x l ,p,x2), is the event 
where there is a chance p that Xl will occur and a chance 1 - P tnat x will occur. 
The symbol> means that, when faced with the choice between the event to the right 
and that to the left of the symbol, the latter is preferred. The symbol ~ means that 
the decision-maker is indifferent to the choice between the two events, and ~ means 
that the event to the left is not preferred to that on the right. Thus, the state
ment Xl ~ L(x2,P,x3) says that the decision-maker is indifferent to the choice between 
the XI for certain, and the lottery yielding either x2 with probabillty p or x3 with 
probaöil ity 1 - p. We can now formally state the aXioms, based on those used in 
Pratt, Raiffa and Schlaifer (1965). 

Axiom I: 

Axiom 2: 

Exi8tenae of ReZative Preferenae8. For every pair 
XI and x2 ' the decision-maker will have preferences 
ether XI ~ x2' XI > x2 ' or x2 > XI' 

of values 
such that 

Tran8itivity. For any lotteries LI' L2 , and L3, the following 
holds: 

i) if LI > L2 and L2 > L3 then LI > L3 
1 i) if LI ~ L2 and L2 ~ L3 then LI ~ L3 
and so on. 

I. Full descrlptions of util ity assessment can be found in Schlaifer (1959). 
Practical assessments are discussed in Gros (1974) and Keeney (1972). Also, 
interactive computer programs are available (Schlaifer, 1971; Keeney & 
Sicherman, 1975). 
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Note that any deterministic value x. can be expressed as adegenerate lottery, so 
Axiom 2 requires transitivity betwe~n deterministic events also, 

Axiom 3: CompariBon of SimpLe LotterieB, I f for the decision-maker 
xl > x2' then 

i ) LI (x l ,PI'x2) "v L2 (x l ,P2'x2) if PI P2 

i i ) Ll (x l ,Pl'x2) > L2 (xl' P2 ,x2) i f PI > P2 

Axiom 4: Quantifiaation of FTeferenaeB, For each possible consequence 
x, the decision-maker can speclfy a number v(x), 0 < n(x) < I, 
such that X "v L(x*,n(x),x~), where x* is the most pr~ferred"vand 
x~ the least preferred outcome. The value n(x), the indiffer
ence probabil ity of the lottery, is a measure of utility. 

Axiom 5: Quantifiaation of JudgementaL UnaertaintieB. For each possible 
event E which may affect the consequence of adecision, the dec
ision maker can specify a probability P(E), 0 < P(E) < 1, such 
that he is indifferent between L(x*,P(E),x*) a~d the ~ituation 
where he receives x* lf event E occurs and x* if it does not. 

Axiom 6: SubBtitutabiLity. If adecision problem is modified by replacing 
one lottery or event by another which is equally preferred, then he 
should be indifferent between the old and the modified decision 
problems. 

Axiom 7: EquivaLenae of ConditionaL and UnaonditionaL FTeferenaeB. Let 
LI and L2 designate lotteries that are possible only lf event E 
occurs. After it is known whether or not E occurred, the decision
maker must have the same preference between LI and L2 as he had 
before it was known whether E occurred. 

VII ConaLuBionB 

We have reviewed three methodologies which apply multi-objective decision techniques 
to site selection problems for large constructed facil ities. Our major observations 
are the followlng. 

1. The methodologies are distinguished by having different objective 
functions. One must be aware of the assumptions underlylng ob
jective functions, and select that which best fits the decision 
problem considered. 

2. Only certain mathematical operations on preference measures are 
permissible. One should keep in mind the scale on which prefer
ence measures have been made, and the mathematical operations 
that are approprlate. Failure in this respect can result in 
numbers that have no interrelatlonal meaning. 

3. Sensitivity analyses should always be performed. Uncertainty in 
the parameter values of the objective function, along wlth uncer
tainties in impact predlction, lead to uncertainties in objective 
function values. One should check how sensttlve results are to 
these uncertaintles. 

4. Siting decisions are inherently pol itical. The analyst's role 
in thls process should be to eliminate all but the two or three 
"best" sites, and then to detail impacts for these, aggregated 
against the major objectives of cost, environmental degradation 
and social disruption. 
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DEREK W. BUNN 
HOWARD THOMAS 

PROBLEMS IN THE APPLICATION OF DECISION ANALYTIC METHODS 
TO POLICr FORMULATION 

This paper provides a review of the major prob~ems faaed in adapting the deaision 
ana~ysis paradigm to the poUay situation. CurrentZy. it is feU that IJ'ith rea
sonabZe adaptions the state of the art in deaision ana~ysis is sUffiaient to pro
vide meaningfu~ anaZytia too~s for poUay-makers. 
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4. Problems in the Appl Icatlon of Decision Analytic Methods to Pollcy Formulation 
by Derek W. Bunn and Howard Themas 

The purpose of this second part is to examine more closely some of the speclfic prac
tlcal issues which are usually encountered in the appl icatlon of decislon-analytic 
methods to pol icy formulatlon. The theory of decision analysis provides rational 
princlples for the ideal (I.e. "coherent") individual faced wlth a nlcely structured 
problem Involvlng well-understood outcomes and uncertalntles. In the wider context 
of organlsational pol i"cy formulation, however, the problem Is not so well-defined. 
Decislon theory still provldes the rational paradigm when the organisation Is consld
ered as a single entity, but several compl Icating aspects have now to be dealt with 
in a formal way. 

There is the problem of multiple confl icting objectives which Baecher, Gros and Mc
Cusker revlewed in Part 1, and this is a constant theme through most of the papers In 
this volume. 

The optimum policy should also represent a consensus both amongst the set of decision
makers (the "expert resolution problem") and the set of groups affected differently by 
the policy (the "multiple impact group problem"). Willlams in Part 1 emphasised the 
importance of overcomlng these problems if the decision analysis method is to adequate
ly formal Ise policy-making. 

The uncertalnties have to be dealt wlth in a more structured way than by just assessing 
individual subjective probability distributions. A formal synthesis of all the fore
casts, opinlons and other indlcations has to be attempted (c.f. Bunn (6)). 

The problem must be structured in such a was as to truly reflect any time-sequenced 
dependencies and spatlai heterogenelty in the outcomes. The decision-tree method will 
often be Inadequate to elucldate the complexity and number of options under considera-
tion. In such cases, the optimisatlon methods of mathematical programming may have to 
be Introduced in order to identlfy the optimum. 

Hence, a thorough declsion analysis of even a relatively small set of options is fre-
quently extremely complex and time consuming. It is important in practice, therefore, 
to undertake the maximum amount of prel imlnary screening to reduce the number of options 
under consideration to aminimum. 

Some of the key issues are therefore: 

Screening 
Probability Assessment 
Consensus and Expert Resolution 
Multiple Confl icting Objectives 
Structurlng and Optlmlsatlon 

These will now be considered in more detail. 

Sareening 

Screening procedures could be distinguished into those which attempt to reduce the set 
of options and those which attempt to simplify the structure of the decision model. 
Conceputally it might appear that these are two distinct stages In a rational decision 
analysis. The options are first reduced to a minimum and the final decisi6n model is 
then slmpl ifled to the most reallstlc structure. However, options cannot adequately 
be 'screened' wlthout a simple declslon model and furthermore, In 'screening' the 
structure of that model, extraneous options would fallout anyway as additional compli
catlons. This slmultaneity in screening options and structural assumptions is recog
nlsed in the paper of Byer and de Neufville whlch is included In thls Part. 
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A fairly common type of multiattribute screening model is a simple extension of the 
Achlevement Matrix approaches which are quite thoroughly reviewed In Baecher, Gros 
and McCusker. In the goals-achlevement matrix of, for example, Hili (14), the mat-
rix conslsts of a set of subjectivly assessed scores for each option (definlng the 
rows) against each relevant dimension (deflning the columns). On assignlng relative 
welghts to each dimension, the weighted score can then be computed for each option. 
In formal terms, If s'l denoted the score of option i on the jth attribute, and wj 
the relative welght glven to attribute j, then the score Si' where 

Si = 1: Sij wj 
"j 

is used to rank the options. Thls is also often known as the Churchman-Ackoff pro
cedure and has been wldely used, particularly In evaluating research and development 
proJects, e.g. Williams (34), Thomas (30). 

The maln value of thls Churchman-Ackoff procedure is in its intuitive appeal as a sim
ple formalisation of adeclsion sItuation, and thls probably accounts for Its popular
ity In practice. As adecision model, however, It does assurne that the attributes 
are considered independent and that preferences are adequately represented by the.im
pllcitly linear scoring measure. It is often argued, however, that even If these 
assumptlons are too strong to provide a valid ranklng of all the options, they may 
still be sufflclently robust for screening out the top 'subset' so that more detailed 
analysis and synthesls may be carried out on them. The value of the approach put for
ward by Byer and de Neufville lies In the very fact that these such assumptions are ex
pi icltly tested and more Importantly that all this is done whllst taklng into account 
uncertalnty in the outcomes. Another drawback wlth the Churchman-Ackoff procedure, 
is, In fact, its lack of attention to uncertainty and risk. Evldently "rlsk" could 
be treated as one of the attributes but that would beg the question of its definition. 
Even If Its measurement could be reduced to a single value, such a value would be need
ed for each of the uncertaln attributes. Thus even a univariate measure of rlsk may 
double the number of columns in the matrix. 

Screening for risky ventures has received considerable attention in the llter.ature of 
capital-budgeting and flnancial Investment analysis, but In all cases on a single fin
anacial outcome attribute. Screening under uncertainty has apparently not been ex
tended to the multiattribute domaln and Incorporated in the Achievement-Matrix app
roaches. 

The simplest option screening under uncertainty equates rlsk with the variance of the 
outcome, and the Issue ls seem as one of 'balanclng mean agalnst variance. Screen-
ing conslsts of identifying the "efficlent set" of options. The efflclent set exclu
des all "dominated" options and an option Is said to be dominated In the set If there 
exists elther another option wlth the same mean but lower variance, or with the same 
varlance but hlgher mean. Thls approach has been most evident in the literature on 
Portfolio Theory, for example Markowitz, (16). 

Risk is sometlmes interpreted as the probabilIty of a "disaster" or rlsk of "ruin" and 
often thereby assessed as the probability of the outcome being less than a certaln crl
tical value (see for example, Broyles and Thomas (3». In the investment context 
where the outcome dimension 15 a Net Present Value measure, thls crltlcal value is 
often taken as zero. If the uncertainty in each option is furthermore described by a 
Normal probabIlity distribution functlon, then the option wlth minimum rlsk is that 
with the hlghest mean/standard derivation ratio. 

The mean-variance approach does In fact assurne that elther all the options have Normal
ly distributed outcomes, or that the decislon-maker's utility functlon on the outcomes 
is of quadratic form. For screening purposes, it Is a question of how robust these 
assumptlons are In identifylng the best subset. 

Less restrlctlve constraints on the form of impl Iclt function can be dealt with uslng 
screening models developed from the concept of "stochastic dominance". Stochastic 
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dominance is said to occur if the expected util ity of an option is greater than that 
of another over a whole class of utility functions. The theory owes much of its 
development to Hadar and Russell (li), Hanoch and Levy (13) and Whitmore (33). A 
recent survey article is that by Eilon and Tliley (9). The set of conditions deriv
ed from the stochastic domlnance concept Is given below. 

First Degree Stoahastia Dominanae (FSD) 

This makes very weak assumptions on the form of the util ity function: 
is finite, continuously differentiable, and strictly increasing over x. 
F2 (x) are the distribution functlons for two options, then If: 

F I (x) :: F 2 (x) 

only that U (x) 
I f F I (x) , 

option I dominates option 2 (except, of course, in the case of equality over all x) in 
the sense of FSO. 

Seaond Degree Stoahastia Dominanae (SSD) 

This assumes a risk averse (concave) util ity function over x, In addition to the ass-
umptlon of FSO. If 

z 
l= (F2 (x) - FI (x» dx ~ 0 '\I z 

then option I dominates option 2 in the sense of SSO. This is more restrictive than 
FSO and can therefore, when appropriate, further screen an efficient set derived from 
FSO. 

Third Degree Stoahastia Dominanae (TSD) 

Th i s test requ i res in add i ti on to FSO, that U' (x) > 0, U" (x) > 0 and U "' (x) > 0 for 
all x. If 

'\I Y 

then option dominates In the sense of TSO. This can further screen an efficient 
set derived from SSO, but the assumptions of TSO do not have an intuitively obvious 
appea I. 

Indeed, It is aprerequisite of a screening model that it should be a conslderably 
simpler model than the thorough Expected Util ity approach whlch Is in any case envis
aged as belng used on the final screened set. Furthermore, the procedure should id
eally have great intuitive appeal since one of the more important benefits of screen
ing before an expected util ity analysis is in the sensltisation afforded on the con
fl icting issues involved In the problem. The decision-maker can gain a wider appre
ciation of the problem by working through a simple screening procedure and ls then 
better prepared and more highly motivated to tackle the assessment tasks involved in 
deriving the more thorough util ity and probabil ity measures than if he had approached 
them 'cold'. 

An extension of this reasonlng suggests that if assessments from a panel are being 
used, it is better for them to work through the screening procedures individually and 
only later undertaking the final analysis as a group. The argument for working 
through a full expected utll ity analysis as a group entity is that it is easler to 
discuss and reconcile differences of oplnion about the more meaningful and sensitive 
Inputs into adecision model (forecasts, attltudes to risk, etc) than on the output 
criterion which In itself does not often have much tangible meaning to them (e.g. Ex
pected Utility). 
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An ideal screening procedure would therefore represent a balance on being relatively 
simple and quick, sufficiently robust and intuitively appeal Ing. The importance of 
the procedure as a prel iminary fami I iarlsatlon device before an Expected Uti I ity ana
lysis, apart from its basic functlon of simpllfylng the proble~ should not be under
estimated. 

Finally it is worth mentionlng that the development of sensible screening procedures 
can be seen as more than Just almed at facll itating the practical aspects of decision 
analysis. Baecher, Gros and McCusker in Chapter 2, for example, argue that since 
major pollcy decisions are essentlally polltlcal, the role of declslon analysis should 
be to present a final subset of good options for pol itical evaluation. If this is 
the case, the whole decislon analysis is effectively directed towards a screening pro
cedure. 

~obability Assessment 

This section will be r~ther more detailed as this particular topic is one which is not 
speciflcally covered elsewhere In the volume. Useful survey articles on this topic 
are glven by Hampton, Moore and Thomas (12) and Moore and Thomas (17). The I ine of 
analysis he re will be firstly to dlscuss methods for estimating the subjective proba
bIlity of a single realisable proposlation such as "it will rain tomorrow". This will 
then be extended to the estlmation of a distribution over a countably infinite number 
of propositions. Attention will then be focussed on the assessment of certain con
jugate distributions which are necessary in the analysis of Important data-generating 
processes. Finally, a discusslon of wider issues of predictive bias and some behav
ioural factors of Implementation will follow. 

The Estimation 01 the ~obability 01 a Realisable ~oposition 

Since the probabll ity of a proposition will rarely be estimated without the implicit 
consideration of its complement, thls sectlon will more strictly refer to the assess
ment of sets of realisable propositIons. However, discusslon will be restricted to 
sets of propositions of a slze applicable to event 'fans' on adeclsion tree, but not 
large enough to be evaluated as "contlnuous" distributions. 

The apparently slmplest assessment procedure would be one in which the subject re~ 
sponded by directly articulating a set of numerical probabilities. Unfortunately 
psychologlsts (c.f. Phlll ips (22») have suggested that this is not necessarlly the 
simplest conceptual task, partlcularly for adecision maker with little experience in 
probabil ity. For example, different measures are obtained if the individual responds 
In terms of odds ratlos or direct probabil itles. For thls reason, the use of stan
dard devices is generally advocated as a medium of expression, some of which are des
cribed in Bunn and Thomas (7). 

It will be useful to conceptualise a subject's fundamental notions on uncertainty to 
be in the form of a Non-Probabilistic Chaoce Perception (NPCP) and that the function 
of the assessment procedure is one of mapping thls cognitive structure into a consis
tent Probability Density Functlon (PDF). The Impositlon of the consistency require
ment mayaIso introduce a degree of belief formulation during the assessment procedure 
Itself, apart from its pure operation as a transformation. Thus, standard devices 
attempt to furnish the individual with a physical equivalent to their NPCP from which 
a PDF can then easily be deduced. 

A useful standard device is an urn filled wlth 1000 identically shaped balls. Each 
ball Is Identified with a number, from I to 1000. The simple experiment of drawing, 
blind, one baI I from the urn is to be performed. Phillips and Thomas (25) descrlbe 
thls method as it is often presented by adecision analyst in practice: 

To see how the standard device can be used to measure degrees 
of belief, we must consider two bets, one involvlng the event 
whose probability you wish to assess, and one involving the 
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standard device. 

Suppose, for example, you want to determine the probability 
that it will rain tomorrow. Imagine that the following bet 
has been offered to you: 

<If lt rains tomorrow, you win (1,000 
BET A 

If no rain tomorrow, you win nothing. 

The tree-diagram of figure I.A is a convenient representation 
of th 1 s bet. « 1000 

Rai 

No 

LO 
IA 

< 1000 

Red 

Blu 

o 
IB 

Figure I Tree-Diagram for the 'rain-tomorrow' bet and for 
the reference bet. 

Now imagine that balls I through 500 in the standard urn have 
been painted red while the remaining 500 balls have been coloured 
blue. The balls are thoroughly mixed, and one is to be drawn by 
a blindfolded observer as tomorrow draws to a close. Now consider 
this bet: 

If the ball drawn is red you win (1,000 
BET B< 

If the bai I is blue, you win nothing. 

This bet is shown in Figure I.B. We would all agree that the 
probabil ities of drawlng a red or blue ball are 0.5 respectively, 
and these probabilitles are shown on the branches of the tree. 
Remember, we are trying to find out what probabil ities should be 
shown on the branches of the tree representlng the 'rain tomorrow'. 

Consider both bets. Which do you prefer, A or B? Suppose you 
prefer B. Then there must be a better chance for you to win 
(1,000 with Bet B than with Bet A. Thus, the probability of rain 
tomorrow in your judgement, is clearly less than 0.5. 

By changing the proportion of red balls in the urn, it is eventually 
possible to find a mix of red and blue bai ls that make you indiffer
ent between the two bets. When this point is reached, then we are 
justified in assigning the same probability to the event 'red ball 
is drawn' as we are to the event 'rain tomorrow'. At no time is it 
necessary to ask a quest ion more complex than '00 you prefer this 
bet or that one, or are you indifferent between them?' Numerical 
measurement of an individual 's subjective probability can thus be 
obtained simply by asking quest ions of preference. 

Other standard devices have been popular. A pie diagram, or spinner, is a favourite 
with Stanford Research Institute. A circle is divided lnto two sectors and the re
lative sizes of the sec tors can be adjusted. Aspinner randomly selects one of the 
two sec tors and hence the larger a sec tor the greater its chance of being chosen. 
The same bets as those shown in Figure I can be offered, but the outcomes for Bet B 
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are determined not by drawing a ball from an urn, but by noting which sector is chosen. 
The relative sizes of the sectors are adjusted until the indifference point is reached; 
the sector sizes then represent the probabil ities of the event being assessed and its 
complement. 

The pre-requisite of a standard device is that it should have easily perceived probab
i list i c imp li cat ions, otherwi se i t wi II i ntroduce bias. Thus Ph i 111 ps and Thomas (25) 
report some preliminary investigations which suggest that assessments using the urn de
vice are 0.02 to 0.07 larger than the probabilitles fram the SRI spinner. 

It is proposed to distinguish between task bias which is characteristic of the assess
ment method itself and conceptual bias which is idiosyncratic to the individual. Task 
bias could be caused by the standard devlce having misunderstood probabilistic impli
cation or because it also structures thinking and maybe changes the fundamental bel iefs 
of the individual in some systematic way. The more fundamental conceptual bias repre
sents a faulty NPCP and will relate to his inabil ity to process information and deduce 
the causal implications of the various inductive hypotheses. The endeavour to develop 
formal methods for synthesising inductive models would be an attempt to reduce this con
ceptual bias, but fundamentallimitations relating to an individual 's perception of 
chance processes mil itate against this and the reduction of task bias. 

Tversky and Kahnemann (32) have recently presented an important paper deal ing with a 
characterisation of different sorts of conceptual bias. They isolate three types of 
systematic bias in the formulation of probabil istic judgement; representativeness, 
availabil ity and adjustment. 

Representativeness 

Individuals apparently formulate probabil istic judgement by means of a representative
ness heuristic. Thus if x is considered highly representative of a set A, then it is 
given a high probabil ity of belonging to A. However, this approach to the judgement 
of a I ikelihood leads to serious bias because many of the factors important in the ass
essment of I ikel ihood play no role in such judgements of similarity. One factor is 
the prior probabil ity or base rate frequency. For example, given a neutral descrip
tion of a person and being asked to estimate the probability of hlm being a lawyer or 
an engineer, subjects were found to answer 0.5 regardless of prior information on the 
relative numbers of lawyers and engineers in the population. Similarly, the repre
sentativeness heuristic does not take any account of sampIe slze. Thus the manifes
tation of the gambiers fallacy can be ascribed to the belief that randomness is expec
ted to be represented in even very small sampies. Tversky and Kahnemann describe 
many fascinating cages of such bias. 

AvaUabUity 

Rel iance on the availabil ity heuristic introduces bias through the inadequacy of the 
cognitive process in conceptual ising all of the relevant information. There is a 
memory retrievabllity problem whlch can cause a bias such as the probabil ity of a road 
accident increaslng dramatically after wltnessing such an event and by much more than 
by just reading about It. The I imitations of the memory search process cause people 
to judge that there are more words beglnning with 'r' and with 'r' in the third place 
when in fact the converse is true. Conceptual limitations of imaginabillty and scen
ario formulation encourage subjects to bel ieve for example that many more committees 
can be constructed of size 2 from 10 than of size 8. Again Tversky and Kahnemann re
late many other interesting examples. 

Adjustment and Anchoring 

In most situations it is found that individuals formulate their general belief struc
ture by starting from some obvlous reference point and adjusting for special features. 
Typically, however, the adJustment Is not sufficient and a bias towards these initial 
values is described as anchoring. Thus when subJects were asked to estimate within 
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5 seconds the product 8x7x6x .... xl they gave a much higher answer than those asked 
the product lx2x3 .••. x8. A much fu11er consideration of anchoring will follow in 
the context of the fractile assessment method for a distribution in the next section. 

There is now an enormous amount of published experimental work investlgating how in
dividuals deviate from Bayeslan rational ity in formulating their probabil istic judge
ment. Much of it is equivocal and the paper by Tversky & Kahnemann (32) repre
sents one of the few attempts at deriving an overall theory. Ward Edwards and his 
followers (c.f. Phlll ips and Edwards (23)) looked not so much at the formulation of 
bel ief but In its revIsion. Compared wlth the rational Bayesian paradigm, indivi
duals have generally been found to be "conservative" information processors, under
estimating the overall diagnosticity of observed evidence. Again, more will be said 
about conservatism blas in the next section in the particular context of the 'imagin
ary results' assessment method. 

One way of minimising some of this bias is to ask for less precise estimates by not 
requlrlng the responses to be on a metric scale. There have been various forms of 
psychometric ranking methods proposed. In some cases a simple ranking of the out
comes may be sufficient or adecision analysis can be structured In such a way as to 
require only a sensitivity analysis of certain crucial probabil ity assessments. How
ever, in general, the necessary degree of precision will implya ranking of first diff
erences, as in Smith (28). 

The indi.rect estimation of probabll ities from gambl ing preferences makes strong behav
ioural assumptions. Qulte often it is assumed that the individual is behaving to 
maximise expected monetary value. Thus, returning to the gamble presented in Figure 
lA, a statement of his certainty equivalent (CE) for the gamble allows the probabil ity 
to be imputed as CE/1000. 

But to have any confidence in thls as a predlctive probabil ity, it should be ascertain
ed that his utility functlon is in fact linear over this range. However, if trouble 
is to be taken in measuring the individual 's uti1ity curve in the first place, there 
is no reason why the payoffs should not be appropriately mapped into uti 1 ity in order 
to obtain consistent subjective probabll ities. If a von Neumann & Morgenstern util ity 
function is derlved using standard devices to articulate the probabil ities presented 
In the artifical gambles, then the subsequent use of this functlon in the derivation 
of subJective probablltles will give val id estimates provlding the individual obeys 
the coherence axiom. Unfortunately, this may not be the case. Phi11 ips (22) quotes 
experimental evldence from Slovic that individuals react differently in gambl ing sit
uations. Some people pay more attention to the chance of winning, others to the 
chance of losing, while a further group seem to look mainly at the amounts of the pay
offs. 

Estimation of the Subjeative Probability Distribution 

The problem of assessing the distribution functlon over a countably infinite set of 
propositions is usually reduced to a set of discrete assessments requiring only the 
appl ication then of one of the methods of the previous section. Bias can however be 
introduced accordlng to the way in whlch the range of propositions is spl it up. For 
the usual fractile method of assessment, Morrison (18) designed the following quest
ionnaire: 

Qu.l. 

Qu.2. 

At what value of the variable, F(50), do you feel that 
there is a 50 per cent chance that the true value of the 
variable will be below F(50)? - thus establishing the 
value at whlch CDF = 0.5. 

Given that the true value of the variable is below F(50) 
at what value of the variable F(25) do you feel there is 
a 50 per cent chance that the true value of the variable 
will be below this value? - thus establ ishing the value 
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at which CDF = 0.25. 

Qu.3. Glven that the true value is above F(50) at what value 
of the variable F(75) do you feel there is a 50 per 
cent chance that the value of the variable will be 
below thls value? - thus establishing the value at which 
CDF - 0.75. 

Evldently, this method of successlve medial blsectlon will result in the set of quar
tlles or octiles, etc. A more recently favoured fractlle method (because of Its po
tential tendency to reduce the anchorlng effect) Is to assess the tertlles, I.e. those 
fractlles whlch split the range Into three equally probable intervals. The success
Ive extension of thls to yleld nonlies may be attractlve and there 15 doubtless the 
prospect of a hybrid fractlle method generating sextlies galnlng certaln appeal. 

Thls family of fractile assessment methods appears the most convenlent way to estlmate 
the distribution functlon over a contlnuous range. It Is to be preferred to the the 
direct estlmatlon of a probability hlstogram over a set of pre-specifled Intervals on 
the range, whlch would be the basis for Interpolatlng the PDF, slnce It does not I"n.,. 
volve a response In the form of a probabll ity metrlc. In all the above fractlle me-
thods, the responses are in the form of equiprobable Intervals. 

Barclay and Peterson (2) compared the tertile method wlth the PDF histogram approach 
and found that anchoring blas was conslderable more serious In the PDF. A central 
interval In the PDF method only captured the "true" value 39% of the time compared 
wlth the 75% of perfect callbratlon. In the tertile method, Instead of the ideal 
33 1/3%, the central Interval captured the "'true" value only 23%. 

This tertlle adjustment blas compared wlth the 33% for the 50% central Interval In 
the earller quartlle experiments of Alpert & Ralffa (I). Tversky (31), Winkler (35) 
and Plckhardt & Wallace (26) have all reported slmllar anchoring blas in the quartile 
method. 

However, it should be recognised that all this evidence Is based upon artiflclal lab
oratory experlmentatlon where the subJects will not have the same degree of motivation 
and personal Involvement In the consequences of their probability estlmates as they 
would in areal declslon-making situation. There Is an obvlous need for more research 
in this area to be undertaken In terms of the 'real' decislon-maklng. processes of the 
Individual where the posslbillty of other organisatlonal or polltlcal blases may affect 
the concluslons drawn currently about the effectlveness of probability assessment pro
cedures. 

Stael von Holstein (29) was able to use professional investment analysts In their on
going stock market forecasting and portfolio selection activlty. He reported slgni
ficant anchoring bias in the excesslve tightness of the assessment distribution, al
though his cholce of the PDF method may weil have exacerbated this tendency. 

Wlnkler and Hurphy (32) were able to compare the quartlle and PDF methods In the real 
world situation of weather forecasting. They reported that the PDF method exhlblted 
greater anehoring bias than the quartlle method for whleh In fact the eentral 50% in
terval eaptured the true value 47% of the time. They were fortunate however In having 
subjeets wlth considerable experlenee In probabllistie forecasting; training and prae
tlee appears to have a very pronouneed effeet In redueing anehorlng blas. Alpert and 
Raiffa (I), for example, found that after only one round In thelr experiment, the een
tral SO% Interval eapture rate Inereased from 33% to 43% uslng the quartlle method. 

One faetor whieh may reinforce anehorlng blas is the Importanee generally plaeed upon 
self-eonslstency wlthln the deelslon-maker's set of assessments. In a straIghtfor
ward assessment method, It Is easy for the subject to be pseudo-conslstent preelsely 
because he can pereelve what he should belleve In order to be eonslstent wlth his pre
vious responses. In this way, his responses beeome firmly anehored from the starting 
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point. 

Some prelimlnary results have been publlshed by Bunn (5) on a procedure which attempts 
to expose anchorlng blas In the fractile method and thereby partially ellmlnate It. 
The method involves the derivation of an adjustment hysteresis effect where the respon
ses are struct~red in such a way that it becomes difficult for the subject to exhibit 
pseudo-conslstency. The results obtained so far are quite encouraging. 

ESTlMATION OF SOME COMMON PRIOR DENSITY FUNCTIONS 

Univariate distributions will first be considered. It should be emphaslsed that this 
class of density functions can always be parameterised by means of derlving the indi
vidual 's subJective distribution as outllned prevlously and then fitting the required 
functlon to it. When an Interactive computer package is available, partlcularly if 
It incorporates vlsual display, this may weil be the best avallable procedure. Other
wlse the problem is one of estlmatlng the parameters in thelr own right. 

The NO'I'mat PDF 

Because of symmetry, the mean can be estimated as either the mode or median and, util
Ising the standard tables, the varlance can easily be derived from any given set of 
fractiles. 

The Beta PDF 

The beta distribution is usually used to express prior opinion on the probabil ity of 
one of the two dichotomous events in a Bernoul lI process. If It Is parameterlsed as 

P (k) = B- I (p+I,v+1) kP (l-k) V-P 

where B(x,y) is the usual beta function and P> v-I, v~, then the mode Is given by p/v 
and v is equivalent to the number of prevlous trials which would be required to glve 
the same precision on an empirlcal basis. 

Thus the parameter v can be assessed as an Equivalent Prior Sampie (EPS) which the 
individual feels would be the emplrical equlvalent of his subjectlve opinlon. Good 
(la) refers to this type of approach as one of imaginary results. 

Another possibll Ity Is to elucidate how the individual 's estimate of the mode would 
change on the basis of one more realIsation. This is referred to as the method of 
Hypothetlcal Future SampIes (HFS). If his estimate of the prior modal probability of 
'success' is m* and the posterior m** is assessed after one further 'failure' is en
vi saged then 

m* - vIp 

m** = v!(p + 1) 

which gives v m**/(m* - m**) 

Bayesian expectations, e* & e**, can be used instead of the modal point estimates if 
preferred. In order that the formulae would be directly analogous, it is suggested 
that the more usual parameterisatlon of the Beta distribution should be used in this 
case. 

with p > 0 and v ~ p. 

Clearly, the methods of HFS and EPS make strong Bayesian assumptions about the way in 
which individuals process Information. It was indicated earlier that indivlduals do 
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In fact tend to be conservative processors of information. This tendency manifests 
itself in the assessment of too large a hypothetical sampie, thus implying an excess
ively tight distribution slmilar to the anchoring bias In fractlle assessment. Wink
ler (35) observed this In his experiments, although the subJects In his groups dld re
port an intuitive preference for these imaglnary results methods over the fractile and 
PDF methods. 

Like most of the research In this area, our knowledge of conservatism bias is restric
ted to experimental behavlour In the laboratory. It is qulte possible that this sort 
of bias could be largely situational and reflect the subject's unfamil iarlty with the 
type of data generating processes and Inferentlal tasks with which he is confronted. 
For optimal behavlour In these tasks, the subJect may be very adept in dealing general
ly with the stationary Bernoulli process. The real world Is characterised by non
statlonarity and Phlll ips, Hays & Edwards (28) have remarked that the conservatism re
vealed in their experiments could be caused by the subjects believing that the data
generating process were non-statlonary. Furthermore du Charme & Peterson (8) noted 
an improvement in the optimal ity of subjects when they were deal ing with Normally gen
erated data, which they suggested was due to their greater famil iarity of this type of 
data from the real world. 

Most of the work on cascaded inference has not succeeded in revealing significant con
servatism bias. Models of cascaded inference attempt to formal ise the more complex 
inferential tasks of the real world and in fact most of probabll ity assessments were 
more optimal than in the simpler experiments where conservatlsm blas has been most evi
dent. Bias, if anything, has tended to be excessive rather than conservative in this 
general.context (c.f. Youssef and Peterson (38». 

THE INVERSE GAMMA DISTRIBUTION 

This distribution is useful In the analysis of the Normal process, belng the natural 
conjugate for the variance. It can be parameterised 

for y > 0 

exp(-tvply) (tvply)tv+l f. (y!ljJ,v) = 
IV 

The parameters can be given simllar interpretations to those of the beta distribution. 
v I ikewlse represents the slze of the hypothetical prior sampIe and the mode is given 
as 

vljJl (v+2) 

Apart from uslng methods of imaginary results, a fractile method is posslble. There 
is a standard result (c.f. Lavalle (15» connecting the fractiles of a gamma distribu
tion to the tabulated chi-squared distribution with the same degrees' of freedom. If 
0 2 denotes the p% fractile of the assessed variance distribution, then 

p 

e.g. 

2 2 
O/Oq 2 I 2 ! 

X(l-q) X (l-p) v 

2 
X.5 I 

and thus can be derived from the 'chi-squared' tables. 

There are simple relations (c.f. Lavalle (15» between the parameters of the inverse 
gamma (the natural conjugate for the varlance of the normal process), the inverse 
gamma-2 (the natural conJugate for the correspondlng standard deviation) and the gamma 
itself which is the natural conJugate for the parameter in the Poisson process. 
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Raiffa and Schlalfer (27) suggest that it is probably most convenient to assess the 
uncertainty in terms of the standard deviation and then translate It into variance 
or preclslon. 

The DirowhZet Distroibution 

This Is the natural conJugate to the multlnomial process and can be expressed 

k p. I k 
( ) ( 1-) rr ) f ~/R.'" = rr Pi (r PI /r" 

k k 
with ~ and ~ k-dimenslonal vectors such that tPI - I, ~ >0, tp i= " & R. > O. 

The easiest conceptual approach Is probably one of hypothetical results. "represents 

~=~ =r~~t~:t!~::m:::~':c~~~~,~~dt~i~~e ~~; ::~~~~e~e~~~~~~~I~~~ :~~ ~:~= ~:~~~~~tio~. 
The fact that each element Is marglnally distrlbuted beta means that a fractlle assess
ment method Is appllcable. Each element can be marginally assessed as a beta subJect 
to the constralnt that " should be the same for each and the PI sum to ". 

The Inveroted Wishart Distroibution 

The Inverted Wishart distribution Is the natural conjugate for the covarlance matrix 
in the Hultlnormal process end can easlly be seen to be a generallsatlon of the inverse 
gamma denslty functlon into k dimensions. 

defined for ~ positive definite and symmetrlc and "> O. 

mean (~) = ~ ,,/(,,-2) 

mode (~) = ~ ,,/(,,+2) 

The parameter" represents the effectlve imaginary sampie size and HFS and EPS methods 
are evidently feasible. It is probably easier however to consider the marginal in-
verse gamma distributions for the diagonal varlances and then assess the matrix of 
Intercorrelatlon coefficients. 

WIDER ISSUES 

The main concern of this sectlon has been the examlnation of the structure of varlous 
subjective probability assessment procedures, their properties and characteristic bi
ases. The wider social and polltlcal aspects of the problem have not been consldered. 
The lack of attention to issues of subject motivation and orlentatlon, social-psycho
logical factors In the declsion-analyst and probability assessor relationship, personal 
resistance to ambiguity and uncertalnty, and training programmes is not to be inter
preted as arelegation of the undoubted cruclal importance of these factors for succ
essful implementation, but a recognltlon of the fact that many of these issues are 
common to the practlce of. operational research and not essentlally structural. I t 
should be reallsed, however·, that the practical implementation of such highly formal
ised subjectlve technlques as thls is open to even more abuse than usual. Phillips 
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(22) dlscusses many of the Important factors In the assessment task whlch are necess
ary In persuadlng a reluctant subject to res pond and In minlmlslng the blas whlch Is 
Introduced by the very presence and behavlour of the analyst hlmself. 

It 15 argued in Bunn (6) that the general context of policy analysis requlres the ad
option of a forecasting approach to subJectlve probability es;lmatloD. Thus, there 
is often an inevltable separation of the probability and utility assessment tasks in 
the orthodox declsion analysis. As a consequence of thls, however, because the pro
babllity assessors are now In a non-motlvatlng, declslon-neutral state, extra care 
has been taken to minimise causal blas (recall the dlscusslon on the general Isabllity 
of laboratory evldence upon anchorlng and conservatism blas). 

When subJectlve probability forecasts are produced on a repetitive, team basis, a good 
example are the U.S. weather forecasters, the use of penalty functlons or scoring rules 
(c.f. Wlnkler & Murphy (37» have been successful. Essentially, an error functlon ,15 
defined upon the actual result and the forecaster's probabll Istlc assessment such that 
In attemptlng to maximise his score, he will be Increaslng the accuracy of his estima
tlon. 

Another consequnce of this concentration upon encodlng structures is the partial elim
Ination from detalled conslderatlon of the fundamental cognltlve processes whereby in
divlduals formulate thelr bellefs and perceptlons. Very I ittle is known about these 
processes and much of the research must necessarlly fall wlthin the scope of neuropsy
chology. The basic toplc, however, Is ona of aggregatlng Information and construct
ing sensible inferences. At a normative level, the research on hlerarchlcal Infer
ence (c.f. Peters (21» and on the comblnatlon of forecasts (c.f. Bunn (4» can pro
vide the basis for formal procedures, or at least conceptual structures, In meeting 
thls need. The more expllclt an Individual ' 5 reasonlng, the easler It Is to Identi
fy the precise points of disagreement within a group and hence achleve a consensus. 
Developments along thls I Ine of expllcating the 'thlnklng algorithms ' underlying an 
Indivldual's subjectlve probability assessment are at present restrlcted by the lack 
of a sultable notational loglc and representatlon but are evldently In the spirit of 
subjectlve probability In attemptlng to make statistics less, paradoxlcally, subjec-
tlve In the sense that the subjectlvlty In the analysis is more clearly deflned. It 
should be recognlsed, however, that control over an Individual ' S formulatlon of proba
bll ity Judgement can never attaln the level of derlvlng a completely 'unbiased ' esti
mate without the probability ceaslng to be subjective. 

Consensus and Expert ResoZution 

These aspects are dealt wlth at length In the paper by Harman and Press and there Is 
no nead therefore for thls section to provlde the same extensive review as prevlously 
glven to probability assessment. The brief review glven here 15 therefore rather 
more by way of a motivatlng preview. 

The approaches to the problem of consensus and expert resolution can be dlvlded essen
tlally into those which are synthetlc, I.e. whlch provlde a procedure whlch a declslon
maker may use to syntheslse a set of oplnlons, or those whlch represent a true consen
~ Insofar as the members of the group reconcile their options equally amongst them-
selves. In the former case, the methodology is the same as if each member of the 
group were a forecasting model; the problem Is only one of defining and revising the 
approprlate welghts for each Individual. True consensus, on the other hand, treats 
each Individual as an equal declslon-maker with the impllcation to represent the best 
compromlse of all options. A synthetlc consensus represents the best compromlse only 
from the point of vlew of the aggregating declslon-maker. Thus, the methodologies 
of true consensus are more akln to democratic voting, Paretian optimallty, etc., than 
the comblned forecasts approach of synthetlc consensus. 

The slmplest synthetlc con,sensus will conslst of subJectively assessed probabilities 
on the part of the declslon-maker. Wlnkler (36) and Morris (19), for example, pre
sent Bayeslan methods for assessing and revislng these probabilities. The svnthe-
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sised consensus, Cs ' Is then evaluated as the linear "expectation". 

v i 

where zi is the oplnion of the Ith member and Pi the assoclated probabll ity. 

Such procedures must generally assume that the experts are in some sense "Independent" 
whlch glven slmllarltles In training and experlence, may not generally be valid. 

Methods of true consensus would attempt to derlve these linear welghts by some intrin
sic procedure. The paper by Harman and Press Is an example of uslng a slmultaneous 
equatlon approach to thls end. 

Struaturing and OptimiBation under MuZtipZe ConfZiating ObjeativeB 

Considerable attention Is glven In this volume to the problem of dealing with multiple 
confl Ictlng objectlves. Baecher, Gros and McCusker discuss varlous methods for deal-
Ing with multiple trade-offs. Brooks applles the multiattribute approach of Raiffa 
and Keeney in a case study on hazardous shlpment decisions. Byer and de Neufville 
develop a screening procedure almed partlcularly at slmpl ifylng thls problem. 

In the paper by Aubin and Naslund, emphasls is placed upon a different aspect of 
problem. It is a mathematical programming approach which provldes an efficient 
procedure by which the declslon-maker can identlfy his most preferred decislon. 
does not Involve the expllclt assessment of a multiattribute utility functlon. 

the 
search 

It 

Even after an efflclent screening of the pollcy options, the final set may still con
tain too many posslbilities to be evaluated bya simple decislon tree. This is where 
the need for the mathematical programming methods arises. Furthermore, many pol icy 
declsions involve discrete outcomes. The paper by Zionts describes a method which 
Introduced Integer programmlng Into the multiple criterla problem, and Is therefore 
addressed speclfically to thls problem. 

Further aspects Involved in structuring and assessment are highllghted in the appl ica
tlons papers of Tremol leres and Warner-North, Offen send and Smart. The latter of 
these provides a detalled case-study Illustrating some of the dlfflculties In applying 
a cost-effectiveness approach In publlc pollcy analysis. Wider issues In the Imple
mentatlon of formal analytlc methods for pol Icy analysis are discussed In the paper by 
Stringer. He particuarly emphaslses the organisatlonal aspects of pollcy formulation 
whlch often pose the most extreme constralnts and appear, as yet, to have received 
scant attention from decision analysts In particular'and operational research In gen
eral. 
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PHILIP BIER 
RICHARD de NEUFVILLE 

CHOOSING THE DIMENSIONS AND UNCERTAINTIES OF AN EVALUATION 

The proaedure developed in Chapter 5 presents pragmatia guide~ines, based upon deai
sion ana~ysis aonaepts, for sareening the assumptions invo~ved in a po~iay ana~ysis. 
The use of sareening aoeffiaients is presented and i~Zustrated in an appZiaation to 
seismia bui~ing aodes. 
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5. Choosing the Dimensions and Uncertaintles of an Evaluation 
by Phil ip Byer and Richard de Neufville 

IntFoauation 

Most real problems requirlng policy formulation are complex, featuring many possible 
alternatives and numerous Interest groups wlth multiple confllcting objectlves. In 
addition, the preferences of these groups are generally nonlinear, and the future per
formance of each alternative Is almost always uncertaln. Analysts have tended, for 
slmpllclty, not to conslder many of these compllcatlng factors 
in their evaluations of alternative pollcles. This has often led to analyses, such 
as the Rosklll Commission's beneflt-cost evaluation of the Thlrd London Airport, that 
failed to capture essential aspects of the problem; whose recommendatlons were fre
quently rejected; and that were, on balance ineffectlve. This phenomenon has spurr
ed analysts to Incorporate the more reallstic but compl icating factors into the eval
uation process, partlcularly the multiple Interest groups and multiple obJectives. 
For example, environmentallsts In the United States have pressured the Federäl Govern
ment to conslder environmental as weil as economic and other factors In making deci
sions about pollcles that affect the environment. 

EVALUATION TECHNIQUES 

Promislng new techniques are belng developed to help analysts include more complex 
features in the evaluation process (5). Soclal cost-beneflt analysis, for example, 
attempts to Incorporate nonlinear preferences. It values each attribute on the basis 
of people's will Ingness to pay for them, as revealed by demand functlons, and then 
comblnes these values to arrlve at a single measure of the net benefits of each alter
native (8). This measure of demand purportedly represents the value of each alterna
tive to soclety. This was the method used to evaluate alternative sites for a Third 
London Airport (2). 

Multiobjective analysis, a procedure now required for essentially all water resources 
projects in the Uni ted States, represents a different approach. Thls technlque de
fines a surface representlng the dominant posslble combinations of achievement for 
each objective, that Is, the productlon posslbil ity frontier. The slopes of this 
surface show the tradeoffs, or rate of transformation, between the objectives. Given 
a separately defined possibll ity nonlinear, util Ity functlon, the analyst can identify 
the alternative that maximises thls utll Ity (7). 

Multiattribute decislon analysis adds other complexities to an evaluation. Sy incor
poratlng both probabil itles and utillty, it expl icitly consider uncertainties, non
linear preferences and multiple objectlves (9). Multiattribute decislon analysis has 
proven to be both useful and practlcal (3). 

THE NEED FOR ASSUMPTIONS 

Whatever form of evaluation Is chosen, it is too difficult, too costly or too time
consumlng to conslder all of a problem's real characteristics. Although some techni
ques can incorporate multiple attributes into the evaluation process, the number of 
attributes must be greatly Ilmlted due to the dlfflculty of definlng preferences over 
more than a few dimensions. In addition, slnce much of the effort In an evaluation 
is spent on predlctlng Impacts, analysts can spare themselves much werk by disregard
ing an attribute. Furthermore, If the level of an attribute Is assumed to be known 
with certalnty, then the analyst avolds the trouble of estlmating Its probability dis
tribution for each alternative. 

Since the beneflts of maklng slmpllfying assumptlons about the problem can be consid-
erable, analysts almost always make them. In dolng so, they face a major quest ion: 
what slmpllfylng assumptlons should be made? For example, should certaln attributes 
be included In the analysis or Is It reasonable to neglect them? When Is it desir-
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able to assurne certainty, rather than uncertainty, about the levels of an attribute? 
The answers to such quest Ions have slgnificant consequences for the cost and prac~ 
ticality of any analysis. 

The cholce of assumptions should be made carefully. While we may be tempted to ne
glect certaln objectlves and uncertaintles for the sake of simpl Icity, we may In so 
doing discard some of the turnlng points of the Issues at hand. This could lead us 
into trouble wlth unacceptable recommendatlons. The evaluation of alternative sites 
for the Thlrd London Airport Is a case in point. In great part dueto itsdlsregard 
of Important land use considerations, as Buchanan pointed out, the recommended solu
tion was ultlmately unacceptable. Analysts can also run into trouble by not expll
citly considering uncertaintles. The evaluation of strategles for the development 
of nuclear power In Brltain in the 1960's for Instance, apparently falled to conslder 
the risklness of innovative programs and, thus, led to a program whlch placed al I 
effort on a single technology wlth llttle provision for exploiting more effective 
designs (that dld ultlmately come forth). 

The cholce of assumptlons about a problem also has important impl icatlons for the 
cholce of evaluation technlques. Since different technlques Incorporate different 
assumptlons into the evaluation, the cholce of assumptions largely determlnes whlch 
technlques are most approprlate. For example, cost-benefit analysis does not expli
citly account for uncertalntles and Is only appropriate If certalnty and nonlinear 
preferences are assumed. Similarly, If we assurne decislon-makers have linear pref
erences for a single obJective, then It may be approprlate to use a simple benefit
cost analysis comparing the expected values of the alternatives. In thls case, the 
use of a linear utll ity functlon under uncertainty Is equivalent to assuming the ex
pected values of the attribute wlth certainty. A multiattribute declsion analysis 
however, would be needed if non-linear preferences, uncertalntles, and multiple ob
jectives seem important. Byer (I) discusses the choice of evaluation techniques 
based upon making approprlate assumptlons about the problem. 

CHDICE DF ASSUMPTIDNS 

The declsion to make an analysis simpler, though less realistic, should be based upon 
apriori estimates of the signlficance of added complexity to the effectlveness of the 
analysis. If It appears that a simpler assumptlon will not materially affect the 
cholce of optimal policy, then It Is reasonable to slmpl ify the analysis by making 
that assumption. 

Different sets of attributes, for example, do not always imply different optimal pol i
cies. The rankings of alternative pol icies based upon two sets of attributes (~, y) 
and (x) may be Identical elther because the level of the attribute Y does not vary 
sufflclently over the alternatives, or because the decision~maker does not value it 
highlyenough. Slmllarly, the rankings generated by assuming certainty and uncertaln
ty about the level of an attribute may be identlcal becaose of the shape of the utll ity 
function and the shapes of the underlylng probability distributions over the attribute. 
As an extreme example, If the probability distributions Indlcate that the level of some 
attribute Z is nearly determlnlstic for each alternative, then It Is reasonable to ass
urne with certainty, that the alternatives will result In these "determinlstic" values. 

Even If a different optimal pol Icy wlth a lower value would result uslng a simplifying 
assumptlon, this difference may not be signlflcant. If the percelved difference in 
the values of the optimal pollcles Is less than the limits of the accuracy of the ana
lysis, then we would be unsure whlch of the two policles would actually turn out to be 
the best. In thls case the slmpllfylng assumptlon should probably be made. Even If 
the dlfference In the values of the optimal pol icles is signlflcant, the analyst may 
save more in the costs of the evaluation by making the simplifying assumptlon than Is 
lost in thls difference. 
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Therefore, while we should recognise the many dimensions of a problem and its essen
tial uncertaintles, it may not be worthwhlle to ins1st upon these real itles In prac
tice. The choice of assumptlons should depend upon the degree and value of the ex
pected changes In both that optimal pollcy and the cost and time savlngs real ised. 
Our selection of the evaluation procedure should rest upon the tradeoffs between its 
cost and effectlveness for the varlous assumptions. 

SCREENING MODELS 

Procedures, called "screening models", have been developed to investigate these trade
offs. They are pragmatic techniques that give first-order estimates of the senslti
vity of the optimal pol icy to different assumptions. We use these models right at 
the start, before the formal evaluation. Their results help us to decide which fac
tors are important; help us screen out the complexities that will have little bearing 
on the final evaluation. The subsequent detailed analysis then focuses only on what 
the screening model Indlcates is I ikely to be important. These screening procedures 
glves us confldence that we are not wasting time and money on Irrelevant detail, and 
also that we do Include everythlng that Is Important. 

The most commont type of screening model is almed at reducing the number of alternative 
pol icies to be evaluated. It entalls the use of simple technlques, such as linear 
programming, to evaluate all of the alternatives and screen out the unpromising ones. 
The remalnder are then evaluated in greater detail. A number of cases demonstrate 
that this approach can be highly effectlve. By making It possible to examine many 
alternatives to so me degree, Instead of exhausting onels resources on a detailed ev
avluatlon of a short I ist, thls procedure has led to Improvements of 20 to 30 percent 
on major projects (4). 

Two related models, one that screens the number of objectives or attributes for a pro
blem, and one that screens uncertalnties about thelr levels, have been developed by 
the authors (I). These models are based upon simple numerical criterla requiring on
lya 1 ittle information about preferences and probabll ities and only a few simple cal
culatlons. Basically, the screening model for attributes develops first-order esti
mates, in terms of one of the attributes, of the maximum expected difference between 
the true values of the recommended pollcles that would result from including and ex
cluding the attributes being screened. Similarly, the screening model for uncertain
tles about the levels of an attribute calculates an estimate of the maximum expected 
effect, in terms of that attribute, of assuming some certain levels, such as the ex
pected values, rather than the true range of uncertalnties. 

To screen out attributes and uncertainties, we compare each of these estlmates, called 
a "screening coefficient", to the magnitude of the attribute that measures it. If it 
is insignificant, such as by being less than the limits of accuracy in measuring the 
attribute, we presume that the change In ranking that mlght occur by making the simpli
fying assumption is also Insignificant. Since upper bound estimates are used, it is 
more appropriate to use the models to argue that certain attributes should be screened 
out and that certainty should be assumed, rather than that other attributes should be 
included and uncertainties assumed. 

SCREENING COEFFICIENTS 

Estimates of the screening coefficients are easlly obtained through the use of stan
dard approximations to both util Ity functions and the marginal (unconditionaT) prob
ability distributions for each attribute x.. Util ity functions for a set of attri
butes can be approximated In terms of the ~tillty functions, u. (x.), for each attri
bute (or, more precisely, a subset of the attributes), and of ~cal ing factors, k., 
between the several attributes I 

(I) 
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Table 1: Measures of Values Used to Calculate the 

Screening Coefficients 

Functions Assumed for Parameters Measures of Value of 

Each Attribute, x Required Attribute Uncertainty 

Utility Probability - Ix - xel u 
Distribution 

Normal a, b, c 
2~ -- a + be(e /2)-cx Ic~/21 mean, x 

. q--2 
var~ance, 

* Exponential a, b, c -ex 
I~ + .In (l-cßl I * e (shifted and upper bound, x a +b 

inverted) 
~ 

(l-e 13) e 

* 
a + be-ex 

[mean,x=x - ß 1 

Gamma a, b, e -ex* _p_o<fn (~+ep-) I (shifted) lower bound, a +b e 
x* oe. 

0<, ~ (l+e~) 

[mean, x=x* + 0( ~ 1 

* 
Uniform a, b, e -ex* -ex * 

* +b(e - e ~.!~-a] (shifted) upper bound, x a * 
lower bound, e(x - x*) 2 c b 

x* 
Imean , xo(x* +x *Y21 

a + bx Any a,b a + bx 0 
-mean, x 
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where 
N 

k ={ 11 
i=l 

[k.k. + I]} - 1 
I 

as developed by Keeney (6). 

To use thls formula the xI IS must meet certain reasonable assumptions about their 
relationship to each other. The utility function for each attribute can, In turn, 

. -c x 
be approximated by the nonlinear function a. + b.e I I if the declslon-maker is rlsk 
averse or rlsk prone, or by the linear functlon ~. + b.x. If he Is risk neutral. As 
the degree of rlsk aversion or proneoess Increase~, Ic~ I Iincreases; neutrallty to
ward taking rlsks corresponds to cI ~ O. The base, a: and the scale, b, of the func
tion are set so that it ranges from 0 to lover the range of the attribute, as re
quired by the multiattribute function. The scal Ing factor, k., for each attribute 
depends on the range of the attribute and Its relative importa~ce to the declsion
maker. 

The approximation of a multiattribute utility function, therefore, only requires us 
to obtain two parameters for each attribute: c., measuring the attitudes toward riskj 
and k., measurlng its value relative to the other attributes. A first-order esti~ 
mate 6f a nonlinear utll ity function over two dimensions, for instance, requires esti-
mates of only four parameters. Each of these estimates can be obtalned from answers 
to a few questions asked of the decislon-maker (1,6,9). The screening models also 
require that each attribute be deflned such that more of the attribute is preferred. 

Probabil ity functions can 1 ikewlse be approximated by obtaining apriori estlmates of 
only the two or three parameters needed to specify a particular member of any of the 
few important families of distributions that could reasonably represent'a situation 
of Interest. The screening coefflclents can, thus, be calculated once a handful of 
parameters have been estimated. Table 1 Illustrates what is involved. For any 
of the comblnations of utll ity and probability density functions shown, It displays 
the speclflc parameters that must be estimated and the formulas for the measures of 
value used to generate a value of a screening coefficient. The cOlumn headed ü con
tains the formulas for the expected utl1 ity associated with any attribute, x. With 
an exponentlai util Ity functlon, It Is a linear transformation of the moment generat-
ing function of the probability distribution. It Is simply a 1 inear transformation 
of the mean of the distribution wlth a 1 inear utility functlon. Thls measure pro
vldes the basis for judging whether it Is worthwhlle to include that attribute in the 
more detailed analysis. 

The column labeled Ix - x I contalns the equations for the difference that might arise 
from assumlng, wlth certafnty, that the value of x is its expected (mean) value in
stead of uslng its entlre probability distribution. The x is the mean of the distri
bution over X; and x is the level of the attribute whose utility equals the expected 
~tll Ity. This lattef quantlty is the certainty equivalent of the alternative; and 
x - x Is then simply the rlsk premium implicit in the nonlinear utillty function. If 
preferences are truly 1 inear, then this dlfference vanlshes for all alternatives. 
Figure I illustrates the relationships between these values. If we assurne the entire 
probabll ity distribution over x for each alternative, then our choice of optimal pol i
cy will be based upon the true expected utll Ities. If, however, we assurne the values 
of x to be thelr expected values, then our decislon will be based upon our preferences 
for x as measured by u(x), for example. These measures can also be easily dervied 
for famll ies of distributions other than those shown in Table 1. 

The procedure using these measures Is now brlefly descrlbed. A technical appendix 
provides additional details, whlle Byer (1) glves a complete deseription. To screen 
any attribute, x , we search for the sets of values of the probability parameters, 
which vary with_!he alternatives, that maximise and minimls* the sorresponding expec
ted util ities, u. This maximum and minimum are labeled u i and u i *. Their estima-
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tion requires us to look at the probabilitles of xi for only a few, rather than all, 
of the alternatives. 

We then choose one of the attributes as a measure of the screening coefflclents for 
all of the attributes. By calculating these coefflclents in terms of the same mea
sure, we not only have estimated the absolute lmportance of each attribute, but also 
thelr importance relative to each other. We label this cholce x.. Its screening 
coefflcient Is slmply the difference between the~certalnty equlva~ents correspondlng 
to the maximum and minimum expected utllities üJ" and ~j*. 

For each of the other attributes, the screening coefficient is given by 

- * k.k.ü.~+l 

rtr1 
k.k.u l +1 

[1 + k~d max { [ '- -11, [1 - , '" 1} l1x. - * J k.kiui*+l J k.k1u i +l J 
(2) 

where l1x. is the range of x. over whlch lts function is derived. 
J J 

This equation, which is derlved from the multiattribute functlon, provides an estimate, 
in terms of x., of the maximum expected change In the true value of the recommended 
alternatives taused by screening out the attribute x.. Notlce that for either a great
er scallng factor, k., or a greater range of expecte~ utility, ü , whlch reflect the 
attribute's greater ~alue to the decision-maker or greater varia!lon over the alterna-
tives, the screening coefficient increases. It is then less desirable to screen out 
this attribute. If however the probability distributions over an attribute do not 
vary signlflcantly over the alternatives, then the range on the expected utll ities 
would be narrow and, dependlng upon the value of the attribute to the decision-maker, 
it may be reasonable to screen out that attribute. 

In certaln circumstances, we may not easlly be able to estlmate the bound on the expec
ted utllitles for some x.. For example, If we lack sufflcient probabllistic informa-
tion about an attribute, 'then It may not be worthwhile to estimate these bounds. In 
these cases, we can use 0 and 1 as the bounds on the expected utllitles, since we have 
defined each utll ity functlon to be between these values. Doing thls will g.lve us an 
upper bound on the value of the screening coefflclent. 

To screen out uncertainties about the levels of any attribute, x., we similarly search 
for the ac~ievable set of probabil ity parameters that maximises the corresponding risk 
premium, Ix - x. I. This maximum Is the screening coefficient for uncertainties. 
It is an es!lmat~eof the maxlmum,over all alternatives, of the expected effects of _ 
assuming the expected value of the attribute rather than the set of probabil ity distri
but·lons. 

We can see from the equatlons for Ix - x I in Table I that the magnitude of this screen
ing coefficlent depends on the degree ofeuncertalnty, as measured, for example, by the 
varlances of the distributions; and to the degree of risk aversion, as measured by the 
parameter c. This agrees wlth out notion that it is more reasonable to assume certain
ty when the varlances are smal I. Even if they are large, however, It might be reason
able to assume expected values If the utll Ity functlon Is approxlmately linear (c ~ 0), 
that is, if the declsion-maker Is nearly rlsk neutral. We know that if the declsion
maker is truly rlsk neutral towards an.attribute, then expected value and expected util
Ity are the same, in which case it Is appropriate to assume Its mean value for each al
ternative. 

A further Impllcatlon of an inslgnlflcant maximum Ix - x I arises If x is to be the 
only attribute In the evaluation. Wlth a single attribÖte, the alternatives can be 
ranked according to the relative magnltudes of the certainty equivalents of thls attri-
bute. If the screening coefflclent indlcates that the expected values are never sig-
nificantly different from the certalnty equlvalents, then an analysis, such as a simple 
beneflt-cost analysis, based upon linear preferences may be appropriate. 
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This screening coefflcient can also be defined to test the assumptlon of values other 
than the means, such as the modes or medlans of the distributions. In general, It 
requires much less effort to estlmate the means, modes or medians of the dlstrlbu-' 
tions for all alternatives than to estlmate the entire distributions. 

Whlle screening the coefficlents are only first-order estimates, and the declslon as 
to whether they are signlficant or not is obviously a matter of Judgement, It Is al
ready clear from the examlnatlon of prevlous studles that the appl Icatlon of these 
models could have saved substantlal effort or led to more effectlve analyses (3, 10). 
The following case study illustrates the procedure and its usefulness. 

CASE STUDY: SEISMIC BUILDING CODES 

The screening models are applied here to the problem of finding the optimal level of 
reslstance to seismic activity that should be required for buildings of a given type 
and in a given location. Thls quest ion is now being addressed by the Seismic Design 
Decision Analysis project in the Department of Civll Engineering at MIT (10). The 
complete case study is presented by Byer (I). We only present the highlights. 

The cholce of building code depends on tradeoffs between the additional Initial costs 
of meeting a higher level of selsmlc resistance and the potential costs, In terms of 
property damage and human 1 ives and Injuries, due to earthquakes. 

It has been suggested that the alternative pollcies should be evaluated on the basis 
of expected monetary costs, possibly includlng constant monetary values placed on a 
fatal ity or injury. The use of these expected values is tantamount to assumlng a I in
ear util ity function. The screening models were used to investigate thls suggestion. 
Would that type of evaluation capture the appropriate level of complexity and detail 
for the analysis of the problem, or is it necessary to conslder fatal itles, the uncer
tainties of the consequences, and the nonl Inearlty of preferences7 

The example looks at the evaluation of buildlng codes for 5- to 20-storey, relnforced 
conerete buildlngs. Two different kinds of effeets are taken to be potentlally im
portant: monetary costs and Ilves lost. The possible design codes span the range 
from the least protection glven by the 1970 US Uniform Building Code to the most. We 
appl ied the models separately to two groups, characterlsed by slgnlficantly different 
preferenees, who are concerned wlth the design: developers and government offieials. 
It was also earrled out for two types of locatlons, selsmically high and low risk 
areas, correspondlng approxlmately to Long Beaeh, Cal lfornla and Boston, Massachusetts. 
This definition of the situation allows us to show that different assumptions may be 
approprlate for different groups and different loeations. The numbers used are ad
apted from data collected as part of the MIT proJeet. 

PaPameter Estimation 

The parameters need to determines the approximate functional representatlons of the 
util Ity funetions are I isted In Table 2, where the subscripts M and L refer to the di
mensions of monetary costs and Ilves lost. M 15 the negative of the present increase 
in present value monetary costs over the Initial costs of bullding wlthout increased 
protectlon, assumlng a 5% discount rate. It Includes Initial bullding costs, measures 
for inereased earthquake reslstanee, and repalr or replaeement eosts from damage to the 
buildings due to an earthquake. L 15 the negative of the percent of building oceu
pants who are kilied as a result of earthquakes In the next 50 years. 

These parameters indleate that the developers and offi"eials are risk averse toward the 
monetary attribute, wlth the latter belng mueh more risk averse. The developers ap
pear to be very rlsk prone toward fatallties, whlle the offielals would be rlsk neu
tral. 

To obtaln the parameters of the probability distributions of the attributes for a 
buildlng designed accordlng to any code, we need to multlply the probabll ity of occurr-
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TABLE 2: ESTI~ffiTED VALUES OF THE PARAMETERS OF THE 

UTILITY FUNCTIONS FOR DEVELOPERS AND OFFICIALS 

Parameters Group 

Type Symbol Developers Officials 

Risk Aversion cM 0.001 0.01 

Coefficients cL -0.4 0 
f-----

Base and 3;86 1.05 a M 
Scale 

b M -2.86 -0.05 

Constants 
a L 0 1.0 

b L 1.0 +0.05 

Scaling kM 0.96 0.99 

Factors ItL 0.32 0.99 

'It -0.91 -0.9999 
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TABLE 3: PROBABILITY OF EARTHQUAKES OF DIFFERENT 

INTENSITY IN HIGH AND LOW RISK AREAS 

Earthquake Intensity Annua1 Probability 

(Modified Assumed for Risk Area 

Merca11i 
Intensity) High Low 

< V 0 0.975 -
VI 0.600 0.020 

VII 0.350 0.004 

V..III 0.045 0.001 

IX 0.004 0 

X 0.001 0 
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Tab1e 4: Probqbi1ity of Effects of Specific Earthquake Intensities 

on Most and Least Stringent Designs 

Design Money Lost Lives Lost ProbabHity of Damage Associated 
Level (% of Initial (% of Total) vith Modified Hercalli Intensity 

Cost) 
~V VI VII VIII IX X, 

0 0 1.00 0.27 0.15 

Least 0.3 0 0.73 0.48 

Stringent, 5.0 0 0.33 0.20 

UBe 30.0 0.25 0.04 0.41 

Zone 0 100.0 1.00 0.34 0.75 0.25 

100.0 20.00 0.05 0.25 0.75 

0 0 1.00 0.67 0.30 

Most 0.3 0 0.33 0.49 0.40 0.10 

Stringent, 5.0 0 0.21 0.52 0.30 

UBC 30.0 0.25 0.08 0.58 

Superzone 100.0 1.00 0.02 0.90 

100.0 20.00 0.10 
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TABLE 5: ESTlMATED PARAMETER VALUES FOR THE 

EXPONENTIAL PROBABILITY FUNCTIONS 

FOR DAMAGE 

Design Risk Money Lives 
Level Area * * xM -ßM xL * -ßL 

UBC High 0 -74.0 0 -5.33 

0 Low 0 - 1. 25 0 -0.074 

UBC High -6.7 -16.3 0 -0.22 

Superzone Low -6.7 -0.22 0 -0.001 
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ence of e~rthqu~kes of different Intensities by the probability of d~mage to a struc~ 
tu re ror seyeral levels of possible shaklng. These Clati!l are glven In Tables 3 and 4 
and were adapted from those developed by the MIT Selsmlc DesIgn Declslon AnalysIs 
effort (10). Only the least and most strIngent codes are consldered, slnce they will 
glve us the estlmates of the bounds on ü and Ix ~ x I requlred by the screenIng models. 

e 

Shlfted, I nverted , exponent laI distributions were fItted to the products of these dls~ 
tributions. The parameters of the estimated distribution of effects appear In Table 5. 
The x * and x * represent the upper bounds on these Inverted distributions, that 1s the 
addlt~onal In~tlal costs and no llves lost. SInce we deflne our basellne In measuring 
costs as the bulldlng wlthout any protectlon, xM* for the least stringent code Is zero 
by definition. For the most strIngent code, x * = ~6,7 means that the estlmated cost 
of beeflng our bulldlng up to that level 15 6.7~ of the basic InitIal costs. The ßM 
and PL are the expected addItIonal effects over 50 years, dlscounted as Indlcated above. 
The mean of the distributIon Is then the sum· of these two quantltles. 

Signifiaa;nae of the Attributes 

We now apply our screening models to help us Judge what degree of sophlstlcatlon is 
approprlate for which users In what situations. We first turn to the quest Ion of 
what effects It Is worthwhlle conslderlng In the evaluatIon of dIfferent bulldlng code 
pollcles. When. would we look at both monetary costs and loss of llfe, and when mlght 
be reasonably slmpllfy the analysIs by conslderlng only one or the other? To answer 
thls, we calculate the screening coefflclent for each of these effects, represented by 
xM and xL' 

We first estlmate the bounds on the expected utll Itles. They are calculated by sub
stltuting the parameter values In Tables 2 and 5 Into the approprlate equatlon In Table 
1. The results bounds appear In Table 6. They show, as should be expected, that the 
range of expected utillties for each attribute Increases as the rlsk of an earthquake 
increases. We then choose one of the attributes as the scale on whlch to measure the 
screening coefflclents. Por convenlence, we choose ~, 

Flnally, we use thls Information to calculate the screening coefflclent, In terms of 
percent bulldlng costs, for each of the two attributes, as explalned before. Thelr 
values for the dIfferent situatIons appear In Table 7. In vlewlng them, remember that 
they reflect the maximum expected effect of omlttlng each attrIbute from the formal ev
aluatIon. Theyare, In essence, the dlfference, In terms of percent of bulldlng costs 
and modlfled by nonlinear utility functlons, between the expected values of the attri
bute for the two extreme codes. For example, the screening coefficlent for money for 
the developers In the high rlsk area 15 53.8. Thls Is 51 ightly greater than the diff
erence between the expected values over 50 years of 74.0 and 23.0 (= b.7 + 16.3), as 
found In Table 5, due to the sllght aversion to rlsks over money by thls group. Thls 
coefficlent for offlclals Is much larger because thelr greater rlsk aversion glves en
ormous welght to high losses, whlch pushes the percelved amount of 1055 conslderably 
higher. For low rlsk areas, where the probabllistlc component is much less Important, 
the domlnatlng factor 15 the 6.7% of Initial costs, whlch 15 requlred to prepare the 
bulldlng for the most stringent code. 

The magnitudes of the coefficlents for fatalltles are somewhat more complicated to un
derstand. They, too, are based upon the range of the expected values and attltudes 
toward rlsk. However, slnce they are In terms of the monetary attribute, they also 
depend on the value of Ilves relative to money, as expressed by the scallng factors. 

The coefflclents Indlcate that monetary losses always constltute an important aspect 
of the evaluation of selsmlc codes. For developers, omissIon of thls factor could 
affect the percelved value of any pollcy by an amount equal to about 54% of the InitIal 
costs of constructlon In a high rlsk area, and 6% In a 10w rlsk area. These amounts 
are large both absolutely and relatIve to potentIal addItional buildlng costs. Equal 
or greater values apply for offlclals. Consequently, It appears that monetary costs 
should, Indeed, be part of the formal evaluatIon. 
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TABLE 6: ESTIMATED BOUNDS ON THE EXPECTED UTILITIES FOR THE 

DIFFERENT ATTRIBUTES 

Bounds on Expected Utilities 
Group Risk Area 

- - * - - * 
uM* uM uL* uL 

Developers High 0.773 0.933 0.319 0.918 

Low 0.980 0.996 0.971 1.000 

Officials High 0.858 0.986 0.733 0.989 

Low 0.996 0.999 0.996 1.000 

TABLE 7: SCREENING COEFFICIENTS FOR VARIOUS ATTRIBUTES 

FOR DIFFERENT GROUPS IN DIFFERENT AREAS 

Risk Type of Coefficient (% of Initial Basic Costs) for 
Area Attribute Developers Officials 

High Money 53.8 110 

Lives 66.0 280 

Low Money 5.67 5.66 

Lives 4.05 85.3 
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Loss of I ife, I ikewise, also appears to be a significant factor in the evaluation. 
As the I ikelihood of an earthquake decreases, however, the consideratlon becomes less 
important. It may be reasonable to exclude It from the evaluation for developers In 
a very low rlsk area. For offlcials, thls excluslon would be warranted only In areas 
where there 15 essentlally no rlsk to Ilfe, slnce they value llves qulte heavily. 

Signifiaanae of Unaertdinties 

We now turn to the quest ion of whether it is desirable, as a practical matter, to ass
urne uncertainties by requiring the use of entire probabll ity distributions. The sim
pler assumption of using expected values permlts us to focus on the means of the dis
tributions rather than to work always with the more compl icated distributions. 

The screening coefflcients for Judging the Importance of uslng the distribution rather 
than Just the means are calculated uslng the probability parameters for the least strin
gent code, where the most damage is expected, In the approprlate formula in Table I. 
We calculate this coefficient for each attribute separately In terms of itself. Table 
8 shows the results of these calculatlons. In vlewing them, one should remember that 
they do not estimate the actual expected effect but, rather, the maximum expected per
ception of the decision-maker of what It means to neglect all posslble values of x 
other than its mean. The 60.6 for officlals for monetary losses In high risk areas 
impl ies that the officials can expect to percelve a neglect of these uncertaintles to 
be potentially equivalent, at the maximum, to a 1055 of about 60% of the initial basic 
costs of the building. This high value reflects the fact that officlals weight cala
mitous 1055 very heavily due to the nonl Inearlty of thelr preferences. 

The screening coefficlents indicate that conslderable accuracy could be lost In the ev
aluation If one disregards the inherent uncertainties In the monetary losses in a high 
risk area. The maximal difference of 60% is large both absolutely and relative to the 
potential size of the monetary 1055 In this area. 

It appears reasonable, on the other hand, to assume expected values for 1055 of both 
moneyand Jives in the low risk area. Worklng with the mean values in these cases 
would change our perception of the value of any code so mlnimally that It would only 
have a trivial - If any - effect on our ranklng of alternatives. In fact, because the 
officials appear to have linear preferences for fatal Itles, we see no dlfference caused 
by making this assumption for them in any area. 

This procedure for determining how detailed and complex the evaluation should be rests 
on judgment, of course. It 15, consequently, not altogether unamblguous. Conslder, 
for example, the screening coefficient for monetary losses for developers in high risk 
areas. Although a 2.9% increase In costs is reasonably large absolutely, it is small 
compared to the potential magnitude of the losses, which could be total. The coeffi
cients are an aid to judgement - where no other quantitative measures exist - but not 
a substitute for judgement. 

The screening models lead to several fairly strong conclusions for thls case. First, 
it seems quite clear that neither monetary losses nor fatalitles should generally be 
excluded from the formal evaluation of buildlng codes for either developers or offi
cials. Such an analysis based solelyon monetary costs 15, therefore, inappropriate. 

Another conclusion is that in low risk areas it is reasonable to compare preferences 
for expected effects, that is expected monetary costs and expected fatal itles, to eval
uate the alternative codes. A cost-beneflt analysis, for example, would seem adequate 
in this case. A multiattribute declslon analysis, however, might be more approprlate 
in high risk areas. 

CONCLUSION 

The procedure outllned and illustrated here 15 a pragmatlc guide based on decision ana-
lysis concepts, to what kind of evaluation Is needed In any situation. It provides a 
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TABLE 8: SCREENING COEFFICIENTS FOR UNCERTAINTIES 

FOR DIFFERENT GROUPS IN DIFFERENT AREAS 

Risk 
Attribute Coefficient fer 

Area Type As % of Deve10pers Officia1s 

High Money Initial Basic 2.9 60.6 
Building Costs 

Lives Occupants 2.5 0 

Low Money Initial Basic 0.001 0.01 
Building Costs 

Lives Occupants 0.001 0 
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mechanism for objectiyely addressing the quest Ion of whether particular aspects of a 
problem, whlch we know to exist, are werth taking Into account in a practical sItua
tion. The screening coefflclents contaln valuable information, albeit first-order 
estlmates, about the effects of varlous cholces of assumptlons. The procedure may 
result in entlre categorles of effects belng screened out, and the Indlcatlon that 
other attributes, whlch may not otherwise be Included, are Important. As shown In 
the case study, the models can have important impllcatlons for the analysis of poll
cies that have potentlally catastrophlc consequences. 

Further werk is belng done by the authors to develop screening models for other types 
of assumptions, such as the linearity, rather than non-Ilnearlty, of preferences. 
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX 

This sectlon brlefly descrlbes the rationale and derivation of the screening models. 
Complete details are given by Byer (I). First, we Identlfy a set, x, of attributes 
that measure all potentlally Important effects, and partition thls set Into mutually 
excluslve, collective"y exhaustlve subsets, x., such that these subsets 
are preferentlally and utll Ity Independent, as deflned by Keeney (6). We can gen
erally reasonably assume, partlcularly in a screening procedure, that attributes 
that measure different types of effects meet these condltlons. 

Keeney has shown that If these condltlons are met, then the utll Ity functlon (of the 
von Neumann-Morgenstern type deflned over rlsk) over all of the attributes is either 
an additive or multlpllcatlve functlon of the utility functlons over each of the sub
sets. The multlplicatlve form Is shown In equation I. The additive form Is 

N 
u(x i ,x2 '" ,xN) :: u(x) = 1:1 klul (xi) (3) 

The u1 (xl)'s are utll Ity function over each xI' and k and the k. 's are constant scallng 
factots, the levels of whlch depend upon the tange and relatlve'preferences for the 
attributes. 

** The utility functions are deflned over the range of lnterest, x l** to xI ' of the 
attributes, such that 

and (4) 

for all i. 

The k. 's are scallng factors for each u (x ) relative to u{x). It Is equal to the 
proba~lllty PI such that the declslon-m~ke~ Is Indifferent between recelvlng 
x l**,x2**, ..• ,x l_I**' x l**, xi+I**' ..• ,xN**) wlth certalnty and recelvlng 
xl**,x2**, ... ,xN**) wlth probability p. or (xJ **,x2**' ..• xN**) with probability 
I-PI' These factors can be estlmated'througn aseries of a few questions of the 
dec slon-maker. 

If the sum of these factors equals unlty, then the additive form of u(x) (equatlon 
3) 15 appropriate. Otherwlse, the multlpllcative form (equatlon I) should be used. 

The expected utll Ity of any alternative, Dm' Is given by 

U (x) :: ,x** u(x)f (x)dx 
m x** m 

(5) 

where f (x) Is the probability distribution correspondlng to thls alternative for the 
occurreWce of the posslble levels of the set of attributes. 

Slmlla,ly, the expected utility wlth respect to some Xl ls glven by 
_ _ x l ** 
u. (x.) = Ix u1 (xl)f l (xl)dx l (6) 

Im I i** m 
where f. (Xl) Is the marginal (uncondltlonal) probability denslty functlon over XI' 
The lev~~ of XI whose utillty Is equal to thls expected utll Ity 15 the certalnty 
equlvalent, xlme: 

u l (xlme) u lm (XI) (7) 
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It can be shown that, with the multipl icative or additive multiattribute utility 
function, the expected util ity of any alternative is bounded by the utll ity of its 
certalnty equivalent for xI and Its bounds on the other attributes. 

u (xI ,X7~*) < Ü (x) < u (x. ,x-I**) me I" m Ime 
(8) 

where xi Is the set of all of the attributes except xI' 

We now deflne the lower and upper bounds, x ie* and x ie*, on the certainty equlvalents 
over all alternatives 

and ui (x ie*) - ül* = m~x rU I (xlme>J 

then 

(JO) 

for all alternatives. Üi~ and ü.* are the bounds on the expected utilities over x'l ' 
" I 

For every alternative, there will be some level of xi' labeled xim' such that 

(11 ) 

where 

(J 2) 

and 

( 13) 

Suppose that we screen x. out of the evaluation. This would be comparable to ignor
ing its level or, It canlbe shown, to assumlng that xI Is any value between its 
bounds shown In equatlon 12, for every alternative. ~Re maximum expected change 
caused by screening out xI' In the value of any alternative, Including the optimal 
one, 15, therefore, measured by 

* x le - XI e*' 

To put the value to the decision-maker of this dlfference In terms of some other 
attribute, say X., I , j, we must find the change In x. that has equal utility to 
this difference. J Figure 2 Illustrates the tradeoffs 6etween x and X that define 
this equlvalence. The curves In thls flgure are Iso-utllity (I nd I ffefence) curves 
over xl and xI' Because of the assumptlon of preferentlal Independence, thelr shapes 
are in~ependent of the levels of the other attributes. For alternative 0 , the utll
Ity -to the decision-maker of the change from XI * to XI * Is equlvalent tomthe utility 
of changing from X 11 to X '. However, we doenot kno~ru (x) for any alternative. 
An upper bound esdlllate onJ'Fhe dlfference xJ 11 - xJ " whll1?h does not require knowlng 
any expected utllitles, Is the maximum of x/P.* - xJr'(1 and XJ" - xJ**' where 

(14) 
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FIGURE 2: ISO-UTILITY CURVES ILLUSTRATING TRADEOFFS 

USED TO DEFINE THE SCREENING COEFFICIENTS 
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and 

(15) 

where Xj- Is some value for the other attributes. These utilltles provlde reasonable 
and conv~nlent bounds on the expected utll Itles. 

Uslng t~ese equalltles wlth the equatlons for u(x), we find that, If u(x) Is of the 
multlpllcatlve form 

and, lf u(x) is of the additive form 

11 

To find a convenient expression for x. 
u J (x j) to be 1 I nea r J 

to get 

and 

X j - xj ** 
** xJ - xJ** 

1 -O"j 

I 

- xJ ' for 

11 I 

where uJ(xj ) and uj(x j ) are deflned by equations 16 through 19. 

(16) 

(1]) 

(18) 

y. j. we assume 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

11 ** I The maximum of x - x ** and x. - x • deflned by equatlons 21 and 22 and 16 
through 19. ls tAe scr~enlng co~fflcle~t for x., i ~ j. It is an upper bound mea
sure of the maximum expected change, caused by'screening out thls attribute, in the 
true value of the alternative that Is recommended. Only the screening coefficient 
assumlng the multipllcative utll1ty functlon Is shown In the text (as equation 2) 
because of lts more general applicabll Ity. 
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These coefficients require estimates of expected util ities over x.. We can approx
imate any single attribute utll ity function, u. (x.), with either ~ 1 inear or expo-
nential function I I 

a. + b.x. 
I I I 

(23) 

or 

(24) 

The expected utility, Ü. (x.), and their certalnty equivalents, x. ,that result 
from comblning these utl~itylfunctions with univariate probabil ityl~~nsity functions 
can often be easlly calculated, uslng general equatlons that are in terms of the 
parameters of the utll ity and probability functlons that are assumed. 

The expected utillty that results from uslng a linear utility functlon and any prob
ability denslty functi6n is glven by the util ity of the mean of the distribution, 
whlch Is to say that the mean and certainty equlvalent are equal. Thls corresponds 
to the bottom line of Table I. 

Using the exponential utility function 

u. (x.) 
Im I 

** x. 
! I 

x j ** 

-c.x l 
a. + b. e I J f. (x.) dx. 

I I Im I I 

-c.x 1 
elf. (x. ) dx. 

Im I I 

(25) 

This last integral is simply the moment generating function, M[c.,f. (x.)], of the 
probability density functlon. The certainty equivalent is suchlth~~ I 

-c.x. 
a i + bi e I I me = a i + bi M [c i ' f I m (x I )] 

9.nM[c.,f. (x.)] 
I Im I 

-c 
i 

(26) 

which is the xe used to obtain the coefficient in the column farthest to the right 
in Table I. 
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ALVIN J. HARMAN 
S. JAMES PRESS 

ASSESSING TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENT USING GROUPS OF EXPERTS 

This paper 'presents methods for aolleating and analysing judgements trom groups of 
experts. It addresses issues aBsoaiated with resolving the proaedural and admin
istrative problems invouved in seleating a panel of experts, in eZiaiting informed 
juagements about the deuree of teahnoZogiaaZ advanae on reZevant projeats, and in 
designing a 8urvey que8tionnaire for measuring th08e judgement8. 

Three method8 of multivariate analY8i8 are de8aribed for quantifying and anaZY8ing 
group judgement data aoUeated from a paneZ of expert8. Tho8e of the method8 that 
are kno!Jn in earUer Ziterature inalude mütti-dimensionaZ 8aaUng of individuaZ diff
erenae8, and 8ubJeative probabiZity proaedures, inaluding the Bayesian approaah. A 
new proaedure, whiah was developed speaifiaaZly for this appZiaation. invoZves the 
U8e of 8imuZtaneous equation system models in whiah the response (dependentJ variable8 
are aategoriaal and unordered. 
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6. Assessing Technological Advancement Using Groups of Experts 
*by Alvin J. Harman and S. James Press 

This paper is concerned with so me methodological aspects of collectlng and analysing 
expert group judgement data. We consider the context of data obtained from experts 
by survey questlonnalre. We examine questions associated wlth how to design the 
survey and the survey Instrument so that the responses might be most informed, most 
useful for pollcy decislons, and most "correct." We then discuss some methods for 
analyslng such data. 

This werk arose out of conslderlng the problem of how to assess the degree of techno
logical advance some new military "system" might have (and Its estimated cost would be 
expected to be a function of the "ambitiousness" of the system development phase and 
the system's degree of "sophistlcation). It was feit that technical "experts" wouid 
probably be in the best position to assess the risks of attemptlng various technologJ
cal advancements in a glven time period fOT some new system proposed but not yet des
igned. Thus, Illustrations of general prlnciples are typlcally in the technological 
advance context. 

* We are grateful to the National Research Council of Canada and The Rand Corporation 
for thelr financlal support. 
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Colleation of Expert Group Judgement Data: SUrvey Design Considerations 

This section focuses on the problems of design of procedures for eliclting and 
grouplng expert judgements and forecasts. It is believed that by eliclting the 
Judgements of experts, and by studylng the spectrum of their views on the relevant 
issues In a formal way (without necessarily looking for or encouraging consensus), 
one will be able to Improve on existing basTs for budget allocation whlch currently 
rely on a somewhat less formal methodology. 

The basis for this approach to assessing technological advance rests with the not ion 
that there is such a thing as expertise about the subject, and that many experts are 
better than one. This section discusses some of the consideratlons surrounding these 
ideas and attempts to establ Ish reasonable crlteria for 2ultimately el iciting a collec-
tion of expert judgements on the same set of q~estions. The basic considerations can 
be divided into four broad categories -- the existence of expertise; the identifica
tlon and selection of a panel of experts; the formal ism and procedural issues associ
ated with eliciting responses; and the design of a meaningful measuring instrument (a 
survey questlonnaire). These problems are discussed, in turn, below. 

I. I Existenae of Expertise 

In many problems it is hard to argue that there is such a thing as expertise. For 
example, suppose it is six months before anational election and the quest ion is, 
"who wi II win the race?" No one really knows and the degree of knowledge in the hands 
of people who make a career out of studying elections is not signiflcantly different, 
at this time, from that of the average person. In another context, suppose we are 
interested in speculating about the "qual ities of everyday I ife" in the year 2000 A.D. 
It is difficult to imaglne that there is a greater degree of knowledge, intuitive under
standing and ability to predict such "quaiities" in the hands of some few people com-
pared with the rest of uso (In fact, if such greater knowledge did exist it is quite 
unclear as to how It would be identified -- but that is yet another kind of problem, 
and one whlch is considered below). 

The basic idea behind expertise is that for some problems there exist people who really 
have so much more knowledge and understandlng of the mechanisms underlying the pheno
mena in question that they can do an appreciably better job of forecasting long term 
trends and changes than a relative "layman" (thus, a layman is a non-expert). The no
tion of visiting the oracle at Delphi to receive "expert" advlce is an old one. Peo
pie sought Delphic advice on the complete range of human quest ions and problems, in 
spite of whether or not expertise really exlsted. We make the same mlstake today of 
thinking that for every problem there exists an expert problem solver. 

in some problems, there is no doubt that expertise does exist. A good physician can 
do a better job of assessing the likel ihood of cancer developing in a given individual 
than a layman; a good lawyer can generally do a better job of assessing the I ikely be
haviour of a judge or jury, in a given context, than a layman; and a good scientist or 

One mechanism for ellciting the judgements of experts on "fuzzy" issues and then 
grouping them ot obtain a consensus has been the Delphi Technique. The survey 
methods to be dlscussed below dlffer in many important respects from the conven
tional Delphi approach. 

2 We are not addressing the often Important problem of pool ing the judgement of a 
group of people about "values" (such as judgements about relative "Importance" 
of items In a set, relative "desirabi I ity" of various items, and relative "good-
ness" of various behavlour patterns). In such problems there really are not 
"experts" In the knowledge sense, but there may be a certain subpopulation whose 
judgements are more relevant than others (such as the member of the Board of 
Directors of a corporation that must make adecision about values). 
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engineer can do a better job of forecasting technological change than a person who is 
not technically trained or experienced. 

In the context of an R&O program, on ce the planning objectives are carefully defined, 
the first step in an evaluation is to stand back and to take a hard look at the ques
tion of whether or not expertise really exists on the feasibll ity of various techno
logical advances that would contribute to these objectives. If the answer is nega
tive, we must seek an alternate path for evaluation. If the answer is positive, we 
can proceed to the next set of considerations. 

1.2 Identification and SeZection of a Panel of Experts 

In the sequel we assume that expertise exists for the problem at hand but now it is a 
quest ion of plcking a panel of experts. Many considerations are involved: How do we 
recognise an expert? How heavily should each view be weighted? How many experts 
constitute a "good" panel? Should all experts have the same type of expertise? How 
many panel ists with each type of exertise should there be? 00 the experts bel ieve 
they are experts and how does that affect their judgement? What are the common char
acteristics of experts and, in selecting a panel, should their qual ities be matched? 
These are some of the complex issues which must be addressed. 

Attributes of a Good Panel of Experts 

Several characteristics seemed to be Important for panels charged with assessing poten
tial developments associated with technological change: 

(J) Diversity 

The panel members reflect a wide spectrum of talents. That is, good panels should 
probably not be monol ithlc in terms of the field of expertise represented. Rather, 
for every aspect of the problem under study, there should probably be some panel mem
ber who is expert in that area. This characteristic diversity of discipl ines repre
sented is necessary in order that the panel avoid overlooking or giving perfunctory 
treatment to fundamentally important facets of the problem. 

(2) Depth 

Some panel members should have a profound understandlng of the technical issues invol
ved. They should be conslderably more knowledgeable, in a scientific sense, than 
most people in the world, in their partlcular special ity. For every major scientific 
area which is a component of the basic problem there should be at least one expert 
with great depth in his subject. 

(3) Breadth 

Good panels should probably contain some members who are "systems experts." That is, 
there should be some individuals who are accustomed to thinking on a broad level -
e.g., in terms of the interactions of various subsystems; in terms of the implications 
of new subsystem developments on economic feasibil ity of an entire system; and in terms 
of pol itical, legal, social, and ecological overtones of the new development. Panel 
members who have this type of breadth of knowledge are probably better able to predict 
feasibil ity and I ikel ihood of large technological development taking place than the 
layman, who in this case may be some "deeply knowledgeable" scientific expert who tends 
to be quite narrow in his views and who tends to ignore other developments which will be 
needed to render developments in his own field meaningful. 

It is not clear what mix of experts is most appropriate on a panel. What fractlon of 
the members should be system people and what fraction discipl ine experts? We can at 
least establ ish lower gounds, however. That is, once the problem has been broken down 
into some weIl defined fields in which expertise exists, we believe there probably ought 
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to be at least one expert from each fjeld, and at least one systems analyst whose 
breadth has burgeoned out of that fjeld. 

Whlle our assertlons about what constitutes a "good" panel of experts have not been 
substantlated here, they are empjrlcally verlfiable, and we expect that experiments 
will val Idate our concluslons. 

Identification of Experta 

A reasonable definition of sclentlflc expertise involves recognlt10n and approbation 
of peer groups; to wlt, someone is an expert In his fleld If others In his field con
slder hlm to be an expert. Some measures of expertise, by this definition, are the 
holding of office in the national sclentiflc organisation, the holding of a position 
on the editorial board of the Important technical Journals in the fleld, awards for 
outstanding scholarship, honorary positions In national socletles, publications of 
non-introductory books (publ Icatlons of monographs and advanced treatises), and the 
holding of awards of research contracts from various branches of the federal govern-
ment. In many situations jnvolving sclentlfic expertise, such measures taken joint-
ly, rather than singly, would very llkely serve as useful identiflers of expertise. 
When a variety of professionals In a field are polled about whom they regard as an 
expert, and the same indivlduals keep belng mentioned, those indlvlduals must be con
sidered experts. 

Outstanding systems analysts have typlcally been technical experts at one time and 
then later chose some type of administrative path of personal development. Their 
perspective has broadened and their knowledge of related flelds has perhaps decreaeed. 
They began Interacting more wlth known experts In each of the flelds' requlred for the 
analysis, and increasingly found instances where the dominating constraint on a dev
elopment involved some field other than thelr own. After coping wlth many diverse 
developmental efforts these Indivlduals increasingly found themselves able to predict 
feas I bill ty, t Iml ng, and li kel y constra i nts assoc iated wj th any new techno log i ca 1 
construct. These indlvlduals are currently employed as some type of manager (aca
demlc department chairman, research dlrector, R&D manager for a corporatlon or a gov
ernmental agency, etc.). 

The Immense value of havlng people with the above characteristlcs present on the panel 
stems not only from their broad prospectlve, but also from the fact that they tend to 
counterbalance the very conservatlve vlewpolnts typically found amoung scientific ex
perts. That Is, indivlduals wlth a deep knowledge of a sclentlflc subject have spent 
many years belng indoctrlnated to exercise extreme caution (if not suspiclon) about 
sclentlflc breakthroughs and meanlngful technologlcal advances. Such people are not 
Incl ined to admlt that they jump to conclusions, and so as a group they tend to be 
conservative about the feasibility, timing, and costs of new developments. Such a 
posture is "safe", glven their elevated status. If they are wrong, It won't be in 
the absurd direction, so it Is unI ikely they will then be subject to critlcism, ridi
cule, and loss of status. The systems analysts tend to be less conservative .•... ri-di
often halve the time estlmates for a new development glven to them by a scientific and 
expert on their staff. 

SeZeation of PaneZ Membera 

To minimise selection bias, panel ists should be chosen by standard procedures devel
oped In Statlstics and the Theory of Psychologlcal Heasurement. l It is easy to see 
how careless selectlon methods could reflect institutional rivalrles and personal bi
ases of the people who do the selectlon. What is needed to start with is an exhaus
tlve llsting of aZZ known experts in each of the fields requlred for the analysis, 

1. Amerlcan Psychological Associatlon (1966). 
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and a simllar listing for the "systems" people.' This will establish populations 
of experts. Then, after stratifying by field, a collection of simple random sam
pIes might be taken from each list (population). One alternative might be to stra
tify still further by preparing lists, for each field, which glve experts In govern
ment, in industry, and in the academic world. Then we mlght choose a simple random 
sampIe from each of these categories, In each field. Systems analysts should also 
been chosen for the panel by stratlfied ramdom sampling. The procedures In the two 
cases are completely analogous. It Is antlclpated that by using random number tables, 
in the usual way, to choose a ransom sampie from these population lists, judgements 
which are representative of those of the entlre I ists will be obtalned, and results 
would be fairly repeatable if the survey were carrled out on several more occaslons 
with similarly chosen sampIes. Moreover, the vlewpolnts or blases characteristic of 
a certaln ciass of expertise (e.g., orlginatlng in industry) can be separately inves
tigated and approprlate allowances made. For thls purpose, speclfic background In
formation should be eliclted from each respondent; this information can be explicitly 
treated within models to analyse the panellsts' assessments as described In Section 2 
below. 

Respondent Motivation 
A very important issue associated with panel selection concerns the motivation of the 
panel members to participate fully in the study. Suppose we have two experts in the 
same field who, for our purposes, are equlvalent in expertise and we wish to compare 
their responses toa given question. If one of the two experts gives an "off-the-
top-of-the-head" response (a response based upon a few seconds or mlnutes thinking 
and intulting), while the other expert takes the time to think through all the steps 
necessary to reach the final goal or development and evaluate the problems and con
straints associated with each state, assessing conditional probabil ities for each of 
the stages, It seems reasonable that we should weight the judgement which was more 
carefully arrived at, more heavlly,2 Thus, if the panel ists are not strongly moti
vated to cooperate fully, to the extent of providing careful, introspective responses, 
the results of the survey will not be rellable. Of course we can query the panel ists 
formallyon the questionnaire, as to how much time they devoted to preparlng their re
sponses; and we can word some of the technlcal quest ions so that the panel ists are re
quired to provide step-by-step responses as often as posslble; but these approaches, 
whlle helpful, provide only partial rel ief from the problem and don't really come to 
grips with the sources of the dlfficulty, namely lack of motivation for the panel ist. 

Various means might be used to induce experts to respond cooperatively (assuming they 
agree to participate in the study in the first place), Possible motivational tech
niques Include: 

( I ) Honoraria 

The payment of a nominal fee to participants. Such a fee could hardly be less than 
$50 or $100. If there were 30 panel participants, this would Imply an honorarium 
cost of $1,500 to $3,000. But such a token fee is too small to really represent 
any kind of real inducement to cogitate; more likely, it might be an inducement to 
some to agree to cogitate; more likely, it might be an inducement to some to agree to 
participate in the study and to provide merely $50 worth of responses. A signiflcant 

1. It is certalnly conceivable that It may be desirable to stratify the populations 
by levels of expertise, On the other hand, it is a rare quest ion for wbich 
one-person's assessment is singularly appropriate. 

2. I t is always approprlate to determine whether the respondent has reflected upon 
this question previously. If so, then a rapid response might be every bit as 
valid as one arrived at after protracted Introspection or analysis. 
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fee of say $1,000 or more might bring this cost of the study to $30,000 or more, 
which could be prohibitive. The larger fee, however, is much more likely to induce 
motivation than a simple honorarium (clearly a $50,000 fee would induce most scien
tists of the world to be very conscientious; but how much less would do the same job?) 

(2) Partiaipant Listing 

The participants might be promised that they would be 1 isted as a group, after the 
study is completed, in the written accounts of the study results. Such a approach 
is in keeping with the not ion that seeing one's name in print is a strong inducement 
to an individual to make sure that the work associated with his name is substantlal 
and correct. But the resultlng report will not have the status of a paper in a pres
tiglous scientific Journal, nor will the individual be spotl ighted as any kind of in
dividual innovator, but will only be 1 isted as one of a group whose opinion was sought. 
The resulting effect of participant listing on motivation is not likely to be signi
ficant, and might be perverse if some experts were concerned that the group's views 
would not adequately reflect thelr own. 

(3) Heal-tVr.e interaation 

The procedures by which information is elicited may influence the quality of that in
formation. Thus, a telephone interview by a technically competent inquisitor can 
both assess the seriousness with which the panel ist is considering the quest Ions and 
probe to ensure that certaln subtleties of the questions have been comprehended. How
ever the perspective of the inquisitor himself may unduly influence the panel ist. 
An alterna.tive is real-time responses and interactions among the panel ists via a dis
tributed computer system on which individuals would probe for the reasons behlnd each 
others assessments as weil as for characteristlcs of the group of responses. This 
procedure might tend to encourage group self-motivation without the personal interac
actions often attributed to in-person panel dlscussions. 

(4) Researah aontraat award potential 

If the request to partlcipate in the study comes from a potential source of research 
contract funds, the inducements to many individuals to cooperate in the study may be 
very great. This would be particularly true if all questionnalres were name-tagged 
and it was clear to every partlcipant that the survey monitors were keeping track of 
howeach individual was responding. Such a motivation mayaiso lead to biases in 
responses, as noted above. 

1.3 FToaedural Issues 

Once an approprlate panel of respondents has been selected we must be concerned with 
some procedural and administrative issues. Should the quest ions of interest be asked 
in personal interviews with contlnual Interaction and feedback between interviewer and 
Interviewee? Perhaps the quest ions should be admlnistered by telephone, or by mail; 
there are advantages and disadvantages to each of these approaches. Perhaps some 
quest ions should be addressed wlth panel members unknown to one another (so that their 
judgements cannot be Impugned on an authoritarlan basis), and perhaps there is another 
group of questions which should be addressed in group discussions with all panel mem
bers freely Interacting with one another, alring their views openly. Should there be 
one fixed set of quest ions or should the quest ions proceed in stages on one basis or 
another? Should panel ists be asked the same questions repeatedly, after tell ing them 
the opinions of other respondents? 

How can we ensure that the quest ions are val id; that is, are they phrased in such a 
way that they are really providing the answers to the questions we want answered, with 
minimum semantical dlfflculties, and maximum focus on the true points of interest? 
The time honoured method which appears best for checking val idity is to use the re
sponse results for forecasting and to compare them with actual outcomes. But when we 
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are in a forecasting context in the first place, this approach may be difficult to 
implement. A pilot study involving short term prediction might prove helpful, but 
it is unlikely to If the type of expertise involved in short and longer term assess
ments dlffer. 

Which of the above types of administrative approach should be used to elicit opinions 
from a panel of sclentiflc experts? Surely the correct answer here depends very 
much upon the type of quest ion being asked and upon the use to which the responses 
will ultlmately be put. 1'1 seems reasonable to expect that questions involvlng de-
tailed scientific knowledge and expertise are best answered individually, wlth a min
imum of outside bias from other panel ists, from an interviewer, or from supervisory 
personnei. Other questions, such as those which involve the potential use of policy 
variables which might greatly affect rates of technological change and development, 
are probably best handled by the group as a whole (although not necessarily in face
to-face discussion). For example, if a researcher knew that his particular work, 
while apparently not very important in and of itself, was in fact the major I imiting' 
factor to an extremely important development, and if he also knew that because of its 
importance, the funding level of support for his research mlght be increased 100 per 
cent, his judgement about the feasibi lity and timing of so me theoretical future dev
elopment mlght be drastlcally changed. This type of background information, while 
difficult to supply in a questionnaire, (since we can't always anticipate all the im
pi icit questions asked, and the underlying assumptions made, by a respondent), is 
quickly requested and suppl ied in a group discussion. 

A mail survey instrument mfght be administered by preceding Its mail ing with letters 
and or telephone calls advislng that the questionnaire is going to be mailed, and then 
following up the mail ing with telephone calls l in the nature of clarification of ques
tions and checking on recelpt of the questionnaires. Such a procedure should not 
only provide more val id quest ions and should minimise non-response, but also it should 
maximise respondent introspection and cooperation. 

Questions might be ·asked once,or they might be repeated in stages in a controlled way. 
There are many advantages to controlled feedback. For example by requiring every re
spondent to provide some discussion (for example, a paragraph of prose) about why he 
bel ieves in his first round position, and then later, why he is either adhering to his 
first round position, or why he is changing from his first round position (after having 
been supplied with summary information relating to the first round responses from all 
respondents). In this way, we are forcing all respondents to think through their 
judgements very carefully, vis-a-vis al Iother respondents, and we are focuslng in on 
the best rationale for the group judgements. Cer~ainly no type of consensus judge
ment should be required for this type of analysis, and, in fact, lack of consensus 
may reflect the degree of compexity of the issue involved. 

Questions involving a paragraph of prose of an 
collecting ideas about how to regard an issue. 
are probably the most reasonable for the first 
might involve more highly focused questions to 

enumeration of reasons 
We bel ieve quest ions 

stage of such a study. 
the same pane 1. 

are useful for 
of this type 

later stages 

1. In the basic mail ing, subJects could be advlsed ~hat there would be a telephone 
followup. 

2. Controlled feedback Is used in the Delphi approach also. However, there it is 
typically used by panel ist to justify their positions only if they are outside 
the interquartlle range of the distribution of responses. Such an approach of 
course encourages agreement even when It may not be approprlate. 
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I .4 Instzoument Design 

The design of a suitable instrument for measuring the judgements of scientlflc ex
perts about the feasibility of some technologlcal developments depends of course to 
a great extent upon the specific developments of interest, the breadth and depth of 
the type of Information sought, and the degree of detail requlred. However, prior 
to actual design, one can at least set down some guldel Ines and general consldera
tlons whlch should prove useful. 

Questionnalre design is an art about which much has been written. I There have been 
many gulding prlnciples set down on the basis of past experlence. They include the 
importance of glvlng the instrument a prellmlnary trial run In a pilot program, the 
care that must be exercised in question wording, and the close attention that must be 
paid to the design of scales for. recording Judgements wlth quantitative content. We 
will not comment further on these Important, but falrly standard, problems assoclated 
with all questionnaire designs. 

TYpes of Qwgstions 

It seems appropriate, in the cl ass of problem exemplified by the technologlcal advance 
quest Ion, for there to be at least three distinct classes of questions In the instru
ment: 

I) Questions dealing with the backgrounds of the individual 
respondents; 

2) Questions deal Ing wlth the nature, format, administration, 
and execution of the questionnaire; 

3) Questions deallng with the scientific content which motivates 
the entire study 

The first category of questions relates to the degree of expertise of the respondent, 
his blases, the nature of his background (for example, is he a systems manager) and 
generally his qual iflcations for belng on the panel. There might also be some ques
tions which are almed at assesslng the degree of scientlflc conservatism of the re
spondent. Perhaps asking for his judgement on a key sclentlfic question, for whlch 
a spectrum of viewpolnts is already known, would prove to be a useful procedure for 
assesslng conservatism relative to other panellsts. The biases of ~.respondent might 
be brought out by asking for a I isting of his best publ ications. The answers to thls 
groups of questions should prove useful for understandlng and lnterpretlng the quality 
and perspective of each individual 's responses. 

The second group of questions attempts to assess the care that was exercised in com
pleting the questionnaire, whether or not the quest ions were clear, how the quest ion 
format might be i~proved In the next round, and whether or not the respondent feels he 
was too constrained in his responses by the way in which the questionnalre was admin
istered. 

GoaZs of Questions 

The goal of the questions might be to ass1st a manager in allocating his R&O budget 
(or more genera 11 y to ai d in the all ocat Ion of scarce resources). 1 n such cases, i t 
is desirable to condltion the questions, whenever possible, on pollcy issues. For 
example, in asking respondents to assess feaslbility of some new development, they 
mlght be asked for three separate assessments; one assuming a "low" funding level for 

I. See, for example, Oppenheim (1966). 
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the necessary research, a second assumfng a "medium" funding level, and a third ass
uming a "high" fundfng level (of course, these terms need to be sultably deflned 
either as part of the questionnafre, or as apart of the requisite response). It 
might be worthwhlle to ask for likel Ihoods of a given development wlthin say 2 years, 
5 years, 10 years, or perhaps "never". It would also be useful to ask panel1sts 
what other areas of research need to be "stimulated" because of their Ilkely com
plementary payoffs. These other areas mlght only relate to perlpheral aspects of 
their own work, or they might broaden the appl icabil ity of thelr work. 

Question FO'ffl/at 

An important problem in this type of study is how to phrase the questions 50 that the 
respondent is led by the questions themselves to reflect thoughtfully about the prob
lems and their constraints and I imitations. 

One set of quest ions might permit the respondent Infinite latitude by asking him to 
enumerate all the steps whlch will be involved in order to attaln a glven technologl
cal development. Another set of questions, which might constrain the respondent some
what more, would provide the respondent with some basic steps required to attain a 
given development, but would ask hlm to add or delete steps, as appropriate, and to 
assess conditlonal probabillties of belng able to proceed down the chaln of steps at 
each stage. The end result would be an "achievement tree" wlth many nodal points and 
assessments of the conditional probabilitles of moving between any two nodal points. 
This degree of detail could be refined in successive stages of the questioning, as 
could the subjectlve probability assessments. Moreover, successive stages of quest
ioning C9uld easily lead to the breaking out of completely new paths of development. 

2. Quantifiaation and Analysis of Expert Group Judgement Data 

Research on quantitative assessment of technological advancement by the use of expert 
Judgements appears to have had its formal genesis in studies carried out by Marshall 
and Meckl ing (1959), Klein (1962), and Summers (1965), who each made use of a quan
tity "A", the degree of technological advancement sought in a program. To estimate 
A, a sampie survey was taken with four "experienced Rand Corporatlon engineers" being 
used as sampie elements. The four subjects were asked to rate subjectlvely the mag
nitude of the improvement in the state of the art required for each of 22 aircraft 
and missile development programs. Their ratings were to be placed on a numerical 
scale ranging from I to 4. Group judgements were assessed by summlng the ratings of 
the four experts. After all the ratings were obtained, each program was categorised 
as "small", "medium", or "Iarge", in the Marshall and Meckling and Klein studies. The 
A variable (henceforth called the A-factor), and others, were related to cost factors 
(ratios of actual to estlmated costs) of a program by use of standard regression tech
niques in the Summers study. 

Subjective assessments of the A-factor were attempted in two subsequent surveys. One 
was reported on by Harman and Henrichsen (1970). Respondents were asked toassess 
the A-factor for alrcraft and missile systems on a scale of 0 to 20. As in the ear-
1 ier survey, the subJects were experienced Rand engineers, and the sampie size for any 
given system ranged fram two to four subjects. 

The last of the three surveys was undertaken in 1970 In connection with the aircraft 
turbine englne. 1 In this survey A-factors were assessed (among other things) for air-
craft turbine englnes on a scale of I to 20. The eleven subjects were all employees 
of the General Electrlc Campany (same of the systems evaluated were manufactured by 
G.E. and some were not). Non-response was large and not all subjects made assess
ments for all systems. 

I. Alexander and Nelson (1972). 
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Although the three surveys undertaken to assess A-factors have contrfbuted consider
ably toward our understanding of the problem of how to measure technologlcal advance
ment, they still leave much to be deslred. For example, sampIes have been so small 
that it is difficult to make meaningful statlstical statements about the results. 
Also there are problems associated wlth asking individuals (no matter howexpert) to 
compare objects havlng many characteristics or attributes on a sIngle numerlcal scale. 
Not only individual perceptlons of reallty but also individual weights asslgned to 
each attribute of an object being studled wIll tend to be dlfficult. Flnally, indi
viduals differ in their abll ity to quantlfy their judgements; even though they mlght 
vlew some object in the same way, they mlght very weIl dlffer'in thelr quantitative 
description of it. 

This section discusses several approaches to solving the problem of assessing techno
logical advancement by quantifying sets of judgements. These approaches include: a 
type of multidimensional scal ing called "individual dlfferences scal ing," subjectlve 
probabi I ity assessment technlques, and multlvariate regression with categorical depen
dent variables. 

2. I Multidimensional SaaZing of Individual Differenaes 

A very powerful and by now weIl known method of integrating collectlons of comparative 
judgements of individuals to form a composite group judgement, scaled on each of sev
eral dimensions, Is called "Individual differenees scal ing.,,1 The basic Idea, appl ied 
in our context, Is that each subject compares N projects regardlng their relative de
grees of technologlcal advancement. 2 Thus, each individual renders N(N - 1)/2 judge
ments of the form: project SI Is more technologically advanced than project So, for 
all i, j - 1,2, ••• , N. In another context, each Individual mlght order proposed 
R&D projects accordfng to thelr probabll ity of feasible development to a given stage 
by a glven date. Next it is assumed that p dimensions are sufficient to represent 
the structure underlying the project differences. The ordinal judgements for a given 
individual might now be represented as ranks, or they might be converted into "dis
tances" by one of several standard procedures, such as by the "Iaw of comparative 
judgement". The distances may now be represented as weighted distances in Eucl idian 
space. The welghts on each axis and the coordinates of each point may now be estima
ted by the data. Thus, IfOthe distance between project i and project j, as perceived 
by subject k, is 

(k) P 2 [ ]
1/2 

do ° = E wkt(Xo t - Xo t ) , 
IJ t=l 1 J 

i, j = I, ••• , N, and k = I, ••• , n, if there are n subjects who render complete sets 
of judgements. The w 's and the Xo 's are estlmated from the data. The result is 
a single composlte (fo~tthe n subjeci~) configuratlon of points In p-space represent
ing the relative positions of the N systems. The coordinates are the scale values 
(on a ratio scale) of each of the projects In each dimension. Thus, a collection of 
pairwise ordinal rankings for each of n individuals would not only yleld a composite 
set of ratio-scaled numerical values In p-dlmenslons for each project, but also a set 
of welghts, for each person in the sampIe, representing the Importance that person 

I. Carrol land Chang (1970). 

2. The definition of technological advancement to be used simultaneously for past, 
current, and future projects has not yet been made precise. 

3. See, for example, Torgerson (1958); Bock and Jones (1968, Chapter 8). 
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places on each axis for each project. 

I The response of each subJect may be thought of as belng composed of an overall common 
mean response, plus a response effect reflectlng hIs partlcular degree of expertIse, 
plus a whlte-nolse error term accountlng for IndIvIdual variatIons In abIlity to ex
press one's state of knowledge (thus, two Indlvlduals wlth preclsely the same state of 
knowledge would stili dlffer In thelr responses because of thelr error terms). One 
impl Ication of thls type of reasonlng Is that slnce experts should produce responses 
that are closer to belng correct than non-experts, great care should be exerclsed in 
selecting the subjects. Once a panel of potential subjects Is screened for expertise, 
chooslng a sampie from thls panel. whlch should be as large as posslble conslstent with 
cost and praticallty conslderatlons, will result In a small "Indivldual-dlfference 
error" . 

The results of an indivldual-dlfference scallng type of analysIs might be used in sev
eral ways. One way would be to establlsh·a functional relationship (by regression 
methods) between cost and the various dimensions of the projects. Then. cost of a 
new project could be predicted by InterpolatIon (extrapolation). Another use of the 
results might include changing the objectlves sought in the new project If it is found 
that coordlnate values along certain axes are unreasonable or intolerable. Flnally. 
after studying the sets of estimated welghting factors for each expert, it might be 
declded that certaln indlvlduals should be querled regarding thelr weighting of a par
ticular axis. The result could be the uncoverlng of important circumstances related 
to the R&O projects that were overlooked (or Ignored) by other subJects. Perhaps 
subjects should be Informed of the weights placed on each axis by others and then the 
entire process repeated. A frui·tful area of research should be simulation of such a 
feedback process of scaling judgements. 

5uppose w. denotes the pxl vector of welghts determined by the individual differences 
scal ing algorithm. Then we can define a covariance matrix 

-I n 
5=(n-l) E(w.-w)(W.-W)I. 

I J J 
The quantity, trace (5). is a.measure of degree of consensus of the subjects ' judge
ments. Thüs. perfect consensus is reached when trace (5) = o. 

2.2 SUbjeative FTobabiZity Methods 

The degree to wh I.ch some goa I may be ach i eved can be "scored" on some appropr i a te 
scale. or alternatlvely. the probability of achieving the goal may be assessed. Which 
approach is best? We now consider thls questIon in the context of technologlcal ad
vance. 

A-Faators Versus FTobabiZities 

Technological advancement might be measured In terms of A-factors (the degree of tech
nological advance sought In future programs). as described above. or It mlght be mea
sured in terms of probabilltles of some proposItion. For example. If we speak of E. 
as the proposition that proJect 5. will have. upon completion. A-factor A .• i = I. I 

•••• N. then p. = P{E.}should be ~ monotonIc function of the A-factor. that is know
Ing p. is equi~alent !o knowlng the corresponding A-factor. and conversely. The real 
impl i~ation of this equivalence is that if the cost of a project. for example. is to 
reflect the degree of Its technologlcal sophisticatlon, either the A-factor or p. 
could be used as an explanatory variable in the cost equations. It is not cleaf at 
this time whlch of the two is a better measure, in the sense that it can be better 
assessed. and cant therefore, be used to generate better cost predictions. This 

I. Regression models relatlng response of each subject to explanatory variables 
are currently belng bullt and will be reported on at a later date. 
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po.tnt wi 11 be eonsidered further below. The relationship between the p. ' 5 and the 
A-faetors is monotonie, but not unlque; there are a large number of pot~ntlally 
useful and eonvenient monotonie funetlons. For example, a linear relationship 15 
provlded by 

b > a, 

where p. denotes the probability that S. will have A-faetor A., and A. is sealed on 
the int~rval la,bl, where adenotes the'minimum de~ree of adv~neement'and b denotes 
the maximum. Thls relationship 15 depleted In Flgure I. 

I Another potentially useful funetlonal relationship is the logistle eorrespondenee, 
given by 

where 0 < ß < I, 

p. :, Cl 
I [ .. , 

O'----a"'-------+-------- AI 

Fig. I. Linear eorrespondenee between 
A-faetors and probabilities 

a-I _ _ 1_ 

ß+ e-(b-a) ß + I 

a ~ A ~ b, and a < b. In this relationship, p. is still a monotonleally inereasing 
funetlon of A., but the funetlon is eonvex or e6neave depending upon whether 
a < A. < a - log ß, or a - log ß < A. ~ b, respeetlvely. That Is, there is a point 
of in~leetion at A~ = a - log ß. T~e funetlon~1 relationship is sketehed in Fig. 2. 
The appropriate value of ß might be seleeted with the use of regression teehniques, 
after both A-faetor and probability Information is elleited. 

I. A multidimensional version of this form of eorrespondenee is used explieltly, 
In a different eontext, in Seetion 2.3. 
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Fig.2. Logistic correspondence between A-factors and probabillties 

Hany factors enter into the problem of declding whether probabllities or A-factors 
are better measures of technologlcal advancement (in the estimatlon sense descrlbed 
above), some of which are these: 

I. One may be more easiZy assessabZe than the other in that 
It may be easler to get subjects to render judgements of 
one rather than the other. 

2. One may be more preaiseZy assessabZe than the other in 
terms of repeatability of such assessment using different 
sampIes of "equally competent" experts; that is, it may 
be subject to smaller variance. 

3. One may be a more aaaurate measure than the other in terms 
of how close to the "truth" the measure can be expected to 
come (on the average) for a given sampIe slze of indepen
dent and identlcally dlstrlbuted observations. 

4. One measure may be more imppovabZe than the other In that 
It may be possible, by feeding back information to experts 
over time, to teach them to be better assessors of one 
measure than the other. 

5. Individuals may vary less In,thelr abiZity to quantify 
their judgements about Iinearly scaled variables. There 
is also the dlfficulty that some people have more of a 
grasp of the meanlng and concept underlying a probability 
than others. These people have a keener ability to make 
probability assessments of thelr judgements than others 
who might possess the same substantive information re
garding a glven proposition but are unable to quantlfy 
it as weil. 

Conslderable research effort has been devoted to flnding methods for gettlng subjects 
to assess scores for a varlable'la dlfflcult problem that has consumed much time among 
psychologists and statlstlclans. The problem of asses~ing subjectlve probability 

1. See, for example, W.S. Torgerson (1958); Bock and Jones (1968); Gulldford (1959); 
and Coombs (1964). 
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has recelved considerable att2ntion not only in psychological and economic contexts, 1 
but also in medlcal contexts. However, whether probabilitles or A-factors should 
be assessed remains an open question. 

Bayeslan Approach 

The Bayesian approach to statlstical inference and decision-making involv~s the ass-
essment of prior distributions on the underlylng parameters of the model. One of 
the most important practlcal problems associated with the speclfic appllcation'of 
Bayeslan analysis is that of how best to assess the prior distributions. For example, 
subjective probabil ity assessors are very often "incoherent" in that their probabil ity 
assessments for various related events are not consistent. For example, for some 
integer random variable E, an assessor mlght assert that as far as he is concerned, 
a p~io~i. P {E > O} = 0.60 and P {E > 10}= 0.70. One implication of these two asser
tlons is that P {I ~ E ~ 10} = -0.10, an absurd result., 

It is expected that computers will be able to assist in the assessment problem. That 
is, routines could be developed to keep track of all previous assessments an indivi
dual has made about related propositions. The computer could ask the subject a se
quence of questions designed to lead to consistent assessments of various propositions. 
If the responses are inconslstent, the computer would indicate this and request the 
subject to be more introspectlve and rethlnk his collective responses. Complete 
prior distributions could be assessed in thls way. Thls type of computer-a~sisted 
assessment technique is a very reallstic, potentially available development. 

ControZZed Feedback Method8 

Technologlcal advance might be assessed by some controlled feedback method (the Delphi 
method Is one such approach), whlch seeks to obtain a composite judgement of a group 
of experts by feeding individual opinions back to the group to permit the members to 
revlse their assessments. Each expert Is typically subjected to aseries of ques
tionnaires. The summary statistics of the responses and perhaps the justification 
for individual 's responses are fed back to the panel ists, leading to a new round of 
revised responses. The feedback process is repeated several times. It is antici-
pated that if consensus is achleved, it will be achieved after several rounds. The 
experts are generally unknown to one another, and their oplnions are often sol icited 
by mail. 

The Delphi method was originally devised In 1951 to apply expert opinion to the selec
tion, from the vlewpoint of a Soviet strategic planner, of an optimal U.S. industrial 
target system and to the estimatlon of the number of A-bombs required to reduce the 

1. Abrief bibliography would include Edwards (19S4a, 1954b); Kyburg and Smokler 
(1964); Preston and Baratta (1948); Mosteller and Nogee (1951); Winkler (1967, 
(1971); Wlnkler and Murphy (1968); Einhorn (1972); Savage (1971). For fur
ther references see especlally Winkler (1971) and Savage (1971). 

2. See, for example, Meehl (1974) and Coppelson et al. (1970). 

3. See, for example, D.V. lindley (1965) for dlscussion of Bayesian inference in 
univaritate analysis, and S.J. Press (1972) for its appl ication In multivariate 
analysis. Some earl'ier work on the assessment of subjective probabil ities, in 
the context of weapons development and the relation of subsystem properties to 
total system performance, may be found In F.S. Timson (1968). 

4. Seme computer-assisted assessment techniques are already in use by M. Novick at 
the American College Testlng Program, lowa City, lowa. 
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munitions output by a prescribed amount. l Since then the orlginalDelphi techniques 
and many variations of them have been appl ied (and mis-applied) to a diverse col1ec
tlon of problems ranging from technological forecasting for advance plannlng for cor
porations to studylng national goals for the United States and for various foreign 
countries. Some of these applicatlons are not ones for which expertise obviously 
exists (see Section 2.1). 

After study and appl icatlon of the techniques of the years, a collection of four summ
arising reports appeared at Rand,2 and others have reported on recent experimental re
sults. 3 A critique of Delphi which focused on the misuse of controlled feedback has 
been completed recently.4 

The idea behind Delphi and other controlled feedback techniques Is that if you want 
the best guess about i!I "fuzzy" question -- one that Is extremely difficult to answer 
even for the most informed people -- ask an expert. Moreover, since for certain pro~ 
blems many expert heads are better than one, ask many experts and combine the conclu
sions, weighting them by the degree of expertise in the subject. The details of how 
to implement thls type of phi I iosophy have varied from one appl ication to another, but 
the basic idea remains the same. In some appl ications, the median response is fed 
back to the subjects for comparison wlth their own responses, and then a second-round 
response is sought. In o.ther appl icatlons, upper and lower quarti les of the responses, 
as weil as the median, are fed back. In some appl ications, subjects whose responses 
fall outside the upper and lower quartiles are requested to explain by they are out
liers; otherwise, they are required to change their positions. In stillother appll
catlons, subjects are required to extrapolate the future from earl ier data. Finally, 
subjects might be required to provide paragraphs of prose describing thelr feel ings, 
beliefs, or reasoning on an issues. It is the tast mentioned approach which we be
Ileve to be most approprlate, for reasons summarlsed in Section 2. 

2.3 Categori~at-Dependent-Variabte MUttivariate Regression 

Motivation 

This section presents a simpl ified version of a new methodological procedure for doing 
multivariate regression analysis, uslng categorical dependent variables. 5 Moreover, 
It is shown how the technique can be applled to the problem of assesslng technological 
advance and of comparlng the feaslbll ity of competlng R&D projects. The methodology 
general ises the results of categorlcal-dependent-variable regression,.single-equation 
systems, to correlated, multlple-equatlon systemg of the same form. An extensive 
treatment of the subJect is presented elsewhere. 

Suppose there is a panel of n subJects, 
logical advancement for N projects, SI' 
indicator values y"" (k), as folIows: 

, J 

I. See Dalkey and Helmer (1951, 1962). 

each member of which is asked to judge techno
SN" Define the endogenous (dependent) 

2. Dalkey (1969); Brown, Cochran, and Dalkey (1969); Dalkey, Brown, and Cochran 
(1969, 1970). 

3. Dalkey and Rourke (1971), and Dalkey and Brown (1971). 

4. Sackman (1974). 

5. Categorical variables can assume only a finite number of values. For example, 
"dummy variables" that are zero or one, depending upon whether or not seme event 
occurs, are blnary categorlcal variables. 

6. Nerlove and Press (1973). 
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{
I, 

Ylj (k) = 
0, 

if event E .• (k) occurs, 
IJ 

others, 

where E .. (k) denotes the event that in a pairwise comparison. the kth 
the degf~e of technological advancement of S. to be greater than that 
.•.• N;i'l'j;k=I •...• n. 1 

subject assesses 
of S.: i, j = I, 

J 

Next suppose the exogenous (independent) variables XI. l' X2 ..•... , X .. bear directly 
upon whether S. > S. (project S. is more technologicaliy aa~Anced thaf'JS.). Let 
xI .. (k). x2 .. (l) •. ~., x .. (k) aenote the values percelved for XI .. ' •..• JX .. by the 

IJ IJ rlJ th IJ rlJ 
Rth subject. These values really form the basis for the k subject's assessments 
and may be thought of as quantitlative/ y deflnlng the set of assumptions he makes when 
he renders his comparative judgements. 

Adopt the mode I 

Y.IJ. (k) = F[ßO•1J· + ßI ·· xI .. (k) + ... + ß .. x .. (kl] + u .. (k). IJ IJ rlJ rlJ IJ 

where u .. (k) denotes a random disturbance term with the properties that E[u .. (k)] = 0 
and E[~:~ (k j) uij(k2)] = o. k j ~ ~2; and F(:) d:notes a monotonic non-decreasl~g trans
formatl6~ w th 0 ~ F(.) ~ I, J - I •..•• N. k - I •...• n. 

For algebraic simpl iclty. define the r-dimenslonal column vectors 

and 

x ij (k) ;: [I. xI ij (k) •...• xrij (k)] '. 

so that the model becomes 

Yij (k) = F[X!j (k) ßij] + uij (k); 

for i. j = I. 2 •.•.• N; k = I •.•.• n. In any particular problem we assume that 
X .. (k) 15 glven (subject k may specify it· in part or in toto). and then y .. (k) is 
gb~erated by assessment (when subject k renders his judgement about S. vi~la-vis S.). 

1 J 

Deflne 

I] = P [E .. (k)] 
I J 

Tha t i s. s i nce 

P ij (k) = E [Yij (k)]. 

Pij (k) = F[x1j (k)ß ij] • 

i. j = I •...• N; k = I •...• n. Thus. by uslng the sampIe of n subjects to estimate 
ß •• as ß1J • p~ .• the probability that S. > S .• given any preassigned set of assump-
tl6ns. x* i~Jestimated as I J i j • 

I. For example. the x's may measure the degree of Information the kth subject has 
about the relative ~~fficulty between two proJects. or the depth of background 
or experlence the k subject has relative to projects i and j. 
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PYj:F[XYjßij] i,j=I, •.. ,N. 

But the disturbance terms u .. (k) are mutually correlated for various i and j, for a 
fixed k (even though they a~J assumed uncorrelated for different k's), so the y .. (k) 
are mutual1y correlated for fixed k. Hence, there is information In one equatl6n 
that can be used, in part, to estimate parameters in other equations. That is, the 
system of equatlons should be vlewed slmultaneously as a set of multlvarlate non
linear regression equations in which the endogenous variables (the y's) are dlscrete, 
and In which there is systematic heteroscedastlcity.l The solution to this problem 
Is a set of estlmates of p*., for I, j = 1, ... , N, telling the analyst the relative 
degrees of technologlcal a~*ance required for a set of R&D projects (useful, for ex
ample, in cost equations) or tell ing the pol icymaker how to view the level of diffi
culty of a new project. The statlstical method devised for solving this problem is 
outl ined below. The less technlcally incllned reader could skip the remainder of 
this section without losing any Information related to the substantive (non-statisti
ca 1) Issues i nvo I ved . 

Statistiaal Model 

To provide a thumbnail sketch of thls approach, the categorical dependent-variable 
regression model tobe used for evaluatlng technological advancement is illustrated 
below for the slmpl ffled case of a two-equatlon system in which both endogenous vari
ables are dichtomous (binary). The background, the generalisatlon to more than two 
equations are to dependent variables wlth more than two possible values (polytomous 
variables)~ and the discussion of problems of inference, in the general case, are 
elsewhere." 

Let YI and Y2 denote two bina3y variables taklng on the values zero and one, and supp-
ose YI and Y2 are correlated. Adopt the two-equation model 

YI = 01 + EI' 

Y2 = °2 + E2 , 

where 01 = E(Y I ) and 02 = E(Y2) are non-random, EI and E2 are random dIsturbances, 
E(E I ) = E(E 2) = 0, and E(E I E2) = 0. Note that slnce 0 ~ ° ~ land 0 ~ ° ~ I 
and slnce tfie variables of Y1 and Yi change with their means (~s in any Bern061Ii,dis
tribution), this is not the usual kind of regression and requires qulte a different 
approach. Since YI and Y2 can each be zero and one, there are four possible combin
ations of values. Represent them In a bivariate contlngency table: 

o 

o 

,. Unequal varlances of the dlsturbance terms for a given k. 

2. Nerlove and Press (1973). 

3. Suppose Y. = 1 if development j will occur by 1983, and Y. = 0 otherwfse; 
J a 1, 2. J Both developments might depend upon the same Jxternal factors 
and might dlctate that YI and Y2 be hlghly correlated. 
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The entrles In the table are the joint probabilities 

Note that 

I.J-O.1. 

Pli + POl • 

E(YIY2)" 9 19 2 + ECE IE 2):; 9 19 2 +93' 

93 = ECE IE 2) = PlIPOO - PIOPOI 

Pli + PIO + POl + POO '" 1. 

Thus. the problem can be formulated and parameterlzed in terms of elther Ce 1.92.93)' 
or (POO' POl' PIO)' wlth Pli :; I - POO - POI- PIO' 

Suppose the four probabilities (only three are Iinearly Independent) characterislng 
the distribution underlylng the two-equatlon system are each related to r exygenous 
variables. xI' •••• x • In the same way but wlth dlfferelng sets of welghts. Spec-
Iflcally. ad6pt the mbdel 

pt - POO' p~ .. POl' P~ = PlO' P~ = Pli' 

where the Pj's are related to the xJ's 

exp (x'y j) 
pj :: -4.------1..--

E exp (x ')'.) 
i=1 I 

through the loglstic transformation 

j .. I ..... 4 • 

4 where y.: r x I denotes a vector of unknown coefflclents and EI pt = 1. Note that 
using tt'lls type of transformation insures that 0 ~ 9 ~ I. for j & 1.2.3. It will 
be seen that the two-equation dlchotomous-varlable s+stem that has been placed into 
the framework of a blvarlate contlngency table has in turn been replaced by a blvari
ate polytomous-varlable problem In which the dependent variable (It Is now a blvarlate 
vector) has four posslble values. The coefflcient vectors YI' •••• Y4 are estlmated 
by maximum Ilkellhood In the followlng way. 

Suppose YI and Y2 are each observed n tlmes independently. ylelding-0bservations YI (1). 
and Yi(2). for I - I ••..• n. Deflne the blvarlate column vectors 

I = I ..... n. 

and the constant vectors 

1. If 91 and '2 are In turn functlons of glven exogenous variables xI' ...• xr ' 
we can try to estlmate the coefflclents of the two relatlonshlps and use tnem 
for predlctlve purposes. 
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Next define the Indicator variables 

otherwi se 

Let x .. denote the jth exogenous variable correspondlng to the Ith observation vector 
YI' I I~ I, ••• , n, j - I, ••. , r. Let zi denote the r-dimensional column vector 
z I = [x 11' ... , x I rJ " i-I, .•. , n. 
Deflne 

exp (z!y.) 
pr j = -r.4----'~1 

for I =1, ..• , n, ... ,4. The likellhood function (given zl' .•. , zn) is 

4 
E v •• - 1. where 

to j 
• _\ I J 
Jöril y (r-J) of 

Note that slnce the prj 's are I inearly dependent with respect 

the y. 's are required for the problem. Impose the constraint 
J 4 

.tha t E YJ. = O. 
j=1 

Maximising L (actually log L) with respect to Y,' ""Y4' subject 

to this constraint (cf. Press, 1972, p 270), gives the results 
I ihood estimators ?j must satisfy the system of equations. 

z' Y9, 
n I 

that the maxmium I ike-

( )z.= ; e for 9, - I, ... , 4 E 4 z! z. v l 9, , 
?k I i-I I i-I I 

L e 
k-I 

4 
with L YJ. ~ O. For predictive purposes, the four cell probabilities in the contin

j=1 
gency table are estimated by 

p~ 
J 

exp (x'y.) 
J 

4 " 
L exp (x 'y.) 

i-I I 

j I, .... , 4. 

A computer program for estimatlng the parameter vectors is currently operational and 
in use at Rand, Universlty of British Columbla, Northwestern Unvlersity and the Uni
verslty of Chlcago. 

It is often of interest to study whether or not VI and V2 are independent. Since 
for a given x, YI and V2 are independent if and only if PIIPOO - PIOPOI' the impl ic
ation is that they are Tndependent if and only if 

O. 
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Hence. to investigate independence. it is only necessary to estimate the y. 's and 
then examine the term (tl - t 2 - t + t4) to see If it is signlflcantly dilferent 
from zero. Since In large sampies the y 's are normally distributed (theyare 
maximum I Ikel ihood estimators). the I inearucombinatlon of Interest is also normally 
distributed and tests of signlflcance are straightforward. 

Multiequation systems (more than two) can be studied in the same manner as above using 
multidimensional contingency tables. increasing the order of the tables for non-binary 
variables. The result wll I be a multlvariate polytomous dependent variable to be an
alysed as above. 

Interpretation 

Suppose. for example. there are three systems to be compared regardlng technological 
advancement. In the section on Motivation. y . (k) was defined to be one or zero. 
depending upon whether or not in a pairwise co~~arlson the kth subject assesses the 
degree of technologlcal advancement of S. to be greater than that of S .• i. j = I • 
...• N. i ~ j. k = I •.•.• n. Take N =1 3 (three projects to be compafed) and define 
the random variable V .. for which y .. (k) is the kth observed value. The three ran
dom variables. VI • v;J. V • are m&tually correlated and completely descrlbe the com
parative states o~ adv~nce~~nt of the three systems (note that if tles are ruled out. 
V .. = I-V .. so that random variables V . for which j < i are unnecessary). Now r~name 
t~' variabi' •• VI ~ V12 • V ~ VI~' V ~ +~. Then. taking V. = 9. + cj. j = I. 2. 3. 
where c. denotes an error ~erm wlth ~ean z~ro. puts the problJm info a three equation 
model (tather than the two equatlon model described in thls section). The j 's will 
of course 'be taken to be the monotone transformations of linear combinations of inde-
p~ndent variables discussed above. In thls form the system can be thought of as a 
2j or 2x2x2 (trivariate) contlngency table whlch can. in turn. be thought of as a tri
varlate categorical dependent variable regression equation in whlch the dependent vari
able can assume eight possible values. If N systems are to be compared there will be 
N(N - 1)/2 simultaneous equatlons to be solved in thls way. rather than the three used 
in the example. 

3 • Disaussion and Swrunary 

We have seen how diverse procedures developed In different discipllnes might be brought 
to bear on the problem of how to combine the opinlons of individuals to form a group 
judgement about an Ill-defined. multidimensional concept. such as the degree of techno
logical advance requlred to complete a glven R&D proJect. or the probability that a 
certain technologlcal development will become feasible by a preasslgned date. AI
though there are advantages wlth each procedure suggested. there are also various diff
Iculties. uncertalnties. and limltations. both conceptually and technically. 

In summary. the approaches of Indlvldual-differences scal ing. subjectlve probabil ity 
methods. and categorlcal-endogenous-variable multivariate regression are very attrac
tive for quantiflcatlon and analysis of group judgement data. A controlled feedback 
approach could be useful In carrylng out both an Individual-differences scal ing and a 
categorlcal endogenous-variable multlvariate regression. If models tallored to various 
types of feedback have been developed. That Is. a panel of experts might evaluate the 
relative merlts of a collectlon of R&D proJects. perhaps both completed and projected. 
In the case of Indlvldual-dlfferences scallng. group oplnlons can be fed back. in a 
multi-stage approach. to produce a scaled solution at each stage. Because the current 
state of the methodology Is strlctly mathematlcal and has not yet advanced to the point 
where statlstlcal Inferences can be drawn. It Is difflcult to make comparlsons of the 
results at each stage. 

In categorical-endogenous-varlable multlvarlate regression. there are advantages in be
Ing able to relate the experts' responses to thelr backgrounds. thelr degrees of ex
pertise. and their definitions of the "dlfflculty" parameters of each project. and sta
tistical Inferences and predlctlons are posslble. It is recommended that the approach 
be used wlthout feedback unless the dependency Introduced by the feedback is accounted 
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for in the model. I Nevertheless, the methodology may be used to advantage to ana
lyse the first-stage results of a controlled feedback process. 

In conclusion, methods should be refined for selecting a panel of appropriate ex
perts whose opinions wl ll be poo,led to form a group judgement. Criterla should be 
establ ished for determinlng the number of experts. If a controlled feedback type 
of analysis Is planned, It should first be pretested on the panel of experts. An 
Interrogation procedure should be developed wlth the quest ions designed to assess 
knowledge in specific areas (such as assessment of technologlcal advancement in the 
speciflc technologles). Computer programs should be used for analyslng data by 
means of both Indivldual-dlfferences scal Ing and categorical-endogenous-variable 
multlvarlate regression. At least two of the three analytical approaches mlght be 
undertaken simultaneously (for supportlve validation): indlvldual-dlfferences scal
ing uslng a multi-stage controlled feedback approach, categorlcal-endogenous-variable 
multlvariate regression wlthout the feedback data. 

I. By uslng a multi-stage procedure that teils each subject at each stage what 
the group oplnlons were at the prevlous stage, we are In effect generating 
intrinsic colluslon among the subJects. The effect of such colluslon upon 
the statistlcal analysis Is to vlolate the assumption of formulatlon prevlous
Iy descrlbed will not permit correlated observations independence among the 
subjects' responses. At the present time the model (interdependent response 
vectors). Alternative models whlch compensate for the feedback effects are 
currently under study and will be reported on at a later date. 
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JEAN-PIERRE AUBIN 
BERTIL NASLUND 

AN EXTERIOR BRANCHING ALGORITHM 

Very often a manager is faaed with deaisions involving many goaZs suah as poZlution. 
aost. risk. eta. He is then looking for a solution ~hiah gives him the highest sat
isfaation possible regarding all of the goals. 

The method developed here first aomputes one reasonably good solution. This is s~ 
to the ma~er ~ho is asked if he likes the solution or if there is ons goal ~hiah 
might be ~orsensd given that aZl other goals are either improved or unaZtered. Thus 
the manager might say that poZlution aan 'go up given'that risk and aosts may go down 
and at least are aertain not to go up. Then a n~ solution is aomputed and s~ to 
the deaision maker ~ho is asked the same question as before. 

The method finally finds a solution either beaause the deaision maker ~ants to stop 
or beaause no more aZterations of the type desaribed above are possible. 
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7. I An Exterior Branching Algorithm 
by Jean-Pierre Aubin and Bertil Naslund 

The MULtipLe Criteria ProbLem 

It is usually assumed In decislon theory that there exlsts goals U1 (i=I.2 •..•• n) 
and that these goals take on different values depending upon the values chosen for 
certaln actIon varIables XI (I-I. 2 •.••• m). 

The decision maker If often assumed to have a preference function F(U) whlch expresses 
his utlllty for varlous values taken by the vector U. If such a functlon exlsts and 
If it can be expresssed in a mathematlcal form. the multlcriterla problem usually is 
a problem in non-lInear programmlng. The problem however 15 that the function F(U) 
may not exlst and it may not be posslble to glve It a sufficlently preclse mathemati
cal form. 

It is thus difficult to bulld the functlon F(U). butt even If it should be posslble to 
do so. it is not always necessary. For Instance one only needs to consider efficient 
actlons in a given sItuation (by an efflcient action we mean actlons such that there 
Is no other feaslble action whlch glves higher satisfaction along at least one goal 
dimension Ui while all others are remalnlng unaltered). 

The problem is however to compute those poInts on the efflclent surface that will in 
the "best" way aid the declslon maker In flndlng the point on the surface where he 
would like to be. Slnce this usually means that one must Interact wlth him in various 
ways. It is dlfflcult to speclfy what one shall mean by the "best" way. It involves 
varlous ways of ~ hlm informatIon durlng the "road" to the most preferred point. 
as weIl as the tIme It takes to find the poInt. Another Important aspect is how weIl 
the declslon maker understands the method he is uslng. 

Various methods have been proposed for deflning preferences. whlle the efficient sur-
face is explored. (For a revIew of these methods as weIl as multiple crlteria methods 
in general. see Roy (8»). We shall here propose a method for solving that problem 
but before we start explainlng the method two related technlques will be descrlbed and 
In the concludlng sectlon a comparlson is made between the methods. 

Some Previous Work 

As was mentioned. it is difficult to express and represent. mathematically or other
wise. ones preferences. This seems elther to Involve a tremendous amount of work or 
to result In a very crude and unpreclse functlon. In many sItuations the whole pref-
erence function is not necessary. It Is sufflclent only to be able to compare ~ 
cient actions. two at a time. Below we shall describe two methods that have been 
suggested in the literature whlch we shal I use In section 5 for comparison with the 
method developed In sectlons 3 and 4. 

The Method Proposed by Geoffrion (5) 

This method assumes that the declsion maker has an impliclt preference function. 

F(U I • U2• •..• Un) 

over the n objectlves (U,. U2 ..... Un). 
increaslng and different abI!. 

(I) 

The funct I on FIs assumed to be concave. 

Since the functlon F is not known. It cannot dlrectly be used in the optimlzation. 
It Is however assumed that the declslon maker can provide the marginal rates of sub
stItution In the following way. 
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(2) 

The vector (2) is co-l inear wlth the gradient at the solution point In question. 

Thus for a feaslble solution (Xl, x~, ... , .X l ) = Xl the decision maker 15 assumed to 
provlde the vector (2). If thls can be don~ we have information about the direction 
of the gradient. Various non linear programming methods can then be used to det-
ermine a feasible dlrectlon to increase F. 

Once the dlrection In which to move has been establlshed, It remains to declde how 
far one shall go in that directlon. Let the dlstance be d. The new values deter
mlned for the declslon variables depend upon d and so da all the objectives U.[X(d)]. 
We can show hawaii the goals U. will change, from their present level ul, when1the 
scalar d is changing. How thl~ can look is shown in figure I below. 

U1 {X(d)} 

U~ {X(d)} 

Un {X Cd) } 

~-----------------------------------',d 

Figure 
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The decision maker is asked to give that value of d which he prefers. This is the 
second piece of information that he has to provide. Once that value ls given a new 
solution point is obtained and he is again asked to give the marginal rates of sub
stitution etc. 

We shall briefly summarise the maln steps used in the method (for further details 
about the use of this method for multiple criteria problems, see Dyer (4)). 

(I) Select an initial point XK Set K = I 

(2) Ask the decision maker about the value of the gradiet at point XK. 

(3) Use that information to find another feasible point, e.g. by using the Frank
Wolfe method. 

(4) Use that new point and the point XK to find a direction dK in which to alter XK 
in order to increase F(U(XK)). 

(5) Solve the step size problem 

Hin FU(X K + td K) 

t ~ 0 

by interacting wjth tRe decision maker and determine the optimal value t K. If the 
new solution XK+ = X + t~K 15 not optl~al set K = K + land go back to 2. 

The Stem Method 

The Stem Hethod developed by Benayoun et. al (2) 
Thus the objective functions U. are of the form. 

can only deal with I inear relations. 

m I 

U. = E a .. X. i = 1,2, 
I j=1 I J J 

.. , ,n (3) 

and wi th a feas i,b I e reg Ion of the form 

AX :: b 

Xi ~ 0 1,2, ••• ,m (4 ) 

A is a constant n x m matrix 

For each objective U. we determine the optimal value which we denote by H.. The ideal 
solution is M whlch ts the point where all objectives take on their optimAl values. 
The values of the decision variables X* whlch give Mare usually not feaslble. There
fore a feasible solution XK Is computed. (The index K denotes the k th feasible solu
tion computed). The solution XK Is the one nearest to X* In a minimax sense. 

The problem is now to determine 

sUbJ ect to 

Min " 

" > {M. - UJ (X)} 11 
- J 

AX :: b 

X. > 0 
I 

(5) 

j=I.2 • .... n (6) 

(7) 
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Thus we see that the difference between the ideal and feas.ible solution is minimised 
and that weights nJ are used to each objective j. The factor ITJ Is defined by 

a· MI - m. 
_1_ ITJ = .::.L a. I 

m J M. m 
L a J La •• 

j=1 J j=1 IJ 

where m. is the minimum value obtained along goal dimension J when the optimal values 
for alijother goals are determined. M. - mj gives an indication of how sensitive 
the goal is to variations In X and I J 

L a' J j=1 I .. 

normalises the dlfferences (6) for the varlous goals. 

The solution obtained In steps (5) - (7) Is shown to the declsion maker. If he likes 
it we are done. If he does not like it, he is asked to select one goal UK whlch he 
is will ing to reduce If all other goals are either kept unchanged or Increased. He 
is furthermore asked to specify the amount ~UK by which the goal k Is 
reduced. In order to help hlm determlne whlch k to reduce and the amount of reduction 
AU K, standard sensitivlty analysis In the neighbourhood of the solution to (5) - (7), 
glVes the behavlour of the objective functions Ui (i 1 1,2, ••• , n). 

E~erior Branching 

We make the followlng assumptions 

The problem Is 

Min F(U(X)) 

XEX 

U is the n-dlmenslonal vector of real valued functions, X Is an m-dimenslonal vector 
of real valued variables. The declslon-maker Is not able to speclfy F which Is his 
preference functlon assoclated wlth the functlons U. X is assumed to be convex and 
compact. U1 (X) (! = I ,2, ... ,n) are convex functlons. It then follows that U(X) 
+ IR~ is a c6nvex sub set of IR~, (see Aubln (I)). The process whlch we shall des
crlbe does not Involve F In any expllclt way. We are only golng to ask one very sim
ple question from the declslon maker at each iteration. The same simple quest Ion 
could In fact be asked from several decislon makers, one at each Iteration, and the 
method would stili converge to a solution on the efficlent surface. As will be dis
cussed In the concluding session, the quest ion about how good the method is has to be 
Judged along several dimensions. 

The method can be descrlbed by Indlcatlng 5 main steps: 

I) We determine as In the Stem method the optimal values for each goal dimension 
dlsregardlng all the others. Thus we obtaln an, usually, ·rnfeaslble solution 
X~ whlch glves the value a. to goal j. The point Is the shadow mlnlmum. 2 The 
s61ution now proceeds usln~ the followlng steps. 

I. The method Is also descrlbed In Aubln (I) and Naslund (6). 

2. We conslder a mlnimlzation problem here while the descrlption of the Stem 
method was done in a maximisatlon framework. 
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2) The problem 

Hin (8) 

(9) 

Is solved. 0 Is the feysI.ble region In the first interaction. 
Let the solution be UI (X ) (I .. 1.2 ••••• n). The index I Indicates the 
first solution. 

3) The solution U(X I ) and the shadow minimum are shown 
he wishes. he can also obtaln the marginal rates of 
They are uslng UI as the base 

U2 (X I ) - a2 U3 (X I ) - a3 

I. U I (X I) - alU I (X I) - a l 

to the declsion maker. If l 
substitution at the point X . 

(10) 

Thus If the decislon maker increases the value of UI (X) by I unit the value 
of U2 will be reduced by 

U2 (X I ) - a 2 

U I (X I) - a l 
etc. 

4) The decision maker is asked ff he Is satlsfled with the solution. If he Is not. 
he 11 asked to mentlon one goal dimension along whlch he will reduce his satls
faction provlded that his satlsfaction along all other goal dlmentlons will elther 
increase or remain unchanged. In a minlmlsation problem. we thus ask him whlch 
goal he wants to Increase glven that all others will be reduced or remaln unchanged. 
Assume that he says he can allow UI to go up. 

5) We next let UI (Xl) be the new shadow minimum for goal I. and we solve the problem 
(compare wl th (8) and .(9». 

Hin 
n 
1: 

i-2 
1 U i (X) - a l 12 + 

X e: 02 

(11 ) 

(12) 

The new solution U(X2) Is shown to the decision maker and we proceed as In step 
2. In sectlon 5 below It Is shown that the process converges. 

In order to Illustrate the method further. let us conslder a firm whlch desires to 
cause low pollution. U • and to operate at low cost. U. The declslon variables. 
X. are varlous productlon methods and pollution reducl~g devlces. The situation Is 
descrlbed In flgure 2. The first step provldes the solution U(X.I ). The declslon 
maker says that he prefers that pollution goes up glven that costs go down. We are 
then able to determlne a new shadow minImum (U 1(XI)a2) and to compute the new solution 
U(X2). The declslon maker now thlnks that cySts can go up If pollution Is reduced 
and we arrlve at the new shadow minimum (U I (X ),U2 (X2) and the new solution U(X3) is 
computed etc. (see Figure 2). 

Preciae Statement of the Exteriop Branching Method 

Let us consider 

I) a convex compact set of decislons 0 

11) n crlterla UI (X) ••••• Un(X) 
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and let 

o _ ( ° 
a - al' 

where 

a~ :: Inf U1 (x) 
xe: 0 

aO) be the shadow minimum 
n 

(14 ) 

(15) 

we compute at the first Iteration the efflclent declslon xOe: X obtalned by 
mlnlmlslng 

n ° 12 1: 1 U. (n) - a l over 0 
1=1 I 

(16) 

Therefore. for computlng the second Iteration. we choose an Index J I such that 

U. (XO) - a. > 0 
J I J I 

and we deflne a subset 01 of the declslon set 0 by 

0 1 = {x e: 0 such that Uj(x) ~ UJ(XO) for any j ~ jl} 

The new shadow minimum alls defined by 

for any I ~ j 1 

(xo) If = J I 

2 I and we obtain x e: 0 by mlnlmlsing 

n 1 2 I 
1: lul(x) - a. lover 0 
1 .. 1 I 

(18) 

° k-\ let us as~ume now that the first Iterations x ••••• x e: 0 are computed. For ob-
talning x • we choose an Index J k such that 

UJk (xk- I ) - a~:1 > 0 

and we define the subset Ok of the declslon set 0 by 

Ok = {x e: Ok-I such that UJ (x) ~ Uj (xk- I ) for any j f, jk } 

the new shadow minimum a k Is deflned by 

k .a l I r J k ! k-I If . .J.. 

a i = UJ (xk- I) if 1 = Jk 
k 

Then we obtaln the kth declslon xk e: 0 by mlnlmlslng 

n k 2 k 
1: 1 U 1 (x) - all over 0 
1=1 
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In (3), A.K. Charles has proved the followlng result about the convergence of the 
method. 

Theorem 

1. Each declslon xk E D deflned by (22) Is an efflcient declslon. 

k k At each Iteration, there exlsts at least one crlterlon UI such that Ul(x ) > a l ' 
and thus, the algorlthm 15 weil deflned. 

2. 

3. I k k k k The dlstance I U (x ) - a I I between U (x ) and a 15 strlctly decreaslng. 

Let us also notlce that the sequence of shadow minIma a k Is Increaslng slnce by the 
second part of the theorem. 

r' k-l 

1 
k a l If I '" J k 

~ 

a l k-l (23) a l = a 
k-l k-I 

U J (x ) I f I = J k aJk k 
k and that the sequence of subsets D 15 decreaslng. These remarks and the thlrd 

statement of the theorem show that the exterlor branchlng algorlthm 15 convergent. 

Concluding Discussion 

The method descrlbed In the thlrd and fourth sectlons dlffers from the ones descrlbed 
In the second sectlon In varlous ways. The Geoffrlon method requlres that the decl
slon maker can glve margInal rates of substItutIon and step slzes. Thls has not been 
requlred here. Instead we can provlde the declslon maker wlth the trade-off possl-
bilitles, If he wants to have them, and then he can use them when he decldes how to 
alter his solutIon. 

The Stem method can only solve linear problems and the declsion maker 15 asked to tell 
by how much he wlshes to reduce his satlsfactlon wlth respect to one goal dImensIon 
provided that the satlsfactlon along theothers, elther goes up or remalns unchanged. 
The method developed here 15 a non-linear method and It does not ask any information 
from the declslon maker except whlch goal dimension along whlch hIs satlsfactlon can 
be reduced provlded that all others go up or remaln unchanged. 

It has been shown In many appllcatlons of mathematlcal and other methods to real prob
lems that It 15 dlfficult to obtaln numerlcal speclflcations about goals, restrictlons, 
probabilltles, etc. from declslon makers (see e.g. Naslund, Sellstedt (8». The me
thod developed he re asks the least from the decislon maker. 

Slnce the methods dlscussed here Involve a systematlc effort to know the preferences 
better, it 15 also Important to conslder the Information that the method glves to the 
declslon maker. -

The Geoffrlon method glves varlous solution points. The Stem method glves In addition 
to that the Infeasible shadow optimum and can glve the effects of parametrlc variations 
of the different goal dimensions. Thls amounts to the same thing as provldlng the 
gradient of the efflclent surface. 

The method developed here glves the same thing as the Stem method but In addItion It 
glves a new shadow optImum. at each step which gradually becomes more reallstlc and 
flnally (If the declslon maker does not stop earller) ends on the efflclent surface. 
Thus the shadow optimum plays a more-r.iportant role here than In the Stem method. 

Since all the methods requlre actlve partlclpatlon from adecision maker, It seems Im
portant to experiment wlth the methods to see whlch aspects dlscussed here are the 
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most Important ones and also whlch method is most easy to understand. It Is also 
often necessary to do experiments In order to determine the speed of convergence of 
the methods. 
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STANLKi ZIONTS 

INTEGER LINEAR PROGRAMMING WITH MULTIPLE OBJECTIVES 

Although it may seem aounterintuitive. a method for solving multiple ariteria integer 
Unear progrCl1'lT!l1ing problems is not an obvious extension of methods that solve multi
ple ariteria Zinear progrCl1'lT!l1ing probZems. The main difficuZty is iZZustrated by 
means of an example. Then a way of extenting the Zionts-Wallenius algorithm (4) for 
solving integer probZems is given. and wo types of aZgorithems for extending it are 
briefZy presented. An exampZe is presented for one of the types. ComputationaZ 
aonsiderations are also discussed. 
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7.2 Integer Linear Programming with Multiple Objectives 
by Stanley Zionts 

I . Introduation 

In (4) a method was presented for solving multiple criteria linear programmlng prob
lems. Because integer programming is a more general case of linear programmlng, it 
Is reasonable to ask If multlcrlteria Integer problems can be solved in the same way. 
In this paper It Is shown that integer programming problems involvlng several obJec
tlves, where a utility functlon of the objectlves is assumed, can generally be solved 
using the methods available for noninteger problems provided that the utllity function 
Is a linear additive functlon of the obJectives. Uslng this classiflcation of Roy 
(I) we therefore restrlct the type of problem to class I, that is, aggregation of mul
tiple obJectlve functlons in a unlque functlon defining preferences. 

The plan ofthIs paper is to Indicate why noninteger methods cannot simply be extended 
to solve multiple criteria integer problems. Then two extensions of the method of 
(4) for solvlng Integer problems are developed, an example is solved, and some consi-
derations for Implementatlon, etc, are glven. In an appendix the method of (4) is 
briefly overvlewed. 

2. Sorne Considerations for Solving MUltiple Criteria Integer FPoblems 

The problem to be considered is a mixed Integer linear programmlng problem. Let the 
decision variables be a vector x of appropriate order where some or all of the varia
bles are required to take on integer values. Denote the set of integer variables as 
J. The constraint set is then 

Ax b (I ) 

x > 0 

Xj' e J integer 

where A and bare, respectively, a matrix and vector of appropriate order. In addi-
tion we have a matrix of objectlve functlons C where row i of C gives the Ith objec-
tive u i • Each objective of u is to be maximised and we may thus wrlte 

Iu - Cx ~ 0 (2) 

The formulation (1),(2) is the most general formulatlon of the multiple criteria inte
ger programming problem if one grants that any nonllnearities are already represented 
In the constraints (I) using piecewise 1 inearlsatlons and integer variables as necess
ary. If we accept that the impllcit utility functlon Is a linear function (as was 
done orlginally in (4)> of the objectlves u, we may therefore say that our objective 
is to maximise h u where h is an unknown vector of appropriate order. That this prob-
lem Is an ordinary integer programmlng problem is trivial. It Is also trivial that 
the problem Maximise h u subject to (I) and (2), if h were known, could be solved us
ing any method for solving linear Integer programming problems. The problem is that 
h is not known. 

In an earller paper (4) Wallenlus and I developed a method for solving linear programm
ing problems havlng multiple obJectives. That method is brlefly summarlsed In the 
appendix. The method has been extenslvely tested and seems to work In practlce. A 
natural extension of that method would appear to be an extension of solving problems 
Involving integer variables: 

I) Solve the continuous multiple criteria problem according to the method of (4) 

2) Using the multipliers obtained In I, solve the assoclated linear Integer 
programmlng problem. 
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Unfortunately as the following simple example shows, that extension does not necessa
rily work. 

Given the constralnts: 

I 
xI + '3 x2 :: 3i 

I 
'3 XI + x2 :: 3i 

XI' x2 ~ o and Integer 

with objectives u l = XI' and u2 = x2 then provlded that the true multipliers AI and A2 
(>O) satlsfy the following relatlonshlps 

AI> 1/3Ä2 

AI< 3A 2 

then the contlnuous solutIon XI = 2.34, X = 2.34 is optimal. However, even for this 
simple problem there are three optimal in~eger solutions corresponding to the same 
contlnuous optImum dependlng on the true weights: 

If 3A 2 > AI > 2Ä 2 then XI = 3, x2 = 0 I s optimal 

If 2A2 >AI > .5A2 then XI = x2 = 2 I s optImal 

If .5A 2 > AI < .5Ä 2 then XI = 0, x2 = 3 i s optimal 

The example could be readily made more compl icated, but it serves to show that further 
precision is required in the specification of the multipliers than to identify those 
valid at the noninteger optimum. 

3. Adapting the Zionts-WaZZenius method for soZving integer programming probZems 

To further specify the multlpl iers Ä to find the optImal integer solutIon, it is nec
essary to ask additional quest ions. There are numerous ways in which this may be 
done, and we shall explore two of them. 80th of these proposals represent untested 
procedures. 

3.1 A autting plane approaah 

The first is a dual cutting plane approach. It is a logical extensIon of any dual 
cuttlng plane method wlth respect to multiple criteria decision making. Let k be a 
nonnegative Integer, a choice variable, which may be sufflciently large to be effect
Ively Infinite. Then the procedure is the following: 

I) Find the contlnuous multiple crlteria optimum and set i to O. 
Use the associated weights to generate a composite objective 
function. 

2) Adjoin a cut, increment i by one unlt and optimise. 

3) If the solution is integer, go to 4. Otherwlse, if is not 
equal to k, go to 2. If I is equal to k go to 4. 

4) Set to zero, genera te efflclent quest Ions (see the appendix for 
the definition of efflclent variables) for the current solutIon that 
are conslstent with prevlous responses. Use the decision-maker's 
responses to further restrlct the multiplIers A and generate the 
assoclated composite obJectlve functlon which may or may not be 
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different from the old functlon. If the solution is not integer, 
go to 2. If the solution ls Integer, it may or may not be optimal 
wlth respect to the new composlte functlon. If it is optimal, stop; 
if not perform some iterations to obtaln a newoptlmum. If the new 
optimum Is Integer stop; If not go to step 2. 

That thls methid is valid follows from the fact that every time an Integer solution 
is found (and so long as k Is not infinite, more often), quest ions are generated and 
the multipliers may be altered by the procedure. Thus, for an Integer solution the 
optimallty Is confirmed or denled. If It Is confirmed, the optimal solution has 
been found; lf It Is denled, further Iterations must be taken. In addition the 
convergence Is assured because of three points: 

I) No cut can cut off a feaslble Integer solution; 

2) The corner polyhedron of the Interfer solutions has a finite 
number or extreme points, provlded that the solution space is 
closed and bounded. 

3) With any one obJectlve the cut method employed assumes that 
an Integer solution is found with a finite number of cuts. 

How weil this scheme works depends on the power of the cut method employed. Since 
dual cut methods are not currently used much because they do not work weIl In prac
tice, It Is unlikely that a multiple criteria scheme based on a dual cut will work weIl. 

3.2 A branah and bound approaah 

We therefore turn our attention to branch and bound algorithms. The multiple criteria 
method can be altered to work in a branch and bound Integer framework. To do thls we 
first present a flow chart of a simple branch-and-bound algorithm, (3), p.416 in figure 
1. The Idea Is to solve a sequence of linear programming problems thereby impl icitly 
enumeratlng all of the posslble integer solutlons. The best one found is optimal. 
Because the multlpl iers assoclated with the noninteger optimum are not sufficiently 
constralned, we cannot use thls approach dlrectly here. However, we can modlfy the 
approach. The essential change In the algorlthm Is in block f. We present the mo
tivation for the change as a theorem. 

Theorem: A solution can be excluded from further consideratlon (not added to the I ist) 
provided the followlng two conditions hold: 

I) The decision maker prefers an integer solution to it, and 

2) All efficient tradeoff questions assoclated with the solution 
are viewed negatively or with Indlfference. 

Proof: As shown by the declslon-maker's preference the known integer solution has a 
greater objective functlon value than the solution in quest Ion. Further, slnce no 
continuous neighbour Is preferred to the solution, any further restricted solution 
will have a lower obJectlve function than the solution in question and therefore the 
integer solution. 

The result of the theorem may appear unnecessarlly strong; however we see no apparent 
way of weakeninQ It. To use the theorem we alter the test block f of flgure I. We 
test each of the two condltions of the theorem In that block against the best known 
Integer solution, first with reference to previous responses by solving a very small 
1 inear programming problem, and If that is not declsive, by asklng the decision maker 
a question. Each time the declsion maker responds to some questions, the solution 
space on the feaslble A'S becomes further restrlcted. If the old A'S do not satis-
fy the newly genera ted constraint(s), then a new set of weights consistent with pre
vious responses must be chosen for further calculation. We also employ a slmilar com-
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a Solve corresponding 
linear programming 
problem 

A~es 
solution 

(
CHalt ~Yes satisfy integer~~N~o~----_~~ 

,-__ o_p_t_i_m_u_m~)' const~aints 

d Choose an integer 
variable xk whose 
solution value Yk 
is not an integer. 

11' 

Figure 1 

1 
e Solve 2 problems, each hav

ing adjoined the following 
constraints, one at a time: 

Xk ~ [Yk] 

xk ~ [Yk] + 1 

Exclude any infeasible solu
tions from further consid
eration. 

f Of the newly determined 
linear programming solu
tion(s), add it (them) to 
the list if its (their) ob
jective function is better 
than any known integer solu
tion. 

1 
g Select solution with the 

maximum objective function 
value from list. If list 
is empty halt: there is no 
feasible integer solution 
to the problem. 

Flow Chart of a Simple Branch and Bound Algorithm 

Taken from [5], page 416. 
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parison in step 9 between the two solutions found in step e. (Thls step and some 
variations are commonly used changes from that given in Figure 1 in branch and bound 
algorlthms). Further, !f we have Just added two solutlons to the list In step e, 
then we select the solution whlch Is more attractlve for futher processlng. The 
solution Is so Identified first by checking against prevlous response constralnts 
and If that is not decisive, by asklng quest Ions of the declslon maker. 

The flow chart In Figure 1 is a relatlvely naive branch and bound model, and other 
conslderations are generally employed as weIl. For example, as wlth ordlnary branch 
and bound procedures, flnding a good feasible Integer solution early is desirable. 

We now present an example, the example presented In sectlon 2. We use the naive al
gorithm with the changes descrlbed above assuming that the true welghts are AI = .7, 
A = 3, but that the weights chosen at the continuous optimum are A = .3,A = .7. 
T~e tree of solutlons Is glven In Figure 2, and the number in each ~Iock in~icates the 
order In which each solution is found. (The shaded region is what also would have 
been generated If every branch had to be termlnated either In an integer solution or 
an infeasible solution without termlnating any branches otherwise.) 

Tableau I is the optimal continuous solution, where x3 and x4 are the slack variables. 
(The identity matrix has been omitted) . 

Tableau 

2.34 1. 125 - .375 

2.34 -.375 1.125 

2.34 1.125 -.375 

2.34 -.375 1.125 

The questions to Tableau 1 are both efflclent (this is not demonstrated) and the two 
questions are found in the last two rows of the tableau. Are you will Ing to decrease 
u) by 1.125 unlts to increase u2 by .375 units7 A simulated response is obtained by 
u~ing the true weights. Here we compute -1.125(.7) + .375(.3). Since the sum is neg
ative, the response Is no. Are you willing to increase u) by .375 unlts by having u2 
decrease by 1.125 units7 (Response: no). The negative responses confirm the opti-
mal ity of the solution of Tableau I. The constraints are then 

A > 1/3A2 
1 

A < 3A 2 
I 

By using Al + A2 = I, we have, on el Imlnating A2: 

.25 < AI< .75 

As indlcated above we use A =.3 (noting that the true value 15 A = .7). Solving 
the two linear programmlng ~roblems by branchlng on x from the no~integer optimum we 
have solutions 2 and 3. Whlch is preferred 15 not o~vious and we Illustrate the test. 
Solution 3 has a utll Ity of 3A) + .375A 2• Solution 2 has a utll Ity of 2A I + 2.458A 2. 
The comparlson of the utility öf solution 2 less that of solution 2 is 

On using A2 

7 
AI - 2.0833 '" 0 

I - AI we have 
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3.0833~1 - 2.0833 Z 0 

Because .25 < ÄI < .75, the term can be either positive or negative; hence a ques
tlon Is asked. Since the declslon maker prefers solution 3, we have a new con
stralnt. 

3.0833 AI - 2.0833 < 0 or 

AI > .675 

Thus we now have .675 < AI < .75 so we choose A = .7. We then branch on solution 
3 to find solutlons 4 and 5 (not feaslble) and fhen branch on solution 4 to find 501-
utlons 6 and 7 (not feaslble). Since solution 6 is Integer, we compare It wlth the 
only actlve solution on the list, solution 2. As the answer Is not Implled, the 
declslon maker is asked whlch solution he prefers. He prefers solution 6; then the 
constralnt 

Al - 2.4583AI < 0 or Al < .711 

is added and we have .675 < A < .711 and we can continue uslng Äl = .69. The 
quest Ions relatlng to solutlo~ 2 have thelr responses Implied to be negative. Hence, 
solution 2 can be dropped. Since there are no solutions on the list, solution 6 has 
been found to be optimal. The method of flgure I using t~e correct weights enumerates 
exactly the same solutlons. 

4. Dis(!Ussion 

The implementatlon of multiple crlteria Integer programming In liaison with dual cut 
methods and wlth branch and bound methods seems straightforward, although It only app
ears warranted In conJunctlon wlth branch and bound methods. It should not be dlffl
cult to Implement, and it 15 feIt that Integer problem would be roughly the same as 
the performance of a multiobjectlve linear program as compared to a single obJective 
linear program. More questions will be asked In the Integer case, and probably more 
partialsolutions will be generated as weil, but It seems that the increase will not 
be very much. Thls statement could be made wlth reference to elther of the methods so 
long as It is not requlred slmply to solve a sequence of Integer programmlng problems 
as the cut method wlth k chosen to be large would requlre. A number of tests which 
correspond to solvlng relatively very small linear programming problems must be Incor
porated, as weIl. Further statements requlre testlng. For testing, a computer pro
gram of the Zionts-Wallenlus method now being prepared by the SIDMAR corporatlon work
Ing together wlth the University of Ghent may be extended to the integer case and used. 
It Is deslgned to be an easlly usable and alterable program. 

In the noninteger case we were able to relax the assumptlon of the linear additive uti
I Ity function to a general concave util Ity function. Such a generallsation In the in
teger case seems unllkely because a point other than an extreme point solution of the 
corner polyhedron can be optimal. A simple example of such a model would be the use 
of a uti llty functlon involvlng a product of objectlves. (See Bowman (1), for an 
example). In the linear case a neighborhood would be optimal. Unfortunately, the 
use of such an idea in the integer case would glve an integer solution and a nelgh
bourhood whlch need not contaln any other feaslble integer solutlons. 
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APPENDIX: OVewielJ of the Zionts-lirI'lZl-enius Method (4) for Sotving Muttipte 
Criteria Linear Pro~ramming Probtems 

Let the problem of concern be 

Ax; b 

x > 0 

Iu - Cx ~ 0 (A. I) 

Maximise AU 

where A > 0 but unknown. The procedure is as folIows: 

1. Choose an arbltrary set of A'S (">0). 

2. Solve the assoclated linear programmlng problem (A.l). The solution is an 
efflclent solution. Identify the adJacent efflcient extreme points in the 
space of the obJectlve functlons for whlch a negative answer by the declslon 
maker Is not Impl ied. If there are none, stop; the optimal solution has 
been found. The marginal rates of changes in the objectlves from the point 
to an adJacent point Is a tradeoff offer, and the correspondlng quest Ion Is 
called an efficient question. 

3. Ask the decislon maker if he likes or dlsl Ikes the tradeoff offerred for 
each quest Ion. 

4. Find a set of weights " conslstent wlth all prevlous responses. Go to step 
2. 
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USE OF MULTIDIMENSIONAL UTILITY FUNCTIONS IN HAZARDOUS SHIPMENT DECISIONS 

A muZti-attribute utiZity approaah is disaussed in the aontext of a aase study deaZ
ing with the transportation of dangeroUB ahemiaaZs. 
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8. Use of Multidimensional Util ity Functions in Hazardous Shipment Decisions 
by Robert E. Brooks and Ashok s. Kalelkar 

Introduation 

In the last few decades, within the areas of operations research and management sci
ence, advances have been made in the development of the theory and applicatlon of dec
ision making. This developing sub-fleld is known as decision analysls.l ,2,3. The 
alm of decision analysis has been to provide adecision maker in any area of respon
sibil Ity a logical methodology to evaluate his choices and arrive at the optimum deci
slon. In thls paper, the appl icabil ity of decision analysis in evaluating choices in 
hazardous material transportation 15 evaluated by means of an example involving a ha
zardous chemical. 

The problem of hazardous chemical transportation is a very real one and one that 15 
receiving substantlal attention. In recent years both governmental agencies and busi
nesses have made increasing efforts to analyse transportation operations involving che
micals that present potential dangers to people, property, and the environment. Two 
of the basic quest ions whlch must be answered are: 

I) Can the proposed transportation operation be made safe enough to be permitted 
while still meeting other necessary criteria such as profitabil ity? 

2) If so, what action (such as choosing a particular mode of transportation) 
should be taken to minimise the dangers and maximise the benefits provlded 
by the operation? 

The simpl icity of these quest ions beiles the difficulti'es encountered in finding the 
answers. In analysis concerning safety, these difficulties are often associated with 
measuring risk and quantifying difficult concepts such as the value of life and degrees 
of adverse impact on the environment. In addition, hazardous chemlcal transportation 
sutdies must often deal with hazards that can affect several different sectors of the 
total environment and for which trade-offs between these sectors and economlcs must be 
made. 

Part of the first of the quest ions posed above that asks, "15 the proposed transporta
tion operation safe enough to be permitted?" deals with issues regarding the abs04uSe 
value of Ilfe, property, and the environment. Recently, attempts have been made' 
to answer this quest ion, at least in connection wlth the impact of an operation on hu
man exposores. The general approach has been to evaluate the probabil ity of occurr
ence of various exposure causlng accidents associated with an operation and to examine 
those probabilities in terms of other rlsks individuals are will ing to take. If in-
dlviduals are subjected to risk on an Involuntary basis or if a single accident has 
potential of causlng several exposures a probability of occurrence several magnitudes 
lower than once in a hundred years is suggested4,5 as being an acceptable risk. Very 
I ittle work has appeared In the area of acceptable environmental risks. 

This paper does not concern itself with the first question regarding the issue "how 
safe is safe enough" or what impacts are acceptable from an individual or government 
viewpoints. Instead it examines an approach to answering the second question. Ass
umlng that a hazardous chemical operation is "säfe enough" to be, permitted, which mode 
of transport should be employed to minimise adverse impacts while maxlmlslng the bene
fits? This paper presents a methodology (by no means unique) for logically optimising 
the choice of transportation mode based on a particular decision maker's individual 
preferences and perceptions regardlng safety. 

Generat Approaah 

The methodology of decislon analysis presented here is primarily the approach developed 
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by Raiffa l and Keeney2 The general methodology has been altered 51 ightly to faci
Iitate appl icatlon to the hazardous chemical transportation problem and to take into 
account the elements of cholce pertinent to the transportation Issue in a systematic 
and consistent way. In general, the steps one takes as folIows: 

I) Structure the problem by determining what the objectives of the decision 
maker or decision-making group are (minimise human deaths, environmental 
damage, and so on). 

2) Determlne a quantitative performance measure for each objective so that 
they are operationally defined. 

3) Define the set of posslble strategies or pol icies that could conceivably 
achieve the objectives. 

4) From engineering and economic studies determine the range of possible 
effects that could result from the enactment of the various possible 
strategies, and as weIl as possible, determine the likel ihood of each 
of these possible consequences. 

5) Assess the decision maker's preferences among all the various consequences, 
quantify them, and determine which decision will result in the greatest 
overall acceptabil ity. 

This approach can be implemented using adecision diagram in which each potential dec
ision leads to a set of consequences, each of which has a certain probabil ity of occur-
ing and a certain util ity to the decision maker. In the case of safety the utilities 
can be taken to be negative when they refer to injuries to people, property, or the 
environment. Within these utll ities the decision maker reflects his own attitude to
ward risk and his own judgement of the trade-offs among the various sectors affected. 

It may be, for example, that the decision maker is averse to risk and would be wil ling 
to pay (through insurance, for example) an amount greater than his long-run expected 
1055 in order to avoid an immediate loss. He mayaIso feel that losses of one type 
(say human exposures) are generally worse than those of another (say property loss). 
To quantify these preferences and judgements, the decision analyst can use the quest
ionlng technique recently developed for this purpose. This assessment technique, 
which is presented in an example assessment in this paper, is actually quite simple to 
apply for most problems and takes only a few hours to complete. Once the decision 
maker's util ity functlons have been determlned, the worth of each declsion can be com
puted as the sum of the utilities of each possible consequence weighted by the proba
bil ity that It will happen. 

The decision with the greatest numerical value is then the one which best satisfies the 
decision maker's objectives and hence is his optimal decision. 

Basically, this method utll ises the experience, judgement and knowledge of the decision 
maker to aid him in arriving at adecision that best meets his objectives. 

TypiaaZ Situation Faaing aDeaision Maker in Choiae of Hazardous ChemiaaZ 
Transportation Mode 

Adecision maker wlthin a chemical company must decide which transportation mode should 
be used in shipping a given quantity of a hazardous chemical to a given destination 
over adefinite per Iod of time. Associated with each mode is a certaln unlt shipment 
size, unit cost of transportation, and probability of accidental discharge into the 
surrounding environment. Thls environment may include persons, property, and/or bio
logical areas, all of which could be harmed by a hazardous chemical spill. The dec
ision maker would I ike to have a rational means to determine the best mode for his che
mical shipments when both costs and rlsks have been taken Into account. 
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TheoretioaZ FormuZation 

Deaision Trees 

The situation described above can be represented by the followlng declslon-tree: 

no 
accidents Normal profits, no losses 

due to accidents 

Reduced profits due to accident, 
injuries to people and environ
ment dependent on accldent size 

In this formulatlon adecision maker can choose one of N alternative transportation 
modes for aperiod of time T. During this period of time there may be a number of 
spll 1 s. I f the frequencey of sp i 11 s (i ndependent of si ze) for mode i i s gi yen by f. 
and if these spills are assumed to occur wlth exponentlai interarrival times, then I 

the probability of havlng n spills in time T is given by the Poisson distribution: 

(f .T)n -f. T 
Pr{n;T,i} I I 

= ---e 
n! 

Thus the probabil ity of no spill occurring In time T is given by 

-f.T 
Pr{O;T,j} I 

= e 

which when f i is small compared to I/T can be approximated as 

spiZZ Size Distribution: 

If an accldent occurs, then some quantlty of material will be spilled. Given a set 
of data representlng historical spills one mlght estlmate the probabil ity distribut
ion function g(x) as a log-normal denslty of the form 
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I 

9 (x) 
I - 20'2 =--e 

O'xl21f 

2 (I n x - In xO) 

where Xo Is the mode of the distribution, and 0'2 Is the varlance of ~. 
has the general form dlsplayed In Flgure I. 

x 

Figure I: Lognormal Oensity Functlon 

Thls denslty 

2 Glven a set of data X. the parameters Xo and 0' of this density function may be esti-
mated by the unblased1estimators: 

n 
Xo = (11 xl)l/n 

i =1 

2 I n 2 
0' = n:r r (In x - In xO) 

i =1 

Whether this density or another should be used will depend on the actual data In the 
problem. 

Cost/Impaat Anatysis 

In thls formulation it Is assumed that the demand (Q), the price (p), and the unit 
costs of manufactures (e ) and transhipment (e.) are all known quantlties for the che
mlcal of Interest. Thu~ for each mode, I, thb gross profits (R9) whlch accrue to the 
company, assumlng no accidents in the time Interval , T, will be ~iven by 

If a single spill of slze x occurs In the time T then the gross profits will decrease 
on two counts: first, at least part of the shlpment will be lost; second, damage caus
ed by the spill may have to be repald. Thus the gross profits could be rewrltten as 

Here O. (x) could be a random variable; under different geographlcal and weather condi
tions,l for example, the same slze spill could cause different amounts of damage. For 
simpllclty, however, we will assume It to be a deterministlc functlon of x. 
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If several accidents occur the penalties assoclated with them will be additive since 
it will be assumed that they will be sufficiently infrequent as to have no interde
pendent effects. 

Thus, 

where x is the n-dimensional vector of spill sizes (x j ). 

In addition to these effects on company profits, a spill could have deleterious eff
ects on people, property and/or the blophysical environment in whlch it occurs. For 
the moment simply assume that these effects can be quantified In some appropriate 
unlts and represented by the two dimensional vectors ~ = (~I '~2)' where each~. is a 
random variable with a density functlon dependent on the spill size x. The effect, 
y, refers specifically to injurles suffered by the external environment. Any monetary 
costs paid by the company as a penalty for these injuries is included in Dj (x). The 
accident, however, can be damaglng to the company In other ways, its pubi ic image, for 
example. Thus for a particular declslon maker wlthln the company the cost/lmpact 
value (the dlsutll Ity) U(x), of an accldent of slze x will depend In general on two 
factors: the effect on the company's profits and the external effects. This could be 
wrl tten as: 

U(x) = h(R,y) = h(R(x) ,y(x» 

If more than one accident occurs in the time T, it will be assumed that the associated 
cost/impact value U(x) can be written as 

n 
U (x) • U ( 1: 

j .1 
x. ) 

J 

Thls impl ies that the decislon maker looks at the simple sum of all potentiallosses 
over the per iod T when he evaluates his alternatives. The expected cost/impact value, 
ECIV i • can then be written as 

-fiT m (fiT)n 
ECIV I = e Uo + 1: -n-!- e 

n=l 

-f.T 
I U 

n 

where Uo is the cost/impact value assoclated wlth no spill and 

where U = n 

n 
fm ... fm dx ... dx g(x l ) ... g(xn)U (1: Xj) 
o 0 n j=l 

Assessment of Cost/Impact Va~ues - An Examp~e 

Conser the case where an executive of a small chemical company is faced wlth trans
porting 3000 tons of liquid ammonla weekly to adestination 850 miles away. The an
tlclpated operation llfetime is 20 years. For simpl iclty we assume that the trans
port tonnage and prlce remaln constant throughout the 20 years (variations in cost 
can be easlly integrated into the decislon methodology but are not treated in this 
example). The decision maker's cost structure is assumed to be as follows:-

Cost of manufacture of liquid ammonia: 
Transportation distance by barge. rai 1 or p,lpel ine: 
Sale price: 
Cost of transport by barge: 
Cost of transport by rall: 
Cost of transport by pipeline: 
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To evaluate the total expected impact value of a hazardous chemlcal spill, one must 
first know the range of possible effects. Methogs of evaluatlng quantitatively the 
extent of hazard are provided by Rajuand Kalelkar. In the problem at hand these 
effects were found to fall within three broad categories: monetary loss due to pro
perty damage and lost shipment, environmental damage, and human exposures. A study7 
of the means by which the ammonia could be hazardous (fire in confinement, poisonous 
vapor cloud, and so on) and an approximate evaluation of the possible consequences 
of arelease provided data from which upper and lower bounds could be determined for 
the Impact magnitudes In each category. Hence appropriate bounds for the assessment 
of the impact value of a spill were chosen as folIows: 

I. Monetary lass: $0 - LI ,000,000 

2. Environment: No effect - death of all plants and animals 
over a I mile stretch of waterway or 100 acres 
of land 

3. People: 0 - 30 exposures 

Having placed upper and lower bounds on the posslble consequences, we proceed to de
termine the chosen decislon maker's utility or impact value for Intermediate values. 
Thls function indicates the decision maker.'s behaviour in the face of uncertain conse
quences, that is, his attitude toward risk. This attitude can be of three general 
classes: risk aversion, rlsk neutral Ity, and risk proneness. Figure 2 shows these 
three ca ses graphically by plotting the utility function (in arbitrary units) against 
the range of consequences dlscussed above for each class of impact. 

One way to Interpret these behaviours folIows: A risk-averse person is will ing to take 
a relatively large 1055 for certain in order to avoid the chance (rlsk) of an even 
larger one. For example, a rlsk-averse person would be willing tp pay more than $1000 
to avoid a 10% chance of losing $10,000. A risk-neutral person would simply look at 
expected loss and would be will Ing to pay exactly that amount (and no more) to avoid an 
uncertain 1055. A risk-prone person would take the chance of losing the $10,000 to 
avoid the certain $1000 payment, because there 15 some chance that he will not have to 
pay anything. 

One assesses such a curve by asklng the decision maker questions that lead him to find 
out at what certain value of a glven consequence he would not be able to declde between 
it and aSO/50 gamble between the best and the worst consequence. That is, for all 
lesser certain impacts he would take the certaln impact and for all greater certain im
pacts he would take the chance on the lottery. Such an impact would be called the 
certainty egulvalent of the gamble lottery. 

The first category assessed was monetary 1055. In order to make reasonable Judgements 
here, the financial assets of the company have to be taken into account. In this ass
essment we chose the maximum potential profitability of the ammonia operation with no 
accldents as the best consequence and baokruptcy of the company as the worst. This 
range includes all of the financial positions that the company could find Itself in 
with or without accldents. The maximum yearly expected profits for this operation 
were calculated as $11 million per year. The decision maker's util Ity function was 
assessed by asklng the followlng question: if you had to decide between to choices, 
one of which would give you $10 mlll ion for certain and another which would give you 
aSO/50 chance at $11 million versus zero? Most likely the decision maker would 
choose the $10 mill ion for certain rather than risking the 1055 of that $10 mlll ion 
in the gamble. What If the choice were between $10,000 for certaln and the same gam
ble (i .e. $11 million versus $0 at 50/50 odds). In thls case he would probably choose 
the gamble. Thus we know that the gamble Is worth more than $10,000 and less than $10 
million to the declsion maker. By asklng the same question wlth Intermediate values 
one can eventually come to a point where the decislon maker 15 Indifferent between a 
certai~ payoff of "x" and the 50/50 gamble between $0 and $11 mlll ion. 
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Beneficial Consequences 

o worst 

risk 
averse 

rlsk 
neutra 1 

0"'------_____ _ 
worst 

o 
worst 

best 

best 

r Isk 
prone 

Adverse Consequences 

o best 

o best 

best 

Figure 2: Risk Preference Types 
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In the example assessment done for this study the decision maker settled on $1.5 mill
ion as his certainty equivalent for the gamble. Since the expected value for the 
gamble 15 $5.5 million the declslon maker was seen to be quite rlsk averse In this 
choice. 

The construction of the declsion maker's "utility function" for money can be begun 
by arbitrarily asslgnlng a value of +1 to $11 million and 0 to $0, I.e., 

U($ll) • 

U (0) 0 

and letting the value of a lottery be glven by weighting the value of Its consequences 
by their probabllitles. (See Figure 2). 

Certalnty 

$1.5 mlll ion 

U(1.5) = 1 

~$II 
Prob In $0, 

mi 11 ion, U ,( 11) = I 

U (0) = 0 

Thus In the case at hand, the value of the utillty function at 1.5 can be computed as 
follows 

U(1.5) = 1/2 U(I1) + 1/2 U(O) = 1/2 

A simple curve drawn through the 3 known points of the function U(y) show the decision 
maker to be rlsk averse. (Flgure 3). 

u(y 

1.0 

0.5 

Figure 3 

One then determlnes more points on the curve by assessing the declslon makers certain
ty equivalents for lotteries uslng the newly determlned point (1.5,0.5). That 15: 

~
/2 1.5 

? ++ 

1/2 0 s:/Z 11 

1 ++ 

1/2 1.5 

where ++ means "is valued the same as the gamble ___ " 

When asked above his preferences for the SO/50 lottery between $1.5 and 11 mill ion 
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Figure 4: Results of Assessments of Utility Functions 
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the declsion maker said he would "play the odds" i .e., was risk neutral. When deal
ing wlth the lower interval between $1.5 million and bankruptcy, however, the decision 
maker's certalnty equlvalent was $1.0; i .e., as can be seen in Figure 4a, he became 
risk prone in this region. Why dld this occur? As the declsion maker explained, 
the $1.5 mill ion would be the point at whlch the value of the company's stock would 
be worth it to hlm to take the rlsk of bankruptcy In order to have the possibllity of 
normal profits and continuing stockholder support. If however expected profits (ie, 
certaln profits) were hlgher than $1.5 mill Ion, stockholders were getting a greater 
value for their stock than the plant's worth and therefore he was not will ing to 'risk 
bankruptcy to get even higher profitabil ity. When the choice was between the $1.5 
million and any higher profits then the declslon maker would simply play the odds. 

The area of environmental impact has generally been more difficult to assess than 
money. The approach taken here was to genera te first a list of categories of In~ 
creasingly severe impacts (see Table 1). The more extensive the 1 ist, the better and 
easler it will be to use. One then asks the decislon maker to look at the table to 
decide if the I ist is monotonlcally Increasing in severity according to his judgement. 
In addition, If he wishes to subdivlde the list even further, that Is also allowed. 
The 1 Ist and numberlng are then adjusted accordingly. At this point the decision 
maker Is asked to find the point on the 1 ist such that all categorles above this point 
would be preferred to a 50/50 lottery between no effect and the worst effect, death 
to all plants and animals over a 100 acre land area or I mi le of waterway. In thls 
assessment the decislon maker chose a point between 6 and 7 as the certainty equiva
lento Proc'eeding as before, the points in Figure 4b were determined. 

Note that a simple smooth curve cannot be drawn through the points', If there is a con
stant interval between categorles as there is between exposures (a single exposure) 
and property damage (a dollar). We have solved thls "problem" by drawing a straight 
line between land 12 and graphing the categories on the horizontal axis using the 
poInts generated in the assessment. Thls procedure ylelds a measure of the separa
tions between categories. For example, one sees that there are large gaps between 
5 and 6, 6 and 7 and 11 and 12 and small ones between 7, 8, 9 and 10. Upon examining 
the I ist of categories these results are seen to be quite reasonable. This decision 
maker cared a great deal more about animal death than plant deaths or injuries. The 
importantance,of having a large number of categories wlth somewhat "even" intervals is 
also quite apparent. 

The final assessment involved human exposures to ammonia released In a potential acci
dent. In this particular assessment the decision maker stated that he feit quite un
comfortable wlth findlng a certalnty equlvalent for the lottery of 30 exposures or 0 
exposures wlth 50/50 odds, because he had never been in a position where he had to 
choose between some number of people exposed for certain and a gamble Involving uncer
tainties. All his choices i r.lvol ved 'uncertaln situations. As wIll be dlscussed in 
the conclusions section this Is a weak point in the methodology which needs to be im
proved. 

The declslon maker In thls example then sald that if he had to choose he would "p lay 
the odds" i.e., be risk neutral toward this category of effect. Thus his utility or 
In this case impact value for human exposures would be the linear function graphed in 
Figure 4d. 

Once the assessment of individual Impacts has been made, the decision maker 15 asked 
to thlnk about the three categorles at on ce In order to determlne relative importances 
and trade-offs between them. In general, thl~ would ve a very difficult task but 
under certaln often val id clrcumstances Keeney has shown how the numbers,can be 
arrived at in a relatively simple assessment. The requisites for these results are 
that the different categories of Impact (peop'e, profits, and environment) be util ity 
independent in the decislon maker's view. Thls means that util ity or Impact value 
curves assessed previously would not be any different if impacts In other areas 
were dIfferent. For example, if the Impact value for exposures were assessed knowing 
that there would be no envlronmental effect and then again under the assumption of 
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TABLE I 

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS FROM HAZARDOUS 
CHEMICAL SPILLS 

I. No effect 

2. Residual surface accumlatlon of harmless material such as sugar or grain 

3. Aesthetic pollution (odor-vapors) 

4. Residual surface accumulation of removable material such as oll (requlres 
more costly measures of abatement) 

5. Persistent leaf damage (spottlng, dlscoloratlon) but foliage remains edible 
for wlldl ife 

6. Persistent lead damage (loss of folla,ge) but new growth in followlng year 

7. Foliage remalns poisonous to anlmals (indirect cause of some deaths upon 
ingestion) 

8. Animals become more susceptiable to preditors because of direct exposure 
to chemicals and a resultlng physlcal debilitation 

9. Death to most smaller anlmals (consumers) 

10. Short term (one season) loss of producers (foliage) with migration of 
speclflc consumers (those who eat the speclfic producer). Eventual 
reforestation. Death to small anlmals. 

11. Death to producer (vegetation) and migration of consumer (animals). 
Death to small anlmals. 

12. Death to consumers and producers. 
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death to all plants and animals in the spill area, the results would be the same. 
Whlle In some ca ses thls is nDt true, it was true for the decislon maker In thls 
one. Hence Keeney's method and general results apply. 

The assessment is done by examlnlng a situation in which one had the best possible 
consequence on people, profits or the environment, and the worst consequence In the 
other two and comparlng that wlth a gamble between the best consequence in all three 
areas and the worst in all three; that Is 

A: (no exposures, bankruptcy, no environmental effect) for certain 
versus 

~
(no exposures, $11 mill ion 

___ c:==~p~~::::========:=~~~~~~~proflts, no environmental effect) 
B~ 

I·p (30 exposures, bankruptcy, death 
to all consumers and producers 

where p is the probability of the best consequence. 

The object now is to determlne at what probability p* the decision maker becomes In
different between the two, that Is, at p < p* he would take the certaln outcome A and 
at p > p* he would take the gamble B. 

Keeney has shown that, using the results of assessments of this type, one can.compute 
the total utillty (impact value) function as a function of the three (or in general 
n) variables, which takes on the followlng simple form: 

U(x,y,z) • a l Ux(x) + a2Uy(y) + a3Uz (Z) + bI2Ux (x)Uy(y) 

+ bl3U (x)U (z) + b23U (y)U (z) + c23U (x)U (y)U (z) 
x z y z x y z 

where the coefficients a., b l ., and c" k are determined completely by the numbers p~ 
found in the above asses~ment! and wh~~e the UI (.) are the simple one-dimenslonal I 

cost/impact functlons in Figure 4. 

When making these assessments the decislon maker made it clear that exposures were the 
most important category and environment mattered not at all relative to exposures and 
profits. The functlon assessed turned out to be 

U(x,y,z) = 0.9999U (x) + O.OOOIU (y) 
x y 

where x is the number of exposures and y is profits. 

All cross product and envlronmental terms dropped out of the function. The coeffi
clents in the above equatlon are related to the trade-off· assessed between exposures 
and profits, In whlch the declslon maker sald that in the choice between a certain 30 
exposures wlth $11 mlll ion profits and a gamble wlth probability p* of no exposures 
and $11 mlll ion profits and probability I-p* of 30 exposures and bankruptcy, he would 
take the gamble as long as there was I chance In 10,000 that the 30 exposures could 
be avolded, even if that meant a near certalnty of bankruptcy. 

Modal Analysis 

Now that we have a cost/lmpact function for the three attributes we can look at the 
frequencles and distributions of accldents and the resultlng consequences and compute 
an expected cost/impact value for each mode. These will then serve as a basis on 
which to compare the overall deslrabllity of each mode. 

Reviewlng Figures 4a and 4b we may wrlte the utility functions Ux and Uy as 
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Ux(x) • I - x/30 • I - 0.03333x, 0 S x S 30 

U (y) = 1/2 + (y - 3/2)/19 = 0.42105 + 0.05263y 1.5 ~ Y ~ II 
Y 

Since In all the followlng calculatlons both x and y are found In these ranges, the 
other portions of the curves will not be needed. 

For the problem at hand It has been determlned that accldents occur as (0,1) events; 
that is, elther'an accldent results in no spill or a complete spill. Thus we can 
conslder the frequency of spills to be the frequency of accidents tlmes the fraction 
of accldents In whlch there is a spill. In addltionOthe denslty of spill slzes Is 
simply the delta functlon* ö(a - aO)' That Is, ao is the only posslble spill size 
for mode i. In each of the followlng cases an estlmate of the expected value of the 
distribution of exposures and monetary loss due to a spill has been made. Since the 
functlons U and U are linear over the entlre range of these distributions, only the 
meanlng theXdlstrl~utlon Is needed to determlne the expected utility. Thls is be
cause for any denslty fex) It Is true that 

l~~ fex) [mx - c]dx = m~ - c 

where x is the mean of the dIstribution. Thus in the case of utility functlons which 
are rlsk neutralover the range of interest, the exact form of the denslties is not 
needed, only the mean. 

Pipeline AnalYBiB 

The parameters assumed for the pipeline In thls example are as foliows: 

Transportation cost: $7/ton 
Maximum profIt: $10.950 mlll ion** 
Spill slze: 80,000 gallons (220 tons) 
Frequency of spill: I every 4.3 vears 
Mean number of exposures: 5 (rural) 
Mean monetary loss: $10,000 (damage) + $33,000 (value of ammonia 

at $150/ton) = $43,000 (per accldent) 
Envl ronmenta I : type JO consequence over 15 acres 

The pipel ine is considered to be located entirely within rural areas. Since the fre
quency of spill Is not very low we will compute the cost/impact value for I, 2, and 3 
accldents In a one year per iod. 

One Accident 

In thls case x, the average number of exposures, ls 5 and the average profits, y, is 
$10,907 mill ion. Thus the cost/lmpact value, CIV, for a single accldent Is 

*A delta functlon has the property of belng 0 at every point other than at 0 where it 
is Infinite. In addition 

a La ö(x)f(x)dx • f(O) a > 0 

It can be2derived from the log normal distribution with parameters aO and 0 2 by 
letting 0 .... O. 

**Manufacturing cost is $70/ton. Thus profit per ton is $150 - 70 -7 = $73. Yearly 
tonnage Is 150,000; thus profit Is $10.95 mlilion/year. 
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Two Aaaidents 

CIV 1 = 0.9999 Ux(x) + 0.0001 Uy (Y) 

= 0.9999 (1 - 0.0333 x 5) + 0.0001 (0.42105 + 0.05263 x 10.907) 

CIV I = 0.83335 

In this case it can be shown that x = 10 and average profits y = 10.864. Thus 

CIV2 = 0.66670 

Three Aaaidents 

Here x = 15, Y = 10.821 

Therefore, 

CIV3 = 0.50005 

The frequency of pIpeline accidents Is 1/4.3 = 0.23 per year. The probabil ity of 
o - 3 accidents In a year is given by 

p(o) • exp (-0.23) = 0.7925 

P (I) = 0.23 exp (-0.23) - 0.1843 

P (2) = 1/2 (0.23)2 exp (-0.23) : 0.0214 

P (3) = 1/6 (0.23)3 exp (-0.23) = 0.0017 

P (4+) < 0.0001 

The expected cost/impact value ECIV for pipeline is thus given by 

ECIV (pipeline) 

Bax>ge Analysis 

p(o) x 1* + P(I) x CIV I + P(2) x CIV2 + p(3) x CIV3 

: 0.96120 

The barge is assumed to spend approxlmately 15% of Its tIme in urban waterways and 
85% in rural areas. The parameters assoclated wlth barges are assumed to be: 

Transportation costs: $9/ton 
Maximum profIt: $10.650 mlll ion 
Spill size: 3000 tons 
Frequency of spill: I every 560 years 
Mean number of exposures: 15 (urban); 
Mean monetary loss: $700,000 (urban); 
Environmental: Type I lover I mile of 

5 (rural) 
$475,000 (rural) 

waterway 

Because barge spills are so Infrequent we need only compute the result for a single 
spill. We will do thls for urban and rural separately and then comblne them accord
ing to the relative probabIlIty of finding the barge In the respectlve locatlons. 

* Zero accidents has a cost/lmpact value of 1.0 slnce there wIll be no exposures and 
maximum prof I t. 
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Urban 

In thls case x = 15, Y = 9.950 

Thus, CIVurb = 0.9999 (I - 0.0333 x 15) + 0.0001 (0.42105 + 0.05263 x 9.95) 

= 0.50004 

Rural-

Here x = 5, y = 10.175 

CIV rur = 0.9999 (I - 0.0333 x 5) + 0.0001 (0.42105 + 0.05263 x 10.175) 

= 0.83335 

Averaging these over the entlre Journey glves 

CIV = (0.15) (0.50004) + (0.85)(0.83335) 

= 0.78335 

The frequency of barge spills Is glven by 1/560 = 0.0018. 

Thus 

pro) = exp (-.0018) = 0.99822 

p(!) •• 0018 exp (-.0018) = 0.00178 

P(2+) < 0.000002 

The expected cost/lmpact value of the barge mode is therefore 

RaU Anal-ysis 

ECIV(barge) • prO) x I + P(I) xCIV 

= 0.99961 

In the analysis of the rail mode, 
as 0.19 and for rural areas 0.81. 

the fractlon of time spent in urban areas Is taken 
The parameters are.assumed to be: 

Transportation cost: $15/ton 
Maximum profit: $9.75 million 
Spill slze: 30,000 gallons (82.5 tons) 
Frequency of spill: I every 15 years 
Mean number of exposures: 5 (urban), 1.5 (rural) 
Mean monetary loss: $22,000 (urban or rural) 
Environmentai: type 10 

In this case accidents can occur In both urban and rural areas and the frequency is 
high enough that two accldents could conceivably occur in one year. Thus the follow
Ing posslbll Itles will be consldered 

Urban - I accident 

x = 5, Y = 9.728 

CIVU,1 = 0.83334 
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Urban - 2 accidents 

x = 10, Y • 9.706 

CIVU,2 = 0.66670 

Rural - I accldent 

x = 1.5, Y = 9.728 

CIVR,I = 0.95000 

Rural - 2 accidents 

x = 3.0, Y = 9.706 

CIVR,2 = 0.90000 

Urban and Rural Accldents 

Here x = (0.19)(5) + (0.81)(1.5) = 2.165 

y = 9.706 

CIVR,u = 0.92783 

The frequency of accidents is 1/15 0.067 per year. Thus 

p(o) " 0.93551 

p(1 urban) = (0.19) (.06]) (.93551) = 0.01185 

P(I rural) (0.81) (.067) (.93551) = 0.05052 

P(2 urban) = (0.19)2 (.0~])2 (.93551) 0.00008 

P(2 rural) = (0.81)2 (.06])2 (.93551) = 0.00136 
2 

P(urban + rural) = (.19)2(.81) (.0~7)2 (.93551) = 0.00032 

P (3+) < 0.0004 

Expected cost /impact value 

ECIV (rail) = 0.99495 

Rankings 

Now that expected cost/lmpact parameters have been computed for each mode, they can 
be ranked. (See Table 2). 

The last column measures the dlfference In expected cost/impact value from the risk-
free value of 1.00000. It Indlcates that rall Is an order of magnitude more risky 
(to the DM) than barge, whlle pipeline Is two orders of magnitude greater. The re
currence Intervals follow approxlmately the same pattern. The cost/lmpact value for 
a single accident indicates that barge Is rlskler. Thls 15 because It carries the 
largest single shipments. However, the great dlfference in recurrence intervals 
more than makes up for the Increa5ed rlsk caused by greater shlpment size. In the 
ca5e of the decision maker utlllsed for the example problem, barge would be his opti-
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mum cholce of transport. 

TABLE 2: RANKING BV MODE 

CIV for Single 
Accldent Recurrence 

Rank Mode Urban Rural Interval ECIV .!..:.WY 
Barge .50004 .83335 560 yr .99961 .00039 

2 Ra 11 .83334 .95000 15 yr .99459 .00505 

3 Pipeline .83335 4.3 yr .96120 .03880 

DisCJussion 

The declsion analysis methodology presented here makes use of multi-dimensional uti
llty functions and can be a useful ald to adecision maker in chooslng his optimum 
strategy. It should be real ised that results presented in tbe ammonla example re
flect the vlew of one declslon maker and are subJect to change wlth different decl
slon makers. The maln purpose of the example was to demonstrate the availabil ity of 
a quantlfiable methodology for use In decislon maklng in the fleld of hazardous mat
erials transport. In the example presented, all cost and accident figures were ass
umed for Illustrative pruposes and should not be construed as being representatlve of 
elther the chemical or the transportation mode. 

In the process of developlng thls paper three major Issues surfaced whlch may limit 
the appllcabll Ity of this methodology In some situations. These Issues are as 
foliows: 

1. The utility assessment methodology itself suffers from a very real difficulty. 
the procedure for developlng adecision maker's preference or utility function 
employs a questlonlng technlque Involvlng certainty eguivalents to probable 
occurrences. Whereas this approach Is vlable for guaging profit conslderations 
and impact considerations Involvlng property and environment damages it is not 
reallstlc for human exposure impact evaluation. Thls is because decislon 
makers In business do not actually deal wlth situations Involvlng consequences 
where there will be a number of human exposures "for sure". Thus the Idea 
of certalnty·equivalent in thls context Is not sensible to them. This con
trasts with the money dimension where money for sure versus gambles in money 
are very real Indeed. A better assessment technlque Involvlng all probabil is
tlc tradeoffs rather than certalnty equlvalents is needed for ca6es where a 
"certaln" consequence is an unreal alternative on which to base adecision. 
This would be especially true If human deaths and Injurles were Involved. 

2. The more detailed information one has on transportation statlstlcs the more 
valid will be the optimum cholce. Accident and spill rates for specific 
chemlcals over different transportation routes and modes are not easlly avail
able. Several Federal Government agencles have started collecting accidentl 
spill data but the data base Is not always complete. Ideally, a probability 
distribution of spill slzes is needed to perform a rlgorous analysis. In the 
absence of such data one may resort to experlence in related fields, national 
average data, engineering judgements or just plain guesses. A large uncer
tainty In the data base will result in a final choice of questlonable validity. 

3. Flnally, In convertlng spill volumes (on land or water) Into extent of damage 
to people, propertyand the environment several simpl Ifying assumptions have 
to be made. Many of the problems associated with damage assessment are dls
cussed in referent 6 and 8. Once agaln, unless real Istic modeling of the 
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consequences of a spill is performed the end result may suffer as far as 
val Idlty of choice Is concerned. 

In concluslon, It Is stressed agaln that the purpose of thls paper is to present a 
quantitative methodology for optlmlzlng choice In the face of several options. The 
methodology does not address the quest Ion of whether a glven operation should be per
mitted In the first place. The applicatlon of the methodology to cholce of mode of 
transport in shlpment of hazardous chemlcals Is found to be relatlvely successful. 
The problems associated wlth the treatment of adverse human exposure needs further 
work In order to tighten the methodology and make It more appllcable to the trans
portation problem. 
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RAYMOND TREMOLIERES 

AUTOMATING DECISION MAKING FOR T88 DIA GNOSIS PROBLEM 

A ppobabilistia deaomposition 01 the diagnosis ppobZem is used to depive an optimal 
deaision model in the mediaal aontext. 
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9. Automatlng Oeclsion Making for the Oiagnosis Problem 
by Raymond Tremol ieres 

Introduction 

In this paper we report some results of research into the automation of the diagnosis 
problem. This ~roblem was investlgated as part of a research effort in computer-
alded diagnosis. Herein we give two2 formulatlons for the undercriterlon diagnosis 
problem; 

- the determlnlstlc diagnosis problem; 
- the probabllistlc diagnosis problem. 

In order to facilitate the understanding of the text, In the foreword we provlde an ex
planation of the diagnosis problem In medical terms. Although the words used are me
dlcal ones, the formalism has more general applicabil ity, and perhaps its usefulness 
In problems of medical declsion making will stlmulate Interest in applying it In other 
management areas. 

The Medical Problem 

For slmplicity, we conslder three dlseases, °1, °2, °3 , and we assume that these dt
seases can be detected by several tests or quest ions, for example, TI' T2, T3, T4· 
Each test glves several posslble answers, for example3 

TI = T+ 
I or T~ (+ for "yes", - for "no") 

T2 = T+ 
2 or T; 

T4 
+ 

T;; = T4 or 

The various comblnations generated from the results correspond to the disease semeio
logic profiles. Thus, we can establlsh a correspondence table between dlseases and 
the results of the tests. 

The diagnosis process consists of finding the subsets of tests that enable 
one to dlstlnguish the dlseases; these sub~ets are called fllterlng. They 
must fit, as close as posslble, the criteria fixed by the physiclan: costs, 
performing time, physical disagreement; that is, the so-called undercriterion 
diagnosis. 

The Logical ProHem 

The maln characterlstic of the loglcal problem is that the result of a test is ~ 
minlstic. In other words, If somebody has the disease °1, then this corresponds to 
a very speSifl;d s;t of answers. For example, without any doubt, the_ans~er ~ect2r 
must be (TI' T2, T~, T4) (see Table J) and if somebody else answers (TI' T2 , T3, T4), 
then he cannot have the disease °1. 

I. ~rk supported by O.G.R.S.T. convention 70 02 190. 

2. One is a little extension of the Mattei-Faure-Yacoub's Model (I). 

3. In what follows we suppose that there are only two answers for each test: 
yes (+) or no (-). However, if it is necessary, generalisation of more 
than two answers would not be dlfficult. 
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For simplicity we consider the following correspondence table between tests and di
seases (we write "1" for +, "0" for -). 

Oiseases 
Time Cost Questions 

2 9 o 

5 

3 

5 

Table.l: in c~se (T, 01), 0;'
question TI; In cas~ (TI' O2), 
to quest ion TI. 

o o 

o 

o 

" no to 
• + = yes 

We say that a subset of the test set (T , T , 
that the tests considered are discriminltln~: 
patient, if he has one of the three diseases, 
one of the others. 

T , T4) is a filtering set of tests, or 
31f they are sufficient to say that the 

has one well-determined disease and not 

For exampie: 

(TI' T2) are not discriminatlng because they are not sufficient to distinguish O2 from 
0)" 

but 

(TI' T3) and (T2 , T3) are dlscrimlnating. 

If same subset is fiitering, then obvlouslY any other subset that contalns 
it ls also a filterlng set. 

When a subset J is a filtering set and when there does not exist another 
filtering subset that is contalned In J, we say that J Is a basis filterlng 
subset. We call P* the set of all the basis flitering subsets of (TI' T2 , 
T3, \). 

The diagnosis problem conslsts of findlng all the basis fllterlng subsets, 
I .e., In deflning P*. 

The undercriterlon diagnosis problem consists in flnding In p* all or one 
of the filtering subsets that optlmlse a glven crlterlon. 

For example we get 

p* = {(TI' T3), (TI' T4), (T2 , T4)} 

and (I) If the maln crlterlon Is the cost, then we find that (T2 , T4) is the minimal 
cost basis flltering subset: I + 4 = 5 

(2) if the maln crlterlon is the time, then the solution Is (TI' T4): 2 + I = 3. 
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Method to So~ve the Logiaa~ Prob~em 

First of all we construct a special table called the "and" table. In this table we 
write for each couple of diseases the tests that enable us to distinguish the two ele
ments of the couple (see Table 2). After this we define the "and ordering" table 
when ordering the I ines of the "and" table by increasing the number of tests. Thus 
we get Table 3. Now we are going to show how it is possible to compute the filtering 
subsets bya method that we call the global drawing method. In this method we estab
lish a tree, where the strings of elements which link the tops to the roots are the 
desired filtering sets. The method is as foliows: 

First step: At level of the tree, we write the tests of I ine LI (see Table 3). 
The elements TI' T2 , put on thls first level, are called the ~ of the tree (see 
Figurei). 

Second step: At level 2, we write all the tests of line L2 under each element of 
level I as many times as there are elements at level I, but under the condition that 
we don't write the tests of L2 under an element of LI if this last element is also in 
L2 . Thus we write T , Th twö times (See Figure 2). As we link by an are the ele
ments of L2 to the elJment of LI under which they are wrltten. 

At any stop of the drawing of the tree, we call anode a hanging node if this node is 
not Iinked to anode sltuated on a hlgher level (down in the figure). 

Third step: Under each hanging node, we write on the next level all the elements of 
LJ , except If the strlng that links the hanging node to the first level contains an 
element that Is also In L3. 

For thls reason we don't write L3 here. 

Next steps: For Lh , L<;, L,;, ... , we proceed as for L2 , unt i I we have used all the 
I ines of the "and orderlng" l:able. 

In the last step the strings that link the terminal nodes to the roots give all the 
basic filterlng subsets (but sometimes other filtering subsets) (see Figure 2 and 
Table 4). Comparlson between the values of the filtering subsets obtained by the 
global drawlng method give the minimal cost or minimal time flltering subsets (see 
Table 4). 

The cost mlnimising filtering subset is (T2 , T3) and the time minimlsing filtering 
subset I s (T I' T 3) • 

A filtering subset that approximately minimises the cost and the time is (T2, T4) (see 
Table 4). 

Special methods for the undercriterion diagnosis, problem are given In Begon-Tremoli
eres (\). 

To distlngulsh we may use the tests 

r from °2 TI or T2 

~ 01 from °3 TI or T2 or T3 or T4 

02 from °3 T3 or T4 

Table 2: "and" table 
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To distinguish we may use the tests 

1" 
from °2 Tl or T2 LI 

~ 02 from °3 T3 or T4 L2 

01 from D3 Tl or T2 or T3 or T4 L3 

Table 3: "and orderlng" table 

Leve 1 1 . • . Tl· • • T 2 • • . 

Figure 

Level 

Level 2 

Figure 2 

No. Filtering subsets given by Time Cost the global drawlng method 

Tl T3 5 13 

2 Tl T4 3 * 14 

3 T2 T3 8 5* 

4 T2 T4 6 6 

Table 4 

The Probabitistia Probtem 

Herein we remove the hypothesis done previously: tbe result of a test 15 not deter
ministlc for a dlsease. Namely we just know, for example, that: 

among the people that have the dlsease °1, 0.1 percent usually answer 
yes to question Tl. 
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This leads us to establlsh the pro~abllity tabl~ between tests and diseases. In 
thls table, the element In case (T" 01) Is P(TI/O.) whlch ls the probability to 
say yes to quest Ion TI If the patient nas the d ~e~se O. (see Ta~le 5), the proba
bility to say "no" to the questions TI belng P{TI/OJ) =JI. - P(TI/OJ). 

Olseases 
Time Cost Answers 

01 O2 03 

2 9 T+ 
1 0.1 0.6 0.90 

5 I T+ 
2 0.95 0.0 0.0 

3 4 T+ 
3 

0.98 1.0 0.0 

I 5 T+ 
4 0.9 0.88 0.2 

"a pr I or I" proba bill t I es 0.6 0.1 0.3 

Table 5 

In what follows we glve a slmpllfled approach to the problem. 

We suppose given a scalar E > 0 sufficlently small. 

We say that a.subset S of (TI' T, T3, Tu) Is a probabillstlc flltering sub set If, 
for each 0., J=I,2,3, there exlsts a reaflzation of 5, that we write S:, such that 

J J 

P(O/Sj) ~ - E 

P (0 k/ S j) ::: E , V k " j 

Moreover, we say that 5j is characteristic for the disease 0j' 

We say that a set 5 is a basis robabillstlc filterln subset 1f (1) it Is 
a probabilistlc filterlng set and 2 there is no probabillsti~ filtering 
set strlctly contalned in S. 

The probabilistic diagnosis problem conslsts of finding all the basis 
probabll Istlc fllterlng subsets. We call p* the set of all these subsets. 

The undercriterion probabillstlc diagnosis problem consists In flnding in 
P* all or one of the probabll Istic filterlng subsets that optimlse a glven 
crlterlon. 

To know If a subset S', for example 

• (- + +) S = T l ,T2 ,T3 

Is a p-fllterlng subset (probabll Istlc fllterlng subset) we must compute 
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= 1 •••.• 3 

This can be done by using the Bayes' formulae: 

let S· bya subset of n elements (n ~ 2), and 

let S· = (~. ,T·) where~· is any subset of S· that contains n-l 

elements and T· is the remainlng element. 

Then the Bayes' formula Is 

P(O.lS·) 
J 

'" p(O./S·) x P(T·/O.) 
J J 

3 '" 
L P(Ok/S·) x P(T·/Ok) 

k .. l 

where s· contalns only one element, the formula Is 

p(O.) x p(S/S.) 
P (0/ S .) = -3:;------''------'-'-

L P(Ok) x P(S/Ok) 
k=l 

where P(Ok) is the "a priori" probabll ity of the dhease 0k (see last llne of Table 
5) • 

In Table 6 we give the condltional probabil ities of all the possible subsets of re
sults for Tl' T2, T3, 

It Is not difflcult to see that there are only two p-filtering subsets (with E = o. I), 
namely {Tl' :7' T~} and {Tl' T2 , T3, T4}. We give the different results for these 
two subsets In Ta~les 7 anä 8. 

Cond i t lona 1 Probabi 1 itis of 
Tl T2 T3 

°1 °2 °3 

+ + + 1. O. O. 

+ + - 1. O. O. 

+ - + 0.05 0.95 o. 

+ - - 0.0002 o. 0.9998 

- + + 1. o. o. 

- + - 1. o. O. 

- - + 0.40 0.60 O. * 
- - - 0.02 o. 0.98 

Table 7 
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Condltional Probabi I Ities of 
TI T2 T3 \ 01 O2 03 

+ + + + I. o. o. 

+ + + - I. o. o. 

+ + - + I. o. o. 

+ + - - I. o. o. 

+ - + + 0.05 0.95 o. 

+ - + - 0.04 0.96 o. 

+ - - + 0.001 o. 0.999 

+ - - - o. o. I. 

- + + + I. o. o. 

- + + - I. o. o. 

- + - + 1. o. O. 

- + - - I. O. O. 

- - + + 0.4 0.6 o. 

- - + - 0.35 0.65 o. 

- - - + 0.07 o. 0.93 

- - - - 0.002 o. 0.998 

Table 8 

In Table 7 we see that the vector (T~, T;, T;) (the I Ine with a *) is not sufflcient 
to know whether tbe p~tle~t h~s 01 or Q2. _ ~u~, a~ it is easy to check (In Table 8), 
the super-sets (TI' T2 , T1 , Tb) and (TI' T , T , T4) are not themselves sufficient. 
In thls case all t I1 pOSslbTe to say is that3the patient doesn't have the disease 
03. 

Moreover we can check {Tl' T2 , T3 } Is a basis p-filtering set. 
cost for thls set are re~pectiveTy 10 and 14. 

The time and the 

If necessary, all that has been done under the definitions given above could be modi
fled wlthout any dlfflculties when deflnlng p-exact fllterlng sets as folIows: 

we say that a set S of tests Is a p-exact fllterlng set If It 15 a p-filterlng set 
and If, for any realisation So bf S, there exlsts a disease 0 such that 

P{O/SO) ~ I - E , 

p{O'/SO) ~ ,~O' ~ o. 
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Obviously {TI' T2 , T3} Is not a p-exact filterlng set, nor {TI' T2 , T3 , TIj} In 
thls case we can say that the dtagnosls table ts Incompletei complete lf tne set of 
all tests Is a p-exact fllterlng set. 

As done In Mattel-Faure-Yacoub (I) we may use the entropy 

3 
H (0 ; S) = E 

j =1 
P (0 ./S) log _.;..1_ 

J P (0 '/S) 
J 

and say that a subset S Is a p-fllterlng subset If It is a p-fllterlng subset as de
fined above, and If the Information quantlty glven by any super-set of S Is negllgible 
for example, wlth S a {TI' T2, T3} , this means that 

IH(O ; TI' T2 , T3) - H(O TI' T2 , T3, T4)1 ~ E' 

(E' chosen sufflclently small). 

Comments 

An important case Is when a test T ts not used to determine a speclflc dlsease D. 

In the loglcal model, we may consider that the disease D has two dlstinct forms, D(I) 
and D(2)' correspondlng to T = land T = O. The method can be modlfled to thls ca se 
without any dlfflculty. 

In the, probabllistlc model It Is sufficient to deflne P(T/D) ·0.5. 

App Uaations 

The logical formulation has been used to solve several diagnosis problems (see Begon
Tremolieres-Sultan (I), and Begon-Tremolleres-Sultan-Gouault (I». Posslble applica
tlons other than In the medlcal area Include: 

test of electrical networks 

chemlcal tests 

credit scorlng 

evaluation of advertising campaigns. 
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D. WARNER NORTH 
FRED L. OFFENSEND 
CHARLES N. SMART 

PLANNING WILDFIRE PROTECTION FOR THE SANTA MONICA MOUNTAINS: 
AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES 

Thie papel' demonet1'atee hCM forma~ quantitative methode aan be ueed in p~nning fi1'e 
proteation po~iay fo1' a partiau~ar geog1'aphiaaZ area. AR an exampZe. it preeente 
an eaonomia ana~yeie of three wi~~and fi1'e p1'oteation poZiaiee fo1' the Santa Moniaa 
Mountaine. no1'thweet of Loe Ange~ee. The aUe1'nativee are augmented programe of 
(1) fi1'e prevention and initia~ attaak; (2) fueZ break eyeteme; and (;5) fi1'e-reeie-
tanae roofe and b1'Ueh a~earanae around hornee. Quantitative mode~e are deve~oped to 
determine the varioue fi1'e-reZated aoete and Zoeeee that wouZd be inaur1'ed under eaah 
poUay. It ie ehown that the moet att1'aative alternative j'rcml the etandpoint of min-
imieing totaZ expeated aoet p~ue Zoee to eooiety ie the irrrpZementation of fi1'e 1'eeie
tant roofe and b1'Ueh aZearanae around hornee. Eaonomia inaentivee are euggeeted fo1' 
aaZ'Z'ying out euah a poZiay. 
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10. Plannlng Wlldflre Protectlon for the 
Santa Monlca Mountalns: An Economlc 
AnalysIs of AlternatIves 
by D. Warner North, Fred L. Offensend, Charles N. Smart 

Int:Poduction 

What 15 the best way to protect a large area agalnst flre over aperIod of many years? 
Posslble answers to thls quest Ion qulckly translate Into speciflc Issues that must be 
settled by local government and flre agency offlclals: What slze budget should be 
glven to the flre agency? What types of bulldlng codes, ordlnances, and zonlng re~ 
strlctlons should be Imposed on the cltlzens? Declslons of thls order are generally 
made by offlclals on the basIs of experlence, IntuItIon, and precedent. 

Flre protectlon agencles must compete for scarce tax dollars and are Increasingly faced 
with demands to justlfy expenses and demonstrate cost~effectiveness of agency programs. 
Soclal unrest and envlronmental concerns sometlmes cloud the complex technlcal issues 
involved In modern flre protectlon. Special pressure groups employ artlculate spokes
men and lobby1sts to protect thelr Interests, whlle cltlzens are becomlng progressively 
more skeptical of the expertIse of local offlclals. As a result, cltlzens, fire offi
cials, and local governments all tend to be dissatisfied with the way In which fire 
protectlon pollcy 15 establlshed. 

The need for comprehenslve strateglc plannlng has never been more evident, but formal 
quantitative planning has not yet become a common method for generating flre protection 
pollcy. In order to choose a pollcy that meets the needs of a partlcular geographical 
area, a common basis must be establlshed for use In evaluatlng alternative policles. 
An obvious approach 15 to use economlcs. The best policy for flre protectlon should 
be the one that minimIses the overall total of the cost of carrylng out the program 
plus the 105ses due to flre. The Idea of using economlcs as a basis for plannlng pol
lcy 15 not a new one; It was proposed as early as sixty years ago. I ,2,3. The main 
obstacle to puttlng thls economlc prlnclple of mlnlmislng cost plus 1055 into practice 
has been the difficulty of measurlng the costs and losses. However, thls dlfficulty 
can be overcome, as we shall Illustrate in thls paper. We shall descrlbe an economlc 
analysis of alternative wildland flre protectlon pollcies for the Santa Monlca Moun
tains.* The analysis has provlded a useful framework for flre protectlon planning in 
that area. We belleve that the same approach could be equally useful In many other 
aspects of fire protection pollcy plannlng. 

Wildfire in the Santa Monwa Mountains 

The Santa Monlca Mountalns northwest of Los Angeles face one of the most serious wild
fire threats of any area In the world. Weather, vegetation, and the large population 
In the area all comblne to make the occurrence of large wildfires an inevltable pheno
menon. Hot, dry winds called Santa Anas are common durlng several months of the year. 
Desslcated by several days of Santa Ana winds, the native brush and grass present a 
nearly unbroken carpet of tlnder~dry fuel. A thoughtless recreatlon-seeker, an ar
sonist, or a curious chlld wlth matches can cause the spark that Ignltes a disaster. 
Driven by Santa Anas, which sometlmes gust to speeds of 80 mlles per hour, a fire can 
quickly reach a size and intenslty that 15 vlrtually Impossible to control. Despite 
the best efforts of flremen and modern flre-flghtlng technology, severe fires burning 

*. The analysis and concluslons presented In thls paper are based on a study per
formed by the authors for the U.S. Forest Service. For statlstlcal purposes, 
the study concentrated on the Los Angeles County and City portIon of the Santa 
Monlca Mountains. Thls area covers 150,000 acres and does not Include any 
land In Ventura Country. The results of the study are documented In SRI Re
port No. MSU-2275 entltled, "DecIsIons Analysis of Flre Protectlon Strategy 
for the Santa Monlca Mountalns: An Initial Assessment", June 1973. 4 
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under Santa Ana conditions usually burn until the wind dies or the fuel is exhausted. 
Often the flre stops only when it reaches the Pacific Ocean. 

If the Santa Monica Mountains were an isolated wilderness area, the problem of wild
fire mlght be of relatlvely minor concern. However, this Is not the case. With 
Its ocean and mountaln vlews, the area provides a highly desirable residentlai sett
Ing for Los Angeles City and County. The area has approxlmately 100,000 residents 
and 30,000 hornes, many of whlch are worth more than $100,000. Fires that escape in
Itial attack often burn thousands of acres and destroy hundreds of hornes. The Wright 
flre of 1970 swept a distance of 8 mlles to the Pacific Ocean in a matter of 6 hours. 
The Bel Air fire of 1961 destroyed nearly five hundred hornes ~n one of the most ele
gant suburban areas of Los Angeles. 

Future fires in the Santa Monica Mountalns threaten the destructlon of mlilions of 
dollars worth of property. Thls threat is a serlous concern for residents, property 
owners, fire protectlon agencles, and the Insurance Industry. A number of propos~ls 
have been made to Improve fire protection In the Santa Monlca Mountalns, ranging frorn 
greater emphasis on fire preventlon activities to the fireprooflng of structures. 
We shall descrlbe below howa comprehensive evaluation of these proposals can be carr
led out. 

An OutLine of the Approah 

To develop and economic framework for planning fire protection pol icies for the Santa 
Monlca Mountalns, we begin by Identlfylng prornlslng alternatives to the present sys
tem of flre protectlon. We then assess the costs and losses for the present system 
and for each of the alternatives. 

We use average annual values to characterlse the varlous elements of cost plus loss. 
Historlcal records show that fires In the Santa Monlca Mountalns tend to occur Inter
mittently, wlth several years sometlmes elapsing between major flres. Operating ex
penses for flre suppression activlties, however, normally accrue on an annual basis. 
Therefore, all elements of cost plus 1055 are assessed on an average annual basis. 
In addition, all cost and loss elements are converted into monetary terms so that all 
fire protectlon alternatives can be evaluated on a cornmon scale. 

EvaLuating ALternatives for Improved Fire Proteation 

Ther.e are three basic approaches to reducing the losses caused by fire: 

1. Limit the number of flres that occur. 

2. Glven that a flre occurs, 1 imit Its extent. 

3. Given a fire of speclfied extent, limit the damage it causes. 

Any cornprehenslve approach to plannlng flre protection must Include all three approa
ches, but proposed changes In pollcy can often be placed in one of these three ca te-
gories. In the Santa Monlca Mountalns, the followlng policies were proposed as poss-
ible alternatives to the present protectlon system: 

1. Limit the number of flres reachlng signlficant slze by establlshlng 
better programs for preventlon and Initial attack. 

2. Limit the extent of large flres by lmplementlng an extensive fuel 
break system as an ald to suppression efforts. 

3. Reduce damage by making homes and structures more fire-resistant. 
Thls mlght be achleved by installation of flre-resistant roofs and/or 
clearing nearby brush. 
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To evaluate properly whether any of these alternatives would be preferable to the 
present system, It is necessary first to calculate the expected annual cost plus 
1055 for the present system. Certaln elements of cost plus 1055, such as the pre
sent 1055 due to housing destructlon, are based prlmarily on the hlstorical statis
tlcs on flre destructlon in the area. Other elements require more judgemental in
puts from experts famillar wlth the Santa Monica flre problem. By summlng the ele
ments, an overall figure for the cost plus 1055 of the present system can be obtain
ed. Thls result then provldes the startlng point for the evaluation and comparison 
of alternative flre protectlon pol icles. 

The Present System of Fire Proteation 

Flre records show that durlng the period from 1953 to 1970 there were 21 flres of 
over 100 acres each In the Santa Monlca Mountalns.* (Records are incomplete for 
the years prior to 1953.) Collectlvely, these flres burned an average of almost 
6,000 acres per year. They destroyed a total of 831 homes, or 46 homes per year 
on the average. Durlng thls same period, the number of homes In the area averaged 
23,000. Extrapolatlng thls rate to the 30,000 homes presently in the area, the av
erage burn rate is presently estlmated at 60 houses per year. 

Elements of Cost and Loss 

To provlde a basis for comparing the varlous protection alternatives, we must deter
mine the total cost plus 1055 of the present system of fire protectlon. The total 
cost plus 1055 15 subdlvlded Into the followlng slx categories: housing-related 
losses; watershed damage; 1055 of llfe; dlsruption of publlc services and damages to 
aesthetlcs, wild! Ife, and recreatlon; brush fire-fighting costs; and program Imple
mentatlon costs. 

a. Housing Related Losses 

Housing values In the Santa Monlca Mountains range from $20,000 to more than $200,000 
per home. According to real estate agents and tax officials, the average house is 
worth $65,000. Of thls amount, $25,000 15 for land. Subtracting the value of the 
land and addlng $10,000 for the value of insured contents gives and average insured 
value of $50,000 per house for the structure and contents. The average burn rate 
of 60 houses per year therefore results In an average Insured houslng 1055 of $3 mill
ion per year. 

Uninsured Losses: In addition to Insured losses, homeowners face a number of other 
los ses that are not covered by insurance. Some of these are tanglble and others are 
Intanglble, (such as the psychologlcal trauma of flre), but they must all be consid
ered in any comprehenslve evaluation of fire protectlon policy. As an approximation, 
we assume that the average homeowner faces a potential unlnsured 1055 of $10,000. 
That is, he would forego a potential payment of $10,000 to avold the unlnsured conse
quences of flre. For the 60 homes destroyed annually, this value results in an av
erage unlnsured 1055 of $600,000 per year. 

Insuranae Sytems Costs: The cost of provldlng fire Insurance must also be Included 
In the assessment of structural losses. We have already accounted for the portion 
of the Insurance cost that covers Insured losses. But, in addItIon to payable claims, 
Insurance premlums are set to cover Industry overhead and profit. Thls factor, the 
Insurance system cost, must be Included in our assessment of total cost plus 1055 be
cause It 15 a cost of protectlng the area from flre. Flr Insurance premlums in Cal i
fornla are currently set so that the Insurance systems costs average 81.8 percent of 

* Our analysis focuses on brush flres of over 100 acres slnce fires smaller than 
thls size have generally had a negllglble effect on the average rates of burned 
acreage and structural destructlon from wlldflre. 
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expected claims. Therefore, in addition to the $3 million in insured losses, the 
assessment of housing-related losses must include $3 million x .818 ~ $2.45 million 
for insurance systems costs. 

AZZowanae for PartiaZ Destruation Losses and Loss of Other Improvements: Insurance 
experts estimate that losses for outbuildings and other kinds of improvements, as 
weil as losses to dwellings damaged but not totally destroyed, average one-third of 
the losses for completely destroyed dwellings. We shall therefore increase the a
bove losses by one-third, or $2.02 mill ion, to give a total figure of $8.07 million 
per year for average overall housing-related losses. 

b. Watershed Damage 

Fire-related watershed damage can result in mud si ides, downstream flooding, debris 
damage, soil erosion, and sedimentation of reservoirs. Uni ike other areas of Sou
thern California, however, Santa Monlca Mountains generally have not suffered serious 
watershed damage. The subsurface soil In the area is relatlvely stable and the 
creeks empty directly into the ocean, thereby eliminating much of the debris damage. 

To calculate the expected level of watershed damage, we assume that this damage is 
dlrectly proportional to the number of acres burned. Based on discussions with 
watershed experts in the area, we used a value of $100 per burned acre for watershed 
damages. The avenage burn rate of 6,000 acres per year therefore results in expec
ted watershed damage of $600,000 pe year. 

c. Loss of Life 

Very few people have been killed by wildfire in the Santa Monica Mountains. As an 
upper bound on the loss of llfe, we assume that one person is killed every two years 
in the Santa Monica Mountains. Using a value of $300,000 per statistical human 1 ife* 
gives an expected loss of $150,000 per year. 

d. Disruption of PubZia Serviaes and Damages to Aesthetias, WiZdZife, and Reareation: 

Disruption of publ ic services, such as communicatlons and transportation, and damages 
to aesthetics, wildl ife, and recreatlonal facll ities are other measurable losses attri
butable to fire. These losses have not always been included as dlrect costs of fire, 
but they are reallosses to the affected segments of society &nd must be included in 
any comprehensive analysis of fire protection policy. As a first approximation, we 
assume that each homeowner in the Santa Monica Mountains would be willing to pay $15 
to $20 per year to avoid each of the two categories of loss. This gives a total cost 
of approximately $500,000 per year for disruption of publ ic services and $500,000 for 
damage to aesthetics, wildllfe, and recreatlon, or a total of $1 million damage for 
both categories. 

e. ~ush Fire-Fighting Costs 

With the assistance of Los Angeles City and Country Fire Deparment officials, a pre-
1 inary assessment was made of the routine costs of maintaining a brush flre-flghting 
force in the Santa Monica Mountalns. Our estimate of these costs is $1 million per 
year. In addition, the marginal suppression costs of fighting unusually difficult 
fires are estimated to average $200,000 per year. These marginal costs represent the 
opportunity losses that accrue because certain activities could not be carried out 
while men and equlpment were commltted to the fire. 

* This figure is an upper bound on the value used by several governmental agencies 
to approximate the societal worth of a statistical human I ife.5 
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f. Program Implementation Costs 

Another economic factor to be considered is the cost of implementing an alternative 
fire protection program. The cost associated with the present system has already 
been represented by the brush fire-fighting costs above. 

Total Cost Plus Loss Under the Present System of Fire Proteation 

Table 1 summarises the various cost and 1055 elements for the present system of fire 
protection. The table shows that the present system has a total annual cost plus 
1055 of $11.02 mill ion per year. Although many portions of this total do not appear 
in fire department. records (for example, the insurance systems cost), the total does 
represent the expected annual cost plus 1055 for the present system of fire protec
tlon in the Santa Monica Mountains. This amount willserve as a benchmark in eval
uating other alternatives for fire protection. 

Alternative l: Limit the Number of Large Fires 

Since the large fires occur when an ignition is followed by fallure to control the 
fire at a small size, the Incldence of large fires can be reduced by activities that 
reduce ignitions and/or increase the effectiveness of initial attack. 

rABlE I 

EXPECTED ANNUAL COST PLUS LOSS FOR THE PRESENT 
SYSTEM OF FIRE PREVENTION 

(Thousand of Dollars) 

Housing Related Losses 

Insured Housing losses 
Uninsured lasses 
Insurance Systems Cost 

Total Lass from 
Destroyed Houses 
Loss of Other 
Improvements 

Total Housing
Related losses 

Watershed Damage 

Lass of Human Life 

$3,000 
600 

2,400 

Disruption of Publ ic Services and Damages 
to Aesthet'ics, Wi ldl ife and Recreation 

Brush Fire-Fighting Costs 

Maintenance of Brush Flre
Fighting Capabi i ity 

Marginal Suppression Costs 

Program Implementatlon Costs 

Total Cost Plus Loss 

$6,000 

$8,070 

600 

150 

1,000 

1,000 

200 

o 
$11,020 

Rather than begin by model ing the effectiveness of a new flre prevention program such 
as this, we will first compare the expected reductions in 1055 achieved under a hypo
thetical program to the cost of implementing that program. Then, if the reductions 
appear great relative to the cost, we will undertake the necessary model ing efforts. 
Foe example, if a new prevention or Initial attack program were to reduce the average 
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rate of housing losses and burned acreage by 10 percent, it would reduce present 1055-
es and marginal suppression costs by 10 percent, or $1 mlll ion per year. (There 
would be no slgnlflcant change In the cost of malntalnlng the regular brush flre-flght
ing capability because there would still be brush flres to fight.) The resultant $1 
mlll ion reductlon In cost plus 1055 15 approxlmately equal to the annual cost of add
Ing flfty flremen to the area. 

If the addition of flfty flremen to the area or the implementation of other measures 
costlng the same amount of money could genera te at least a $1 million reductlon in 
annual flre losses, addition emphasls on limltlng large flre Incidence would be Justl
fled. Many flre experts, however, feei that activltles of preventlon, detectlon, 
and Initial attack are already belng vlgorously pursued and that the total cost plus 
1055 for flre protectlon would not be slgnlflcantly reduced by further efforts to re
duce large flre incidence. 

A~ternative 2: EstabZish an Area-Wide FueZ Break System 

A second approach to wildland flre protectlon is to reduce the extent or slze of the 
large fires that do occur. Fuel breaks are useful In assistlng such suppression 
efforts. Fuel breaks are large strips of land on whlch fuel volume has been reduced 
to permit flre suppression crews better access, Increased effectlveness, and greater 
safety. Experts have estlmated that a fuel break one-half mlle wlde would stop the 
head of wlldfire" in about 50 percent of the cases. 

An extensive fuel break system was consldered for the Santa Monlca Mountalns shortly 
after the devastating 1970 fire season. If the system had been Implemented through-
out the entlre area, If would have covered 30,000 acres, includlng several strips of 
land one-half mlle wlde. Acqulsltlon costs are estlmated at $150 million or $15 
million per year on an annuallsed basis (assumlng a 10 percent discount rate and an 
Indefinltely long amortlzatlon period). Taxes foregone would have been $3.7 million 
per year. Construction and malntenance costs would have totaled an additional $2 
mlll Ion per year, ylelding an overall annual cost of approxlmately $20.7 million per 
year for the fuel break system. 

If an average 50-percent reductlon In flre slze and losses 15 assumed because of the 
fuel break system, expected flre losses and marginal suppression costs would have been 
reduced by $5 million per year. The fuel break system, however, 15 not econornically 
attractive, because the $5 million savlngs in flre losses and suppression costs are 
more than outwelghed by the $20.7 million cost of the system. On the other hand, if 
use of the land could be obtained for free, total cost plus 1055 for flre protection 
would drop to $8 mlll Ion per year, because $18.7 million would be saved In acquisi
tlon costs and taxes otherwlse foregone. Compared wlth a cost plus 1055 of $11 
million per year for the present system, the fuel break alternative Is attractlve only 
If use of the land can be obtalned for llttle or no charge. 

AZternative 3: Require Brush CZearance and Fire Resistant Roofs 

A thlrd approach to wildland flre protectlon is to reduce the damage caused by the 
large flres that do occur. Unllke much of Southern Californla, the Santa Monica 
Mountalns suffer relatively mlnor watershed damage. As shown In Table 1, most of 
the current flre losses In the Santa Monlca Mountalns are due to the destruction of 
hornes. 

There are several steps that can be taken to protect individual hornes when large fires 
burn through an area.& For the Santa Monica Mountains the most Important steps are 
the Installation of flre reslstant roofs and the clearance of dense flammable brush 
frorn the area immedlately around houses. Other steps include flreprooflng eaves and 
windows, uslng sprinkler systems, Improvlng access to hornes, and training cltlzens In 
rudimentary fire-flghting technlques. 

The effectlveness of flre-reslstant rooflng and brush clearance was weil documented In 
the Bel Air flre of 1961. Durlng thls fire ~4, or 22 percent, of the 2,204 houses 
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in the exposed area were destroyed. Most of the houses destroyed had either poor 
brush clearance, flammable wood roofs, or both. Of the '105 exposed houses that. had 
wooden roofs and brush less than 10 feet from the house, 57 were destroyed -- a des
tructlon rate of 54.3 percent. Of the 151 exposed houses that had flre-reslstant 
roofs and brush clearance of at least 100 feet, only one was destroyed -- a destruc
tlon rate of 0.7 percent. The two destructlon rates differed by a factor of approx
imately 80. The destruction rates for other categories of roof types and brush 
clearance are given In Table 2. 

TABLE 2 

DESTRUCTiON RATES FOR BEL AIR FIRE 

Brush CI earance Unapproved 
( feet) A(;!(;!roved Roofs Roofs 

0- 30 671275 = 0.243 158/319 = 0.495 

30- 60 13/239 0.054 104/363 = 0.286 

60- 100 2/118 = 0.016 28/195 • 0.144 

Over 100 1/151 = 0.007 31/210 = 0.148 

Source: Los Angeles City Fire Department Records 

The Bel Air statlstics, compiled by the Los Angeles City Fire Department, are virtually 
the only substantial data available that correlate destruction rate wlth roof type and 
brush clearance.* If we assume that these statistics are representative of the ex
pected destructlon patterns for future fires in the Santa Monica Mountains, then we 
can calculate the effect of implementlng the programs of roof converslon and brush 
clearance. 

* After our analysis was completed, we had an opportunity to survey the damage of the 
Rolling Hllls fire of 22 June 1973 wlth representatives from the Los Angeles County 
Fire Department and the Insurance Services Office. The fire burned 897 acres and 
destroyed 12 hornes south of Los Angeles, mostly in the city of Roll ing Hil Is. The 
Terrain, vegetation and density of homes in the burned area were similar to many 
parts of the Santa Monlca Mountains. 

Table 2-a gives the destruction rates of the Roll ing Hills fire by roof type and 
brush clearance. Although not as many homes were exposed in the Rolling Hills fire 
as in the Bel Air fire, the destruction rates for the two flres were remarkably sim
ilar. The largest category of houses in the Roll ing Hills fire, those wlth wooden 
roofs and 100 feet of brush clearance, had about the same destruction rate as the 
equivalent category in the Bel AIr fire (13.1 percent versus 14.8 percent) . If the 
Bel Air statistics had been used to predlct the expected destructlon for the Rol I ing 
Hills fire, the prediction would have indlcated destructlon of 13.3 houses, compared 
to the actual destruction of 12 houses. 

TABLE 2-a 

DESTRUCTION RATES FOR THE ROLLING HILLS FIRE 

Brush Clearance Non-Wooden Wooden 
(feet) Roofs Roofs 

0- 30 * I/I 1.000 
30- 60 0/7 • 0.000 0/9 = 0.000 
60-100 0/3 = 0.000 2/6 0.333 

Over 100 1/29 = 0.034 8/61 0.131 
*No houses In thi s category. Source: Oata compi led by the authors. 
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As an example of this type of calculation, we will consider a program that requires 
brush clearance for 100 feet around all structures. Table 3, obtalned from Insur
ance Industry records, glves the present distribution of houses In the Santa Monica 
Mountalns by roof type and brush clearance. 

TABLE 3 

PRESENT DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSES IN THE SANTA MONICA 
MOUNTAINS BY ROOF TYPE AND BRUSH CLEARANCE CATEGORY 

(fraction of houses In each category) 

Brush Clearance Approved Unapproved 
(feet) Roofs Roofs ~ 

0- 30 0.035 0.004 0.039 

30- 60 0.072 0.014 0.086 

60-100 0.090 0.026 0.116 

More than 100 0.536 0.223 0.759 
Total 0.733 0.267 1.000 

Source: Brush Surcharge Books malntained by Insur
ance Services Office. 

The table shows that approximately 76 percent of the homeowners have 100 feet of 
brush clearance. If all the homeowners were to clear thelr brush to at least 100 
feet and leave thelr roof type the same, then the distribution of houses by roof 
type and brush clearance would be as In Table 4. 

TABLE 4 

DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSES IN THE SANTA MONICA MOUNTAINS 
IF ALL HOUSES WERE TO HAVE 100-FOOT BRUSH CLEARANCE 

(Fraction of houses In each category) 

Brush Clearance Approved Unapproved 
(feet) Roofs Roofs 

0- 30 0.000 0.000 

30- 60 0.000 0.000 

60-100 0.000 0.000 

More than 100 0.733 0.267 

The expected destructlon rate for a flre is calculated by multiplylng the destruc
tlon rate for each roof-type/brush-clearance category by the fractlon of houses in 
that category and then summing over all categories. Using the data In Tables 2 and 
4, the expected destruction rate, given fire exposure and universal Impiementatlon of 
100-foot brush clearance is: 

E(destruction ratelblOO' f) = (.007) (.733) + (. i48) (.267) 

.045 
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where 

E{xly) = expected or average value of the quantity x, glven y 

blOO = universal Implementation of 100-foot brush clearance 

fexposure of area to wlldfire 

Thus, if a flre were to sweep through the Santa 
cleared to a dlstance of at least 100 feet frorn 
tage of houses destroyed would be 4.5 percent. 
for the Bel Air fire itself. The dlfference is 
clearance and a lower proportion of wooden roofs 
1961. 

Monica Mountains after the brush was 
all structures, the expected percen

This compares with a 22 percent rate 
due to the improvements In brush 
than existed in the Bel Air area in 

To determine the average annual burn rate, we must ~ultlply the 4.5 percent rate, 
whlch is conditional on a fire going through the area, times the probability that the 
area will be exposed to wlldfire In a given year. Historical statistlcs show that 
an average of 6,000 acres are burned every year In the Santa Monica Mountalns. Since 
there are 150,000 acres In the area, thls means that there 15 an average cycle time 
of about 25 years between major fires In a particular area. Houslng tracts, however, 
generally receive more fire protectlon than undeveloped areas, and so we shall assume 
an average cycle time of 30 years between major flres in a particular houslng area. 
This gives a probability of exposure In any one year of 1/30 or .033. Thus, the ex
pected annual burn rate for the case of 100-foot brush clearance is: 

E{annual burn rate) = .045 x .033 

= .0015 

Since there are 30,000 hornes In the area, the average number of homes that would be 
lost to wildfire each year under a program of 100-foot brush clearance is: 

E{homes destroyed) = .0015 x 30,000 

45 houses 

In other words, implementatlon of a program of universal brush clearance would mean 
that an average of 15 hornes per year could be saved based on the present average des
truction rate of 60 houses per year. 

The annual cost plus 1055 with a pollcy of universal brush clearance is calculated in 
the same manner as for the present system of fire protection. In thls case, however, 
the damages must be adJusted to reflect the new burn rate of 45 houses per year. The 
cost of clearing the necessary brush (at an average cost of $100 per acre per year) 
must also be Included In the calculation. These calculations show that the expected 
annual cost plus 1055 for a program of 100-foot brush clearance is $9.6 million per 
year, or approxlmately $1.5 million less than the present system of fire protection. 

Similar computations can be done to determine the effect of either universal implemen
tat Ion of fire reslstant roofs alone or the Joint implementation of fire reslstant 
roofs and 100-foot brush clearance. For purposes of brevity, the calculations are 
not glven here. They are carried out exactly as for the case just described, except 
that the distribution of houses by roof type and brush clearance must be revised to 
reflect the program belng consldered. The calculations assume that the annualised 
cost of converting a roof from an unapproved to an approved rating averages $390 per 
converted roof (which 15 the approxlmate annuallsed cost of install ing a fire-resis
tant pressure-treated shake roof). 

Table 5 compares the present system of flre protectlon with programs for additional 
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brush clearance and fire resistant roofs. From an economic standpoint, any one of 
these three flre protection programs would be more attractive than the present sys
tem. The most attractlve program, however, is the one requirlng universal Imple
mentation of both flre resistant roofs and brush clearance. Thls program would re
duce expected housing destructlon by almost a factor of 10, from the present rate of 
60 houses per year to 7 houses per year. Even though it would cost $3.7 mlll ion 
per year to Implement the program, the total expected annual cost plus loss would be 
reduced to $7.6 mlll Ion per year -- compared to $11.0 mill Ion per year under the pre
sent system of flre protectlon. 

Our analysis shows that of the three basic approaches to wildland fire protectlon, 
the most attractlve one for the Santa Monlca Mountains is that of requlrlng flre re
sistant roofs and 100 feet of brush clearance throughout the area. The large cost 
of acquirlng land for fuel break systems and the comparatively small beneflts from 
additional programs of flre preventlon and initial attack make these programs unat
tractlve compared to a combined program of roof conversion and brush clearance. 

TABLE 5 

COMPARISON OF PROTECTION POLICIES INVOLVING 
BRUSH CLEARANCE AND ROOF CONVERSION 

Average Annua I 
Number of 

Protection Pol icy Homes Destroyed 

Present situation: 
existing roof types 
and brush clearance 60 

Existlng roof types 
and native brush re
moved 100 feet from 
all homes 

Existing brush cle
arance and conver-
s Ion of all wood 
roofs from unapproved 
to approved type 

Both brush clearance 
to 100 feet and con
version to approved 
roofs 

Sensitivity AnaZysis 

45 

21 

7 

Annual Program Cost 
of Protectlon Policy 
(Mllllons of Dollars) 

$0 

0.6 

3.1 

3.7 

Average Annual Cost 
Plus Loss to Society, 
Includlng Program Cost 
(MI 11 ions of Dollar~s) 

$11 .0 

9.6 

8.9 

7.6 

In carrying out our analysis, we made a number of assumptions, including several pre-
1 inary value asslgnments. Sensitlvlty analysis Is useful in determinlng how sensi
tive our conclusions are to changes In these assumptlons. By changing the values 
of the different variables and recalculatlng the cost-plus-loss sums we can determine 
the range of conditlons over which our concluslons are valid. Since thls paper does 
not permit a detalled analysis of all variables, we will examine one variable In de
tail and summarlse the flndings of the other sensitivity analyses. 

The fire cycle time is defined as the average time between major fires in a particular 
area. This is an Important variable because it gives the probability that a house 
would be exposed to wildfire In a glven year. Based on historlcal statlstlcs, we 
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assumed a eyele time of 30 years, whieh gave a probability of exposure of 1/30, or 
0.033. We wlsh to examlne how important this assumption 15 beeause, for example, 
If major fires are aetually very rare events, then the present system of flre pro
teetlon may be fully adequate. 

Figure I summarlses the eost-plus-Ioss ealeulatlons for eyele tlmes ranglng from 10 
to 70 years. The graph was eonstrueted by ealeulating the probability of exposure 
for a partleular eyele time and then determinlng what the average annual losses 
would be for eaeh of the more attraetlve flre proteetlon plans. All other variables 
In the analysis were kept at thelr initial values. The graph shows that as long as 
the eyele time is less than about 50 years, the most attraetlve alternative is the 
one requlrlng fire-reslstant roofs and 100 feet of brush elearanee. If the eyele 
time 15 less than our assumed value of 30 years, then this alternative Is even more 
attraetlve than Is Indleated In our analysis. On the other hand, If the average 
time between major flre exposures Is greater than 50 years, the most attraetlve al
ternative Is that of requlring brush elearanee alone. 
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Figure I SENSITIVITY TO FIRE CYCLE TIME 

Sensltlvity studles for all of the variables are doeumented in our expanded report. 4 
The studles eonfirm that the most attraetlve alternative for a wlde range of condi
tlons Is that of universal Implementatlon of flre-resistant roofs and 100 feet of 
brush elearanee. For example, even If the aetual probabll ities of destruetion were 
only 70 percent of the statlstles observed In the Bel Air fire, the most attraetive 
alternative would be the same. The value used for uninsured losses has no effeet 
on changing the preferred alternative. Only If the average value of a house plus 
contents were less than $28,000 per house (eompared to our nominal value of $50,000 
per house) would the preferred alternative change to that of requiring brush elearance 
alone. 
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Incentives fop ImpZementing Progpams of ~sh CZeaPanae and Roof Convepsion 

Ordinances that requlre 100 feet of brush clearance and fire-reslstant roofs for new 
houses are In effect in Los Angeles City and County but there Is a high degree of 
noncampllance, as shown In Table 3. Only 54 percent of the exlstlng hames presently 
have both approved roofs and adequate brush clearance. Same of the reported non-
camp 1 lance Is a result of the dlfference between what the insurance industry considers 
to be an "approved" roof and what the ordlnances requlre to meet the standard of "fire
reslstant". Pressure-treated shake roofs have passed certain Underwriter Laboratory 
tests and are consldered fire-resistant by both the insurance Industry and city and 
country ordlnances. Dlp-treated shake roofs are considered fire-resistant by the 
city and county ordinances, but not by Insurance underwrlters. 

An alternative to strict dependence on legal ordinances is to provlde hameowners with 
an econamic Incentlve for carrying out roof converslon and brush clearance. In fact, 
one type of Incentlve system already exists: the brush surcharge that Is added to 
the flre .insurance premium for homeowners in the Santa Monica Mountalns and certain 
other areas in Southern Californla to reflect the threat of wildfire. The surcharge 
typically varies fram $80 to $800 per horne per year, depending on roof type, brush 
clearance, and flre protectlon class. However, the dlfferences In the surcharge rate 
are not proportional to the destruction rates observed in the Bel Air fire. For ex
ample, the surcharge for a $50,000 home wlth 100 feet of brush clearance is $100 if 
the house has an unapproved roof and $80 if the house has an approved roof (for a 
house in an area with fire protectlon class 4B). As shown in Table 2, however, houses 
in the latter brush-clearance/roof-type category are only 5 percent as llkely to be 
destroyed if a wi Idfire occurs. 

Several purposes would be accampl ished by revislng the surcharge schedule to reflect 
more preclsely the I ikel ihood of destruction. It would serve as an econamic incen
tive to horneowners to clear thelr brush, install fire-resistant roofs, and take other 
measures to protect their p,roperty fram wildfire. The revised schedule would also 
el Iminate present flnancial inequltles: no group of policy holders would be subsidi
sing other groups. Finally, the premium schedule would clearly indicate to the home
owner the actual dlfference in risk he faces. If a hameowner realises that his house 
with an untreated shake roof Is twenty times more I ikely to burn in a brush fire than 
his nelghbour's house that has a fire-resistant roof, he might readily decide to re
place his existing roof with a flre-reslstant type. 

ConaZusions 

Our analysis, supported by sensitivity studies, has shown that from a societal stand
point the most cost-effective means for protectlng the Santa Monica Mountalns from 
wlldfire is for all houses to have flre-reslstant roofs and 100 feet of brush clear-
ance. If thls plan were Implemented, structural losses could be reduced byalmost 
a factor of ten, decreaslng the present average burn rate of 60 houses per year to a 
rate of only 7 houses per year. Although wlldflre is inevltable in the Santa Monica 
Mountains, hameowners, developers, local government officials, Insurance executives, 
and bankers should be made aware that certaln protectlve measures can greatly reduce 
wildfire losses. 

Ordlnances requirlng fire reslstant roofs and 100 feet of brush clearance presently 
exist in the area. The level of compllcance, however, Is low. Economlc incentlves 
such as an equitable brush surcharge could provlde the necessary motivation for im
proved compllance. The present surcharge rates appear to be unreal Istically low 
for houses wlth poor brush clearanee and wooden roofs. The brush surcharge should 
be set to aeeurately reflect the aetual llkel Ihood of destruetion for the different 
eategories of brush elearance and roof type. 

Our analysis depended heavlly on the statlstics from the Bel Air flre, beeause these 
were the only data avallable for our purposes. We do not wish to imply that the 
destruction rates for that one flre should be adopted unerltieal Iy as the basis for 
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evaluatlng wildland fire protection'~ol icy. Rather, we believe that fire protection 
pol icies should be based on a careful assessment of how local destruction rates de
pend on roof type, brush clearance, and other relevant factors. 

In evaluating pol icies of housing protection, we focused on programs of brush clearance 
and roof conversion. However these methods are not the only ways that hornes can be 
protected from wildflre. If future research efforts find that there are less costly 
or more aesthetically attractive ways of achieving the same protectiCln, then they 
should be seriously evaluated. Research to determine ways of lowering the cost of 
fire-retardant shingles should be considered. Other worthwhile investlgations mlght 
include evaluating the role of ornamental shrubbery in the spread and conflnement of 
wildflre and the feasibillty of pruning native brush as an alternative to clearing it. 

As our study has shown, the cost-plus-Ioss approach provides a simple and loglcal 
framework for evaluating wildland fire protection policies. Because it is easy to 
use and provldes information that can be translated into practlcal pol icy decisions, 
we feel this methodology can be of great benefit in many areas of fire protection 
planning. 
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JOHN STRINGER 

OPERATIONAL RESEARCH AND PUBLIC POLICr 

The finaZ ahapter in thi8 aoZZeation provide8 a globaZ revi~ of the progre88 of ana
ZytiaaZ method8 in pubUo poUoy formu:Lation in the United Kingdom. PartiouZar em
pha8is i8 given to the 0~ani8ationaZ and behaviouraZ aspeot8 of impZementation and 
sorne direotions for fUture re8earoh are sugge8ted. 
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11. Operational Research and Publ ic Pol icy 
by John Stringer 

"Operational research has been slow in penetrating the broad social and 
economic sphere. where policy decisions affect the life of the ordinary 
man profoundly."* 

That was in 1962, since when many ~re people have been engaged in Operatlonal Res
earch (OR) in government and varlous organs of the publlc sector. Whether this Is 
evldence of faster penetratlon into the fleld of public ~ is more questlonable. 
It Is the alm of thls paper to examine crltically and hopefully constructively whe
ther OR can have such an impact, and how. 

Machinery for Policy~aking 

Many innovations have been made in recent years In the machinery by whlch pollcles 
are formed in the Unlted KIngdom on matters of public concern. Among the changes 
have been: 

- merglng of Ministries into big Departments of State, with the Intention 
of improvlng pol iey eoordlnation; 

- Publle Expendlture Survey (HMSO 1961) (Maekenzie 1969) (Heclo and Wildavsky 
1974), by which Pari lament is able to conslder the future costs impllcit in 
current pollcy intentions; 

- the Department of Eeonomie Affalrs (short-llved but, for example, Its 
regional plannlng structures have survived); 

- pol icy plannlng unlts In Government Department; as reeommended by the 
Royal Commisslon on the Civil Service (HMSO 1968); 

- Programme Analysis and Review (Heclo and Wildavsky 1974) (the tltles and 
contents of these longer range reviews of pollcy options are not made 
pubJ ie, but the selectlon of subJects appears to be a proeess of bargaln
Ing between departments); 

- Green Papers, Introdueed In the 1960's as a vehlcle for setting out 
options ror publ ic dlseusslon; 

~ special polltlcal advlsers to Ministers, provldlng them with a channel 
of advlce separate from that of the permanent offlclals; 

- reorganisation of local government, health services, the water Industry, 
etc, Into larger unlts deemed eapable of sustainlng adequate plannlng 
and polley analysis expertise; 

- hlv~ng off from government of agencles whose functlon was consldered to 
be to exeeute, rather than to ereate pollcles, eg: the Manpower Services 
Commlsslon; 

- the Central Policy Review Staff, introduced to provlde the Cablnet wlth a 
ehannel of advlce and comment across the whole fleld of pollcy; 

* Tavistoek Institute and Operatlonal Research Soelety, 1962. 
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- corporate plannlng concepts Introduced Into local government at the time 
of reorganisation, wlth the Intention of counterlng the tendency to func
tional separation; 

- structure plans and regional strategie studies (both vehlcles for the 
expression of pol icy cholces at the interface between central and local 
government) ; 

- planning agreements between government and industry. 

Jolnlng the European Communlty, Devolution, and other constltutlonal changes have been 
argued In terms of thelr effect on the quality of pollcy-making. Outside government 
many academic bodles and institutes are declarlng themselves to be 'In the pol icy 
business' (Sharpe, 1975) and new ones, such as the Centre for Studles of Social Pol icy 
have come into belng. 'Pollcy studles', 'pollcy analysis' and 'pollcy selenees' (to 
cognoscentl, not all the same) are terms to conJure with nowadays. 

Similar things are happening the other Western countries. In Canada a new Institute 
for Research on Publlc Pol icy Is funded from central and provlnclal government and 
private sourees. This followed areport by Rltchle (1971) which was an important 
statement of the need for, and character of, publlc policy research. In West Germany 
a Commission on Economlc and Soclal Change has, slnce 1971,. been engaged in studies of 
the pol icy impl ications of trends and aspirations in that society. It has tripartite 
sponsorship of employer and employee organisations and the social science communlty. 

In the Netherlands a statutory Scientiflc Councll for Government pol icy has been esta
bl Ished and glven power to call for meetings with the Cabinet to discuss action on its 
advlce.· An early step was to 'call the government's attention to the need for more 
co-ordlnated preparatlon of long-term pol icles for European affalrs, the structure of 
the economy, energy, the labour market, education, public health and soclal welfare 
and the distribution of income, wealth, power and knowledge'. 

These examples, and others, show that whilst approaches vary there is widespread be
lief that pol icy-making can be improved. Presumably it is feit that better policies 
will emerge, and thus a better future than It would otherwise be. 

Such propositions cannot be subjected to straightforward empirical test since, in an 
uncertaln environment, good poileies would not lead to good results every time, nor 
bad pol icles to bad results. Only in rare and rather atyplcal cases can controlled 
experiments be done to compare alternative poleies. It is still less feasible to 
make a comparatlve evaluation of policy 1rocesses. So, as Dror (1973) puts it 'the 
proof of the pudding is in the cooking'or the recipe). With so many cooks rebuild
ing the pollcy kitchen, one can but wonder what is happening to the broth. 

Why All These Changes? 

What 1 ies behind this concern with pol Icy and attempts to change the way policy is 
formed? Might it be no more signlficant than a temporary phase of governmental fas
hion? Does it result from the availabll ity of more sophisticated technlques? Could 
it be part of a long-term trend perhaps hlghllghted by the desire of Incoming govern
ments to make visible changes? Will It dlsappear under the attempts now belng made 
in many countries to halt or reverse the growth of the governmental sector? 

The vlew taken in this paper that concern with pol icy-making is based on a special 
present-day need which arlses from genulnely feit uncertainty about where soclety is 
golng, and that this need will not be satlsfled easlly or qulckly. It follows from 
thls view that anything whlch purports to improve policy-maklng and to reduce uncer
tainty ought to be crltlcally examlned. 

Uncertalnty Is nothing new. At a personal level we deal with It by holding on to 
values and bel lefs and by setting the uncertainty against a background of the famil iar 
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and reliable. If uncertainty comes a bit at a time we have ways of coping with it. 
We may, for Instance, off-load it on to other broader shoulders. 

The effect of a concatenatlon of many uncertainties is of a different quallty. It 
can lead to disorientatlon and disturbed behavlour. When it hits soclety the sense 
of confusion and the feit need for some stable elements become very strong. To the 
extent that widely held and accepted norms and values are not avallable to provlde 
thls stabil Ity, and to the extent that authoritarian imposition of rules and guide
I ines is unacceptable, It becomes necessary for dellberately negotiated pol icies to 
try to deal with more and more aspects of life. 

Anxiety is, I bel ieve, one of the main contributory causes of the current concern 
with publ ic policy and for the continuous enlargement of its domain. As examples 
of these anxietles: 

- real isation that the finite nature of natural resources may be areal 
constraint on the growth, or even the continuance, of industrial ised 
society. industrial and employment policles whlch seem to contradict 
one another and a general lack of knowledge as to what the alternatives 
might be, add to the uncertainty; 

- the impllcatlons of the desire for greater participation and for indi
vidual development and self-actual isation, contrasted with Increasing 
rel iance on government through social services and other interventions; 

- the loss of familiar guidelines Implicit in the removal of soclal horms 
which could previously be taken for granted. These include adjustment 
to sex equal ity, changed attltudes to marrlage, attltudes to law and 
order, acceptance of authority. Many of these uncertainties result 
from reforms whlch in themselves are liberal and well-meaning. 

If this I ist actually succeeds In expresslng the nature of signlficant anxieties it 
Is fortuitous since the subject has not been thoroughly investigated. (It would be 
a useful contrlbutlon to pollcy research If there were a continuously updated source 
of such information). 

If there were a consensus on socletal goals and on the values which underl ie them, 
of If those who did not share the consensus lacked influence (or did not care to use 
it), then the need for pol icy would be minimal. The coordlnating factor would be 
the system of shared values. Thls in turn would be sustained by the fact that indi
vidual decisions, wherever and whenever, would be guided by simllar principles, and 
be sufficiently correlated in their effect for no substantial interference to arise. 
Each agency would take Its declslons on the reasonble assumption that the others were 
not too far from the consensus and that thelr ideals were not also undergoing major 
change. Thus there is minimal need for explicit pol icy where: 

- there Is consensus on goals and values; 

or - expectations are few and simple; 

or - abundant resources enable slmultaneous pursuit of different goals; 

or - declsions on one matter cannot greatly affect the options open to 
other decislon-makers; 

or - there are not seen to be any significant alternatives amongst which 
to choose. 

The normal historical conditlon has been for one or other of these to apply to large 
parts of the publ ic domain - or the appearance of stability has been sufficlently cre
dible for there to be no great demand for wlde-ranging pol icy analysis to precede cri-
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tical policy choices. But no longer. 

The public pollcy system has, however, grown up on the princople that issues could be 
tackled on thelr merlts, as they arose. 

We are movlng into an age of Increasing turbulence, in the word of Emery of Trist 
(1965), or of 1055 of the stable state as Schon (1971) puts it. I find it easier 
to work wlth a concept of multiple uncertalntles and to regard policy-maklng as the 
attempt to manage or adapt to them. 

A further stage, hopefully not to be reached but conceivable, is where there is in
sufflclent soclal coherence for even minimal pollcy consensus to be generated, no 
reason to expect that any policy will survlve long enough to have any effect, and 
where fundamental processes of confllct management have broken down. 

Thus the present time lies between one extreme where policy-making (and hence pol icy 
study and analysIs) Is relatively sImple but 15 not urgently needed, and the other 
extreme where it Is not even posslble. The motivation for greater attention to pol
icy formulatlon would be salient at the present time whether or not there were ade
qua te methodologies of pol icy analysis to serve it. If my diagnosis is correct, the 
anxieties which I ie behind the contemporary emphasis on public pollcy will not be al
layed by reorganIsations and administrative reforms and such panaceas are only Ilkely 
to create dlsillusionment. Nor 15 It it self-evident that the anxleties will be al
layed by the use by government of more facts, better analyses and mor.e sophlsticated 
models. 

The need to question the usefulness of OR as a way of meeting the demand for policy 
analysis should now be evident. If the demand is for someting to act as a surrogate 
for a missing value consensus, then the use of any techniques whlch Impllcitly assume 
that certain values exlst and are acceptable will not do. The conditlons under which 
OR can make a valid contrlbutlon to pollcy-maklng must be spelled out more carefuily. 

PoZicy and PoZicy-Making 

At thls point I must try to clarify the term 'pollcy'. This unfortunate necessity 
arises since the normative study of pollcy (although not the study of particular pol
icies) is relatlvely recent and the concepts have not settled down. 

It Is easy to bel ieve, but deceptive, that the nearer one gets to working at the top 
levels of an organisation, the nearer one is to working on pollcy. This is implicit 
in the position adopted by Dror (1973) who 

"regards policy analysis are 'preferization' of policy options accordlng to 
the utl1ities of 'Iegitlmate decision makers'". 

This stance begs some questions, and may be contrasted with that of LindbIom (1965, 
1968) who regards pol Icy-making as a process of partisan mutual adJustment, I.e. as 
one In whlch interest groups with different utilities vie wlth one another to move 
things to thelr own advantage. Thls view Is essentially an incremental ist one, al
though in his later wrltlngs LindbIom recognlses that planned change of a substantial 
rather than a marginal nature Is conceivable and the possibllity of It should be taken 
into account. Whether, and In what way, the partisans engaging in the mutual adjust
ment process are representative of the range of Interests in society and whether any 
are systematically excluded are important questions of course, but they cannot be pur
sued here (see Playford 1968). 

Heclo and Wildavsky (1974), In a study of public expendlture decislons, give support 
to the view of policy-making as a matter of polltlcal bargalning addlng that a lot of 
it takes place in a small, and relatively closed, system. They descrlbe the strong 
cultural influences withln the small group of government officlals who engage In the 
sophistlcated game of allocatlng publlc expenditure In Brltain. Career motivation 
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and how officials acqutre esteem within the system are, they suggest, major influen
ces. 

Willson (1969) described the policy-makers of Britain as a set of about 350 pol iticlans 
and civil servants. He sees these people as engaged in the hurly-burly of top level 
declslon but havlng no time to think. The impl icatlon 15 that a major part of the 
making of pol icy, including the generation of ideas and the pressures bringing a sub
ject to the surface at any partlcular time, are taking place elsewhere. The distinc
tion between pol icy-maklng In a total sense, and pol Icy decision in the 1 imited sense 
Is a slgniflcant one. 

Dahl (1958) critlcises the popular Interpretation which sees pol icy influence as loca
ted in ruling elites. By defining operatlonal criteria bY which a hypothetical el ite 
could be demonstrated to be such, he chal lenges whether what are often belleved to be 
rul ing el ites are in fact so. I conclude that one should not jump to conclusions 
about how pol icy is made and by whom. 

A more speclfic concept of pol icy is used by Friend et al (1974) in werk which deals 
largely with relations between central and local government. They refer to a pol icy 
as astatement, often emanating from the centre, intended to give guidance on a de
flned class of more tactical declsions. A useful concept deriving from this model is 
one of 'pol icy stress' i .e. a situation where several separate guidel ines, all appl ic
able to a single instance, give confl Icttng indications. 

The similarlties and differences between 'a policy" as adel iberated guideline, and a 
'value' as a guidel Ine resulting from a more general cultural process are interesting. 
Policy Is intertwlned with values: sometlmes tendlng to create or to adapt them; 
sometlmes substltuting for them; sometlmes ignoring them; sometimes placing one above 
another; and sometlmes respondlng to them by articulating their application to partlc
ular types of case. Pollcy and values are as hen and egg. 

The different usages of the term pollcy can be confusing. Partly thls arlses from 
the dlfferences between a descrlptive and a prescriptive viewpoint. From the descrip
tive point of vlew I prefer to thlnk of policy-maklng as a continuous social process 
in which certaln aspects of society become singled out for attention, and certain stan
ces become adopted in relation to them. This avoids the tautologies that can occur 
when definitions assume the prior existence of a special class of people who are 'the 
pollcy-makers'. 

Within this neutral descriptive frame of reference one can then locate for prescrip
tive purposes; particular areas of pollcy; the formal and informal systems within which 
they are formed; and posslble interventions in these systems. OR is an example of 
such and Intervention, as weuld be an organlsatlonal change or, say, a spontaneous com
munltyactlon. 

Although public pol icy-making is not co-terminous with the problem of allocating publ ic 
expendlture they are strongly connected. Apart from the direct connections, certain 
expenditures may unwittingly create values or expectatlons of wider significance than 
the Immediate object of the expendlture would suggest. Thus, increased expenditure 
on social services has probably contrlbuted to a shift in expectations and values; as 
an example recent instances of cruelty to chlldren have been treated as breakdowns not 
of prIvate responslbil ity, but of officlal responslbil ity. Such a shift of values, 
involving the concepts of freedom and responslbil Ity, could obviously spi 11 over into 
other flelds and create further pressures on the publ ic domaln. The difficulty of 
taking such effects Into account in the original expenditure decislons will be obvious, 
and some supposedly rational methods may only exacerbate the problem. 

The concept of objectlvely assessed need has been influential in the rational approach 
to soclal services pollcy. A great deal of research has been directed at measurement 
of need but It is not always appreciated how relative such measurements can be. For 
instance, in the case of meals on wheels and other publ icly provided meals for the 
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handicapped and the elderly, estimates of need derived from conscientious and compe
tent research studies made at various times between 1958 and 1973 increased exponen
tlally from about 6 million a year to 300 million a year over that perlod.* Over 
the same period, provision rose from 1.2 million to about 27 mlll Ion. It is diffi-
cult to avold the concluslon that 'need' is as much a value judgement as an objective 
fact. 

Arecent government circular on reductlons in social service expendlture indicated 
that research should be the first thing to go. Is It surprising when the expectation 
has been created that research in thls field inevitably leads to increased expenditure7 

Discussion of pol icy and pol icy research solely in terms of publ ic expenditure tends 
to lead to a formulation in terms of the allocatlon of marginal monies between mutually 
excluslve classes of expenditure and this is reinforced by the nature of the offlcial 
game al ready referred to. It is another example of the incremental ism whlch is so 
prevalent in policy-making processes. The creative redefinition of pollcy problems 
and the examlnation of more substantlal** innovations whlch might offer release from 
the incremental treadmill should also be provided for and it Is not easy to do this 
within a framework geared too closely to concepts of publlc expenditure allocation. 

The nature of publ ic pol icy-making can be further examined by drawing aseries of con
trasts as foliows: 

A contrast between policy-making and policy decision has al ready been Implied. Those 
working on policy problems inside an organisation tend to adopt the view that confl icts 
of Interests can be resolved by referring further up the hlerarchy. With the more 
open-system view of pollcy-making being used In thls paper, it Is only In special in
stances that thls method of confl ict resolution Is available. Most top level pol icy 
declsions are based on Ideas which have come from elsewhere. Semlnal ldeas are often 
regarded as socially deviant at the time of thelr first emergence and those associated 
wlth them treated accordingly. In pol Icy-making, why does a partlcular issue arise?~ 
why does it arise In this form? and so on, are important questions; whereas in the top 
level process of pol icy decision, answers to these questions can easily be taken for 
g;anted. 

Public policy can be contrasted with private policy. In the latter 'it is not our 
pol icy to ... ' is an effective argument stopper, whereas in the realm of public pol icy 
it is more likely to start and argument. Expressions like 'in the public interest' 
which imply that there exists a general soclal utillty, are in fact only used when the 
intention is to put somebody down and to set aside his utilitles as irrelevant. The 
essential question in matters of publ ic policy is whose costs? and whose benefits? 
The trend of thlnking on partlclpation and the soc~esponsibility-or-Industry are 
bringlng these questions into the private Industrial sphere and thus brlnging that 
more Into the realm of public policy-maklng also. 

The next contrast is between pollcy and decislon. The followlng summarises the argu
ment of Bauer and Gergen (1968). Decislon maklng as understood by psychologists, 
decision theorists, etc., assumes a single decislon making unit with a single set of 
utillties. Thls unit has a range of options and knows their consequences, intends 
to make a rational selection, and is able to do the sums. In pol icy formation these 
assumptlons are violated. However, it is qulte usual In discussing policy issues, 
not to recognise this: thus hindering understanding by diverting attention away from 
what actually takes place. Uslng the declslon model suggests that pol icy-makers ought 

* I am grateful to my colleague Michael Norris for pointing this out. 

** The practical slgnificance of the distinction between marginal and substantial 
innovation for the development of a strategy of publlc pol icy research, is weil 
brought out by Chevalier and Burns (1975). I return to this point later in 
the paper. 
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to behave in a way whlch is in fact inappropriate to the situation they are in. Bauer 
and Gergen's argument obviously has a lot to do with the applicability of OR to pol
icy. 

The rational and the polltlcal aspects of pollcy-maklng are often contrasted, but 
polltical behavlour Is not Ipso facto Irrational. For example, the tendency of 
hospital management to be conducted as a polltical process has often been criticised 
but in a situation of such uncertalnty, it is natural for the doctors, for Instance, 
to try to maximise their ability to handle whatever the future may bring, I.e. to 
seek and reta/n power. If that were the whole story, It would be entlrely rational 
behaviour for them to behave polit/cally. 

It is appropriate to conclude thls section of the paper by expresslng the vlew, common 
to many wrlters, of the Increasing Importance of Interdependence in planning and poli
cy maklng. This has many causes. Each move which brlngs another aspect of personal 
life into the realm of public policy, creates further possibil ities of anomaly and in
consistency and further demands for redress or extension. Another factor is the trend 
for organisations to define thelr function at h/gher and hlgher system levels (Schon 
1971). Thus, what once were Minlstries labelied as transport, houslng, etc., are 
now the Department of 'the Environment'. A colleague was recently engaged In a study, 
not of hotels, but of 'the hospital ity Industry'. In whatever way a publlc or pri-
vate redefines the business It Is in, the hlgher level definition is I ikely to inter
sect with the definitions adopted by others. 

Because of this characteristic 6f interdependence, a very central set of quest ions is 
'how much co-ordination? what sort? and how?' 

Co-opdination 

The importance of the amount and means of co-ordination as a factor in policy-maklng, 
together with the differences between the latter and decislon making, make this a use
ful focus for explorlng the relation between OR and pol icy. The options in regard to 
co-ordination each likely to be associated with a particular OR methodology, would in
clude: 

- enlarging the span of interests of single organisations, or creating 
over-arching pollcy or supervisory bodies; 

- identification of policy problems Independently of current boundaries; 

- large scale models, data bases, or analytic capab/litles; 

- development of the perceptive and analytical capabilit/es of Individual 
policyactors; 

- development of inter-organlsatlonal joint problem solvlng abllit/es; 

- reducing rellance on formal co-ordination, eg: by allowing prlce 
mechanisms to operate. 

OrganiaationaZ Change 

It Is always easy to cr/ticise the left hand for not know/ng what the right hand is 
doing and since Inter-dependence Is a grow/ng feature of pol/cy-mak/ng, the search for 
more (and by impl ication, better) co-ordination is a recurrent theme in administrative 
reforms. However, such organisational shuffles are necessarily I/m/ted to present 
perceptions of the Inter-dependence of var/ous activlties and may thereby tend to de
lay adaptation to future Inter-dependence. 

Organisational change Is traumatlc and takes a long time to settle down. It cannot 
be contemplated frequently. Moreover there is not much scope left for creating ever 
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larger agencies in the hope of better co-ordination. Thus, despite a radical app
earance, such changes tend to be geared to i ncrementa I changes In policles, and to 
execution, and to be blased against more far-slghted, and possibly more creatlve 
perspectives. 

Reorganisations of this kind have, however, often provided the occaslon for intro
ducing OR as, for example, on the creation of the Civil Service Department in 1968. 
Soon afterwards a major OR study was commenced concerned with the dispersal out of 
London of parts of the Civll Service, on a scale which would have to Include pollcy
makers as weIl as the executors of policy. Thls study, In which the Institute of 
Operational Research has the prlvllege of particlpatlng, has been published (HMSO 
1973) but I want to ponder here on some of its Impllcations. 

The DispersaZ Study 

The underlying model was of discrete 'block of work', each fairly homogenous and con
nected to other blocks by communlcatlon links of greater or lesser strength. The 
effect of dlspersing a sub-set of the blocks would be to Incur the disbenefits assoc
lated wlth stretching seme links. An algorithm enabled 'good' sets of candidates 
for dlspersal to be selected and the cost end 'link damage' consequences to be estl-
mated. (Turner et al 1970). 

From the point of view of the present paper, the following points arise: 

- it is impl ied that present patterns of communication are valid over 
the indefinite period during which the dispersal moves will influ
ence the conduct of affalrs; 

- no weight was given to the fact that dlspersal would make all sub
sequent reorganisations more difficult to achieve; 

- the longer range uncertainties were further set aside by discounting; 

- dispersal could affect the career paths of Civil Servants perhaps 
making moves between different areas of work less I ikely. Any effects 
this might have on the experience and viewpoints brought to their work 
could not be taken into account in the calculation; 

- simi larly disassociation, over time, from "sou th eastern" views and attl-
tudes could not be considered. It may be noted that different depart-
ments would be dlspersed to different parts of the country; 

- It was not found possible to examine alternative patterns of government 
e.g. one having a stronger regional blas, wlth many functions repre
sented at every region and less national uniformity of treatment of 
given areas of pol icy. Such a pattern might elther have the advantage 
of giving about anyway as a result of polltical pressures for devolu
tion; 

- the measures of link strength used in the model did not give any special 
welght to pollcy-maklng as distinct from execution, except to the extent 
that pol icy Involves more highly-paid offlcers and frequent meetings; 

- although a major purpose was to 
of employment, enquiry revealed 
a region of moving Jobs to It. 
ing such effects considered. 

alter the regional distribution of types 
how 1 ittle was known of the effects on 

Nor were alternative means of achiev-

On the other hand, few organisational changes can have been so weIl studied at the 
design stase. It is interesting to contrast with the reorganisation of the National 
Health Service in England and Wales, whlch has been based on some untested hypotheses 
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about the nature of consensual management, and about the technical feasibil ity of 
comprehensive health planning. Specifically, the dispersal work: 

- won a conslderable achievement In belng accepted as a faIr basIs for 
negotlatlons between Interested partles wlth strong vlews and sklll 
in presenting them; 

- the model did not try to produce an optimum solution but was deslgned 
to be used Inter-actlvely, by responsible officers in the course of 
the negotiatlons; 

- the study recognised and took account of the interests of the people 
concerned, and examlned the many aspects of horne 1 Ife whose Interac
tion with the career aspects could be very slgnificant. 

I am forced to observe that the pressures and the clrcumstances under which thi~ study 
was undertaken led, probably inevitably, to the use of a model and data In such a way 
as to reinforce the present pattern of organisation and communicatlons. By using 
the status quo as data it helped to ensure that substantial changes from the status 
quo dld not enter the set of options and that any such changes that did occur would 
be due to fortuitous effects outside the scope of the model. 

Nevertheless, I do not conclude that the study should not have been done nor that its 
methodology is useless. Oolng the study gave a .great deal of insight into the work
Ing of the government machine and most of the short-comings arlse from the fact.that 
this was a one-off job and was not conceived as part of a contlnuous, on-going pro
gramme aimed at maintaining a body of sclentific knowledge to back up administrative 
changes of various kinds. The dispersal model, if associated with methods continu
ously for detectlng changes of the actual and prospectlve trend of government work 
or the emergence of new areas of pollcy concern, could have become a focal point of 
important scientiflc work of practical signlficance. It could have helped to pro
vide the better understandlng necessary for an anticipatory, adaptive, approach to 
the continuous review of government machinery. 

If pol Icy-making and administration are not to be badly caught out by changes in the 
socio-economic environment, then they must be able to adapt in tune wlth achanging 
society. Ideally, worklng perspectlves would be selected from a set as diverse as 
the range of posslble variations in the socio-economlc environment Itself. 

The following Is an account of a project whlch had the aim of steering a governmental 
machlne away from automatlc rel iance on the current definitions of the boundarles of 
policy problems. 

Problem Structuring 

The setting was the design of arrangements for long-range planning in a Western coun
try having a federal constltutlon. There was Iittle tradition of interchange of per
sonne 1 and ideas between departments of government, and sectoral pol icles were there
fore developed independently of each other. Scharpf (1971) described the situation 
as one of 'negative co-ordination' where exchange of Information and views occurs 
after a pol icy has been worked out by the responsible section of a government depart
ment and not before. Operatlonally, thls means that there Is no joint perception 
of the problem boundary, no Joint development of options, and no Joint discusslon of 
the crlteria of cholce. On the other hand, It is an Inexpenslve, and often rapid 
and declslve way of getting things done. 

As the time horizon extends, however, the short-comings of negative co-ordination be
come more apparent. Moreover, western societies are increaslngly reluctant to give 
automatic acceptance to what 'they' have planned for 'us' so there is increasing risk 
that if policies are developed from Ilmlted perspectives, they will repeatedly have 
to be returned to the drawing board. 
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'Positive co-ordination' would mean the comlng together of those responsible for two 
or more subjects, accordingly to a re-structured (and often ad hoc) definition of a 
pol icy problem. Together they would develop options, conslder crlterla and examlne 
constraints and inter-dependences. Positive co-ordination is expensive, bearing in 
mlnd the time it takes for people from different backgrounds to discover how to work 
together creatively. The number of posslble pairs or larger multiples that might 
be brought together in thls way Is comblnatorially large. The question was, there
fore, how to select the clusters of interests to be brought together. 

Two areas of pollcy-maklng ought to be in the same 'cluster' if the pol icy options 
in one area were 1 ikely to have signiflcant impacts In the other; or If options in 
the two areas confllct, are mutually incompatlble or mutually relnforclng; or if 
new joint options could be conceived. In other words, the reason for bringlng A 
and B together is that the cholces In Aare conditlonal on the options avallable in 
(A + B). 

The moment adecision is made to cut down the range of options In B the contingency 
relationship between A and B is altered. It may now be right for them to go thelr 
separate ways. It is a matter of judgement whether A and B warrant being brought 
together or separated and at any time, new factors may arise to alter these judge
ments. The alm was to make the clustering process as systematic as posslble and 
for It to be dynamic and adaptive. 

If thls could be achleved, It would serve a purpose which could not be served by 
shuffllng organlsatlonal boundarles. The latter could then be deslgned to meet the 
continulng purposes of pollcy implementation and administrative management without 
being compromised by the different requlrements for co-ordination In longer-term pol
icy development. 

The model around which a steering mechanism for the pol Icy-development process was 
designed was as foliows. (Fach et al 1972) 

Consider a matrix in which rows represent areas of policy and columns areas of impact 
on the physical, soclal, economic, etc., environment. Elements of the matrix refer 
to the Impact of pollcy area Ion environmental area j, scaled from 0 to 1. Each 
element is an answer not to the question 'does i affect j', but to the more subtle 
question 'to what extent do the alternatives or options still open wlthin pol icy area 
i differ (signlficantly, understood) in thelr impact upon envlronmental area j?~ 

Ideally, in terms of rigorous logic, there would be a balanced set of exclusive pol icy 
areas, together giving exhaustive coverage of existing and potential publ ic pollcies. 
In practice the definition would be in terms of the responsibil itles covered by gov
ernment departments and publlc agencles, wlth allowance for re-definition as particu
lar pollcy subjects come into focus. 

Similarly, an ideal set of environmental areas would be balanced, mutually exclusive, 
exhaustive, and in sufficiently fine detail. In practice a hierarchlcally organised 
set of impacts, whlch would allow the degree of resolution to be adjusted, was adop
ted and in the Initial experiments we used a level of this hierarchy givlng about 100 
impact areas. 

Impact areas are equivalent to 'soclai indlcators' (Bauer, 1966: Gross, 1967: Terlec
kyj, 1970). Despite much work, the theoretlcal base for definlng such indicators 
is shaky (Plessas and Fein, 1972). It has to be recogriised that the Impact dimension 
of our model would have to evolve In step with changing perceptions of what is becom
ing Important to soclety. 

Altogether, therefore, the matrix was not conceived as absolute but as a convenient 
summary of present perceptlons and commltments. It tried to make these expllcit and 
to provide a framework for steerlng the pollcy-making process, relatlvely Independent 
of the administrative structure. Setting aslde, for the moment, the quest Ion of how 
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the entrles In the matrix are made, the next step was to derive from the pol icy~ 
environment matrix, a triangular matrix of slmllarlties between pollcy areas, a 
pol icy-pol Icy matrix. The assumptlon here is that the superlorlty of positive 
over negative co-ordination between any two areas Is related to the slmllarlty 
between their patterns of envlronmental impact. After some experiments, the el
ements of the pol icy-policy matrix were taken to be the normalised co-varlances 
(around zero) between pairs of rows of the pol Icy-impact matrix. Thls 'simllar-
Ity coefflcient' is 0 when the two pollcy areas have no common Impacts, I when their 
Impacts are Identlcal, and Is unaffected by envlronmental areas on whlch both of them 
have zero impact (thus avoldlng spurlous impression of similarity). 

Several computing methods are avallable to pick out clusters of pol icy areas such 
that the degree of simllarity between members of a cluster Is markedly hlgher than 
that between members of separate clusters. By adjustlng the threshold level at 
whlch pairs of pol Icles are deemed slmllar, the number and slze of clusters can be 
adJusted to match the amount of positive co-ordination actlvlty that can be under~ 
taken wlthin the resources avallable. 

In our experiments the elements of the pollcy~envlronment matrix were obtained from 
panels of officlals using the Deiphi method (Dalkey, 1969). The Intention was to 
do the same wlth other expert groups including politlclans In central and local gov
ernment, soclal scientlsts, polltical journal ists, etc. The model would be contin
uously updated as Impl ied by the descriptlon glven, and re~run from time to time in 
order to gulde the process of formlng and re-forming (Includlng disbanding!) joint 
worklng partles engaged in developing pol icles. I have dwelt on this example des-
plte the fact that the work was not completed at the time, because, whether or not 
the process described was actually used for gulding pollcy-maklng, the model brings 
out some of the problems Involved In brlnging a 'rational' approach such as OR to 
bear on pollcy-maklng. It emphaslses: 

- that pol icy problems, and hence co-ordination problems, are not glven, 
they have to be picked out; 

- the importance of selective mobilisation of resources for pol Icy dev
elopment and analysis; 

- the need to change the connections as policles become establ ished, new 
opportunlties arlse, and as value shlfts occur; 

- the need to avoid belng trapped by current boundaries of departmental 
respons I b Il i ty; 

- the essential rel iance on Judgements; 

- the number of such Judgements required, and thelr comblnatorlal complex
Ity, whlch suggests that wlthout some expl Icit steerlng process, pol icy
making is I Ikely to be not much different from a random process.* 

Practical politlcs make it hard to change the way in which areas of pol Icy are per
celved and tackled, even when the need to change the scope of co-ordination is ob
vious - see, for Instance the careful wordlng of the Central Pol Icy Review Staff's 
paper 'A Joint Framework for Soclal Pollcy' (HMSO, 1975). There is a lot of iner
tla (or momentum, If you prefer) In the offlclal pollcy-making apparatus. Further
more Its mode of survlval Is, on the whole, to be reactlve rather than pro-active 

* Perhaps that Is why the Oxford Engl Ish Dictlonary gives, as one definition 
POLICY .•. a form of gambZing in whiah bets are made on nUll/beros to be droawn 
in a z.otteroy. 
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In relation to changes occurrlng In Its environment. The followlng example Illus
trates how OR sometlmes reinforces these conservatlve characterlstlcs. 

BIG MODELS 

The models developed In the Department of Energy (Hutber, 1972) to act as a co-ord
Inatlng Influence on the work of several pollcy divisions of that Hlnlstry, conslst 
of a predlctlve econometrlc model of demand, Iinked to models of each of the supply 
sectors - coal, gas, electrlclty and 011. By 1972, the last of these conslsted of 
equatlons representlng oll as the balanclng factor, avallable In any quantlty at a 
glven world prlce. Thus the model reflected a) current organisation wlth natlonal
Isatlon of all the fuel Industrles except oll; b) world clrcumstances at the time 
of Its development; and c) the organisation wlthln the Department. It must be ex
pected, therefore, that In appllcatlon the models tend to re-Inforce the perspectlves 
on the energy situation current at the time. Insofar as the modells an Instru-
ment of change, such change 15 llkely to be Incremental.* 

I have heard crltlclsms on the llnes that each of the energy Industrles has Its own 
~els whlch are technlcally superior to the correspondlng parts of the national en
ergy model. That 15 barking up the wrong tree. The point 15 that the model-bulld
Ing effort, and the organlsatlonal setting In whlch It 15 embedded, does not contaln 
the requisite varlety to keep up wlth the changing soclo-economlc environment, for 
example, a) the shlft on moral as much as economlc grounds, In attltudes about the 
consumptlon of natural resources, especlally energy; b) soclal pressures to search 
for renewable and non-pollutlng sources of energy; and c) the emergence of oll as a 
dominant factor In International confllct. 

Heaven's above! It's too much to expect any model to be open-ended enough to add 
factors such as these to the complexltles It al ready copes wlth. But these ever
changing values, attltudes, and opportunltles, are a large part of what energy pollcy 
must be about. The UK energy model I, Important as a means for helplng wlth cer
taln types of Investment declslon wlthln the national Ised fuel sector. But, In a 
sense, It brlngs these declslons, blg as they are In money terms, down to the level 
of routine and thus out of the area of pollcy-maklng Into that of pollcy-dolng. Whe
ther the model contrlbutes to Inertla or whether It helps bring In new options, de
pends upon pollcy (or polltical) processes outside Its scope. 

Thls not an attack on the model-bullders themselves, and It may be unfair to pick 
thelr werk to Illustrate a general thesis. I merely wlsh to Illustrate that whether 
and In what way to use models 15 Itself a kind of pollcy cholce. It will be Interest
Ing to see what the effect 15 of the recently announced declslon of the Energy Depart
ment to make the model avallable to outside partles Interested In the energy sector. 

Appraiea1. of Approacihes to Co-ozodinaticm 

So far we have been looking at apprQaches to Improved co-ordination, whlch. have been 
structured and dei I berate. Hence. they are Ilkely to be constralned by current or
ganlsatlonal boundarles or at least by current perceptlons of the need or opportunlty 
for changing them. Were we deallng wlth the kind of pollcy-maklng whlch falls wlth
In the legltlmate private domaln of an Individual or company, there would be no par
tlcular cause for comment. 5lnce, however, we are conslderlng the maklng of ~ 
pollcy, It 15 of potential concern when the scope and definition of a problem 15 for
ced Into an Inapproprlate mould because of organlsatlonal constralnts, rather than 
responding to the nature of the underlylng publlc Issues. 

There 15 no point In belng purist about thls. The Issues of public pollcy can be 

* An analysis of UK energy pollcy, drawlng partlcular attention to the Inertla 
aspects of the pollcy system 15 contalned In Chesshire et al, 1976. 
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seen in a great varlety of ways and the existing pattern of official agencies is 
often a convenient frame of reference for tackl ing them. Furthermore, if a mis
match persists between the offocial perceptions and those whlch 'feel real', addi
tional polltlcal actors* often emerge wlth the alm of presslng an alternative point 
of vlew. Although 'pol Itlcal' behavlour of thls kind may act as a correctlve, 
however, It cannot always be relled upon to act quickly enoug~ or sensltlvely enough. 

The last statement has Impllclt within it a stance about the quality of public poli
cy-maklng. It would be approprlate to bring thls out expllcltly here by suggestlng 
that the pollcy-maklng process Is 'better' to the extent that: 

- the Issues selected for attention are ones whlch have or will have 
a profound effect on the llves of ordlnary people; 

- the processes do not systematlcally Ignore Issues of thls kind; 

- a range of options recelves consideratlon, Including the posslbillty 
of substantlal, as dlstlnct from Incremental, change from the status 
quo; 

- signlficant options are not unwlttingly ruled out by the effects of 
current organlsatlonal boundarles; 

- confl icts are not created by the process Itself, I.e. that the con
fIlets whlch arlse to be resolved, reflect real dlfferences of values 
between interest groups. 

It would be dlfflcult, perhaps Impossible, to operationalise criterla such as these, 
even if they were unlversally acceptable. Eqaally, though, how can one appralse 
changes, includlng the use of OR, without some such crlterla In mlnd? 

So far we have consldered how the co-ordination aspects of pol Icy-making may be im
proved (or modifled, at any rate) by organisatlonal means; Includlng contlnuous adap
tive forms of temporary organisation along wlth the more conventional 'permanent' 
forms of re-organisation. The role of OR may, for instance, be as a tool at the or
ganlsatlonal design stage; or contlnually as provldlng a service to one or more of 
the actors In the pol Itlcs of the situation; or as provldlng a source of Information 
and appreclation neutrally avallable to several such actors (although rarely to all 
of them). The feature common to these approaches Is that pro~lems and Issues tend 
to be deflned in terms so chosen as to match existlng organisatlonal boundarles. If 
they are not so defined, then they are unllkely to attract Influentlal attention. 

By the nature of its techniques, by Its rellance on quantitative data, and by the his
torlcally sanctlfied alm to be close to an establlshed decision-maker (Waddington, 1973) 
OR Is more 1 ikely to be assoclated wlth marginal innovation than wlth substantial Inno
vation. If thls Is a consclously adopted and understood blas, fair enough. It may 
not always be reallsed, however, that optlng for the use of OR can also mean adopting 
the values of a partlcular form of dynamlc conservatlsm (Schon, 1971). 

The single, large, hlerarchlcal organisation and the overarchlng organisation respon
slble for pol Icy are two means often invoked for Improvlng co-ordination, but we have 
seen how the large OR modells naturally assoclated wlth such approaches to produce a 
blas against conslderatlon of substantlal change. 

* The term 'actor' in a polltlcal analysis may refer to an individual or some 
larger group or a whole agency. The usage depends on the issues belng 
examlned and the extent to whlch a group can be deflned whlch has a consis
tent purposlve stance relative to such Issues. An OR group may Itself 
become such an actor as protagonist for a certaln point of vlew. 
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The case agalnst thls blas 15 not that i ncrementa I changes, or zero change, are bad 
In themselves. It Is that more substantial changes should at least be seen as on 
the cards, either because of trends occurrlng elsewhere or because they offer crea
tive posslbll Itles whlch are unlikely to be reached as a sequence of Incremental 
declsions. 

Sy long-term bulldlng up of knowledge and understanding, OR can make areal contri
butlon to pollcy, but not by the mere smash-and-grab appllcatlon of technlques. 
What needs to be looked at most carefu"y, however, 15 how access to thls knowledge 
and understanding is controlled and whether It is used bya sub-set of political ac
tors as a source of power. Overcomlng thls calls for a process of publlc scrutiny 
and challenge, both as to scientlfic val Idlty and to tmpllcit value assumptlons, of 
OR purportlng to Illumlnate publlc issues (as distlnct from servlng sectional int
erestsJ. 

The roles and polltical behaviour of the varlous polltical actors (offlclals as much 
as pol iticians) are often seen as matters of Individual personality, but whilst it 
cannot be denied that such factors do operate, they are assoclated wlth structural 
factors of some importance as the following examples may Illustrate. 

Individuat Co-ordinative Behaviour 

In connectlon with the dlspersal of government, a study was made of policy-making be
havlour in the Scottlsh Office in order to see whether there was any marked effect of 
distance from the centre of governmental activity in London. It was observed that, 
comparing officlals of the same rank in the two places, those in the Scottish Office 
were I ikely to have a wider span of current responsibil Itles than their London count
erparts. Moreover, thelr career paths were I ikely to have taken them through a var
lety of functlons which, in London, would belong to different Departments which tnter
change personnel more rarely. As a consequence, It seems that In Scotland it was 
the more natural for an officlal to perceive the possibility of connection between the 
problem he was currently handling, and the questions falling in other areas of respon
sibillty. A more Informal mode of communlcation and a naturally wlde-ranglng diag
nosts of the ramifications of policy issues appeared to result. 

It was also observed, however, that the more general Ist behaviour in the Scottish 
Office was dependent to same extent on the exlstence, In London, of officials wlth a 
deeper speclalisation who could be consulted if need be - an example of symblosis be
tween actors in the pol icy-making process which it would be wrong to Ignore. 

It Is Interesting to contrast these observations wlth 'problem-structurlng' as descri
bed earlier. In the government concerned In that example, offlclals made thelr ca
reers by movlng upwards wlthln the narrow functional branch whlch they first entered. 
It was partly for this reason that a formal means of scanning for Interdependence be
tween areas of pol Icy was seen to be needed. 

These observations on indIvidual co-ordinative behavlour were made incidentally during 
work whlch had other objectives, rather than in a framework of research on the pheno
menon itself. They can only be regarded as Indlcatlve, but they are conslstent with 
the findings of another study (Friend, Power, Yewlett, 1974) which concentrated on 
those behavlours whlch facll Itate inter-agency co-ordination. The setting was the 
planned expansion of a small town (Droitwich), a proJect In which the camblned effect 
of the declsions and policles of many offlclal and other agencles could be observed. 
Sy plottlng the networks of contact malntained by the main local actors in this sit
uation, It was posslble to see how at certaln phases of difflculty, one or other of 
the actors would take It upon hlmself to extend the pollcy-making system by drawing 
Into the arena people who had not hltherto been Involved, but whose involvement now 
seemed appropriate. Thls reticul ist (i.e. network-forming) behavlour at tlmes util
ised considerable skill as weIl as a range of vision In detecting the need to act in 
this way. One of the main drivlng forces was seen to be the state of 'pollcy stress' 
whlch occurred fram time to time. 
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In asense, what mlght be regarded as a failure of co-ordination at the central level, 
whilst belng a source of frustration, could also Invoke an informal co-ordlnatlve be
havlour which could be a source of creatlvlty. 

Incldentally the officials concerned had no budget agalnst which to charge thls ess
ential actlvlty and had to put It down to such 'respectable' actlvltles as deslgning 
road systems. Thls 15 a nlce reflectlon of the prevall Ing values about productlve 
and unproductlve werk. 

In these various examples of the co-ordlnatlve behavlour of Indlvlduals, It is possl
ble to observe several factors, Includlng: 

- ability to percelve the need to change the boundarles of a pollcy problem; 

- the Importance of varied career paths In developlng this ability; 

- the political skil1 to bring about approprlate change in the composltlo~ 
of the pol icy-making system; 

the effect of the setting, and the stresses It gives rlse to, as drlving 
forces for the deployment 0 such skills. 

To whlch might be added: 

- the ability (often lacklng) of people drawn from different backgrounds, 
dlsclpllnes, professions, etc., to engage creatlvely In joint problem
solvlng. 

Of course, individual personaltty 15 a factor also, but I have trled In thls essay to 
suggest that there are also factors affectlng the quallty of co-ordination whlch are 
conslstent and structural and therefore In prlnclple capable of belng modelIed and 
hence understood sclentlflcally. I chose the quest ion of co-ordination because evi-
dent lack of It is one of the more readlly detectable shortcomlngs of publlc pollcy
making, because prima faaie the need for It expands as complexlty and uncertalnty grow, 
and because a varlety of approaches 15 avallable. These approaches dlffer In thelr 
effects and In the role which OR can play in relation to them. Rather than explore 
these differences further, however, it is necesary to return and pick up one or two 
loose ends. 

The Unthinkable. and SubstantiaZ Change 

The conservative and incremental tendencies of pollcy-maklng have been referred to 
several times, as has the observation that OR 15 often Involved In relnforcing these 
characterlstics. It is a pity, in my view, that thls should be so. OR was a signi-
flcant soclal Invention in that in its early days (Waddington, 1973) it provlded for 
the operational commander a scientiflcally based theory grounded in actual operations. 
By belng able to nandle several variables at once, and bya general spirit of challen
ging untested assumptlons, it could produce ideas which were novel and even radical 
and support them by evldence and calculation. The ability to offer new options was 
as significant as the ability to provide a rationale for cholce between options that 
were already known. Unfortunately, a) quantitative analysis and b) belng close to 
a powerful declslon-maker, are the characterlstlcs of those early days whlch have con
tlnued to be valued In OR clrcles. In that the analogy between 'operatlonal comman
der' and 'publlc pol icy-maker' 15 a false one, it seems to me that these are not the 
values whlch should have been carrled across as dominant. A more frultful analogy 
would have emphasised c) the creative synthesls aspects and d) service to the true 
analogue of 'commander' - I.e. not a single powerful individual, but a process invol
ving many actors. 

Agalnst such a background, the followlng is a sketch of the kind of thing whlch might 
be attempted. 
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A Cluster of Issues 

I have selected the following as salient problem areas whlch, lf looked at together, 
mlght generate optIons that would be unlikely to arlse from regardlng them as sep~ 
arate problems: 

- employment (and unemployment), 

- job satlsfactlon (the qual ity of worklng llfe), 

- productlon of tradable goods and services, 

- consumptlon of natural resources. 

Although thls 15 a personal cholce, to illustrate a point, clusters of Issues of whlch 
thls mlght be one, would be brought Into promlnence by the 'problem-structuring' app~ 
roach descrlbed earller; or mlght arlse from IndIvIdual 'retlcul Ist' Initiatives. 

There are currently intractable aspects to all four problem areas and wlthln each of 
them poIleies are currently belng pursued whlch Impact on the others. Taklng the 
cluster as a whole could, therefore, suggest options for substantlal change (I.e. In
volving several variables at once) whlch are more attractlve than those that can be 
concelved of In terms of I nc remen ta I change (I.e. of one variable at a time). 

Evaluation of pollcy change in any one of these problem areas 15 made dlfflcult by the 
connections wlth the others, so that If (It Is a large If!) the cluster could be mod
elled, It would add a useful element to the relevant pollcy~maklng systems. Can we 
define, then, for the heurlstlc purpose of generating and evaluatlng new options, a 
model conslstlng of Inter-dependent variables extendlng fnto all four of the problem 
areas In the cluster7 What factors would the postulated model have to bring Into 
account7 

Employment 

Pol icy on employment 15 more conceroed wlth the avoidance of unemployment than wlth a 
clearly formulated positive obJectlve. Unemployment is contemplated wlth horror and 
In recent years governments have responded to thls by economlc pol icles and by vari
ous employment protection measures. They may incldentally have created exaggerated 
expectatlons that the government Is able to control economlc actlvlty to a greater ex
tent than 15 real and should therefore take responslbility for creatlng employment 
wherever unemployed people happen to 1 ive and wish to stay. The manner In which such 
popular expectatlons arise and are relnforced by the actlons of government Is of less 
Importance here than the strength of the values held about malntenance and creation of 
employment. Fear of unemployment pers1sts even though the material hardshlps are mi
tlgated by soclal securlty provisions. It 15 not, as It once was, a matter of actual 
starvation. Indeed for some, the material dlfference between belng In a Job and be-
Ing unemployed 15 small or even negative. In such ca ses the soclal stigma of belng 
unemployed 15 the uppermost conslderatlon. 

Employment has become the central social ritual of Industrial man (Pym, 1975). In 
arrlvlng at thls ritual position 'employment' has drawn upon, and distorted, the posi
tive values whlch once belonged to 'work'. A moment's thought will show that work 
and employment are not the same, for most people they overlap, but nelther completely 
contalns the other. 

Insofar as employment Is the central ritual, to be excluded from It Is to be denled 
access to valued systems of soclal support, to feel worthless, punlshed and deterred; 
a latter-day excommunlcatlon. Puttlng It another way, an lmportant sub-set of the 
satlsfactlons and dlssatlsfactlons a person obtalns fram Ilfe, ls assoclated wlth 
employment as dlstlnct from work. To Incorporate them In a model as though they 
were synonymous would be to Invlte mlsleadlng concluslons. Phrases llke 'the Journey 
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to work' show th~t the dlstinction is not ~lw~ys ~de when it should be. 

The ~nthropologlc~l concept of ritu~l ls relev~nt to the quest Ion of how unemployment 
ls to be managed. Conslder a few of the options. 

The position of the school-leaver wlthout a job to go to has been a matter of recent 
concern because of the waste of human resources c~pable of useful work and because of 
the devlance problems whlch can arlse when young people are deprived of the soclalls
Ing effects of employment. A pol Icy of job creatlon has been adopted wlth a vlew to 
provldlng school-leavers wlth experlence of paid jobs on such projects as clear 
up bits of the physlcal environment. The reactions, which have been mixed, are 
Interestlng: they seem to say that: 

- for young people accl imatised to a scruffy urban environment the projects 
lack point, It Isn't a 'real job' to do now what has been left undone for 
decades; 

- not being on the payroll of a 'proper employer' doesn't carry the ritual 
overtones of employment even though it ~ work (physlcally) and ~ pald 
for. 

Some, at least, of the actors In the employment pol icy-maklng system have the objec
tlve of maintaining present types of jobs In existlng factories faced wlth closure. 
From the standpoint of normal economlc theory, thls represents an lnefflcient alloca-
tion of resources. It has, however, led to the interestlng development of the 'work-
ers co-operative'. 

The skills of the leading participants in such schemes, derlving from their experience 
~s shop stewards, are In organlslng productlon on the shop floor. As production units, 
and as sources of satisfaction to those involved, some of these experiments seem succ-
essful. It Is more doubtful whether they can cope wlth the problems of product dev-
elopment and marketing for Instance, but wlth parallel Innovations In these functions, 
there may be more robust posslbll Itles. 

The point he re Is that, although the success of such experiments may be qualified in 
their present context, they may nevertheless contaln some of the components which in 
comblnatlon with other Ideas could create new options, once freed from preconcelved 
assumptlons about the organisation of manufacture. 

One of the main options of employment pollcy is the creatlon of new job opportunities 
through investment. Llttle need be sald of this here, except to note the resource 
impl ications, and especially the energy impl Icatlons, of the levels of capltal Inten
slty normal ly involved. Schumacher (1973) Is the main protagonist of the alternative 
option of 'Intermediate technology'. Although almed at developlng societles this may 
convey some messages for Industrlal socletles also. 

Other princlpal levers of employment pol icy operate by constraint, e.g. by maklng it 
difficult and expensive for an employer to make people redundant. Whatever else such 
pol icies do, they cannot avold relnforclng the belief that It is employment which is 
important and work that Is Incidental. 

Other concepts about employment are subject to the process of relnforcement by usage. 
For instance, that on the whole people have one job (at a time), for one employer, 
during normal worklng hours, at a wage determlned by an annual round of bargaining. 
Oepartures from these norms of stereotypical job are punlshed (i .e. made more dlffi
cult) by, for example, the national insurance regulations, the general rule that 'un
soclal hours' justlfy hlgher pay, and in numberless other ways. But suppose these 
assumptions were relaxed and changes made such that people found It better to have two 
jobs? Wbuld employment carry the same stigma then? Wbuld not mid-career adaptation 
through re-training be more feaslble? Retlrement less of a sudden shock? 
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Rituals have their origlns in the necesslties of existence. Characteristics of the 
employment ritual which now seem dysfunctlonal have been dlsplaced from the clrcum
stanced In whlch they orlglnally acqulred valued status, I.e. the fact that the goods 
and services needed for even a modest level of survlvlal requlred that most people did 
physical work most of thelr time. This need Is no longer absolute In a world of 
'post-scarcity' but it takes time for a corresponding change in the social. mores of 
work, the consequences of which could be far-reaching (Higgln, 1973). Meanwhile 
the position can be summarlsed as: 

- employment is valued, 

- werk and employment are not the same, 

- the satisfactlons (and dissatisfactions) derived from employment relate 
to its ritual aspects as weil as to the work done, 

- the values attaching to the ritual aspects are I Ikely to adapt and 
change evenutally but not wlthout warnlng (If the signs can be inter
preted), 

- satisfaction often comes from work outside the employment context 
(voluntary service, family activity, do-it-yourselr), 

- it is conceivable that patterns of employment and of the organisation 
of werk could be devised which Increase nett satisfaction, 

- this Is not a zero-sum game. We might all gain. 

Job Satisfaation 

In recent years increasing attention has been given to the idea that werk In the con
text of employment can be made more satisfying (Wilson, 1973). A common feature of 
approaches such as job enrichment and job enlargement, is that they seek to meet psy
chological needs through the design of the work itself rather than by compensatory 
'hygiene' .measures. Hertzberg (1968) concluded that the content and structure of 
jobs, rather than the surrounding condltions, were the main factors in motivation and 
satisfactlon. Removing the things whlch cause dissatisfactlon does not itself pro
duce satisfacticn whlch seems to be related to a different set of factors. 

The soclal and psychological desiderata being pursued in the redeslgn of werk situa
tions have been set down (Thorsrud, 1968). At the level of the individual they in
volve optimum variety of tasks; a meaningful pattern of tasks that gives to each 
job a flavour of a single overall task; satisfactory length of werk cycle; some 
scope for the individual to set standards of quantity and quallty of production and 
a suitable feedback of knowledge of results; the inclusion in the job of some of 
the auxiliary and preparatory tasks; requlrement for a degree of care, skili, know
ledge or effort that is worthy of respect in the community; the job should make seme 
perceivable contribution to the util ity of the product for the consumer. 

At the level of the group the objects of redesigning are to provide for 'interlocklng' 
tasks, job rotation or physlcal proximity where there is a necessary interdependence 
of jobs; or where the Individual jobs entail a reJatively high degree of stress; or 
where the individual jobs do not make a obvlous perceivable contributlon to the util i
ty of the end product. Where a number of jobs are linked together by interlocking 
tasks or job rotation, they should as a group contrlbute visibly to the utllity of the 
product, and the group should have some scope for setting standards and recelvlng 
knowledge of results, be able to handle its own Internaiorganisation and have some 
control over 'boundary' tasks. 

Most soclal scientists working in this field stress the participation of people in the 
redeslgn of their own jobs. The reasoning seems to range from the deslrability of 
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tapping their knowledge and experience, to a more idealogical commitment to indust
rial democracy. This kind of participation at the level of the design of the day
to-day working activity Is somewhat different from the concept of partlcipation by 
workers' representatlves In policy-making. The latter is becoming more a matter 
of collectivist power bargainlng and hence more concerned wlth the satisfactions ob
tained from employment than from those obtalned from work. 

The aspect of job satisfaction which Is often the presenting symptom first call ing 
attentIon to Its significance, is the phenomenon of withdrawal, usual ly manifested 
as absenteeism, sickness, or labour turnover. 

it is, I think, significant that the many studies of job satisfaction and the schemes 
introduced have been In the context of i ncrementa 1 change within exlsting employment 
situations. A great deal has been learned about the psychological and social satis
factions which people derive from work and employment and this knowledge might use
fully be incorporated in a more wideranging model. A diagram may help to summarise 
the argument so far, Figure 1. 
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Social S2 Job Satisfaction 

Industrial 

Employment °2 

etc S3 satisfaction of 
POLICIES Ritual Needs 

°3 

SATISFACTIONS ~O 
DISSATISFACTIONS 

Figure 1 

TradeabZe Goods and Services 

As it stands the diagram mlsses out what an economist would regard as the whole point 
of industrial activity, namely the production of goods and services. There are int
erestlng value overtones to be considered here since, to many, production of material 
products is 'good' and output of 'unproductive' services at best dubious. Bacon & 
Eltis (1975) draw a dlstlnction of greater economic relevance between tradeable and 
non-tradeable goods and services. The fact remains, however, that feel ings about 
the value soclety places on the output of work is a factor in job satisfactlon and 
may be irrational. The service of mendlng things could, in a context of llmited re
sources, be seen as better than the productlve activity of making new ones. As these 
values adapt there will be a change in the satlsfactions derlved from work and employ
ment from this cause alone. 

As the basic physlcal necessities of life such as food and shelter are satisfied and 
we seek what would usually be regarded as higher things, the different value impl ica
tions of the outputs of various kInds of work become Increasingly relevant to publ ic 
pol icy and increasingly dlfficult to comprehend in terms of economics. If we now 
add to our model the kinds of satisfactlon of human needs which derlve from the pro
duction and consumptlon of goods and services, It becomes Figure 2. One thing this 
diagram does not deplct Is an answer to the quest ion 'whose satlsfactlons7' Although 
this situation is not zero-sum, It must sometimes happen that one's gain is another's 
loss and I have no wish to gloss over the element of confl ict which the model must ad
equately reflect both in its construction and in its use. 
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There are other confl icts. There has been widespread cancern that the natural re-
50urces to support present levels of industrial activlty will run out sooner or later; 
and fear that It might be sooner. As a crude summary of the vast amount of research 
and speculation on thls point the debate falls between two schools. The 'doom' school 
fear that man will run out of renewable resources, wlth disastraus effects. Their 
vlews tend to be relnforced by the 'conservatlsm' and 'back to nature' schools. Eco
nomic growth will have to be reversed, they say, wlth consequences for every kind of 
policy. The 'cornucoplans', by contra,st belleve that man's ingenulty will find sub
stitutesln good time for anythlng whlch becomes scarce. With enl ightened economic 
pollcies, they say, growth can continue, since economic forces and technological 
'fixes' will carry us through. A more modest position, between these extremes, is 
that provided there is enough energy, and the institutions of soclety can adapt to 
making In~tment declslons whlch are sufficiently long-slghted, and world shlfts In 
economic power do not lead to major wars, then continued economic growth-is feasible 
and the world system need not collapse. 

Energy problems look very different as seen by economists, by politiclans, by techno
loglsts, according to concepts famillar to thelr own disclpl ines and to the different 
time horlzons to whlch they are accustomed In thelr thinking. As a matter of public 
pol icy energy is a large central affalr but thls hardly reflects the fact that actions 
and decisions throughout society have substantlal energy consequences. Thus energy 
Is a relevant unit of account by whlch to incorporate resource quest Ions Into our mo
del. 

Energy must have a central place in this discussion because it is the ultlmate re
source. That is, all transformations of materials require energy, and with suffi
cient of it acceptable substitutes can be found for anythlng whlch becomes scarce. 
Goeller and Weinberg (1975) conclude that mineral resources are adequate provlded 
man flnds an inexhaustlble non-pollutlng source of energy; the main problem Is how 
to make the transition from the present state of relative plenty of oil, coal and 
other resource materials to what they call 'The Age of Substltuabillty' uslng renew
able resources only. The problems they see are social and pol Itlcal; new social 
institutions would be needed to overcome the fact that the market place optimlses 
short-term advantages, thus Inhlblting the transition. Approprlate pol Icy changes 
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are, therefore, contlngent upon Instltutlonal changes. 
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Figure 3 

We have now redeflned the cluster of problems In terms of a balance between an input 
of resources and an output in terms of the satlsfactlon of human needs and desires. 
Thls balance is Influenced by pol icy interactions and Institutlonal change. For the 
purpose of reachlng broad concluslons energy will serve as a single numeralre of in
put especlally slnce a good deal of research on energy accountlng (e.g. Wrlght (1975) 
and Slesser 1975)) could be used. We are not yet In a position to slmpl Ify the sat
Isfactlon eide of the model, and mlght never be. Let us assume for the moment, how
ever, that we can. 

There 15 impllclt In dlscusslon of economlc growth the Idea that greater human satis
faction will be, and can only be, obtalned via greater production of material goods 
and hence by the greater consumption of resources, but It may not be so. Maslow 
(1954) claims that there Is a partlally ordered hlerarchy ranglng from the basic phy
siologlcal needs such a food; shelter and other needs for safety; then needs for 
love and esteem. The upper part of the range is the drive for Individual self-actu
all~atlon which he expresses as .'what a man can be he must be'. Maslow has suggested 
that the attempt to obtaln satlsfactlons further up thls hierarchy is made as soon as, 
but not until, the more basic requlrements have been satlsfled. In that extravagant 
consumptlon of material goods Is sometlmes a surrogate for the satlsfactions to be 
derived from individual self-actuallsatlon, it could be that the optimum relationship 
between the degree of satlsfaction achieved and the consumption of material resources, 
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Is as in the following diagram. Hopefully It will be found to be so. 
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I have been referrlng to a 'model' although what has been deseribed so far would not 
serve the usual OR purpose of enabl ing 'what if?' ealeulatlons to be made. It should 
be thought of as a fleld of enqulry rather than as an all-embraeing eomputable model. 
The suggestion is that it would be posslble to generate and appraise new patterns of 
axtivity to see whether greater human satisfaction ean indeed be achieved at the con~ 
sumption of less natural resourees than Is at present the ease. I offer it as a eon-
ceptual model and as an example of what OR needs to be doing if it is to make a eon
tribution to publle polley which is nelther: 

- restrleted to ineremental change, 

nor - tied to the Interests of a ~ingle polltleal aetor. 

The proeess of change Is', of course, usually an incremental one Involving Individual 
pol itlcal aetors. OR done In such settings ean still be good and useful and make an 
Important eontrlbution to polley-maklng. But It would be so mueh better If it were 
posslble to take Into aeeount substantlal ehanges either as options for deelslon or 
as some of the scenarios of the future agalnst whleh present options should be app
ralsed. 

ConaZusion 

I do not know what Institutlonal provisions need to be made to eorreet the Ineremen
tal ist and other blases of OR, and to re-deploy some of its teehnleal capabilltles on 
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the 1 ines suggested. Perhaps that is a subject for another paper. 

can only summarlse thls one by reiterating that: 

policy-maklng is an important and complex social process; 

- it Is misleading to think of policy-maklng as slmply a special kind 
of decislon-making; 

- OR might contribute to pollcy-maklng in a variety of ways; 

- the various stances of OR differ In the extent to whlch they are llnked 
to pollcy issues (deflned Independently), to pol icy processes, or to 
particular pol Icy actors, or to the Interactions between these perspec
tives; 

- in practice OR tends to be biased towards reinforcing present perspec
tives, present options, and present influences, i .e. to be dynamically 
conservative; 

- recognising that some of thls bias Is unconscious, there is a need for 
complementary work concerned with the generation and appraisal of options 
for substantlal change. 

This would mean discovering, for the more difficult field of policy problems, a spi
rit similar to that whlch OR had in its early days 'when it offered a new view of 9P
eratlonal problems. 
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